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Throughout the report, the term “average” refers to the statistical mean of the data.  
 
The letter “n” is used to designate the number of the respondents to a particular question. When figuring the 
percent breakdown for each question, non-respondents were not included in the total in order to achieve “valid 
percentage” data. This technique is commonly considered to yield the most statistically accurate information. 
 
Tests to analyze the correlation between various respondent characteristics were run for all applicable variables. 
When a statistical test indicated a dependent relationship at a minimum 95% level of confidence, the correlation 
between the factors is noted as “significant” in the report. 
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Goals of Research 
 
The purpose of the research was to understand the impact SpringHill has on a staff/alum’s life. Goals of the 
research included: 

 Understand overall satisfaction with SpringHill work experience 

 Determine the influence of a SpringHill work experience on career choice, church involvement, and overall 
spiritual life 

 Assess the value of the current training and impact on leadership 
 
Date conducted: October–November 2015. 
 
Respondents included past staff and alumni of SpringHill. Research was conducted and report written by 
Kiekover Marketing. 
 
Summary of Findings 
 
Most respondents were satisfied with their work experience. 
 

 The majority of respondents were satisfied with their work experience; however, there is room for 
improvement. For the small percentage who were not satisfied, concerns included lack of connection with 
staff and feeling both overworked and not appreciated. 

 

 Eighty-eight percent have recommended SpringHill as a work experience. The higher the satisfaction the 
more likely the respondent recommended SpringHill. 

 
Respondents were positively affected by their SpringHill work experience. 
 
Almost all respondents 
(91%) indicated working at 
SpringHill strengthened 
their overall spiritual 
development. In addition, 
respondents believe they 
have become a better 
leader as the result of 
working at SpringHill. 
 
The training also positively 
affected respondents. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Mean 
avg. 
2015 

Strongly 
agree 

Agree 

My overall spiritual development was strengthened by 
working at SpringHill 4.4 61% 30% 

As a current college student, I have become a better leader in 
my various roles (student, work, social life, church, family, 
etc.) 4.3 49% 39% 

The training and work experience I received at SpringHill has 
made me a better leader in my work and in my life 4.3 48% 39% 

It made me more open to sharing my faith 4.3 45% 43% 

I have developed as a Christian in my home life 4.2 40% 44% 

I have more interest in leadership positions as a result of my 
training at SpringHill. 4.1 43% 34% 

I have developed as a Christian in my work life 4.1 37% 43% 

My parenting style was positively affected by my SpringHill 
work 4.0 37% 32% 

I have a stronger devotional life because of my SpringHill 
work 3.8 34% 33% 

I am involved in a leadership position in a Christian, non-
profit, or for-profit organization 3.7 39% 27% 

I am more involved with my church today 3.6 29% 30% 

My SpringHill work experience helped me attain my next job 3.5 25% 28% 

My career choice was guided by my SpringHill work 
experience 3.4 22% 31% 

I am a leader in my church because of my SpringHill work 
experience 3.3 19% 26% 
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Respondents Have a Positive Opinion of the Training Received from SpringHill 
 
The majority of respondents rated the training they received 
from SpringHill prior to starting their position there as either 
excellent (36%) or good (41%). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Seventy-one percent of respondents 
believe the training prepared them to be a 
leader at SpringHill and 54% believe the 
training prepared them to be a leader after 
SpringHill.  
 
 
 
 
 
Respondents showed significant gains in 
their leadership skills when comparing their 
assessment of their own leadership skills 
prior to working at SpringHill and then after. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Recommendations 
 
1. Continue to offer training, as it appears to have had a positive impact on satisfaction level. 
2. Overall, the training program is effective. Continue to tweak it to address some of the concerns mentioned 

and look for ways to better develop leadership skills that can be used post SpringHill. 
3. Consider developing a volunteer experience to be offered to past staff/alum. They want to volunteer but 

might need an invitation and program to help get them involved. 
4. Solicit past staff/alum to serve as day camp and summer staff host families. The desire exists on the part of 

staff/alum and this could be a way to start the process. 
 
 
 

 Preparation for 
Being a Leader at 
SH 

Preparation for 
Being a Leader 
After SH–Training 

Preparation for 
Being a Leader 
After SH–Work 
Experience 

(5) Very well 32% 25% 41% 

(4) 39% 39% 42% 

(3) 23% 25% 14% 

(2) 4% 8% 1% 

(1) 2% 4% 2% 

35.7%

41.3%

17.7%

Rating of Training

Excellent

Good

Okay

Fair  3%

Poor  2.3%

 

6.9%

41.6%
37.4%

Prior to SH

32.5%

60.2%

6.6%

After SH

Leadership Skills

Excellent

Good

Okay

Fair

Poor
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Goals of Research 
 
The purpose of the research was to understand the impact SpringHill has on a staff/alum’s life. Goals of the 
research included: 

 Understand overall satisfaction with SpringHill work experience 

 Determine the influence of a SpringHill work experience on career choice, church involvement, and overall 
spiritual life 

 Assess the value of the current training and impact on leadership 
 
Date conducted: October–November 2015. 
 
Respondents included past staff and alumni of SpringHill. Research was conducted and report written by 
Kiekover Marketing. 
 
1. Research Methodology 
 
The research was conducted via an online survey with 305 individual respondents. The survey was written by 
Kiekover Marketing with final approval by Andy Westmaas.  
 
Sample Design 
 
The target population for the online survey was past SpringHill staff; SpringHill provided the email list and the 
mailing list for the postcards.  
 
Data Collection Forms 
 
The survey consisted of 34 questions. (See Appendix A for sample survey.)  
 
Data Tabulation 
 
The survey was tabulated using SPSS software. 
 
Statistical Tests Utilized 
 
The chi-square test was utilized to determine if cross-tabulated variables were independent or dependent. A 
comparison of means test was also utilized when appropriate. When the chi-square test or comparison of 
means test indicated a dependent relationship at a 95% level of confidence, the correlation factor was noted in 
the report as “significant.” 
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1. SpringHill Camps Descriptive Words 
 
(When you think of SpringHill Camps, what are the first three words or phrases that come to mind?) 

 
Respondents’ verbatim comments were collapsed into 
categories for easier analysis.  
 
Over half of the respondents (53%) used words such 
as “fun/exciting/adventure/energy/entertaining/crazy” to 
describe SpringHill and 44% indicated 
“Jesus/Christ/Godly/Christian.” Overall, most 
comments were positive, however, 6% had a negative 
comment or experience. (Note: n=305.) See Appendix 
C for complete list of comments. 
 

 “Games, with, purpose.” 

 “Teamwork, lifelong friendships, long days that 
require endurance.” 

 “Spiritually draining, poor leadership, miserable.” 

 “Service, Fun activities (lake, horses, games, 
friends), Growth in Faith.” 

 “Impacting, cherishing, Gods Love.” 

 “Immature, negligent, betrayal.” 

 “Fun, God, friendly.” 

 “Experiencing the joy of the Lord, Building strong community to lift you up and keep you focused on the Will of 
God, having fun and seeing God's hand on everything.” 

 “Growth, love, adventure.” 

 “Life changing, lasting friendships, God centered.” 

 “Quickly built, close-knit community, engaging with Christ and the Gospel, kids and camp.” 
 
Below is a word cloud created from the verbatim responses. Larger words denote a higher frequency of word use. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fun/exciting/adventure/energy/entertaining/crazy 53% 

Jesus/Christ/Godly/Christian/kingdom 44% 

Relationships/friends/community/fellowship 32% 

People/kids/FTK/family/home 21% 

Challenging/life changing/commitment/learning 15% 

Encouraging/enriching/experience/fulfilling/impactful 15% 

Best/great/love/fantastic/special 13% 

Safe/supportive/healing/accepting/peace 12% 

Worship/faith/gospel/ministry/evangelism 10% 

Growing/growth/stretching/strengthen 9% 

Beautiful/genuine/joy/heaven/happiness 8% 

Exhausting/sleepless/stressful/work 6% 

Serving/caring/forgiveness/compassionate 6% 

Negative comment/bad experience 6% 

Spiritual/bible-based/sanctuary/church 6% 

Other 22% 
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2. Overall Satisfaction with SpringHill Work Experience 
 
(Overall, how satisfied were you with your SpringHill work experience?) 

 
The majority of respondents were satisfied with 
their SpringHill work experience–64% were 
very satisfied and 32% were satisfied. Two 
percent were dissatisfied with their work 
experience. (Note: n=305.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Overall satisfaction with work experience is statistically higher when 
comparing the 2015 results to the 2014 results. 
 
Overall satisfaction with a respondent’s work experience was cross-
tabulated and a chi-square test run to determine if a respondent’s role, 
work location, years worked or other demographic characteristics 
produced a statistically significant relationship. 
 
Age, gender, role, length of time working, or how long ago worked are not correlated at a statistically significant 
level with overall satisfaction. In other words, demographics do not determine a respondent’s satisfaction level 
with their work experience. 
 
3. Reasons for Dissatisfaction 
 
(Why were you not satisfied?) 

 
Those who were not satisfied with their work experience 
expressed a variety of reasons for feeling that way. Several 
people had concerns about the treatment of employees and did 
not feel as though he/she was a valued work member. Others 
expressed concerns about lack of communication and 
expectations. (Note: n=14.) See Appendix C for complete list of 
verbatim comments. 
 

 “As a camper I looked up to staff as role models but when I 
was old enough to work there I realized there were a lot of 
broken people on staff who weren't looking to grow. They'd 
put on a front for kids and their families, while drinking, 
cursing, and fraternizing on the weekends. It was 
disheartening to see behind the scenes at a place I had loved 
for almost a decade. Additionally, not enough training, recognition, or care for the environment.” 

 “I found that there is a lot of hypocrisy in the upper management of the camp.” 

 “I was overworked and ridiculously underpaid; I loved working with the kids and I support the ministry of 
bringing Christ to the campers, but the work/staff environment had become a political zone rather than a place 
where all felt welcomed and as though their opinions mattered.” 

 “Camp director treated us terribly.” 

 2015 
Survey 

2014 
Survey 

Very satisfied 64% 53% 

Satisfied 32% 40% 

Neither 2% 3% 

Dissatisfied 1% 4% 

Very dissatisfied 1% 1% 

Staff issues/lack of connection/rude 29% 

Not appreciated/no support/treated 
poorly 29% 

Didn't grow spiritually/camp didn't focus 
on Jesus 29% 

Overworked 14% 

Underpaid/low wage 14% 

No training/lack of communication 7% 

Other 7% 

Dislike alter calls/disagreed with 
principles 7% 

Didn't feel welcome/fired for being 
LGBTQ 7% 

Hypocrisy 7% 

63.9%

31.5%

2015

Overall Satisfaction

Very satisfied

Satisfied

Neither  2.3%

Dissatisfied  1%

Very dissatisfied  1.3%
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 “This is the first time anyone has asked about my experience. That should say enough about my 
dissatisfaction.” 

 “My bosses were jerks, our team didn't get along very well, and I was treated poorly.” 

 “I worked in pursuit over the summer and I was not led spiritually at all by my director, she was very 
condescending, and whenever I would come to her with something I was struggling with she would laugh at 
me, and provide no support, Emily Webster knows how to work, but has no clue how to work in a ministry 
setting. I am very surprised that Springhill continued her employment.” 

 
4. Recommend SpringHill 
 
(When you worked for SpringHill, did you recommend them as a work experience to friends/family?) 

 
Almost all of the respondents recommended SpringHill as a work 
experience while seven percent did not. (Note: n=305.) This was similar 
to the results from the research conducted in 2014. 
 
As would be expected, 98% of those who were very satisfied 
recommended SpringHill as a work experience. Only 43% of those who 
were neither satisfied nor dissatisfied recommended SpringHill and 
none of those who were very dissatisfied recommended SpringHill as a 
work experience. 
 
5. Reasons for Not Recommending SpringHill 
 
(Why didn’t you recommend SpringHill as a work option?) 

 
Of the respondents who did not recommend SpringHill, 25% 
indicated they “didn’t know anyone looking for work/just did not,” 14% 
stated they “didn’t save money or were underpaid.” An additional 
14% indicated they were “not treated well/human aspect/bad 
leadership.” (Note: n=21.) See Appendix C for complete list of 
verbatim comments. 
 

 “Leadership was terrible.” 

 “SpringHill consistently failed to take care of their staff, creating 
distrust between directors and their staff. There didn't seem to be 
checks and balances with the directors and the way they were 
treating their staff.” 

 “A majority of my friends are in a place in life that require at living wage pay.” 

 “Had an expectation going in and it wasn't fulfilled. SpringHill is unorganized but spontaneous. Directors make 
others feel less of one another, and work was hard but rewarding.” 

 “I don't plan on working there again.” 

 “For me, I didn't suggest it as a first option among my friends. Many of my peers are working on internships / 
academic credit, and a meager camp salary doesn't cut it. It's often a last resort – though a good one – that 
enables students to work at camp.” 

 “It was one of the worst experiences of my life. I loved being a camper but hated working for SpringHill. If they 
learned how to treat their staff better I might reconsider but I personally have told people who've considered 
working there not to do it.” 

 “I did not like the work environment. At the time I worked there, it was also not the most stable job. 
Counselors were being asked to take weeks off because lack of campers, and even though no one was in it 
for the money, this was disheartening. I also didn't like some of the policies and philosophies espoused by 
upper management. The icing on the cake was the video series about being a cow farmer, which I am still, 
unfortunately, unable to forget.” 

 “My opinion of the camp changed greatly after working there.” 

 “I was a Media Director. No one knew if I was leadership and on the same level as Area Directors or if I was 
on the lower level with counselors. This NEEDS to be resolved and communicated. Also as a media Director I 

Didn't know anyone looking for 
work/no one asked/just didn't 25% 

Didn't save/underpaid 14% 

Not treated well/human aspect/bad 
leadership 14% 

Unorganized/not stable/no 
communication 11% 

Hated my experience/bad experience 7% 

Location/too far away 4% 

Not spiritual enough/not given to God 4% 

Overworks staff/stressful 4% 

Other 11% 

87.9%

5.2%

Recommend SpringHill

Yes

No  6.9%

Not sure
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had NO ONE pouring into me. The area directors had the men and women directors, and the counselors had 
the area directors. I was left out to dry. I was also pouring into people- and became EXTREMELY drained due 
to no one pouring into me.” 

 “Because over the summer I did not feel supported by my director.” 
 
6. Reasons for Recommending SpringHill 
 
(Why did you recommend SpringHill as a work option?) 

 
Twenty-four percent of respondents who 
recommended SpringHill as a work option 
indicated they grew spiritually and 20% 
recommended it because it was an opportunity to 
serve or teach kids. 
 

 “It was one of the best summers of my life.” 

 “I grew so much during my two summers on 
staff; I really think people can benefit from 
that experience. Also it looks great on my 
resume!” 

 “Experience with a local-run ministry with a 
rich and networked history and powerful 
effectiveness for Great Commission 
purposes.” 

 “The focus on making everyone strong, 
Christian leaders. So much success in reaching kids with the Gospel.” 

 “Because it challenges your faith in a way you never thought you could be challenged. You meet so many 
individuals who have the same goals and passions as you do for the summer. We come from so many 
different backgrounds and meet life long friends. You experience so many life-changing situations as well. 
Bringing a child to Christ is amazing. Telling the story is even more life changing.” 

 “Great experience, hard work, long days, patience.” 

 “Because it is a great place that builds you up in so many ways like leadership skills, communication skills, 
and spiritual growth.” 

Grew/grew spiritually/started walking with the Lord 24% 

Helping kids/opportunity to serve/made a difference/share 
with others 20% 

Life changing/challenging/pushed me/impacted 17% 

God/Jesus/Christ/Christian/faith 16% 

Fun/a blast/activities/horses 13% 

Community/ministry/environment/fellowship/safe 11% 

Great people/made friends/became family/relationships 11% 

Prepares/teaches leadership/skills/character building/learn 10% 

Great experience/positive experience/different experience 9% 

Great place to work/great place to be/work ethic 9% 

Amazing/uplifting/exciting/fantastic/rewarding 7% 

Take care of staff/supportive/got help/caring 6% 

Best summer/summer job/outdoors 6% 

Genuine/meaningful/unique/different 5% 

Other 5% 
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1. Personal Impact  
 
(How did your SpringHill work experience impact you as a person?) 

 
Forty percent of respondents stated working at 
SpringHill brought them “closer to God/grow in 
faith/growing/trust God” and 21% indicated they 
were “out of their comfort zone/learned to 
lead/shared themselves or gospel.” See Appendix 
C for complete list of verbatim comments. 
 

 “Grew in leadership.” 

 “I learned a lot of time management and what 
God expects of me in a relationship with Him. 
It also showed me how to be a leader among 
peers.” 

 “I grew up spiritually, I learned how to work 
well with a team, I learned how to lead teens, I 
was forced out of my comfort zone in many 
ways and it was great.” 

 “Again, SpringHill impacted me mostly in terms 
of understanding that being a Follower of 
Christ is about being a part of a body. We are 
a small portion, and are not a whole. We must rely on each other and have community.” 

 “Mostly, it strengthened me mainly by providing me with a solid community of mostly strong Christians, as well 
as some solid friendships.” 

 “Amazing friendships, incredible kids, great leadership opportunity, plus so fun.” 

 “It affirmed that God was calling me into full-time ministry. I grew a leader in my role and knew I wanted to 
continue doing work just like it.” 

 “It connected me with staff and campers, some of whom have fallen away from the Lord, and many of whom I 
remain in contact with. For many, I have been able to encourage and explain with understanding of the Bible 
and direct people back to Jesus and be a light of love for others who have yet to return to him. No one else 
from Springhill remains in touch with them to my knowledge. So, through me, the mission of Springhill was 
fulfilled. I hear similar stories from other former staff working to make a difference.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Closer to God/grow in faith/growing/trust God 40% 

Out of comfort zone/learned to lead/share myself or 
gospel 21% 

Supportive staff/lifelong friends/cool people/fellowship 15% 

Learned/understand more/helped shape me 12% 

Work ethic/more patience/more flexible/developed 
skills 11% 

Confidence/more social/work together/community 9% 

Changed my life/new perspective on life/never be the 
same 8% 

Good experience for job/teaching/better prepared 7% 

Challenged/stretched/perseverance/drove me 6% 

Still working with kids/relate to kids now/love on kids 5% 

Valuable experience/unforgettable/lifelong memories 4% 

Saw lives changed/serve others 4% 

Role model/impact others/better person/pour 4% 

Taught selflessness/humble/responsibility/kindness 4% 

Negative comment 4% 

Other 4% 
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2. Level of Agreement with Various Statements About Work Experience 
 
(Based on your work experience at SpringHill, indicate your level of agreement with the following statements. Again, very specifically your 
agreement with how your SpringHill work experience influenced the following.) 

 
Respondents were most likely to indicate his or her "overall spiritual development was strengthened by working at 
SpringHill”–only 6% disagreed with that statement. Over half of respondents indicated their SpringHill work 
experience helped them attain their next job. Eighty-seven percent of respondents agree that the training and 
work experience received from SpringHill made them a better leader. 
 
 Mean 

avg. 
2015 

Strongly 
agree 

Agree Not sure Disagree Strongly 
disagree 

My overall spiritual development was strengthened by 
working at SpringHill 4.4 61% 30% 3% 5% 1% 

As a current college student, I have become a better 
leader in my various roles (student, work, social life, 
church, family, etc.) 4.3 49% 39% 7% 4% 0% 

The training and work experience I received at SpringHill 
has made me a better leader in my work and in my life 4.3 48% 39% 10% 3% 1% 

It made me more open to sharing my faith 4.3 45% 43% 7% 4% 1% 

I have developed as a Christian in my home life 4.2 40% 44% 10% 4% 3% 

I have more interest in leadership positions as a result of 
my training at SpringHill. 4.1 43% 34% 13% 8% 1% 

I have developed as a Christian in my work life 4.1 37% 43% 11% 7% 2% 

My parenting style was positively affected by my 
SpringHill work 4.0 37% 32% 23% 8% 0% 

I have a stronger devotional life because of my 
SpringHill work 3.8 34% 33% 19% 13% 2% 

I am involved in a leadership position in a Christian, non-
profit, or for-profit organization 3.7 39% 27% 7% 19% 8% 

I am more involved with my church today 3.6 29% 30% 18% 17% 6% 

My SpringHill work experience helped me attain my next 
job 3.5 25% 28% 26% 17% 5% 

My career choice was guided by my SpringHill work 
experience 3.4 22% 31% 19% 20% 8% 

I am a leader in my church because of my SpringHill 
work experience 3.3 19% 26% 23% 27% 6% 
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3. Work Experience Impact 
 
(You indicated that the following was influenced by your SpringHill work experience. Can you provide an example or elaborate on what 
changes were made?) 

 
When asked to provide examples of how nine different areas were influenced by their SpringHill work experience, 
respondents provided a variety of examples. The top three responses are shown for each area. See Appendix C 
for complete list of verbatim responses.  
 

As a current college student, I have become a 
better leader in my various roles (student, work, 
social life, church, family etc.).  

25%–Organizational skills/leader/leadership development/tools 
14%–More open/confident/courage/safe/easy 
10%–More involved in church/small group/volunteer 

I am a leader in my church because of my 
SpringHill work experience.  

26%–Work with youth/youth group/teaching/better teacher 
26%–More involved in church/small group/volunteer 
9%–Ministry/Christian school/Christian org/fellowship/community 

I am involved in a leadership position in a 
Christian, non-profit, or for-profit organization. 

18%–Work with youth/youth group/teaching/better teacher 
12%–Ministry/Christian school/Christian org/fellowship/community 
11%–More involved in church/small group/volunteer 

I am more involved with my church today. 

9%–Ministry/Christian school/Christian org/fellowship/community. 
18%–Work with youth/youth group/teaching/better teacher 
38%–More involved in church/small group/volunteer 

I have a stronger devotional life because of my 
SpringHill work. 

33%–Praying more/daily devotions/read Bible/find peace/meditation. 
29%–Quiet time with God/relationship with Christ/the Word. 
6%–Experience God/connect with God/(God/Christ) first 

I have developed as a Christian in my home life. 

13%–Testimony/discipleship/coworkers/share gospel/vocal 
11%–More open/confident/courage/safe/easy 
9%–Praying more/daily devotions/read Bible/find peace/meditation. 

I have developed as a Christian in my work life. 

14%–More open/confident/courage/safe/easy. 
13%–Bring Christ into my work/daily life/combine faith and work 
9%–Testimony/discipleship/coworkers/share gospel/vocal 

I have more interest in leadership positions as a 
result of my training at SpringHill. 

40%–Organizational skills/leader/leadership development/tools. 
20%–More open/confident/courage/safe/easy 

It made me more open to sharing my faith. 

29%–More open/confident/courage/safe/easy 
27%–Witness/practice/prepared/share/learn skills 
18%–Testimony/discipleship/coworkers/share gospel/vocal 

My career choice was guided by my SpringHill 
work experience. 

26%–Work with youth/youth group/teaching/better teacher 
12%–Ministry/Christian school/Christian org/fellowship/community 
11%–Reaffirmed plan/goal/major 

My overall spiritual development was 
strengthened by working at SpringHill. 

13%–Focus on Christ/God taught me/stronger faith/daily walk. 
13%–Always/yes/so true/inevitable. 
7%–God spoke to me/closer to God/trust (God/Jesus) 

My parenting style was positively affected by 
my SpringHill work. 

24%–Mentor/guide/shape/relate to kids/interact/influence 
13%–Gave me experience/better grasp on God's word/learned about 
kids 
13%–Not a parent/want to be parents 

My SpringHill work experience helped me attain 
my next job. 

29%–Previous experience a help/easier to get job/another 
camp/similar position 
10%–Networking/reference/connections/name recognition/resources. 
9%–Always/yes/so true/inevitable 

The training and work experience I received at 
SpringHill has made me a better leader in my 
work and in my life. 

18%–Organizational skills/leader/leadership development/tools 
14%–More open/confident/courage/safe/easy 
14%–Always/yes/so true/inevitable 
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1. Overall Rating of Training 
 
(How would you rate the training you received prior to starting your position with SpringHill?) 

 
Overall, the majority of respondents rated the training they 
received from SpringHill prior to starting their position there 
as either excellent (36%) or good (41%). (Note: n=305.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Suggestions for Improving Training 
 
(What suggestions do you have for improving the training you received?) 

 
Twenty-one percent indicated they can’t think of a 
suggestion or can’t remember the training enough 
to comment and 15% indicated the training should 
be more specific and for actual situations. See 
Appendix C for complete list of verbatim 
comments. 
 

 “90% of the training was worst-case scenario 
training (what to do in a storm, gunman, run 
away students, etc.), and I agree that those 
are all necessary and important. However, too 
much time was spent on things that never or 
rarely occur, and not enough time was spent 
on things that occur every day while being a 
counselor. As a result counselors seemed to 
be very prepared with worst-case scenarios, 
but incredibly ill-equipped in the valuable areas 
of dealing with students and effectively leading 
students.” 

 “More interactive and I think if training was 
paid, or at least partially, people might have a 
little bit better attitude about it.” 

 “Nothing. You guys do a wonderful job and I'm so pleased with the experience I had. More follow up with 
alumni would be nice.” 

 “Mostly, a lot of the training was simply irrelevant to me as a productions technician. There was not really a 
whole lot of actual training. It was really just more work.” 

 “I really enjoyed the training. I could have used more training on difficult issues campers had (eating 
disorders, cutting, family troubles, addiction, etc.).” 

 “Chris Law did a fantastic job teaching us about film, but I think the bigger group things didn't apply to 
Production Staff and it felt like we were wasting time in those trainings.” 

 “Make all year-round staff read 50 pages of John Carver over 10 weeks and talk about it twice a week. 
Everyone thinks they understand him more than they actually do and no one understands that they can apply 
his ideas to their lives more than they actually can. The deep, thick, paradigm of John Carver’s Policy 
Governance, once digested and chattered about by the innovative and unique staff at Springhill, will produce 
the basis for mission-centered training top to bottom.” 

 “Pay staff for it. Give more opportunities to practice and less lecturing.” 

 “Actually having training would be a good start...” 

Can't remember/can't think of anything/NA/none 21% 

Train for actual situations/more specific/practical 
experiences/prepare 15% 

Loved it/positive comment/don't change anything 12% 

Make shorter/break up with fun activities/condense/too 
much downtime 11% 

Team building/more time to meet/build community 
first/bonding 11% 

More interactive/more small group discussion/less 
lecture/role play 9% 

More set ups/more physical/activity role/hands on 6% 

Better communication/clearer expectations/better 
organized 6% 

Longer training/make it longer/more time/ongoing 4% 

Common sense rules for first timers/procedural/tips & 
tracks 3% 

How to be bold in faith/different ways to share 
gospel/ecumenical 3% 

How to interact/reach out to staff/how to step up/inclusive 3% 

Already knew most of it/didn't help/too repetitious 3% 

Have training/wasn't trained/missed some training 3% 

Other 6% 

35.7%

41.3%

17.7%

Rating of Training

Excellent

Good

Okay

Fair  3%

Poor  2.3%
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3. Preparation for Being a Leader at Springhill 
 
(How well did the training you received prepare you to be a leader at SpringHill?) 

 
Just under three-fourths of respondents believe 
the training they received prepared them for 
being a leader at SpringHill. Six percent of 
respondents did not feel prepared. (Note: 
n=305.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Preparation for Being a Leader After Springhill–Training 
 
(How well did the training you received prepare you to be a leader after your work at SpringHill?) 

 
Just under two-thirds of respondents believe the 
training they received prepared them for being a 
leader after SpringHill. Twelve percent of 
respondents did not feel the training prepared 
them for that. (Note: n=305.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
5. Preparation for Being a Leader After Springhill–Work Experience 
 
(How well did your work experiences at SpringHill prepare you to be a leader after your work at SpringHill?) 

 
Eight out of ten respondents believe their 
SpringHill work experience prepared them for 
being a leader after SpringHill. Three percent of 
respondents did not feel their work experience 
prepared them for that. (Note: n=305.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

32.1%

39.3%

22.6%

Leader Preparation

 (5) Very well 

 (4)

 (3)

 (2)  3.6%

 (1) Not at all prepared  2.3%

 

24.9%

38.7%

24.6%

Training Prepare for After SH

 (5) Very well 

 (4)

 (3)

 (2)  7.5%

 (1) Not at all prepared  4.3%

 

40.7%

42%

14.4%

Work Experience Prepare for After SH

 (5) Very well 

 (4)

 (3)

 (2)  1.3%

 (1) Not at all prepared  1.6%
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6. Examples of Training or Working Experience That Prepared for Leadership 
 
(What specifically about the training or work experience prepared you to be a leader after your work at SpringHill?) 

 
Respondents indicated a variety of tasks/training 
prepared them for leadership after SpringHill. 
Fourteen percent indicated “leading groups/ 
leadership/setting example/cabin leader” prepared 
them and an additional 11% indicated “making 
decisions/responsibility/problem solving/step up.” 
See Appendix C for complete list of verbatim 
comments. 
 

 “The daily small group teachings.” 

 “Organizing people that are difficult to get to 
listen.” 

 “We learned about decision making in children 
and how they think. I think that was very 
helpful to understand what is going through 
their minds to sympathize with them.” 

 “I had worked with middle school aged children 
in the past for Young Life, but had not had 
much experience with special needs.” 

 “Helped with my shyness.” 

 “The work experience just taught you how to 
work with different types of people and how to 
be flexible.” 

 “Communication with other staff and families.” 

 “I was in charge of kids and learned how to 
manage them effectively specifically by singing songs and engaging them in lessons.” 

 “The training is kind of a blur.” 

 “Maintain professionalism while dealing with coworkers, children, and parents regardless of the task and how 
it is approached. Also, the understanding that working together makes great things happens. Everyone does 
his or her own part, and it is part of a great whole.” 

 “Leading children can sometimes be more difficult than leading adults.” 

 “I still regularly use the games and ice breakers from Springhill in my current role hiring new employees in my 
company.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Leading groups/leadership/setting example/cabin leader 14% 

Making decisions/responsibility/problem solving/step up 11% 

Relate to kids/confidant to kids/working with kids/empower 9% 

Patience/composure/compassion/calm/listen/understanding 8% 

Comfortable with myself/build confidence/learned trust/out 
of comfort zone 8% 

Learning to be flexible/adaptability/stay on toes/resourceful 8% 

Learned safety procedures/rules/conflict 
management/difficult situations 8% 

Communication/know what to say/able to 
explain/motivating 7% 

Perseverance/taking initiative/work hard/resilience 7% 

Working with different people/community 7% 

Teamwork/role play/collaboration/work with 
others/interactive 6% 

Can't remember/don't know/NA 6% 

Everything/every life lesson learned/experience/knowledge 6% 

Customer service/meet needs/reach out to others/help 5% 

Learned skills/experience in special 
needs/creativity/improvise/professionalism 5% 

Inspired by directors/people guided me/culture of ok to fail 4% 

Manage campers/assign counselors/position of 
authority/delegate 4% 

Express faith/field difficult Christian questions/discipline 
others/pour  3% 

Other 7% 
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7. Rating of Leadership Prior to SpringHill 
 
(Prior to working at SpringHill, how would you rate your leadership skills?) 

 
Approximately half of the respondents rated their leadership 
skills as excellent (7%) or good (42%). (Note: n=305.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
8. Rating of Leadership After SpringHill 
 
(After working at SpringHill, how would you rate your leadership skills?) 

 
The majority of respondents indicated their leadership skills 
after working at SpringHill were either excellent (33%) or good 
(60%).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
9. Comparison of Training 2014 to 2015 
 
(In 2015, was the training/education regarding leadership better than, the same as, worse than when compared to the year(s) previous?) 

 
For those respondents who worked in both 2014 and 2015, 
36% thought the training they received in 2015 was better than 
the training they received in 2014, half thought it was the same 
and 14% thought is was worse. (Note: n=58.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6.9%

41.6%
37.4%

9.8%

Leadership Skills Prior to SH

Excellent

Good

Okay

Fair

Poor  4.3%

 

32.5%

60.2%

6.6%

Leadership Skills After SH

Excellent

Good

Okay

Fair  0.7%

Poor  0%

 

36.2%

50%

13.8%

Comparison of Training

Better than

Same as

Worse than
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10. Changes Noticed in Training 
 
(What changes did you notice in the training?) 

 
For those who thought the training was better than the previous training, a couple of people indicated the training 
was more exciting than previous training. Not a lot of information was provided by the respondents. 
 
Better than 
 

 “It was not as long, there were chairs and it was much more exciting than previous years.” 

 “More interactive.” 

 “Two day everyone training, then the rest of the days focused on individual roles.” 

 “I had a different kind of training altogether, but I noticed more focus on interpersonal communication and I 
appreciated that. One of the biggest errors we make as staff members is not taking care of interpersonal 
issues. Teaching people to be assertive, loving, and straightforward helped a lot.” 

 “I actually missed the first two days of training in 2014 so I don't have a complete memory of that training. The 
training was pretty good both years. The big difference was the huge all day training sessions in 2015 at the 
start. While I was able to stay focused throughout it (probably because it was more interesting than eight 
hours of warehouse work), it may have been long for a lot of people. I feel like 2014 may have built better 
community during training. Although the first all-staff activity was a team.” 

 “The lessons were more in depth.” 

 “Less time in the Auditorium. 2-Day crazy program was actually helpful; it did not seem that long.” 
 
Worse than 
 

 “Longer, not as consistent.” 

 “The two-day lecture sessions where we sat in the auditorium all day. Absolutely terrible. It was a bad format 
and was not conducive to learning. It also seemed that 2015 training focused more on soft skills, like 
leadership and building community, rather than hard skills and facts, like schedules and how to talk to 
parents.” 

 “I liked it in 2014 when we went over the Gospel message together and training was more interactive.” 

 “In 2014 we didn't get much team time and were not able to grow together well and we also needed A LOT 
more training on our activities than we got. In 2015 we got a lot of team time, which was so great, but the 
main sessions were so crammed together that I don't feel I learned a lot.” 
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11. Recommendations for Training Future Leaders 
 
(One of the goals of SpringHill is to train future leaders. What recommendations would you make to SpringHill to make sure they are 
accomplishing this goal?) 

 
A wide variety of suggestions were 
received from respondents when 
asked for recommendations for future 
training. Eighteen percent stated 
SpringHill should continue what they 
are currently doing and 14% did not 
have any suggestions. Nine percent 
stated, “help in teaching the 
word/immerse in gospel/pour/spiritual 
growth/servant.” See Appendix C for 
additional comments. 
 

 “Be certain that those who are 
placed in leadership roles fulfill 
them. Also those under them 
should be informed of the 
responsibilities that leaders hold. 
On many occasions those under 
leadership staff would be come 
frustrated and angry with people 
for not meeting their needs without 
the realization of the weight that is 
placed on leadership staff.” 

 “Sorry, wish list could help but you 
do a lot already.” 

 “Make sure that we are being watched and given feedback by people who know what good leaders do. I got 
feedback on how I did this summer in my role but it was only by my area director. It would have been nice to 
get feedback from more experienced leaders at SpringHill.” 

 Nothing, I think training was adequate and very informative. I appreciate the intensity of the training and long 
hours, because it prepares you for the mood of the upcoming summer. 

 “Just make sure there are plenty of opportunities for them to actually exercise some leadership roles and 
make decisions, not merely follow.” 

 “Continue to do the great work that you do!” 

 “Letting other people lead, not just leadership staff.” 

 “You can't lead unless you know where you are going. And you can't get there unless you map and budget. 
Every fund raising project served the purpose of facilitating as kind of Game With A Purpose. The huge back-
land property is a conversation-starter. Learn to understand what we actually learn in principle. Not draw 
illustrations. Not make comparisons. But find the eternal truth that connects the blob to a family spat. That 
discovery is the purpose of every physical structure and piece of nature at the camp.” 

 “Continue immersing them in the Gospel.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Keep doing what you're doing/continue great work/good job 18% 

NA/none/don't know/not sure/no changes needed 14% 

Help in teaching the word/immerse in gospel/pour/spiritual 
growth/servant 9% 

Train everyone/onsite training/practical training/train all summer 7% 

Help staff develop good habits/lead by example/feedback/hire staff with 
experience 7% 

Better communication/emphasize impact/communication skills/state 
goals 7% 

Give responsibility/leadership opportunities/leadership skills 6% 

Encourage/empower/rewarding job/constructive criticism/confidence 6% 

Teamwork/include everyone/learn from each other/role play 5% 

Directors take charge/leaders more present/leaders fulfill roles 4% 

Ice breaker activities/split into discussion groups/bonding/interactive 3% 

Ask current employees/check in on previous staff/staff return/retreats 3% 

More hands on/curriculum for real world/give tools/learn through failure 3% 

Focus on individual/personalization/one-on-one 3% 

Create relationships/mentors 3% 

Less focus on leading/humility in leaders/not everyone is a leader 2% 

Challenge/push outside comfort zones/problem solve 2% 

Christian values in all departments/more prayer/importance of being 
involved in church 2% 

Be patient/help with questions/treat with respect 2% 

Show them they are valued/show appreciation/everyone's equal 2% 

Other 9% 
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12. Development of Leadership Skills 
 
(Indicate how well your training and work experience at SpringHill developed the following leadership skills.) 

 
Respondents were most likely to agree 
that their training and work experience 
developed their God immersed leadership 
skills. They were least likely to agree that 
their work/life balance was developed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 Very 
well 

Somewhat 
well 

Not at 
all 

God Immersed (n=296) 70% 27% 3% 

Perseverance/Resilience (n=301) 68% 29% 3% 

Compassion/Sensitivity (n=301) 68% 28% 4% 

Personal Learning/Growth (n=301) 64% 32% 4% 

Leading people (n=302) 63% 34% 3% 

Spiritual Leadership (n=295) 60% 36% 4% 

Community Focus (n=298) 57% 36% 7% 

Cultural Bearer (n=278) 54% 40% 7% 

Resourcefulness Leading People (n=300) 53% 42% 5% 

Decision Making (n=301) 51% 43% 6% 

Continuous Improvement (n=296) 47% 46% 7% 

Stakeholder (Customer) Focus (n=274) 45% 43% 12% 

Life/Work Balance (n=291) 32% 45% 23% 
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1. Future Involvement 
 
(SpringHill’s focus and impact continues to be in the areas of youth evangelism and leadership development.  Will you consider joining 
SpringHill in this effort? Please indicate which of the following you are interested in receiving more information.) 

 
Seventy-five percent of respondents indicated they are willing to join 
SpringHill in prayer support and 37% indicated they would like to 
volunteer. (Note: n=305.) 
 
 
 
2. Social Media Usage 
 
(Which of the following social medias do you currently use?) 

 
Almost all of the respondents use Facebook (93%) and 66% use Instagram. (Note: n=305.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Preferred Communication Method 
 
(What is the best way to communicate with you regarding information from SpringHill?) 

 
Just under three-fourths of respondents stated the best way for SpringHill to 
communicate with them is via email. (Note: n=305.) 
 
 
 
 

Prayer support 75% 

Volunteering 37% 

Christian Leadership Development 
Advisory board 

17% 

Financial support 12% 

Other 13% 

Facebook 93% 

Instagram 66% 

Snapchat 55% 

Pinterest 50% 

Twitter 42% 

LinkedIn 30% 

Google+ 16% 

Tumblr 8% 

Other 2% 

None of 
the above 2% 

E 73% 

Facebook 12% 

Text/sms 5% 

Snail-mail 3% 

Website 1% 

Mobile app 1% 

Twitter 1% 

Other 1% 

Prefer not to be 
contacted 

2% 
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Online Survey to Staff/StaffAlum 
2015 
 
1. When you think of SpringHill Camps, what are the first three words or phrases that come to mind? 
 
               
 
               
 
2. Overall, how satisfied were you with your SpringHill work experience? 
 Very satisfied 
 Satisfied 
 Neither 
 Dissatisfied 
 Very dissatisfied 
 
3. Why were you not satisfied? (only show to bottom three responses Q2) 
 
               
 
               
 
4. When you worked for SpringHill, did you recommend them as a work experience to friends/family? 
 Yes, go to 6 
 No 
 Not sure, go to Q7 
 
5. Why didn’t you recommend SpringHill as a work option? (Go to Q7) 
 
               
 
               
 
6. Why did you recommend SpringHill as a work option? (Go to Q7) 
 
               
 
               
 
7. How did your SpringHill work experience impact you as a person? 
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Page Break 
 
8. Based on your work experience at SpringHill, indicate your level of agreement with the following statements. 
Again, very specifically your agreement with how your SpringHill work experience influenced the following: 
 
 Strongly 

agree 
Agree Not 

sure 
Disagree Strongly 

disagree 
Does 
not 
apply 

As a current college student, I have become a better 
leader in my various roles (student, work, social life, 
church, family etc.) 

      

I am a leader in my church because of my SpringHill work 
experience 

      

I am involved in a leadership position in a Christian, non-
profit, or for-profit organization 

      

I am more involved with my church today       

I have a stronger devotional life because of my SpringHill 
work 

      

I have developed as a Christian in my home life       

I have developed as a Christian in my work life       

I have more interest in leadership positions as a result of 
my training at SpringHill. 

      

It made me more open to sharing my faith       

My career choice was guided by my SpringHill work 
experience 

      

My overall spiritual development was strengthened by 
working at SpringHill 

      

My parenting style was positively affected by my 
SpringHill work 

      

My SpringHill work experience helped me attain my next 
job 

      

The training and work experience I received at SpringHill 
has made me a better leader in my work and in my life 

      

 
9. You indicated that the following was influenced by your SpringHill work experience. Can you provide an 
example or elaborate on what changes were made? (Participants will be shown the following only if they indicated 
that they strongly agree or agree. It will be optional for them to provide information. 
As a current college student, I have become a better leader in my various roles (student, work, social life, church, family etc.) 
I am a leader in my church because of my SpringHill work experience 
I am involved in a leadership position in a Christian, non-profit, or for-profit organization 
I am more involved with my church today 
I have a stronger devotional life because of my SpringHill work 
I have developed as a Christian in my home life 
I have developed as a Christian in my work life 
I have more interest in leadership positions as a result of my training at SpringHill. 
It made me more open to sharing my faith 
My career choice was guided by my SpringHill work experience 
My overall spiritual development was strengthened by working at SpringHill 
My parenting style was positively affected by my SpringHill work 
My SpringHill work experience helped me attain my next job 
The training and work experience I received at SpringHill has made me a better leader in my work and in my life 
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10. How likely would you be to recommend SpringHill to friends/family members as a work experience to develop 
overall leadership skills? 
 Extremely likely 
 Very likely 
 Somewhat likely 
 Slightly likely 
 Not at all likely 
 
11.  Indicate how well your training and work experience at SpringHill developed the following leadership skills? 
 

 Very well Somewhat 
well 

Not at all Does not 
apply 

Community Focus     

Compassion/Sensitivity     

Continuous Improvement     

Cultural Bearer     

Decision Making     

God Immersed     

Life/Work Balance     

Perseverance/Resilience     

Personal Learning/Growth     

Resourcefulness 
Leading People 

    

Spiritual Leadership     

Stakeholder (Customer) 
Focus 

    

 

 
12. How likely would you be to recommend SpringHill to friends/family members as a camp to attend? 
 Extremely likely 
 Very likely 
 Somewhat likely 
 Slightly likely 
 Not at all likely 
 
13. What role(s) did you fill when you worked at SpringHill? (Check all that apply.) 
 Counselor 
 Activity staff 
 Other, please specify: 
 
14. How many years did you work for SpringHill Camps?   
 1 year or less 
 2 to 3 years 
 4 to 5 years 
 6 to 9 years 
 10 or more years 
 Not sure 
 
15. How long ago did you work for SpringHill Camps? 
 2 years or less 
 3 to 5 years ago 
 6 to 10 years ago 
 11 to 14 years ago 
 15 years or more ago 
 Not sure 
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16. At which location did you work? (Check all that apply.) 
 Summer Camp, MI 
 Summer Camp, IN 
 Day Camp, Great Lakes Region 
 Day Camp, Ohio Valley Region 
 Day Camp, Heartland Region 
 
17. How would you rate the training you received prior to starting your position with SpringHill? 
 Excellent 
 Good 
 Okay 
 Fair 
 Poor 
 
18. What suggestions do you have for improving the training you received? 
 
 
19. How well did the training you received prepare you to be a leader at SpringHill? 
 (5) Very well  
 (4) 
 (3) 
 (2) 
 (1) Not at all prepared 
 
20. How well did the training you received prepare you to be a leader after your work at SpringHill? 
 (5) Very well  
 (4) 
 (3) 
 (2) 
 (1) Not at all prepared 
 
21. How well did your work experiences at SpringHill prepare you to be a leader after your work at SpringHill? 
 (5) Very well  
 (4) 
 (3) 
 (2) 
 (1) Not at all prepared 
 
22. What specifically about the training or work experience prepared you to be a leader after your work at 
SpringHill? 
 
23. Prior to working at SpringHill, how would you rate your leadership skills? 
 Excellent 
 Good 
 Okay 
 Fair 
 Poor 
 
 
24. After working at SpringHill, how would you rate your leadership skills? 
 Excellent 
 Good 
 Okay 
 Fair 
 Poor 
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25. Did you work for SpringHill during the summer of 2015 and 2014? 

 Yes 

 No (Go to Q28) 

 Not sure (Go to Q28) 
 
26. Was the training/education regarding leadership better than, the same as, worse than in 2015 compared to 
the year(s) previous? 

 Better than 

 The same as (Go to Q28) 

 Worse than 
 
27. What changes did you notice in the training? 
 
28. One of the goals of SpringHill is to train future leaders. What recommendations would you make to SpringHill 
to make sure they are accomplishing this goal? 
 
29. Age 

 18 to 24 

 25 to 34 

 35 to 44 

 45 to 54 

 55 to 64 

 65 or older 
 
30. Gender 

 Female 

 Male 
 
31. Which of the following social medias do you currently use? 
 Facebook 
 Twitter 
 Google+ 
 Instagram 
 LinkedIn 
 Tumblr 
 Pinterest 
 Snapchat 
 Other, please specify:  
 
32. What is the best way to communicate with you regarding information from SpringHill? (Check the one best 
answer.) 

 Website 

 Mobile app 

 Facebook 

 Snail-mail 

 email 

 Text/sms 

 Twitter 

 Other, please specify:      
 
 
33. When you worked at SpringHill, were there any defining moments for you. If so, tell us your story. 
 
34. SpringHill’s focus and impact continues to be in the areas of youth evangelism and leadership development.  
Will you consider joining SpringHill in this effort? Please indicate which of the following you are interested in 
receiving more information. 
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Financial support 
Volunteering 
Prayer support 
Christian Leadership Development Advisory board 
Other (please specify) 
 
If you indicated you wanted to be involved, please update your information below. 
 
We would like to update out contact list. Please provide the following optional information. You will always have 
the opportunity to unsubscribe.  
 
Name 
 
Spouse’s name 
 
Email 
 
Address 
 
City, State, Zip 
 
Mobile phone 
 
Home phone 
Current occupation 
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Age 
 

18 to 24 64% 

25 to 34 24% 

35 to 44 7% 

45 to 54 5% 

55 to 64 1% 

 
Gender 
 

Female 67% 

Male 33% 

 
 
Role 
 

Counselor 75% 

Activity staff 33% 

Other 38% 

 
Years Worked 
 

1 year or less 52% 

2 to 3 years 37% 

4 to 5 years 8% 

6 to 9 years 2% 

10 or more years 1% 

Not sure <1% 

 
 
How Long Ago Worked for SpringHill 
 

2 years or less 61% 

3 to 5 years ago 12% 

6 to 10 years ago 11% 

11 to 14 years ago 4% 

15 years or more ago 10% 

Not sure 0% 

 
Location Worked 
 

Summer Camp, MI 61% 

Summer Camp, IN 20% 

Day Camp, Great Lakes Region 18% 

Day Camp, Ohio Valley Region 6% 

Day Camp, Heartland Region 3% 
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Online Survey to Staff/Staff Alum 
2015 

 
1. When you think of SpringHill Camps, what are the first three words or phrases that come to mind? 

 

 Christ Centered, Life Altering, Genuine 

 Home, peace, embodiment of Jesus' love 

 Energy, faith, fun 

 High energy, Life changing, Lasting relationships 

 Jesus, Fun, Changing 

 Fun, Spiritual, Unique 

 Hard working, Life impacting, On fire for God 

 Jesus, Friends, Fun 

 Fun, Shallow, Entertaining 

 Inclusion, Family, Home 

 Fun, Jesus, family 

 Community, Love, Wild 

 Experiences, Passion, Excitement 

 Fun, friends, Jesus 

 Community, Loving, Growth 

 Games, with, purpose 

 Teamwork, lifelong friendships, long days that require endurance 

 Spiritually draining, Poor leadership, Miserable 

 Service, Fun activities (lake, horses, games, friends), Growth in Faith 

 Impacting, Cherishing, Gods Love 

 Immature, Negligent, Betrayal 

 Fun, God, Friendly 

 Experiencing the joy of the Lord, Building strong community to lift you up and keep you focused on the Will of God, Having 
fun and seeing God's hand on everything 

 Growth, Love, Adventure 

 Life changing, Lasting friendships, God centered 

 Quickly built, close-knit community, engaging with Christ and the Gospel, kids and camp 

 A family, Where faith and fun are integrated, Joy 

 Family, Intentional, Service 

 FTK, Favorite job ever, Coco is the best 

 Jesus, Fatigue, FTK 

 Expensive, Christ-filled, Chaos 

 Life-changing, fun, friendship 

 Fun, Gospel, Growth 

 Christ, encouraging, Exhausting 

 Life changing, Memories, Awesome 

 Fun, Spiritual growth, Friends 

 Fun, challenging, God-centered 

 Renew, Love, Family 

 Awesome, Jesus-centered, Loving 

 Family, Excitement, Journey 

 SHX, Life Change, Inclusion 

 Camp, children, oh my goodness this is too many children!!!! 

 Influential, Joyous, Community 

 Church, Summer, Outside 

 Christ-centered, Inclusive, Fun 

 Life changing, Outdoors, Jesus 

 Fun, Christ focused, Life changing 

 Faith, Christian family, Memories 

 Community, Faith and Fun, frustrating from time to time 

 Fun, Friendship, Religious 

 Fun, Life-Changing, Exciting 

 Faith, Fun, Friends 

 Faith, fun, friends 

 Fun, Safety, Christ 
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 Where fun and faith come together! Crowns for Jesus, Making disciples one kid at a time 

 Compassionate, Jesus following, Selfless 

 Fun, Community, Exclusive 

 Powerful, Christ-centered, Fun 

 Life Change, Hard Work, So fun 

 Fun, Family, Spiritual 

 Fun, Unplugged, Big (literally and spiritually) 

 Community, Friendship, Love 

 God, Worship, Fun 

 God, Fun, Growth 

 Love, Community, Growth 

 God, Compassion, Family 

 Faith, Strength, Wonder 

 Springhill loving', Inclusive, Happiness 

 Influential, FUN, stretching 

 Experiences, Encounter with the Lord, Getaway 

 Encouraging, Love, Real 

 Gospel, life changing experiences, family 

 Fun, Exhausting, Memorable 

 Jesus, Fun, Laughter 

 Christ Center, Life Changing, Service 

 Fun, Experience, Life long friendships 

 Christian community, Friendly, On fire for God 

 Energetic, Christ-focused, life-changing 

 Inclusion, Community, Exciting 

 Fun, Relationships, New experiences 

 Christian centered, Friendly, Impactful 

 Spiritual, Fun, Community 

 Experience, Safe, Discovery 

 Fun, Christ, zip line 

 Fun, Impactful, Life changing 

 God, Happiness, Relationships 

 Safe, healthy, fun 

 Christ-filled, campfire chats, new experiences 

 Best week ever, Growth, Perseverance 

 God, Community, Family 

 Crazy, Community, Growth 

 Fun and exciting counselors and activities, connecting everything back to Christ, A time for growth 

 Strengthening, Innovative, Supportive 

 (FTK) For the Kids, Crowns for Jesus! Fully surrendered 

 FTK, New experiences, God! 

 Growth, spirituality, community 

 Faith, Growth, Fun 

 Home, Community, Kingdom on Earth 

 Peace from the business of the world. Fun experience for the family., An opportunity for getting closer to God. 

 Growth, Relationships, Joy 

 Faith, Fun, Friendship 

 Home, Life changing experience, Sanctuary 

 Rewarding: spiritually, socially, mentally, and physically. Life changing., Gospel-tactic: so awesome that you have to share 
it with everyone. 

 Little red wagon, Hydrate or die, Large group 

 Spiritual Growth, Incredibly fun, Building friendships 

 Love, Greatest place on earth, Fun 

 Christ centered campus, Faithfully leadership & staff, Exciting activities for kids 

 Community, Peace, Unconditional perfect Love 

 Christ-centered, Inclusive, Loving 

 Christ centered fun. Intentional relationships., Sweaty. 

 Fun, Safe, Loving 
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 Spiritual growth - I grew up here. support - went through many challenging times here and received amazing support., 
FFL - Friends for life.  My deepest friendships are still SHC friends, even if we haven't seen one another in years, it is like 
no time has passed when we are together (and for me, my first year at SHC was 35 years ago). 

 Christ Centered, Life changing, Fun 

 God, Children, Stress 

 Fun, spring hill experience, focus and purpose 

 Healing, Change, Intentional 

 Incredible, Christ centered, Engaging 

 The best. Love, Strong relationships 

 Life changing, Gospel centered, All about kids 

 Commercial, Glitz and Glam, Evangelical 

 Community, Love, Experience Driven 

 Life-changing, Family, All in, all out, for the sake of Christ 

 Live-changing, community, character-building 

 Christ-centered, new experiences, building relationships 

 Extreme Sports/Skate Park, Blobs, Copper Country (I spent four years of my life there!) 

 Spreading love, Beauty, Spiritual 

 Fun, God, Camp songs 

 Safe environment, Majority Privileged counselors and campers. Not genuine in message. Not many actually practiced 
what they were preaching to the kids while under contract. 

 Life changing, Fun, Community 

 Christ-centered, Service, Unique experience 

 Fulfilling, Christ-Centered, Hard work 

 Amazing, Fun, Underpaid and over worked staff 

 Relationships, Relationships, Relationships 

 For the Kingdom. Hydrate or die., Every week is week 1. 

 Uplifting, Family, Fun 

 Impact, ministry, awesome 

 Jesus, Summer, Kids 

 Summer, campers, changed lives 

 Amazing, Christ-centered, Impactful 

 Challenging mentally, spiritually, physically, growing in my personal life and people skills, overwhelmingly rewarding 

 Fellowship, praise, vitality and fun 

 Christian fun, Back to nature, Counselors that share God's love 

 Family, fun, faith 

 Love, Grace, Word of God 

 Friends, Fun, Faith 

 Christian, Youth, Adventure 

 Family, Christ, Home 

 Fun, growth, God 

 Community, energy, compassion 

 Jesus, Traveling Jesus Circus, The Best Job I've ever had 

 Joy, Hope, Life-Changing 

 Spirituality, Fun and Games, Relationships 

 Life changing, fun, exhausting 

 Kids, crazy, Jesus 

 Growth, adventure, fun 

 Authentic / Committed to Truth, The Body/ Family, Growth and Grace 

 God centered, Fun, Home 

 Kids, Camp, FUN! 

 Godly, community, loving 

 Jesus, The Blob, Walled Tents 

 Christian Community, Love, Genuine care for others and Christ 

 Family, Gods Love, Joy 

 Jesus, Passion, Fellowship 

 Adventure, God, Impactful 

 Kids, horses, dirt 

 Glimpse of heaven, fellowship of saints, adventure 

 Memorable experiences, Close friendships, Community 

 Encountering Jesus. Forever friendships., Life changing. 
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 Joy, Happiness, Rewarding 

 Phenomenal, Christ-centered, Fun 

 Crazy fun, presence of God, new experiences 

 Safe, Dedicated to creative learning, Providing countless life-changing experiences 

 Life touching, Heart felt, Jesus 

 Christ-centered, Adventurous, Fun 

 Fun, safe community, free to be you! 

 Home, Bliss, horses 

 Developing a deeper relationship with Christ, adventurous, facing fears 

 Community, Joy, Big Gulps, eh? 

 Friendships, Growth, Hard Work 

 Christ-centered, Fun, Friendship 

 Fun, loving, community 

 Rustic, Fun, The Lord's teachings 

 Energy, Relevant, Christ centered 

 Jesus, Lifelong friendships, Amazing experience 

 The presence of the Holy Spirit, Community, Life Changing Experience 

 LOVE I feel from those around me, new FRIENDSHIPS I have found with others, MOTIVATION to strengthen my own self 
both spiritual and personal 

 Fun, Jesus experiences, Exceptional 

 Horsemanship, Hard work, Team work 

 Family, Gospel-centered, Joy 

 God honoring, God focused, God blessed 

 Exciting, eye opening, Still friends after 15 years 

 Amazing, Christ centered, life long impression 

 Retreat, relax, refresh, camps, conferences, outdoor education, Christ centered, disciple making, life changing 

 All about loving kids, Christian Culture, Family Fun 

 Fun, new friends, exciting 

 Home, where I feel closest to God. Where I met my husband 

 Friends, Hard work, Kids 

 Back to Nature, Meditation, self reflection, Camp Songs, Walk the Talk 

 FTK-For the Kingdom, There's no way to be sure. FTK-For the Kids 

 Jesus, Campfire, Fun 

 Poor leadership structure (day camps), bad support system, Children experiencing the joy of Jesus! 

 Exciting, Carpe diem, No communication 

 Christ, Fun, Outside 

 Jesus, Love, Kids 

 Talking about Jesus, Having fun, Building relationships 

 Family, life-long friendships, growth in Christ 

 Jesus, Community, Fun 

 Love, Community, Happiness 

 Christ-Centered, Fun, Impactful 

 Christ is king, Teachable moments, Servant leadership 

 Growing, Sprit-driven, Sanctuary 

 Challenging, Crazy, Life-changing 

 God, Love, Family 

 Fun, An amazing experience, For the Kids 

 Growing in Christ, forming lasting relationships, fun 

 Gospel, Relatable, Fun 

 Faith Focused, Loving, Hard Work, but totally worth it 

 Spiritually formative, great relationships with other staff members, a whole lot of fun 

 Christ, Campers, Community 

 Community, Spiritual growth, Leadership development 

 Stress, Friends, All the Water 

 Experience, fun, love 

 Filled with Jesus love, special, energy 

 Amazing, Christ centered, Best summers of my life 

 Fun, Community, Faith 

 Relationship with God, Friendships, Campers 

 Amazing, Friendship, Life changing 
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 Great time to learn about Christ, One of the best weeks of my life, Learned something new at SpringHill 

 Exciting, energy, crazy 

 Intentional, challenging, growth 

 Family, Community, Happiness 

 Fun, Friends, Innovative 

 Peaceful, fun, learning 

 Joyful, Encouraging, God-filled 

 Jesus, Love, Family 

 Inspiring, Creative, Life changing 

 Strong Christian community, Joy, Loving on kids and staff 

 Sanctuary, Experience, Inspiring 

 Brilliant experiences, Kid heaven, Hell on wheels for staff 

 God-centered, Fun and adventurous, Relaxing 

 Great, Place, To visit 

 Springhill loving', Life changing, Christ focused 

 Staff become a family, Gods love is so evident here, I'd never felt so welcomed until I came here 

 Home, summer, God at work 

 Physical, nature, friends 

 Fun, Christ centered, camp 

 For the kids, Community, Fun! 

 Fun, God, Crazy 

 For the kids, More fun than humans should be allowed, Staff bonding 

 Peaceful heart, Nature, Tiring 

 Faith, Fun, Friends 

 Energetic. God centered., A perfect environment for kids of all ages. 

 Quality, Lonely, Innovative 

 Fun, Outdoors, Christian 

 Fun, Nature, God's presence 

 Full of life. Awesome kids., Exhausting. 

 Interactive, Vibrant, Caring community 

 Fun, Family-oriented, Engaging 

 Fun, Energy, leadership 

 Jesus, fun, inclusive 

 Community, Fun, Growth 

 Impactful, Genuine, Fun 

 Fun, energetic, life-changing 

 Protestant, Overwhelming, Political 

 Fun, Family, Like nothing else 

 Crowns for Jesus! Camp friends are forever friends., Isaiah 41:10 

 Life changing, fun, friendships 

 God focused, A place for peace, A place to be renewed 

 Safe, Gospel, Love 

 Life changing, love, fun 

 Jesus, Fun, Lacking 

 Good experience, Remarkable programs, Recommend experience to others 

 Awesome, FUN, God 

 Impactful, Enlightening, Fun 

 Campfire, Kids giving their lives to Jesus, So much fun 

 Fun, Peace, Jesus 

 Jesus, Fun, Relationships 

 Community, Acceptance, Spreading love and joy 

 Faith, Fun, Excitement 

 High energy, Spirit filled, Amazing 

 Where faith and fun combine, crowns for Jesus, challenge by choice 

 Experience of a lifetime, Jesus-centered, Home 

 Joy, Peace, Christ 

 Impactful, Inclusion, Miscommunication 

 Fun, Happiness, Good work 

 Jesus, Community, Love 

 Love, Incredible workplace, Amazing teams 
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 Home, Community centered on Christ. Service based. 

 Christ-centered, Fun, Energy 

 Fun, Love, Gospel 

 Sanctuary, fun, eye opener 

 FAITH, FUN, F.T.K. 

 Meaningful, Powerful, Intentional 

 Fun, growth, relationships 

 Fun, Christian, trees 

 God, Love, Quiet 

 Experience, Love, Community 

 Community, Family, Support 

 Passion, Fun, Jesus 

 Energy, Holy ground, Living in the bubble (being surrounded by people who love God and others and follow Him) 

 Jesus, fun, exhilarating 

 Fun, Spiritual, Memories 

 Adventure, sharing Christ, community 

 Fun, special, great 
 
3. Why were you not satisfied? 
 
Neither 

 

 It could have been more care on the employees on a daily basis. I also feel like his or her needs to be someone who can 
spiritually pour into camp counselor at least once a week. 

 Workers did not have enough of a break to take care of themselves. At the end of it, I felt spiritually and physically 
drained. My wrangler lead was very. Rude. 

 I loved the kids and what we did but the people I worked with were in it for themselves. They did not care about others 
and that is not what being a Christian is about. 

 As a first year SpringHill staff it was hard to integrate. The staff was very clique and that's human nature. I felt out casted 
and always trying to be a part of a group that I would never fit into. It was middle school. This all isn't saying I didn't 
develop any friendships, I did, and those friendships where all the more valuable to me. 

 Pay was low compared to other camps pay. 

 The staff was not protected and there was a lot of politics. As a staff member, if you were not a favorite   counselor staff 
member, whatever... If you were in with the right people you didn't get to do a lot of extras at all. Also if you injured 
yourself, this happened to me, They would give you terrible advice and tell you not to go to the hospital and not give you 
any compensation or help outside of the medical student they had available. At 19 years old, I had no legal savvy. My 
parents wanted to do 

 Springhill has great potential, but fall woefully short of developing leaders. If staff is included in the number count guests 
reached then they should be treated similarly to guest by supervisors and upper management. 

 
Dissatisfied 

 

 As a camper I looked up to staff as role models but when I was old enough to work there I realized there were a lot of 
broken people on staff who weren't looking to grow. They'd put on a front for kids and their families, while drinking, 
cursing, and fraternizing on the weekends. It was disheartening to see behind the scenes at a place I had loved for almost 
a decade. Additionally, not enough training, recognition, or care for the environment. God created this earth and I strongly 
feel we should be taking c 

 I found that there is a lot of hypocrisy in the upper management of the camp 

 I was overworked and ridiculously underpaid; I loved working with the kids and I support the ministry of bringing Christ to 
the campers, but the work/staff environment had become a political zone rather than a place where all felt welcomed and 
as though their opinions mattered. 

 
Very dissatisfied 

 

 Camp director treated us terribly. 

 This is the first time anyone has asked about my experience. That should say enough about my dissatisfaction. 

 My bosses were jerks, our team didn't get along very well, and I was treated poorly. 

 I worked in pursuit over the summer and I was not led spiritually at all by my director, she was very condescending, and 
when ever I would come to her with something I was struggling with she would laugh at me, and provide no support, Emily 
Webster knows how to work, but has no clue how to work in a ministry setting. I am very suppressed that Springhill 
continued her employment. 
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5. Why didn’t you recommend SpringHill as a work option? 

 

 My family all has jobs and are unlikely to want to work here. 

 When I was asked to ask people to come work for us, I didn't yet appreciate my job so much. I couldn't think of anyone 
who would've wanted to work so much for so little who didn't already have a job. Also, I didn't start recommending 
SpringHill as a job opportunity until after I was done because then I had grown to love it and the friends I had made. When 
I was actually working, I didn't like it so much for the first few weeks. 

 Leadership was terrible 

 SpringHill consistently failed to take care of their staff, creating distrust between directors and their staff. There didn't 
seem to be checks and balances with the directors and the way they were treating their staff. 

 A majority of my friends are in a place in life that require at living wage pay. 

 Had an expectation going in and it wasn't fulfilled. SpringHill is unorganized but spontaneous. Directors make others feel 
less of one another, and work was hard but rewarding 

 I don't plan on working there again. 

 For me, I didn't suggest it as a first option among my friends. Many of my peers are working on internships / academic 
credit, and a meager camp salary doesn't cut it. It's often a last resort -- though a good one -- that enables students to 
work at camp. 

 I don't have family who live near a SpringHill camp 

 There wasn't anyone in my family or group of friends that would have been interested in working at camp. 

 It was one of the worst experiences of my life. I loved being a camper but hated working for SpringHill. If they learned how 
to treat there staff better I might reconsider but I personally have told people who've considered working there not to do it. 

 I did not like the work environment. At the time I worked there, it was also not the most stable job. Counselors were being 
asked to take weeks off because lack of campers, and even though no one was in it for the money, this was 
disheartening. I also didn't like some of the policies and philosophies espoused by upper management. The icing on the 
cake was the video series about being a cow farmer, which I am still, unfortunately, unable to forget. 

 My opinion of the camp changed greatly after working there 

 Never came up in conversation. In that context at least. 

 No one ever asked 

 I just never did. 

 I was a Media Director. No one knew if I was leadership and on the same level as Area Directors or if I was on the lower 
level with counselors. This NEEDS to be resolved and communicated. Also as a media Director I had NO ONE pouring 
into me. The area directors had the men and women directors, and the counselors had the area directors. I was left out to 
dry. I was also pouring into people- and became EXTREMELY drained due to no one pouring into me. The management 
is unorganized and after working for SpringHill 

 Because over the summer I did not feel supported by my director. 

 I didn't have any friends or family who were looking for a camp work experience 

 Overworked (60+hours a week) and underpaid (it came out to about $1.60 an hour). There were also several 
complications with getting my paychecks to me, as well as reimbursements for gas mileage. The staff was sure to bust 
our butts about getting our responsibilities as counselors taken care of, but fell way short in their own managerial duties. 

 Never really had clear job descriptions and there is no opportunity for longevity. Also, the pay rate seems to be unfair for 
the amount work put in. 

 
6. Why did you recommend SpringHill as a work option? 

 

 The ability to manage/work with people is a universal skill regardless of your profession. I honestly think I learned more 
about interacting with people and being genuine from SpringHill than anywhere else that I've worked. 

 Working at SpringHill was one of the best decisions I made. Getting to share your faith in a community that loves and 
encourages you is such an amazing experience. There is nothing quite like it. 

 Character training   leadership building   faith sharing 

 It provides an opportunity to has purpose in your job that was fun and meaningful. Perfect summer job for high school or 
college students. 

 It is a great way to connect with kids and God. 

 It is a fun, enjoyable, rewarding experience. 

 Because of the impact it had on my life for the cause of Christ. It was truly an amazing way to serve God and motivate 
kids to know Him on a deeper level 

 Someone who loved Jesus was looking for a summer job. 

 Because it was a wonderful experience that gave me a family away from my family. I learned a lot and gee closer to God. 
It was also very challenging and taught me how to deal with situations in the work force that I don't necessarily like or 
agree with. 

 It was so positively influential for me spiritually and a great learning environment. 
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 SpringHill was a fantastic experience. I loved being able to experience God in such close community with others. Not only 
that, but of course getting to spread the Word to younger children 

 It was one of the best summers of my life. 

 I grew so much during my two summers on staff; I really think people can benefit from that experience. Also it looks great 
on my resume! 

 Experience with a local-run ministry with a rich and networked history and powerful effectiveness for Great Commission 
purposes. 

 The focus on making everyone strong, Christian leaders. So much success in reaching kids with the Gospel. 

 Because it challenges your faith in a way you never thought you could be challenged. You meet so many individuals who 
have the same goals and passions as you do for the summer. We come from so many different backgrounds and meet 
life long friends. You experience so many life-changing situations as well. Bringing a child to Christ is amazing. Telling the 
story is even more life changing. 

 Great experience, hard work, long days, patience 

 Because it is a great place that builds you up in so many ways like leadership skills, communication skills, and spiritual 
growth 

 It is an opportunity where you not only affect the live so others, but it also tremendously affects you. If you know Jesus or 
want to know Jesus, and want to share Jesus and experience God's love working in amazing way SpringHill is a place for 
this. It is an opportunity to take advantage of in your college years when experience is a priority over pay. It is a 
challenging yet fun atmosphere and you will create a lasting community. 

 Life changing summer, meet great friends. Loved the kids and being able to be at camp all summer. Got to grow closer to 
Christ darning the summer 

 It gives you the chance to be completely immersed in a community where you are working for the good of the kingdom 
and helping kids find and learn more about the Gospel while giving them a place to have fun and enjoy life 

 It's a great place to experience God work in amazing ways. Not only seeing other people being transformed by this place, 
you will experience God in ways you never have before. 

 It was the best way to spend my summer, I felt so connected to all the staff even though I only knew them a short time. 

 When I worked at SpringHill my life was changed. The kids I worked with changes my life by helping me figure out what I 
want to go into. But also the res staff and summer staff were so supportive and were always the best. I think everyone 
should have the SpringHill experience 

 Great way to spend summer off from school... made a difference in kids' lives 

 Some of them are going into education and I know I learned more about working with kids at Springhill than I have from 
any of the classes I have taken. 

 It's an opportunity to pour into others as you serve the campers throughout the summer. 

 It was the best summer of my life so far. I met so many friends, and got paid to impact lives. It was indescribable. 

 I was asked to try to find NewFro guy counselors. Also many of the students in my major at school are also looking to 
work at camps and I think SpringHill is a good option for them. 

 The working environment, especially in New Fro, loves and there really wasn't anyone who wasn't inviting. 

 I found my team to become my second family and it was awesome to have those people to go to in time or need or just 
when ever I wanted. And sharing the word of Christ to kids, what can be better than watching kids grow in there faith and 
to see them actually understand what is going on. 

 It's a perfect option for a summer job. PLUS- you get to have crazy adventures with Jesus, kids, and co-workers that 
become family. 

 Because they told me if one of my friends was hired we would be co-counselors that week. 

 I thought the experience could benefit my friends. 

 The environment is very conducive to teaching leaders, as well as improving one's faith 

 I grew so much and got to spend the summer serving with amazing people. 

 You can make a difference in the lives of others while your life changes. 

 Because it was the best summer of my life, serving Christ and serving the kids. I'd recommend that kind of work to 
anyone. 

 It is a really good place to work, a fun place to work, a place that helps challenge and build your faith in many ways. As a 
youth ministry professional, I recommend it to many people to give them a great look into camping ministry, as well as a 
real mission focused community 

 To friends at school 

 Because of the fact that SpringHill changed my life for the better, and I knew there were friends and family that would 
benefit from an experience like SpringHill. 

 Because I grew in my faith while working at SpringHill 

 I recommended SpringHill as a work option because it helped me develop leadership skills that I didn't know I had. 

 The best way to work in a Christian environment while having fun. You pour out and others pour in to you. You learn 
valuable skills in almost every aspect of life. 

 Springhill does not just allow campers to grow in their faith, but it also allows the staff to grow closer to God and live in life 
long fellowship. 
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 It was a great summer, I made a lot of great friends that I still talk to sometimes, and it was really fun to be able to have a 
tiny influence on a kid's life and to also have a great time with a bunch of high schoolers every day 

 Spring hill changed my life. I am STILL taking about my time there today. There are still many times I look back and fondly 
remember my times serving at SH. 

 I absolutely had a blast working there, and grew in my faith. I loved interacting with the kids, and helping them grows 
closer to Jesus or starts a relationship with Jesus! 

 I love the amount of time SpringHill commits to ensuring that the experience is a spiritual one. 

 It was a great place to learn and discover more of who I was as a person. It was great interaction with kids and I 
recommended it to people that love kids. 

 I loved working at SpringHill so much and loved the mission of SpringHill so I wanted them to be able to experience that 
as well. 

 I love the atmosphere. People are so friendly and on fire to God. Why would you not want to work there? 

 It's a great place to work with a lot of people who believe in the same things that you do. Great bosses and I got paid to 
blog and eat s’mores. 

 Because of all of the great opportunities that Springhill has to offer and the amazing impact you can make on kids growing 
in their faith. 

 A loving community that loves God! 

 I recommended SpringHill because Springhill was a sort of spiritual kindling. The kind of kindling that allows for a fire that 
can burn even when the waters of the world dampen the wood. 

 It provides so much spiritual growth, extremely rewarding and awesome community at camp 

 SpringHill is unlike any other place I've ever worked. They have a passion for ministry and youth and most importantly for 
the Word of God. There were always opportunities for growth and people who were challenging you and encouraging you 
to grow always surrounded you. Not to mention, it was SO MUCH FUN. Getting to work with kids and share Christ's love 
with them every single day-it was incredible. 

 Because I love how much SpringHill actually cares for employees and the kids. 

 Because of the diversity in jobs and locations 

 It is a very unique experience that builds character. I think every young person should spend a summer working with kids 
and learning about them by putting themselves in this stressful environment. 

 The community was great and the self-sacrifice needed is a valuable skill to learn. 

 It is a good resume builder for many different fields of study. It is also a great place to grow faith in a strong community as 
well as learning about leadership and service. 

 It was much of a personal spiritual journey as it is a spiritual and exciting experience for a camper. 

 It is a great experience to meet new people that love the Lord like you do and get to serve Him with all the new friends you 
make. 

 SpringHill is a camp with a lot to offer. Working as a Wrangler on the activity staff, I was able to spend my whole summer 
working with my absolute favorite things: horses and kids. Being a wrangler was a perfect job for me because it pushed 
me to grow and it was incredibly rewarding being able to spend my time getting paid for what I love to do most. 

 It is a great atmosphere to truly make a difference in children's lives. They also provide great support for us the grow in 
our faith as well. 

 I saw life change in students. I felt that the admin really cared for and disciples the summer staff. 

 I recommended SpringHill to others because it changed my life. I wanted my friends, and family to experience the change 
that SpringHill had on me, with them. 

 Yes, it's a life changing experience! 

 The leadership is trained to nurture the staff. This is rare and provides for a rewarding experience that is more important 
than money. 

 I thought it was an important ministry opportunity. Also, it was a fun place to work, and I wanted to work with my friends. 

 I recommend this as a work option because it truly does not feel like work. Waking up early and doing midnight bathroom 
breaks was not always my favorite thing but they were so worth it. The amount of love you experience working for this 
organization is indescribable. I am truly a better person because of the time I spent at Springhill and I want everyone I 
have that same opportunity to impact others and see Jesus in his most pure form. 

 I knew how much I grew from my experience and how much I loved it and wanted others to experience what I 
experienced. 

 I recommended SpringHill as a work option because it is a Christ-filled camp that allows not only campers but also staff to 
grow in their faith. It was an incredible experience that affirmed my passion for working with kids and there is no other 
camp that I would have wanted to experience this at. 

 SpringHill was looking for some more summer staff at the time. 

 I loved working there and I would like more representation from my college. 

 SpringHill has played a huge role in growing my spiritual walk with the Lord and challenging me in ways I haven't been 
challenged before. I also felt such a deep connection with the people I worked with this past summer and truly felt what 
true community and fellowship of believers is like. I want others to experience the same growth and maturing of their faith. 
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 I learned so much and grew so much in my faith. I also had so much fun working for SpringHill. I loved the community that 
was built. The people I recommended I thought would enjoy it as much as I did. 

 I had a great experience growing personally and professionally while impacting kids for the Kingdom 

 This job rewards you SO much spiritually and relationally, and your get to serve kids AND Jesus! There is nothing to not-
like! 

 It was an opportunity that I took and learned SO much. Not only did I learn new skills, but also I got much closer to God 
and learned about how to serve. I wanted other people to experience it too. 

 I experienced such tremendous spiritual growth while working at Springhill, that I wanted other people to have similar 
experiences. I also loved the community, the challenge, etc. 

 SpringHill helped grow me as a person in leadership, my walk with the Lord, and through challenging situations. I am a 
better and stronger person because of SpringHill! And I challenged many people to want the same experience! 

 The summer impacted my life and I want others feel that impact. 

 It is a fun and enlightening work opportunity. 

 I thought the person was well suited for the job and hoped that she would have as many great experiences working there 
as I did. 

 I recommended SpringHill as a work option because I was able to grow in my faith in such a large way. It was where I met 
by best friends. Everyone should have the chance to have that experience. 

 I had an all around grand experience working there! You learn so much about yourself and God, and the growth you have 
while working there is exponential! 

 It offers not only a fun and rewarding job, but it also challenges you and can show you your strengths and weaknesses. It 
is a great place to learn and develop leadership skills and it has really helped me in discerning my call to ministry. Your 
co-workers also provide an amazing; supportive Christian community and some of them will be lifelong friends. 

 It's a beautiful place. 

 I grew a lot as a person and spiritually during my time at SpringHill and I would love for others to have that same 
opportunity! It teaches you so much about leadership and leaning on God! 

 Great leadership, positive work environment, challenging 

 When I came to work for the leadership of Spring Hill, but GOD was working through the kids in my life, it just isn't a place 
to work, it was a place to grow spiritually and learn to show GODS love to others, how could you not want others to 
experience the same thing. 

 It is amazing place to work during college! I grew in my faith, my friendships and my career. Spring Hill puts Jesus first! 
You get to work with kids and tell them about Jesus! It has been a game changer in my life. Because of my experience at 
Spring Hill I am in full time ministry. That's why I recommend working there! 

 There are a variety of options for work that gives back to the kids. 

 I recommended it to a friend because he was looking for a meaningful place to work next summer, and the work I did was 
very rewarding and an incredible growing experience. 

 Healthy loving God-focused environment 

 I knew how life changing it was for me, and wanted others to have a similar experience! 

 It's a Christ centered environment, and my friends and I love Jesus. 

 Fun, and they care for there staff 

 Because when I was at Springhill I experienced the Lord in so many ways I couldn't help but share and wish that 
opportunity on everyone else. 

 I recommended SpringHill to my good friend Stuart Sutherland. 

 It greatly impacted my faith and was a blast 

 It's a job that while challenging is very rewarding in that your relationship with God is nurtured. 

 I recommended SpringHill as a work option because SpringHill offers a work experience unlike any other. Things are run 
in a high-quality, safety conscious, professional manner, but it's also such a dynamic, high-energy environment. You get 
to do hard-core ministry and see God work in amazing ways all around you. You get to be a part of God changing hearts 
and rescuing souls and healing brokenness and kindling fires, and really, what other job echoes into eternity like that?? 
You get countless opportune 

 Unique work experience:   - outside adventures, play all day, it's fun! - Huge opportunity for spiritual and personal growth. 
Discipleship opportunity mixed with job   - Great opportunity to strengthen leadership skills, interpersonal skills, develops 
new skill sets, etc. - Chance to be part of life-changing experience for campers 

 It's welcoming, fun, you get to learn new things like blasting or how to tie-dye, it gets you closer to God, and you build 
lasting friendships with students and coworkers. It's incredibly uplifting. 

 It was a wonderful experience, not just for the camp work experience, but also for the Christian teaching and fellowship 
that happened. Those were some of the best summers of my life, and I would love (to have that time and those 
relationships again) for anyone else to be able to have that chance. I still keep in touch with many people that I worked 
with; some of them are even great friends still today. 

 It's life changing! 

 Yes I would, in fact I have already. 
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 It prepares you for life in the real world by giving you firsthand experience with: hundreds of customers; work in the face of 
utter exhaustion; taking responsibility for your own spiritual/professional development; working with a diverse cast; taking 
initiative. 

 It's the best place to be in the summer. To experience God on a daily basis, to be challenged spiritually, mentally, and 
emotionally and to meet some of the best people in the world. There's nothing like it. 

 I told my friends that it's a great summer experience. They will definitely grow in their faith, and they'll make awesome 
friends along the way! 

 It's a high demand job but with high reward in relationship and skill building. 

 I enjoyed my opportunity starting out working with kids that eventually morphed into working with kids and growing young 
adults as well. SpringHill taught me a lot or things that helped me become who I am in my career today, but it also helped 
me open up and want to impact others the way it had impact me. 

 Fun atmosphere and people Personal and spiritual growth Lifelong friends 

 It is a stepping-stone into the actual workplace. My team we really emphasized independence. This job makes you react 
quickly and you have to make the best possible choice in a matter of seconds with alot of yelling kids and parents. 

 On the whole, the work was fun, and the community of other counselors was a great encouragement all summer long. 

 My life was changed for the better in ways I thought not possible and I believe that anyone else who worked there would 
also be a better person for it. 

 It was an amazing place to work where I always felt encouraged and getting to spend time with the Lord everyday truly 
made Springhill a wonderful place to work. 

 SpringHill taught me about myself and people skills. I attest many of my daily habits and disciplines to my time at 
SpringHill. And because of my amazing experience, I want so many others to develop the same. 

 It was an excellent opportunity to grow as a person in my faith and it was fun! 

 Because the mission of SpringHill spreading the love of Jesus. 

 It transformed my life. Taught me what genuine community is. It is a mission-driven, mission-effective organization that 
impacts the world for the Kingdom of God. 

 It's such a fun experience! 

 Because Springhill needed help 

 Because it was one of the greatest growing experiences of my life. 

 It is a fun and Christ centered place to grow as a leader. 

 There was a great combination of personal growth and tons of fun. And the other staff is so supportive and enjoyable! 

 It's a job like no other. Everyone should have a camp experience. 

 It was the best job I have ever had. So much fun and moving to be able to teach children about the love of Jesus Christ. It 
changed my life. 

 Springhill had an incredible atmosphere for community that I feel like everyone needs to experience in their life. 

 Because I think it is an awesome place to work. You get to play with kids and teach them about God. 

 Because some of my friends love God and love kids, so I knew it would be great for them if they chose to go to camp. 

 I thought if Spring Hill had such a positive influence on my growth (spiritual, & emotional), & how the camp changed my 
life, it is the least I could do. It is an awesome place to work, grow, learn & meet others, all while impacting the lives of all 
who enter the grounds. 

 We loved how committed fellow staffers were and how authentic...the growth we experienced and the love we felt was 
vital, and we wanted to share that! 

 It's a place where you get the opportunity to change lives. You will never have a more God focused and meaningful job. 

 It's a blast to work with kids all day everyday! Though the work is exhausting, it is worth every ounce of energy. Great way 
to spread Jesus' name and impact people's future. 

 Springhill has a family atmosphere between its staffs and allows for life long relationships form. The experience of camp 
cannot be found anywhere else. 

 It is the best experience of your life and it is one of the most rewarding jobs you will ever do 

 It is a wonderful experience. You get to see the joy of the Lord all day every day for a few months. It isn’t just growing 
others in Christ, you grow as well. It is rare to find a job where you have so much fun and you grow so much during a 
short amount of time. 

 Because I want others to have the same experience as I did 

 The pay sucks, but the job is better than any other in the world. 

 I have not worked or attended other camps so I don't have much frame of reference, but I can honestly say that work at 
SH was life changing because of the relationships you develop with other staff and with your campers. You are able to 
have a uniquely impactful role week in, week out. 

 It was a great experience to work with youth and kids, whom I loved and a way to work in a camp environment that was 
safe and impacting kids for Jesus. 

 You will grow in your walk with the Lord and have the most amazing opportunity to show Jesus to youth and be part of a 
life-changing experience. 

 I recommend SpringHill to multiple of my friends and family because the experience is like no other. The amazing family 
of co-workers you are welcomed into is something that really changes and impacts an individual’s life. And also your 
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relationship with Christ is appreciated and encourages by all older individuals and by the child and families you grow close 
to. 

 I loved working there and wanted others to have the same experience. I also wanted to work with friends. 

 It was so much fun! The staff was a community and the campers were amazing. 

 I found it to be a job where I felt secure and valued, but was also pushed as a person. I got to be poured into and also 
pour into others. Also everything is provided for you to be successful and supported. 

 It is a place where you can allow Jesus to work through you and get to witness God at work, touching so many hearts! 

 It was a great growing and learning experience for me, I developed amazing friendships, I loved the outdoor adventures 
and good times, and I supported the purpose of the camp to reach children for Christ. 

 SpringHill made me look at my spiritual life in a whole new way that changed the relationship with God and with others 
and taught me so much about who I am as a person. 

 As a camper, the staff guided me in my relationship with Christ and helped me through some hard times. I wanted to be 
that person for the campers when I was old enough to work at SpringHill. 

 I have worked there for several years and I believe in SpringHill's mission. 

 I recruited 50 plus friends and family members to work on summer staff over my years there. This was related my positive 
experiences on summer staff through high school and college. I no longer encourage friends and family members to work 
there; however. 

 I started working at Spring Hill as a new Christian, and I grew so much in my faith during my summers they’re as a 
counselor and area director. I also made some deep friendships. 

 The amazing community, Christ-centered lifestyle and living, serving alongside peers and leaders of our generation, 
mentorship through higher ground small groups 

 Because of the amazing summers I had there. 

 Springhill was a life changing experience; I could feel the Holy Spirit everywhere. I have never felt closer to God. I loved 
the Sunday staff worship service. I met so many people and it was a very humbling experience. 

 Rather simply, because over the years I had simply grown to love Spring Hill. I had attended as a camper for many years 
before n is a place where I grew quite strong both spiritually an especially personally 

 I was going good work and it was a good experience. What is better than showing Christ to kids? 

 I thoroughly enjoyed and grew up an s I worked at SHC. 

 I adore everything about SpringHill. You will be hard pressed to find a ministry where you are able to be poured into and 
be able to pour out to others as much as SpringHill. SpringHill is a place to not only help others grow in their relationship 
with the Lord, but it also can transform your own relationship. You have a blast doing fun activities with kids, you laugh 
until you cant breathe and cry happy tears more than you ever thought you would. It isn't easy, you go without sleep, go 
without showers, hand 

 I thought the opportunity to mentor children in multiple ways helped provide me with the courage to come out of my 
introverted shell by greeting children on the day of arrival. It helped me to see that spilled milk is just spilled milk so that 
when I became a mom and a public school teacher I could approach mistakes kids make as learning opportunities! 

 It was an awesome place to work 

 It was an amazing experience. Being outdoors, working with kids, with great friendships and spiritual guidance 

 Because it is a great ministry opportunity. It grew my heart for the camping ministry. 

 SpringHill is a great place to work there isn't another way around that. For outgoing college students who love kids and 
want them to know how deeply they are loved. I don't have too many friends who aren't like that, so it's a natural choice. 

 I was on resident staff, so I recruited for summer staff. I still encourage college age kids to apply. 

 Learn good cleaning skills & work ethics. Learned how to be a team player, meet new people, other Christians, from all 
over. Friends for life. 

 Working at SpringHill was awesome and everyone should be able to experience it! It was honestly the best summer job 
ever! 

 Springhill was a caring and compassionate community dedicated to kids... what more could you ask for in a job? 

 It was a great place to work, and environment. 

 I loved my time there. I grew in my faith and as a person. The people and kids you meet change your life forever. 

 It's a great summer job, and an amazing way to share Jesus with children. I would say it's a very giving job, since staff is 
scarifying their time for a very difficult job for little pay. 

 I learned and grew more in my leadership skills and relationship with Christ in those few months than I had in the previous 
year. I want those that I love to experience the same love, support, and growth that I did. 

 It is such a great way to escape after a long year of school and be filled with the Spirit. You meet amazing people and get 
to be in the middle of the woods and talk about Jesus everyday...doesn't get much better than that! 

 SpringHill changed my life. I grew closer to the Lord and felt that I made an impact on a lot of people that summer. I 
wanted people to experience the love that I felt 

 It challenges the individual in the growth in their faith, as well as the humanitarian side of their personality, i.e. patience, 
critical thinking, cultural knowledge, etc. 

 Recruited others to work there. 
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 SpringHill grew me as a man, leader and follower of Jesus. By teaching campers how much Jesus loves them, I realized it 
myself. It will change your life 

 Growing through serving. 

 Because I met so many amazing people and really felt that I made a difference in the lives of children by opening the door 
in order to allow Him in 

 SpringHill is a great opportunity for people to get out of their own comfort zones to serve the Lord. Working at SpringHill is 
a continual reminder that Jesus wants everybody and in order for that to happen Jesus is going to use everyone who 
wants to serve Him. It is a great thing to have on a resume and it is a great way to learn more about yourself and what you 
are able to do as an individual. 

 I had such an incredible experience this past summer that I wanted to share my time with my friends who I thought would 
make a great fit at Springhill. 

 It's a great way to have a purposeful summer sharing the gospel. It's also a wonderful way to be surrounded by others 
who push you towards Christ. 

 It was fun, I loved being able to run High Adventure activities and teach about my faith and learn from others about their 
faith. I grew a lot as a person while working at SpringHill. 

 I grew a tremendous amount spiritually through my personal devotions during the 2-hour breaks, my conversations with 
other staff members, and explaining various spiritual topics to groups of campers each week. 

 It is a fun environment, surrounded by quality people, where you are challenged to grow in your faith and share it with 
others. 

 I learned a vast amount of leadership and spiritual maturity while having some of the most fun I have had. All of the staff 
that I had talked to felt the same and the friendships made here will last a lifetime. 

 I told them that I thought it was a great place to work. However, I told them that they should apply to the day camps part 
because I think that the Indiana overnight position is going through to much transition for it to actually be enjoyable for me 
anymore. 

 Impactful. 

 I had a great experience that I wanted others to have as well. 

 Fun, challenging work impacting youths for the Kingdom 

 It was a great community and you get to work with kids and impact Christ kingdom. 

 I recommend SpringHill because your time is spent with God, people who become some of your closest friends, and with 
campers who you get to help grow in their relationship with Christ. 

 I dedicated my life to spring hill and it was truly enjoyable to be a staff member. I was able to grow in my faith and make 
camp a place for young people to grow in their faith. 

 I had so much fun, and the fellow staff gave me great encouragement in my own walk with Christ, as I led others. 

 Great coworkers and lots of transferable skills from working in a camp environment 

 Growth 

 I grew a lot in my faith and loved the atmosphere that Springhill camp has. I was given responsibility over tasks I had not 
been in charge of before and learned to lead. 

 Because I have found it to be an extremely fulfilling experience and believe it is like no other job. The way that staff cares 
about each other, leadership seeks to serve, and the mission for spreading the gospel is unique and powerful. 

 It's a great environment to work in, where other people who love Jesus and get to practice what it looks surround you like 
to pour out Christ's love into others. 

 It is a very supportive environment that is centered on Christ. 

 Spiritual growth and life changing for campers and staff 

 Working at Spring Hill provides for a huge number of different experiences - those that can help you in school, work, 
relationships, and even farther in future down the road. Plus it is fun to get paid to have fun and share Jesus' love with 
kids of all ages; many who have never experienced something like it before. 

 It is more than just a summer camp. SpringHill is an organization that offers opportunities for people to learn skills that are 
useful for their careers down the road. If you can effectively engage a camper into knowing and growing in a personal 
relationship with Jesus Christ along with all their other daily activities, then you have just gained the tools necessary to 
tackle oppositions you'll encounter in a professional career. 

 Working at SpringHill is a great opportunity to work with kids of all ages and show them that God is an exciting and fun 
God. 

 My summers spent at SpringHill were a blast! I wanted everyone to experience what I did! 

 I grew so much as an individual, leader, and daughter of Christ. I want as many people to be as impacted as I am, and 
have the amazing friends that I made this summer who support me and hold me accountable! 

 It was a great experience with friends 

 Friends were looking for a solid Christian camping work experience. 

 It was a way to minister to youth, make connections with other workers, grow in faith, have fun, and still make just enough 
money to convince your mother that it is a job. 

 The community is phenomenal, you are able to dramatically impact kids' lives and witness life change 

 Amazing work experience, ministry opportunities, focused organization, great friendships. 
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 I loved the community that I found at SpringHill. They supported me so much, not just in terms of my faith, but also 
individually as a person trying to figure out life. 

 Because kids need God a young adults need the fellowship with brothers and sisters in Christ that camp provides. There 
is seriously no better way that you can spend your summer. You gain as much wisdom and have as much fun as any of 
the campers do. Plus you get a dozen little kiddos who love the crap out of you who wouldn't want that?? 

 Great place to meet lifelong friends, grow spiritually, and help kids. 

 Great opportunity to minister to kids, beautiful location 

 Great option for college student. 

 As a college student it was an amazing way to spend the summers pouring out on children while gaining experience in 
ministry 

 The growth of bonds between staff, and between staff and campers. 

 Fun place to work, leadership opportunities, build God's kingdom 

 SpringHill is fun places to work that will help you pursue a relationship with Jesus Christ and will impact the lives of kids! 

 SpringHill is a beautiful community where you not only have a chance to impact and mentor others, but you also are 
encouraged and challenged by your fellow teammates while having a ton of fun! 

 It's a good opportunity to serve others and to spend a summer doing something unusual. 

 It's basically the best. 

 It is an experience like no other 

 Because I learned a lot and had a great experience. I truly believe it changed my life. 

 Great experience for college students. 

 It is an amazing place to learn and grow in your faith while still being able to help others. 

 I loved SpringHill's emphasis on child safety in conjunction with its desire to see kids experience the Gospel. For my 
friends who loved children and wanted to see them thrive with the Gospel, SpringHill was a natural recommendation. 

 Because it is truly amazing! Working with kids, being able to travel, growing in Christ by being around other people 
chasing God with you. 

 No other job will be as rewarding 

 The community created through SpringHill is different and better than anything I have ever experienced 

 Because it gives you the opportunity to not only change a child's life but also your own 

 It was a life changing experience for me. 

 It was an amazing experience to impact the lives of campers in their walk with God. It was sick powerful way to see God 
move through and do things I didn't think was possible. 

 Because spring hill is an opportunity that will challenge and grow you closer to God and in the process bring you closer to 
others. 

 On a personal level, you develop phenomenal friendships and grow in your relationship to Christ through that fellowship. If 
you want to take your community and learning beyond camp, you can do that. I suggest that. It can be a mountaintop 
experience or a catalyst to your spiritual growth depending on how you leave. On a professional level, you have an 
amazing opportunity to work with children, peers, and parents on many level which gives you well rounded work 
experience. Future teachers can learn classroom 

 I had such an amazing time as a counselor that I wanted to share the opportunity with my friends. 

 Because it is an experience of a lifetime. You have the opportunity to work with some of the most encouraging people you 
will meet. The work is sometimes hard, but seeing the kids has fun and learns about Jesus makes it all worth it. 

 There aren't many places that value the importance of kids getting to know Jesus in a safe and fun environment! 

 Amazing experience, helped me grow spiritually and as a leader. 

 It was a great experience that allowed me to grow in my faith and get involved with ministry. 

 When I began working with the Chi-Z team, I was only planning to stay for a few weeks, but ended up staying the entire 
summer. There, I had one of the best work experiences of my life; I met some life long friends, and developed a 
relationship with God to a new depth. I think many people would be able to appreciate a summer working for Springhill 
Camps. 

 You get to share God's love everyday with the children and staff you work with and see him in everything that you do. 

 They may not be a place that pays well, but they make up for it by being employers that truly care for their employees. 

 Because it is a place where you learn how to combine working for Christ and working a paying job. 

 The experience is something I would not trade for a different job where I could make double the money. 

 Its a job that you know will be very impacting to kids 

 It’s a great place to grow in your relationship with God and meet awesome people who are looking to do that same. 

 Springhill is a great space for service, and to grow in the love of God with great Christians. 

 It's a great way to grow spiritually and make a difference in the lives of others. 

 Good experience 

 Christian opportunity with lots of options 

 I recommended it as a work option because it was where I realized God's calling for me was working with kids. 

 Springhill's commitment to diverse Christian community is big part of their success. Rather than be tied to denominational, 
theological, or even social and political biases, SpringHill's work environment is focused on experience and presenting the 
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love of Christ found in the gospel. Furthermore SpringHill’s dedication to an open door policy' amongst resident and 
summer staff creates a genuine connection amongst peers. During my time at Springhill I felt I was doing ministry with a 
family rather than work 

 The family and supportive atmosphere I experienced was one that was very unique and it was a life changing experience 

 I loved working for SpringHill. It was a place where you can always feel like home, even if you're far away from home. No 
matter your circumstances, you're accepted for who you are, and it's wonderful. 

 I had a good life changing experience as a camper and felt like I made a difference for others as a worker there, and had 
fun too! 

 It's super fun and a good experience of exhausting yourself physically, emotionally, and spiritually, and trusting the Lord in 
the midst of that self-spending. 

 It helped me grow in Christ and as a person. It was a place that I could help others in a very tangible way. 

 I always tell people that if they work at SpringHill they will get paid to play. SpringHill is a fun work environment where staff 
members get to share the gospel, hang out with kids and do fun outdoor activities. What could be better? 

 It was a fun place to work. 
 
7. How did your SpringHill work experience impact you as a person? 

 

 I didn't work as a counselor at SH for my own benefit. I went to tell middle schoolers about Jesus because of the 
difference that he had made in my life. I had no idea that MY life would be changed so much. I was really challenged to 
answer WHY I believe what I believe, I became more comfortable with sharing my faith, and I met my wife. My parents 
had told me growing up that my wife should be someone that I serve Jesus better with than without. After working in New 
Fro with her I can't imagine my ministry wi 

 It made me a better leader. It also taught me a LOT about trusting the plan that God has for my life. He doesn't put us in 
situations that we won't ultimately benefit from and it was really cool to see the way that He worked in us and through us 
while working there. It also taught me a lot about patience. It taught me a lot about my strengths and weaknesses overall. 

 Grew me in my own faith 

 I became more knowledgable of who I was in Christ. It built meaningful relations with my fellow counselors and even heat 
home families. I now am raising support as a missionary asking those friends and family for prayer and financial support. 

 It made me stronger and helped me get through some tough issues I had deep down. 

 I was able to strengthen my relationship with Christ and I met my spouse at Spring Hill. 

 Before SpringHill I was a very introverted, lonely person who struggled with finding the true meaning of serving Christ. I 
struggled with my home life and many other areas of life. SpringHill changed the way I look at life and kindled the fire 
within me to serve Christ in any and every opportunity that crosses my path. 

 Help me realize the importance of my personal time with God. Taught me how to make better connections with people 
and talk to them about God. 

 Grew in leadership 

 I learned a lot of time management and what God expects of me in a relationship with Him. It also showed me how to be a 
leader among peers. 

 I grew up spiritually, I learned how to work well with a team, I learned how to lead teens, I was forced out of my comfort 
zone in many ways and it was great. 

 Again, SpringHill impacted me mostly in terms of understanding that being a Follower of Christ is about being a part of a 
body. We are a small portion, and are not a whole. We must rely on each other and have community. 

 Mostly, it strengthened me mainly by providing me with a solid community if mostly strong Christians, as well as some 
solid friendships. 

 Amazing friendships, incredible kids, great leadership opportunity, plus so fun. 

 It affirmed that God was calling me into full-time ministry. I grew a leader in my role and knew I wanted to continue doing 
work just like it. 

 It connected me with staff and campers, some of whom have fallen away from the Lord, and many of whom I remain in 
contact with. For many, I have been able to encourage and explain with understanding of the Bible and direct people back 
to Jesus and be a light of love for others who have yet to return to him. No one else from Springhill remains in touch with 
them to my knowledge. So, through me, the mission of Springhill was fulfilled. I hear similar stories from other former staff 
working to make a difference 

 I became better at caring for children more like Jesus does. I think He worked on my patience and love by teaching me 
through my co-worker's patience and love towards me. I realized how quickly I could become so attached to my brothers 
and sisters in Christ. I think I developed my leadership abilities. Some certain counselors also taught me how to have fun 
with my job instead of just look at it like work. 

 Being at SpringHill made me a miserable person. It pushed me farther and farther away from the Lord. 

 I got to work in a position that was related to my major (business management- HR) so it gave me awesome real-life 
experience while also allowing me to serve others, make wonderful friends, and strengthen my faith. 

 Changed my life. I am a better person from this past summer. I have made so many changes in my life so I can glorify 
God properly. 
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 It left me very broken and very hurt. I still have to deal with personal pain that my experience caused me. I would never 
recommend SpringHill as a good work environment or a good camp environment. 

 Helped me be friendly to everyone, stay in shape, tested patience and leadership, grow in my relationship with God 

 I have so much faith that God is with me at all times and I was able to communicate with Him more after that summer. I 
would say that I am way more outgoing and comfortable with who God made me now. 

 I learned what moves me: my faith and my time spent with others. I specifically was moved my a deeper appreciation for 
the special needs community and a realization that we are no different; some needs are just more physically apparent 
than others. I learned that God gives us all special gifts. I also learned how to share the Gospel with middle school aged 
children. I was able to take these teachings to impact my middle school community back at school. 

 Meet so life long friends had some life changing moments during my summer there. 

 It helped me gain confidence in who I was and where I fit in. It gave me a chance to be comfortable in myself as a person, 
but challenged me to grow in that confidence. 

 Being in the atmosphere of Springhill showed me a lot about how I really love serving others. Seeing kids and adults 
being transformed by God is a huge blessing. I see people more like how God does and I've grown a lot in my leadership 
skills. Being able to lead people effectively and letting God work through me because I know I can't do it by myself. 

 It helped me understand my need for intentional time with God through our 2-hour breaks. 

 I learned in every situation, my needs come third to everyone else 

 Overall, it was great experience to understand how to work with people within staff as well as with parents and their 
children. I gained a better understanding of how a nonprofit organization functions and the expectations involved. It 
allowed me to understand and be a part of upholding high standards that are involved when dealing with others within that 
business. 

 I was more aware of how many people call themselves Christians but are okay with their current way of life, even if it 
includes bending the rules for their benefit. I was truly grateful for the experience, and I will continue to love SpringHill. 

 It made me feel like a leader. Before SpringHill, I was shy and never wanted to lead a group. Now, I’m a manager in a 
large company and I’m not afraid to lead others. :) 

 It helped create great relationships with other people around my age and helped my skills in leadership grow. 

 As I began to explain Christ like principles in way campers would understand, it helped me solidify what I believed. Also 
the joy from seeing children learn to love Christ is worth everything. 

 I have more confidence in sharing the gospel with others, especially when it's not close friends. I want to meet more 
people and be Jesus to them. I can't wait to be Jesus to my future middle/high school students. 

 It made me grow as a leader and become a more confident person. It also helped me grow closer to God. 

 Challenged me greatly and made me grow in my faith and in my ability to work with children and in the outdoor setting. 

 You do not know how much you love it until you leave it. 

 Before the summer, I wasn't a big fan of working with students. But now, I want to work with students as much as 
possible. I am now an Intern for a middle school youth group 

 Spring hill impacts me so much. I was always scared to share my faith and show people who I believed in but after I don't 
care what people think but as long as they know who I am and who I love to serve 

 Made me realize that knowledge was different than relationship when it comes to Christ. 

 It made me much more confidant, especially when dealing with children. It gave me a solid group of friends that I can 
connect with and talk about my faith with. It made me a better leader. It made my summer something I will never forget 
and I get to tell stories about it. 

 It opened my eyes to how God brings people together and that everyone is equally loved and valued. 

 It forced me to rely on the Lord a LOT. I also built really strong friendships with my campers and keep in touch with them. I 
learned a lot of hands on skills for high adventure, which I haven't found a use for yet, but I'm hoping to use it eventually. 

 It made me realize my joy of working with children and people in general as well as helped reinforce what my beliefs are 
in terms of faith. 

 I grew in my faith, the community was incredible, and I met my boyfriend (hopefully soon to be fiancé) there :) 

 It was encouraging to simply know that others weren't perfect but tried to continue to pursue a relationship with Christ. 

 I grew stronger in my relationship with and knowledge of Christ. I also gained close friendships that will last a long, long 
time. 

 It gave me opportunities to lead in new ways, and challenged me to grow and open my worldview interacting with the 
community of Christians. 

 I became more aware of my strengths and weaknesses as a leader and communicator 

 I grew so much closer to God and I have made friends that I know I will have a lifetime and that I know genuinely care 
about me and love me. I realized that I am great and that I have to be someone that people look at and see nothing being 
God through me. 

 I was surrounded by people who loved the Lord and accepted me just the way I am. 

 It improved my photography skills and customer service skills. 

 It impacted the way I understand living in community. Between living with host families and being welcomed by church 
bodies, community was a top priority for Day Camps. 
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 Drove me to integrate my faith into every aspect of my life. Taught me how to invest into people to show them the love of 
God. Taught me to roll with the punches and think on my feet. 

 Springhill showed me that even if I do not believe in myself, I could trust that God will use me wherever He needs me! 

 Definitely made me thankful that most jobs are only an 8-hour workday. It was mentally and physically exhausting to be 
one of the centers of attention for all the campers. It also helped me be able to connect and talk to people a little better, 
whether it's making friends with the other people that worked with you or communicating with the campers. Lastly, it was a 
huge lesson in working alongside people who just rub you the wrong way. There's definitely an exclusive attitude in some 
friend circle 

 Spring hill gave me the heart of service to give back. 

 I was challenged to set myself and my glory aside while pursuing the hearts and minds of the campers. Selflessness is 
not something that people is born with, but something that is gained over a lifetime of serving others. 

 I became more focused and in-tune with my spiritual side and it instilled daily habits of devotions that had previously been 
lacking. 

 It brought to light some areas of my life that I needed to work on. It brought me closer to God as I had to rely on Him on 
the really hard days. 

 It made me put things into perspective and really changed my mindset from myself to others. 

 I have honestly learned to be a nicer person. I'm more kind to everyone. I understand their differences. 

 Made me a lot stronger in faith and impact the lives of others. 

 It helps me grow in my faith and realize how much growth I still have. As well it gave me a sense of purpose to instill the 
love of Christ into the kids. 

 It helped me grow with my faith in God, which lead me to be more confident in myself. 

 I gained a strengthened ability for discipleship in my everyday life. 

 So many life lessons learned while working my two summers at camp and the number of friendships I took away with 

 It definitely solidified my desire to work with youth and share Christ's love with them through building relationships. It 
taught me the importance of filling myself so I can be poured back out and gave me a renewed desire to know God's 
word. 

 I think working at SpringHill enabled me to see that kids, especially from a public school setting, don't have a lot of 
legitimate encounters with the Lord. They go to youth group or church and do fun stuff, but they don't. And I think I saw 
that need this past summer; I recognize the value of sending kids to camp. 

 It helped me grow in who I am and grow in knowing where I stand with God. 

 It help me be pushed out of my box so even through I might not have like everything I did I still got to share the love of 
God with children 

 It made me realize how important communication is in life, and how bad things can get when there is bad communication. 
It also showed that there are great people serving God everywhere. 

 Deepened my faith. Taught me how to be more self-sacrificing and gave me a rich community of believers to journey 
through the summer with and a handful that I still have deep relationships with. 

 My experiences at SpringHill have come to be my favorite job I have ever had. It taught me about going above and 
beyond in service to others. It gave me joy, and taught me about sharing the gospel with all people in a new and exciting 
way. It shaped my future as I now pursuit ministry full time. 

 My faith came alive and I was able to see how God worked in my life and how He uses me for His mission for the church. 

 I have a better relationship with God today! 

 Working at SpringHill was definitely the best summer of my life. It taught me how to be selfless and it taught me the 
amazing rewards that come from spending the whole summer doing work for Christ. When you pour into others, many 
blessings get poured into you. Working at SpringHill taught me to be flexible (you never know when you're going to have 
to pack all of your belongings and move cabins for the weekend), accepting of difficult people, open about Christ and the 
Gospel (tying Christ into everything), m 

 I have grown so much as a Christian. I found confidence in my faith and have learned to do God's work at every moment. 
I am more intentional with all of my actions. 

 Ministry experience. Personal spiritual growth. Provided an opportunity to expand my Christian community. I still work in 
ministry. 

 I quickly realized that patience is key when working with the campers. I wanted them to love Jesus like I love Him, but 
sometimes they just didn't want anything to do with Him. By the end of some of the weeks I saw God working in their lives 
and I was changed because I got to see some of the great work that God was doing through young lives. 

 I definitely grew in my faith a lot while working at camp and created memories that will last a lifetime. 

 At SpringHill I learned to let go of fears. I learned to dance. I learned the value of being vulnerable. I learned how fulfilling 
it is to serve. 

 It was meaningful to get to be a part of God's work in the lives of children. I came to know that Lord as a camper at Spring 
Hill, and I wanted to work there to sort-of pay it forward. 

 My experience impacted me as a person because it allowed me to love the Lord first and showed me that he is number 
one and everything else is a far away second. I would not have been able to find this out on my own but by the guidance 
and support of the staff I could be changed by the Holy Spirit and challenged in an authentic Christian community. 
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 It helped me learn how to deal with situations where conflicts arise and I need to be the mediator. It also helped me learn 
how spread the word of God to others who may not know about it. 

 The experience provided me with legitimate opportunities every day to serve other people. SpringHill gave me the chance 
to build a relationship with God and see other people living lives of service and worship. 

 I had to learn to be more selfless by putting the needs and wants of my campers before myself. I had to learn to set aside 
time during my breaks to strengthen my own relationship with God, even though it was tempting to take a nap or to go on 
social media. It taught me about my strengths and weaknesses and prepared me to become a better leader and teacher. 

 It grew me in walk with God and gave me great experience working with kids. 

 I grew with my faith and made my faith my own. 

 I feel like I grew personally over the course of working for SpringHill because it stretched me to continually love on others 
in all situations because I was in constant contact with others and had to continually challenge myself to love like Christ 
did even when I was exhausted and felt like giving up. I learned how to be flexible with whatever came my way, which is a 
great lesson to learn early in life. I also was able to lead a small group and see growth among different counselors and 
Ads which is such a 

 I grew in my relationship with God as well as in my relationship with others. The community at SpringHill grew fast and 
lasted until after summer. We were challenged daily to grow in our faith. 

 Leadership, teaching moments, no separation between faith and fun 

 Every summer I have come back from my camp experience with a vastly deeper understanding of who I am in Christ as 
well as a better understanding of what Christ wants for my future. My life has been immeasurably impacted through both 
years of service. 

 I got closer to God and got to experience a place where service is such a big part of life. 

 Spiritually and professionally 

 See above 

 It helps me grow in my personal relationship with God and thus grow as a man. 

 It made me a better person and gave me better understanding of children and their connection to God. 

 Oh boy, where to start? Working at Springhill was both challenging and very rewarding. I saw myself grow a lot over three 
summers. It allowed me to become more comfortable with myself and sharing faith and myself with other people. I think 
Springhill is the only place (so far) where I have given 100% of myself to my work. Both because that's what the job 
required and that's what my passion for the job brought out of me. While working at Springhill I was also impacted by the 
lives of the fellow staff and kid 

 It helped ground my faith in something secure. A month before I worked at SpringHill I was baptized. It gave me the 
opportunity to dive deep into my faith, ask questions and get answers. It impacted me greatly as the person I am today. 

 I really learned more about myself while working there. I was finally able to just let go of all my burdens, fears, and worries 
and give them to God, knowing that I was and still am in his capable hands. Weight was lifted off of my shoulders and I 
could focus on where God was taking me next instead of being weighed down constantly by my worries. 

 It has really brought out some of the best parts of me while working there. I have really found and developed leadership 
skills. It has helped me learn who I am, what strengths I have, and how I can best use them. I discovered that I am 
actually a shy extrovert and has helped me to intentionally meet people and break the ice fast so I can get to know them 
and learn how to best love them as a brother or sister in Christ. It has also really affirmed my call to ministry. I have also 
discovered weakness at SpringHill. 

 It enhanced my spirit ail growth 

 I grew a lot in my faith, as well as in my people skills and leadership qualities. I learned the importance of sharing the 
gospel and loving on everyone I come into contact with. 

 Learned how to lead, built lifelong relationships 

 Found a deeper joy to my life, life just wasn't about what I wanted to do; it was about what GOD want done in my lives. 

 Spring Hill taught me how to work hard, how to put Jesus first and showed me what true community looks like. These life 
lessons literally changed my life! 

 It strengthened my faith and enhanced my leadership skills. 

 I learned a lot about my own sinfulness and need for grace, and also the incredible work God can do despite my 
sinfulness, as well as how incredible it is to be a witness of the Gospel to others. 

 I grew in my faith and leadership skills. 

 Where to even begin? When I applied at SHC, I never expected to be accepted for staff, as I had completed my 
application, had my mom sign it (since I was 15) and then added to it to be completely honest about my family 
background. I thought I wouldn't ever be chosen. Mike Hollenbeck took a chance on hiring me, and that summer (and 
those that followed), changed my life. I grew so much spiritually, had the opportunity to share my faith with campers, and 
others outside of SHC because of my experiences there 

 It was life changing. I learned so much about my self as a person. And who God was raising me up to be. 

 I became a better worker and was more independent. I also realized that I really love children. 

 Learned alot 

 I definitely grew as a leader, but also feel a bit calloused because as I grew my leadership skills were not given a chance 
when I would reach out for other positions and I feel although the people made Springhill great, that everyone should be 
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given an actual fair chance not based upon the summer before or by the director who hired them, but potentially by other 
people. 

 SpringHill has helped me to develop my leadership skills as well as helping me to grow in my relationship with Christ. 

 I learned so much from my campers and coworkers. I worked with teenagers (TST) and had some of the best times of my 
life. I also had some hard times, which I learned from as well. I work in psychiatry now and I always say that working as a 
counselor prepared me to deal with all types of situations. I also think camp just made me a better person. Working at 
SpringHill made me feel like I was doing good things for people, that I was helping my campers. It was rewarding and 
challenging. I learned to be selfless 

 It helped me see real community for the first time, I learned how to share the gospel, I saw miracles happen, I decided I 
was going to be all in for God 

 Found my wife. It also helped me realize the problems with contemporary evangelical worship 

 It gave me a stage to share what God's done in my life for the first time. I was thrust into the position to show that genuine 
Christ like love to people. 

 My SpringHill work experience made me a lot more comfortable and confident in leading small group Bible studies and 
discussions, and in sharing the Gospel with kids. It allowed me to gain more awe of our great God as I witnessed Him 
working in the lives of my campers and drawing the to Himself in so many unique, had-to-be-God ways. I grew in my 
dependence on God, as the intensity of counseling pushes you to really rely on Him. Being in that environment where the 
mission and purpose behind every day is so 

 It gave me more confidence in many ways. I had more confidence in talking about my faith, even just simply praying out 
loud. More confidence in strength through Christ - stretched many times and carried through it by God. Confidence in my 
abilities - first big opportunity to have such huge responsibility, etc. 

 It really opened my eyes to the need for Christ and people's desire for Him. I grew closer in my walk and came to realize 
areas where I personally haven't given it all over to God. I also found a community of strong Christians who also had 
struggles in certain areas but we could over come those through fellowship a relying on God to guide us. 

 It impacted me in many ways (and probably more than I know). It was the first time that I worked away from home, so 
there was a little bit of learning independence from my parents and relying on myself to take care of me. There was a little 
bit of maturing as a person because there were many kids who were under my care and supervision, as I was beginning 
to learn how to be responsible for more than just myself. And there was also the growing in my faith and spiritual 
leadership because of the example I way 

 I made lifelong friends, strengthened my adult relationship with Christ, and spread love and spirituality to young kids. 
What's better than that? 

 I became much closer to god, and myself. 

 I did have more insight into my faith and spirituality. It did however conform my speculation that the church is exclusive of 
those who are not the same (i.e. sexual orientation or those who don't sexually abstain). We preach love and empathy but 
DO NOT practice it at a majority scale. Also, your target work force is very narrow. You heavily recruit kids from private 
Christian school only such as IWU. I would not return to Springhill to work or volunteer anymore. Appreciation is not the 
care and it's not a 

 I found a work family that loves and works hard regardless of the time or place. I found a niche where I excel and am 
given the tools to improve personally and professionally. Working there showed me what it means to care for everyone 
who walks through the door and how to show genuine compassion for all. SpringHill was so far outside my comfort zone 
my first year and for that I am forever grateful. 

 It developed me as a leader, a man, and as a follower of Jesus. Working at SpringHill allowed me to truly leave the world 
behind and focus 100% of my energy on God for an entire summer. I. See the amazing things God are able to do first 
hand in changing people's hearts and lives. I will always remember my time there as one of the best times of my life. 

 I don't think I've ever had a more exhausting job: spiritually, physically, mentally, all of it! It just sort of broke me down, and 
in that I found myself leaning on Christ, and it was wonderful. 

 It made me realize I don't like elementary age kids, and I've quit going to church as much as I used to. 

 I have some of the best memories of my life from that camp. Spiritually it put me in the field with coworkers and campers. 
And I am better prepared to work in a collaborative environment in the future. I learned much about myself as a 
professional, as an authority figure, and as a Son of God. 

 As mentioned previously, it grew me in my career. SpringHill gave me an opportunity to learn real humility when I was 
working 60+ hours a week. Additionally, it helped connect me with great leaders around the communities I've lived in 
today. As a matter or fact, SpringHill has in some way had a hand in connecting me to each of my jobs since I left. 
Overall, it gave me valuable friends who I still have as part of my life even today. 

 Grew spiritually Made lifelong friends Time management Better at working with people 

 It taught me to fully rely on God, I had class at the same time as work and it was the hardest thing I had to do. However, I 
still did both and had a positive impact with both class and work. 

 One key impact is that it allowed me to bring my family members more into my faith: I had come to SHC as a kid, and so 
we could connect through that experience, and then I was able to share more about what SHC meant to me now and why 
I was there. Also, the near-constant inclusion of prayer in daily life at SHC has really stuck with me and driven me to be 
more willing to apply prayer in all circumstances. 
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 SpringHill really changed my outlook on life. It really helped me look out for others a lot more than myself. It also taught 
me to accept the help of others and not simply rely on you. Lastly, it taught me to rely on God when the going is tough. 

 I grew in my faith a ton, and it really showed me that God was leading me towards teaching for a reason. I loved every 
second I got to spend with the campers and it was the first time I fully realized that I could be a teacher. 

 I learned more about how I act and react under stress and how to push myself while encouraging others in hard times 
physically in odd weather and lack of sleep as well as encouraging people in happy and difficult environments. 

 I grew as a young adult because it forced me to make decisions as an adult in a safe, supervised setting. I also had 
others' best interest to look out for and I was forced to delve deep into my own experience with Christ in order to help 
others explore their own journeys with God. 

 It encouraged me greatly in my Christian faith. 

 It developed me as a leader and manager. It deepened my commitment to being a disciple of Jesus. And, because I 
overworked myself and burnt out, it also taught me the importance of healthy boundaries and self-care. 

 Grew in my faith and completed service for God 

 Helped me work with a team 

 I grew as a Christian and have a greater understanding of how to care for children. 

 It made me more patient and generally happier with my own life. 

 I now have a greater patience to work with uncooperative people, which I learned chiefly from SpringHill's program for 
campers with special needs. 

 Some of my best friends are from camp, passion for kids with special needs grew exponentially. 

 I grew immensely in my relationship with Christ. It changed my life. 

 SpringHill taught me a lot about Christian community and living for Him on a daily basis. 

 I have been able to get out of my comfort zone and have made life lasting friendships. 

 It makes me focus more of God and not the things of this world. To set my eyes more on the things of God not of man. It 
also taught me more about being a leader and working with children. 

 I learned a lot it terms of work and life skills as well as how to do ministry in different contexts. It also helped reinforce my 
faith and surrounded me with a ton of great staff that has been extremely supportive. 

 As a team player as part of the staff, I learned how to trust others. I began to come out of my shell and began to take 
steps to my own growth in my spiritual walk 

 My whole family served (all summer long for eight summers) since I was 12, so it was the place I grew as a Christian/ I 
was surrounded by contagious Christians who modeled serving Christ and loved Him/ loved each other/ loved reaching 
kids' hearts! 

 I learned so much about myself through Christ at SpringHill. My relationship with God was challenged and strengthened 
through my work experience. I wouldn't be the person I am today without SpringHill. 

 Gave me a lot of new ideas on how to run ministries and be relational with people of all ages. Gave me a deeper desire to 
know the Lord and serve Him whole-heartedly. 

 Springhill helped me grow as a leader, helped me grow as Christian, and allowed me to learn who I am as leader and as a 
person. 

 It taught me the value of hard work and gave me a good idea about how navigates difficulties and setbacks. 

 It helped me grow in my faith so much as well as knowing that there are people out there who genuinely care about my 
faith and me. 

 I grew in my faith and gained more patience than I thought I ever would. You learn so much and it changes you. I have no 
doubt that what I learned at SpringHill has made a difference in what kind of a teacher I am. 

 It strengthened and deepened my relationship with Christ and showed me what it means to be a servant of God 

 It made me step up my ideas for how to be a good teacher and taught me how to keep kids engaged. 

 I made some great friends and learned about myself and my own abilities 

 It really stretched me outside of my comfort zone, I learned how to truly lead others, which was very difficult because it 
means being a servant, putting their needs first, forgoing rest at times, pouring out encouragement and love to your 
campers, even the ones that are hard to love. I also learned that ministry comes out of God's love for us and so we must 
work from the overflow of that love. Part of that involves managing expectations when you are confronted with no longer 
feeling needed at the end of the 

 I learned about community, and how friends love each other. I learned how to love more completely and more like Jesus 
by loving my campers. God worked through my time at SpringHill to show me the heart I have for people with special 
needs. 

 I accepted Jesus into my heart as a camper at SpringHill. My experience came full circle years later as I returned as a 
counselor. I was able to pour into kids and share the gospel with them, just as a counselor did for me. God is at work at 
SpringHill in ways I have not experienced anywhere else! My work experience has definitely helped me pursue Christ 
outside of SpringHill, as well. I met the most amazing friends working at SpringHill. We talk/text daily and have traveled 
together 4 years later! 

 Working at SpringHill impacted me in a very positive way. It helped me realize that living my life out for Christ is enjoyable 
and incredible. I am a much happier, positive, and joyful individual now which is all because my experience at SpringHill 
camps. 
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 It taught me how to share the Gospel with children. It, more than any other one thing I did during college, prepared me for 
being a teacher. 

 I still think about the way I experienced Jesus there and the wisdom I learned from the staff. My faith grew in huge ways. 

 I grew in my teaching ability and the sharing of my faith, and being more secure in that. I built lasting and healthy 
relationships with others that were passionate about a life with Christ and children. 

 It increased my passion to teach children about Jesus! 

 It developed my experience with outreach and communication in devotions and Christian lessons for the children, it 
assisted with my development in learning medical knowledge by working in the infirmary, and it strengthened my 
character in general. 

 It showed me passions/ interests I did not know I had (special needs campers), it enabled me to meet/ get to know others 
I wouldn’t get to know outside of camp, gain more faith based friendships, gain patience, learning how to work with others 
that work very differently than I do, 

 Coming out of working at SpringHill, I was much more confident in who I was and in my abilities. I was able to be 
completely myself with the other staff and I developed powerful friendships with people who are continuously challenging 
me and helping me grow. 

 Working at camp taught me how to lean on God through the good and bad times. I grew as in my relationship with Christ 
and as a leader. 

 I grew immensely through the situations my co and I were placed in. I have grown as a leader spiritually and mentally in 
my time on staff. 

 That is complex. Early in my life, it provided opportunities for tremendous growth, and it created a space for me to develop 
autonomy. Many of my important life decisions were shaped because of my time at SpringHill. At the same time, I did not 
have other influences in my life moving me toward a richer and deeper theological understanding, and because of this, my 
faith was also stunted because of my time there. Because I was exposed to a fairly conservative brand of Christianity, I 
was also discouraged 

 I learned in very practical ways what it meant to be a Christian. Just believing is the first step, but working out my salvation 
proved to be more difficult, but so rewarding. 

 I have definitely grown as a person and Christ-follower, the discipline and constant community of faith has encouraged me 
to grow as an individual and grow in my faith. I have definitely grown as a leader and in my faith as a stronger leader and 
more well rounded leader balancing, faith, fun, and working towards a goal in a team setting. 

 It was a learning curve. Made me more easily going. Trust the Lord, etc. 

 Taught me how to work as a Christian in a non-Christian work place 

 My first summer working there was after my first year of college, and that experience helped me in my faith so much. I 
wouldn't trade that summer for anything. The later summers that I worked there only helped me to grow and I developed 
friendships that still are strong after 10+ years. 

 It strengthened my relationship with God, and made me want to me more like Jesus. 

 By being able to interact w/ so many new people the impact of continuing to grow as a person n assuring me of my own 
self-worth 

 It gave me an effective means of exercising my faith 

 I was mentored by Cathy Tauscher, Ben Afman and the Ponzies. I was friends w/ some amazing older women and 
learned so much from them. 

 How did it not? I was able to truly make my faith my own at SpringHill my first summer. I can honestly say that my two 
summers at SpringHill fostered so much spiritual growth and taught me more than I would have ever imagined. I learned 
what it looked like to have faith in every situation and to rely on the Lord in both good times and bad. I was taught what it 
looked like to love unwaveringly and to give all I have to Christ’s ministry and to the youth and staff that I was around. 
SpringHill taught me to love 

 Before I came to Spring Hill I was finishing my first year of nursing school. I thought I wanted to help children physically 
which is a noble profession but I realized at SpringHill I connected better with helping children intellectually and spiritually. 
I left Spring Hill that summer, walked into the advising office at college, and said, I want to start a new and different path 
from nursing. I want to be a teacher! Spring Hill was the catalyst that lead me into teaching and I've never thought twice 

 Let me see how deep other people my age were with God and how cool it could be to be a Christian and still be... well. 
Cool! 

 Matured my faith as an adolescent and young adult 

 I developed a love for God's creation and the gospel opportunities. I grew as a Christian and as a leader. 

 I know more about whom I am and how to better serve to the best of my abilities. I know where my biggest weaknesses 
fall and where to protect against that. I am better at drawing lines and teaching kids to blend their fun and Jesus life. I love 
that. Being a youth leader in my church, the training and experience I gleaned from SpringHill has affected me greatly. 

 I met new friends and had an amazing experience 

 It shaped me. I started on staff when I was 15. My summers on staff are some of my greatest memories for spiritual 
milestones, deepest friendships, and great fun times. I learned to trust Jesus more deeply and follow him with boldness. 

 No lasting way. 

 Taught me humility, hard work, attitude, how to stay positive during the worst, dirtiest jobs. Met my children's Godmother 
there in 1987, TST. 
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 I grew so much in one summer. My patience was tested and now I'm a more patient person because of it. 

 It allowed me to meet so many campers and staff that helped me in my walk with Jesus. 

 Tremendously. I learned patience this summer. It was so so hard. And I knew the lord needed me in this role- only for one 
summer. It was a good experience and I think its great for kids, I always recommend kids to go. But if you want to work- 
its a lot of work for little money (doesn't matter) // and its exhausting when you aren't getting support that you need from 
leadership. 

 Helped me grow closer to God. 

 My experience at Springhill provided me with several examples of how to not lead a team. 

 My faith is stronger. I'm more confident in what I believe and sharing the Word with others. I live to serve and love. 

 I learned how to be an authority figure for kids while also trying to get to know them and be a role model for them. It taught 
be to be a better leader, especially through small groups. 

 I learned and grew more in my leadership skills and relationship with Christ in those few months than I had in the previous 
year. 

 I matured a lot and grew in self confidence and my walk with the Lord 

 It made me a stronger Christian, it strengthened my desire to get to know and have a relationship with the Lord. 

 It made me grow in my interpersonal skills, both with individuals of my own age, as well as working with individuals of 
other demographics (age, ethnicity, socioeconomic background, etc.) Additionally, it made me consciously trust in the 
Lord more than any other time of my life leading up to that point. 

 Leadership 101! Discovered the skills to lead wisely, humbly, AND confidently. 

 It changed me in ways that I didn't think possible. I grew out of the lukewarm Christian mold and into the man that God is 
calling me to be. I was equipped with the skills to lead others 

 I met my spouse. Influenced my career choice. 

 I met some amazing people that really showed me what it meant to be a God loving human. People hold you accountable. 

 Working at SpringHill was a leap of faith, and ended up being one of the most crucial parts of my life. Working at 
SpringHill has taught me how to reach the unreachable and it has taught me how to communicate better with non-believer 
or with anyone who has a hard time speaking their mind. 

 I grew as a leader and as a daughter of Christ. I am now more open to sharing my testimony with friends, family and 
strangers! 

 I loved spending time with people who love the Lord and working toward the common goal of ministry. 

 Working at SpringHill gave me a lot of insight into other faith communities, I have always been immersed in the Catholic 
faith and at SpringHill I was opened to many new perspectives and it forced me to defend what I believe and why I believe 
it to myself as well as see other perspectives and change some of my own views. 

 Became much more spiritually disciplined. 

 It taught me how to talk with another person about there faith. I learned to work with people very different from myself in a 
very close setting. 

 I learned to spiritually sustain myself as we'll as valuable experience in the field I am working towards. 

 I think SpringHill made me learn a lot about how to trust people and where to find guidance. There are definitely amazing 
people at SpringHill that I call some of my best friends, but after this past year I've learned a lot about how sometimes 
SpringHill strings people along in their jobs and how you can't necessarily trust everyone you know. It was hard to see 
people hurt so badly and that definitely taught me a lot about how to trust people. 

 Ha-ha, I promise I answered the above question before seeing this one. Um, it encouraged me to spend quality time in 
God's word, and to put others before myself. 

 I learned to rely on God and not myself. 

 Shaped and matured my faith 

 I grew a lot as a person in my faith as well as a person. I feel more comfortable sharing my faith. I know better of whom I 
am in Christ. 

 As a person, I became more confident in my own skills and ability to handle a variety of situations that I might come 
across in life. I still remember the first time I was with twenty girls while my female cos were on their day off, and one 
spent some time with the other who had just found out that her mentor had died--I felt confident in my ability to spend time 
with those twenty girls and able to both make sure that they were all safe and in eye shot while having conversations with 
small groups of the girls. 

 It guided my walk in faith and really allowed me to grow in Jesus. I also made lifelong friendships with coworkers. 

 I still talk about it when anyone says they are from Michigan. 

 It definitely aided my faith in becoming stronger 

 It was a stepping stone in my faith 

 As a person I developed as a leader and learned a lot more about struggles current youth have in their personal lives and 
with their faith. 

 I grew a lot in my leadership and became a very confident and influential person. I learned how to handle conflict with 
others on a personal level and on a professional level, and have learned a lot about sharing the gospel. 

 Learned leadership and communication skills that I still use today 

 It helped me grow by learning how to continually look to God for strength. 
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 It helped me grow tremendously in my faith. 

 Inspired me to start Royal Family Kids Camp branch 

 Changed me to be confident in and proud of my identity as a Christian, develop a greater passion for interacting with kids, 
and most of all blessed me with relationships built in the foundation of God's love. 

 I learned a lot about myself, and how to communicate the gospel of Christ more effectively. I learned that I have a passion 
for ministering to children, because I am also a child, of God that is. I also learned that I couldn’t always apply yesterday's 
solutions to today's problems. I have to discover an innovative way to overcome them; which does a fellow co-counselor 
usually aid. If I'm having trouble linking the Gospel to a camper, I can always rely on my co-counselors and superiors for 
innovative advice 

 I am much more cautious of people in positions that hold a lot of power. I do more homework on places I choose to work. 
And I go with my gut feeling a lot more because I'm usually right. That sounds really negative, even though I'm actually a 
very positive person but this is reality. 

 I worked there when I was in college and it helped me focus on God at a time when I was struggling with peer pressure. 

 I met some wonderful people at this camp some I'm still friends with met some not so wonderful people to not all r as they 
seem 

 It completely changed my life. It taught me how to interact with people in the best possible way for any situation. It built 
character and taught me to work hard. It kept me out of trouble at a pivotal time in my young adult life. Now I have a full 
time year round job in the summer camp industry. Summer camps are my passion and I owe that all to my life changing 
experiences at SpringHill. 

 I have become much more open about my faith and more confident in sharing what Christ did for us and his unfailing love 
for us! 

 Friendships 

 My experience affirmed my faith. Sparked life-long friendships. And professionally, it helped me become a highly 
organized, highly relational as well as task oriented worker. 

 It helped me to understand high school ages and taught me how God can be found in every experience. 

 I learned so much about myself, gained passion for helping others, and learned skills to lead others to Christ. 

 I made memories for life, grew and stretched my faith, and learned that I have a passion for teaching. 

 It helped me grow both in my faith, my perspective of ministry, and my friendships. 

 It helped me begin learning to open up my heart and share it with is, though there was much of this work done in the 
years after. I developed important friendships, found a peaceful haven for a few years, and learned to value genuine 
relationships. 

 My time at SpringHill really brought me closer to Christ, and has sustained my faith since then. I also became a more 
compassionate, patient person, and my time at camp nurtured many traits and skills, both interpersonal and professional, 
that I know will be incredibly valuable as life goes on. 

 Having worked at SpringHill I feel more confident talking about my faith to my peers and have more experience really 
digging into the meaning of what the bible says. I have also become the best babysitter my dance parties are on point. 

 It helped me improve my teaching ability. 

 It made me grow spiritually to have a more personal relationship w/God. My coworkers challenged me both spiritually and 
personally. Plus, the friendships I made at Spring Hill are ones I cherish lifelong, and even keep in contact with! 

 It strengthened my relationship with the Lord, being so far from my home and having to rely on Him to help me get out of 
my comfort zone for the kids. 

 The campers were the best. I've maintained a few relationships with them, ten years later. They are all in college now! 

 I think my summers working with Spring Hill as a one on one counselor for Special Needs laid the foundation for the work 
I do as a clinical counselor for dually diagnosed children now. 

 Helped me to grow, and see what I need to work on for further experiences. 

 I now volunteer and help lead a children's ministry at a local church where my experience creating fun and meaningful 
environments for kids at SH gave me a vision for what a church ministry for kids could look like. 

 SpringHill helped me turn away from the slippery slope I was going down in college. After SpringHill and experiencing the 
joy I found in serving others, I am able to pursue holiness and a relationship with God. 

 I learned to make my faith my own. My director and teammates into an active faith mentored me. The leaders above me 
modeled love, discipline, and an intimate relationship with the Father. They then taught me how to lead others in the same 
way. 

 It offered me a renewed sense of the call to serve God in community with others. 

 Taught me discipline in my daily walk with God. 

 I learned a lot about myself, as well as the kind of environment I want to work in in the future. I learned what it means to 
love those you hardly know, as true love is not a feeling, rather, a desire that they know Christ intimately and going the 
extra mile to be Him in the lives of others. I learned how to carry the crosses, big and small, of my amazing co-counselors 
and even sometimes the campers during one-on-ones through prayer and friendship. 

 I grew in ways that I never imagined I could 

 My relationship with God grew stronger and the experience taught me how to work with different kinds of people. 

 Developed my heart for ministry. Taught me real life ministry skills that I still utilize today. 
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 It taught me how to be a leader while being myself at the same time 

 It stretched me mentally, physically, and emotionally beyond anything I had ever endured before. I was definitely burned 
out by the end of the summer. But I would not exchange last summer for anything else. Working at camp forced me to rely 
on God day-by-day and moment-by-moment for strength to love the kids he gave me to lead. It surrounded me with 
brothers and sisters who loved the Lord and children. It showed me how to love kids intentionally and individually, giving 
me a taste of how God my Father loves 

 Just making me want to read the word more and to share the gospel more. My heart has grown since the experience. 

 I grew a lot initially, learning from co-workers and just by being thrown into the fray. Eventually I became more bitter and 
cynical from my experience at Springhill. 

 Solidified my decision to become a teacher 

 It developed me into a better leader. SpringHill also gave me experience in how to better work with multiple types of 
people 

 It gave me a closer relationship to God 

 Put me right in the trenches of spiritual warfare, making me take my own faith more seriously and bringing me to a new 
level. I really had to have legit quite times in order to succeed, and God met me during those times in a special way, and 
this set the course for my devotional life ever since. It also exposed me to other amazing Christian brothers and sisters. 
Finally, being a counselor for kids with special needs gave me a new kind of compassion and point of view I would not 
have had otherwise. 

 I experienced mentorship and love that was unmatchable. The friends that I made that summer, and what God did in my 
heart were incredible. 

 It reinforced my identity in Christ and shaped me into a more selfless person. I realized just how much I am entirely 
dependent on God, and it has stuck with me. 

 I have learned how to better communicate with others. I have also been able to express myself and accept whom God 
created me as an individual. I also found pure joy while working with SpringHill. 

 SpringHill has softened me up greatly. I came into my first summer really guarded and stoic, especially in worship. I 
learned the value of vulnerability through the community SpringHill introduced me to. My relationships with both other 
people and Christ are so much deeper than they were before because of that. 

 I am way more energetic and passionate for everyday things. I learned how to push through tiredness and still be positive. 

 It impacted me by connecting me to friends that will last a lifetime. It helped me grow spiritually by stretching me and 
challenging me in new ways. 

 Witnessing the impact of the programs and counselors on the children, as well as the impact of the staff on each other will 
always stick with me. 

 I really grew spiritually, I also learned how God works and how I can be stretched, 

 It allowed me to learn how to work with others and also the campers. It made me develop a passion for inclusion of 
campers with special needs. It also helped me to grow in my faith. 

 I definitely grew closer to God, and reevaluated some things I came to believe about myself. 

 It deepened a love for the church more and opened my eyes to see God in all that we do. 

 Each time I've worked there, I have been able to grow so much in so many different areas of my life. 

 I am forever being impacted by my work at SpringHill. It's not everywhere that I can look at my works and see that they 
are bringing kids to know and grow in Christ. As I help kids grow I am motivated to grow closer myself to the Lord. 

 It solidified my desire to work with youth and jump-started my path to becoming an educator. 

 Grew as a leader 

 It strengthened my relationship with God. Springhill was the place that taught me to thrive in and pursue God. I made 
friendships and was able to impact so many awesome campers 

 I have a deeper understanding of who God is, and who I am with God. 

 It has impacted me on so many levels. I was able to relate to people in a whole new way. I became so much more 
comfortable sharing the gospel with other people. 

 Grew a lot as a person. Developed leadership skills. 

 Helped me mature 

 It impacted me to grow closer with my relationship with Christ and helped me to grow as a person in relating to other 
people in my life. 

 Working at Springhill helped me grow in my faith by seeing the impact that my faith had on others, mainly the kids. 
Working among the children caused me to take a hard evaluation of my faith and also to make sure that my character was 
backed up with Scripture so as to be a good example and role model to the kids I was working with. This allowed my faith 
to grow helped me become a better person. On a practical level, my SHX helped me see how much I enjoyed working 
with people. Getting to know my cow 

 It taught me to step up in my both my leadership and faith. It taught me to fully rely on God and stop worrying about what 
the next chapter in my life is but rather what is right in front of me and to live in the joy of the Lord every single day. 

 It helped me to open up about my father's passing and it made me realize it's okay to talk about it. It showed me that 
children are smarter than you make them out to be, and they are so passionate and loving. 

 Made great Christian friends, challenged myself doing things I never thought I would, learned many life lessons there 
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 Through working at SpringHill I was connected to some of who are now my closest friends. At SpringHill I learned to lay 
aside my personal preferences and my comforts, and I especially learned to lay aside my frustration with how the camp 
was run for the sake of helping high schoolers (campers) and, as an AD, fellow college students (crew chiefs) draw nearer 
to Christ. 

 There were several experiences that equipped me for positions later in life. It helped make me see things from different 
perspectives. It kept me on my toes. 

 It helped me better understand how to live out and share my faith as well as rely on God. It also gave me a great 
community of believers who I could rely on throughout the summer and then after the summer too! 

 I got more experience for when I got into the real world. 
 
9. You indicated that the following was influenced by your SpringHill work experience. Can you provide an example 
or elaborate on what changes were made?  
 
As a current college student, I have become a better leader in my various roles (student, work, social life, church, 
family etc.)  

 

 I am no longer afraid of taking charge and I'm getting more involved, it's really cool to see that at work. 

 I realized I have more Bible knowledge and finical truths that I want to share with others my age. I lead Bible studies and 
have taken leadership roles. 

 I have learned better communication skills and leadership techniques that help people want to follow my example as a 
leader. 

 This summer was my first real leadership experience and I think being immersed in a leadership role everyday at spring 
hill taught me how to be a leader every day in college life. 

 NA 

 I have become a leader and church planner for our messages 

 Mostly, I have become much more open to talking up leadership roles and responsibilities, particularly in Cru. 

 Was able to lead in a coaching role 

 Church and softball team 

 Yes. 

 I am an RA at Grand Valley and the work I did at SpringHill made me more open to talking to people on a personal level 
and accepting people for who they are. It also helped me with being able to resolve conflicts with roommates because I 
had to do something similar a few times with campers. 

 I have been able to spread awareness of special needs. 

 I now feel more confident in stepping up into roles, and I understand what kind of leader I am 

 I serve as a student coordinator for a group on campus that works with inner city children 

 In any role that I have outside of studies, I am one of the top or sought-after individuals to help lead 

 In education classes I am much more comfortable taking leadership roles in teaching lessons, projects 

 Group projects, campus captain of SpringHill 

 Leading mission trip team and leading a small group 

 More comfortable speaking in front of groups, more willing to talk about Jesus in public conversations around school 

 I've been more obedient in my studies and my work life 

 I have always been in lived at my home church but with starting at spring hill it has made me want to be more involved. 
My first step becoming a campus captain for spring hill 

 While in college, my experience at SH leads me to pursue dorm/athletic/musical leadership. 

 This all comes down to my spiritual growth this summer. This summer I felt the weight of sin and the world in a new way, 
and now approach all I do with a sense of urgency for the gospel. I see life from a bigger picture and have had the idea of 
loving others, being unashamed of the gospel has been redefined, and I approach all aspects of life differently. 

 I step into those kinds of tiles more frequently now 

 Lead middle school high school youth, active in mentoring younger nursing students. 

 I've taken a leadership role in Bus’s NPPA chapter; I'm involved in Cru and a Cru-related bible study. 

 Student and leader in organizations 

 I am VP of an organization and before SpringHill I was not as humble and did not have as much patience to deal with 
people 

 Better friend, motivation for classes 

 I became a better Resident Assistant based on my experience at SpringHill 

 I know that I made a difference as an AD over the summer so now I am interested in running for leadership roles 

 I have been more willing to step up and share the love of Christ in my community. 

 After SpringHill, I went into my senior year at Purdue involved in CRU and I was relied on as one of the leaders in the 
group. SpringHill definitely helped me be able to work together with a lot of strong personalities and have better 
leadership. 
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 I was an RA the next two years. College students are very similar to middle schoolers in the way they behave sometimes. 
I was able to react better and prevent some situations all together and point people to Jesus. 

 I have better time management skills. 

 I have become a better leader and have more confident as my role as a manager for the CMU woman's basketball 
program. 

 More willing to help others 

 I have stepped up to help lead retreats at my church 

 I am more confident from working at Springhill. 

 I realize that everything I do matters, from working kind of behind the scenes at camp, and it has pushed me to give 100% 
in all areas of life. 

 I have a better mind set on what God wants me to do in these places, but I'm in HS. 

 I am a student leader on my college campus helping freshmen find there home here at my school 

 SpringHill helped train me in dealing with people and problems that I use in my current position as a Resident Assistant. 

 I have more tools and ways to make a more community driven small group 

 SpringHill made me feel comfortable being myself. Before, I was very shy and easily intimidated. It gave me confidence, 
which makes me able to be a more effective leader with people on my floor and around me in the classroom. It also 
helped become more able to reach out to people that I don't know, which can come in handy in almost every aspect of life. 

 I have found confidence in my faith and am not afraid to stand up for my beliefs. 

 I am opened to sharing the gospel with people that I come in contact with because I have a strong desire for the people 
that aren't children of God, to become a child of God. 

 I was the campus captain for Springhill at my university and this helped me open the door for other student I knew and 
connect them with my love For Springhill. 

 I am not afraid to share my faith and stand out in a population that is full of sin. 

 As a resident assistant at University, I have been more apt to share what is going on in my personal life/spiritual life 

 As a college student, SpringHill has impacted my studying habits by reminding me what needs to be a priority in my life. 
Working at SpringHill has impacted my social life as well because I want to encourage my friends to continue to grow in 
their walks with Christ. 

 I have become better at being more intentional with my conversations and not being afraid to share my faith. 

 I became a small group leader and was more comfortable 

 Coming back from both years I found myself branching out in my social life as a student, seeking the deeper relationships 
similar to those I made during the summer. With my family I found myself becoming more understanding of how my 
parents think and that has led me to appreciate them more. 

 I have been able to see potential strengths as a leader that I didn't know I had. 

 Yes while I was in college I obtained various leadership positions. 

 I have since graduated, but I believe it impacted my abilities as a captain on my college sports team. Especially in 
incorporating faith into our team 

 I have become a Resident Assistant, group fitness instructor and am applying to internships with confidence and 
leadership abilities I gained at SpringHill. 

 While I am not in any formal roles, I am more confident in taking charge when needed. 

 I have become a leader in various organizations on campus, such as Navs and the Chaplain committee in my social club. 

 I have graduated college. 

 This year as a sophomore, it has been great to build relationships with the freshman on my floor, and the relationships 
have been more meaningful than I think they would have if I had worked at Spring Hill. 

 I am a lot. Better at. Being patient and not taking those under me for. Granted. 

 My first summer at Springhill I came home with a new passion and love for others and for the Lord, I sought out the things 
in my life that needed to change and made positive changes based on the newfound confidence that I gained 

 I have become a better leader on my baseball team and have matured a lot as an individual. 

 Small group leader 

 I'm a program coordinator for the student voluntary services at my school. 

 Paid youth intern 

 I can see leadership styles and adapt to them to work together in the best way possible. 

 I have a better understanding and experience leading my peers in a servant leadership role in my studies, work, and 
church. 

 Following God and showing others my love 

 I really haven't sought out leadership roles. 

 Through my fraternity and among my friends and hockey team 

 My role as a Resident Assistant in a first-year resident hall was modeled for me as I interacted with high schoolers at 
SpringHill 

 I have started Young Life and will be a leader. 

 I lead worship at my school so it helped me as far as the leadership aspect goes. 
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 I have learned how to be faithful with whatever position I am in and also support and invest in those that are around me. It 
has also given me confidence to take a leadership role when necessary. 

 I am not afraid to help others take a stand for what's right 

 As a leader in Cru, I have become more attuned to ways to pray. Sometimes I suggest for our groups to pray with 
interlocked fingers to feel more as one and to cover each other's weaknesses. 

 Student club 

 I now lead a bible study for my college volleyball team and the impact it has made is unreal. 

 I look out for people who need God. 

 (I am a Resident Assistant at my university, so applying my work experience to that has been really beneficial. 

 I am the chairperson of the College Gospel Choir, incorporating my faith in my school and choir life. 

 Working at SpringHill helped me develop necessary communication and listening skills necessary for successful 
leadership. 

 I am on the board for a volunteer project and I am leading a missions trip and assistant leading a missions trip 

 I am on the leadership team with my campus ministry and a youth leader at my local church. 

 If we are honest my social and church groups consist of Middle school Kids, and I love it. I know what it feels like to be 
socially outcastes, and I don't want any one in any of my groups to feel that way, especially at the middle school age. This 
drive to include everyone often finds myself leading groups, and that carries into my workplace. 

 I'm not a current student, but my leadership skills were improved and shaped by the responsibilities I had at camp. 

 I am a leader in my Christian fraternity. 

 I joined a leadership honor society 

 I'm a young life leader; my leadership in small groups at Springhill influenced so leading a small group through that. 

 Gave me confidence to share myself with others 

 I am a leader at Campus Ministry. I have led multiple small groups and spring break mission trips 

 I am more open and confident in my leadership abilities 

 I have learned how to become a leader in my day to day life 

 More comfortable leading 

 I now lead bible studies and disciple others because of what I learned at SpringHill. 

 Care and love for others as an RA/PA type figure. 

 I am in charge of a bible study it helped with bible knowledge and leading people well. 

 Bible Study Leader for my sorority 

 I was an AD for two summers- It taught me heaps on how to manage my time, how to be patient, how to take time to 
problem solve and how to challenge people in their faith and life. 

 SpringHill has taught me firsthand about servant leadership, which is the main subject of my major, which is leadership. 
This has given me practical experience that translates into me acting as a servant leader for the Ultimate Frisbee team at 
IWU. 

 Many of my roles I hold require leadership; I believe I have become more effective in those roles. 

 I talk about Christ more. 

 Because of spring hill leadership training, I feel more equipped to lead in other organizations. 

 I am more confident in my ability to live through Him and trust that everything will be all right. 

 Because of the customer service training I received at SpringHill I feel more confidant talking to people and as a result I 
have become a tutor for my classes. 

 I have become the worship leader for my Kids Beach Club group. 

 Taking initiative to do jobs before being asked, conversing with people to learn their story 

 I have been able to stand up for what I believe in the various contexts I am involved in. 

 I have learned discipline as a student, even in the midst of my crazy schedule. I also am more intentional in my 
relationships with other students and in my role as a chaplain on campus. 

 I'm attending seminary and SpringHill helped me get past some of my own social hang-ups. 

 I became more involved with CRU on campus. I am leading a small group and Bible 101 class next semester. 

 I lead youth group at my church 

 I am definitely more willing to step up and lead groups or situations that arise. 

 Being apart of various Christian and non Christian clubs 

 Ideology picked up at Springhill has affected me, not sure the ideology I learned was directly from camp, but was gained 
from being at camp. 

 I feel more confident as a tutor, bible study leader, youth group leader at church, 

 I have become a Resident Assistant in the dormitories and SpringHill taught me how to incorporate Jesus into 
conversation where I am now able to do that here with my peers 

 I can tutor better after working with the kids. 

 Leading discussions during class 

 I have begun organizing small groups back home. 

 I am more confident in voicing my opinion and leading others in-group projects. 
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 From my work as a production tech I can now lead my production team at my church with more knowledge than I used to 
have. 

 I'm a leader in the ministry I'm apart of at school and lead a group of freshman guys 

 Student, extra-curricular events, mentoring 

 I am involved with my Campus Ministry on my campus and I am a student leader on our serve team, which organizes 
volunteer opportunities in our community. 

 Captain of both college volleyball and basketball team 

 I learned effective communication skills at SpringHill that carried over to other aspects of my life. 
 
I am a leader in my church because of my SpringHill work experience 
 

 Eternal purpose is my goal in all I do. I saw spiritual impact as a result of my hard work at S.H. and want to continue to 
see that. 

 4 and 5 year old Sunday school teacher, special music 

 SpringHill has taught me how to lead others in a Christ-like manner and I am now on our leadership team. 

 I lead on one of our ministry teams 

 For Sure. 

 I joined my Campus Ministry leadership team and I think my job at SpringHill helped me be able to do that to the standard 
I should be. 

 I was able to take the lead position in my Wildlife community. 

 I'm a Awana leader so I can continue sharing Christ with kids 

 I help and serve as a leader 

 I'm a youth leader at my church 

 I am now the jar high youth pastor at my church. I fell in love with that age group at spring hill 

 I am part of the worship team and I given out whenever I can. I try to be a role model for the youth. 

 I'm helping out with the kids as a small group leader 

 I am an intern for middle school ministries 

 When I am home from school I go back to the worship that I was on previous to college and still help them out with 
whatever they need 

 Not directly correlated, but my role in the choir is one I take more seriously because of SpringHill 

 Nursery care giver, small group leader 

 I have become apart of the praise team, I don’t hide in the background, and I speak up more. 

 I lead my churches youth group 

 Teens younger than me ask me for advice and to explain thins related to the gospel to them. 

 Help with youth group 

 I help organize the ministry and lead new members. 

 I am now in charge of activities at my church! 

 I started/run a special needs ministry at my church and am a part of 5 additional ministry's...I am a coach for our bible 
quizzes, a leader for our senior teens (youth group), I run 5/6 grade boys in pioneer club (Christian Boy Scout), I volunteer 
and mentor a group of 6 girls at a local high school (a school where everyone needs extra attention) 

 I have gotten more involved in the youth programs here at my church as a leader and helping teens grow in their personal 
walks with the Lord. 

 I decided to lead younger kids in Sunday's instead of peers because of enjoying the work I did with SpringHill over the 
summer. 

 At church I work with a youth group and I was ask to work with them because of my camp experience 

 I lead a small group for freshman girls in my church 

 Because of my SpringHill experience, I intern in a church and pursuit full time ministry. My husband recently accepted a 
job as youth pastor in a church we will both be involved in with youth and young adults 

 Camp gave me a chance to speak, teach, and sing in front of students. It is easier to be up front and lead students at 
church because I already have that experience. 

 My lead was a great role model 

 I came back from my first year of camp and realized that I HAD to keep working with kids. I was placed with 7-8 graders, 
which was scary at first, but it's now one of my favorite things to do every week. 

 The year after working at SpringHill I became a small group leader in my church facilitating discussions to peers. 

 While in youth group, I served as a student leader and incorporated ideas from camp into the youth ministry. 

 I am a 2nd-5th Kid's Church Director at Community Bible Church in San Antonio, TX! 

 I have started working as a reader at my local church. 

 I am getting involved at my church as a life group leader. 

 I lead the children's ministry at my (very small) church. Working at SpringHill made me very comfortable talking with kids 
about Christ. 

 I'm a pastor, and was on that track before SpringHill, but was certainly made stronger. 
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 I work as a youth coach with the middle school youth group. 

 I am more involved as a leader at church because I am motivated more to share the Gospel and point other back to 
focusing on Christ alone. If kids can understand it, then college students can too. 

 NA 

 I have been very active in my church and have taught Sunday school. 

 I have started helping in the sound room at my church and donating more time since working at Springhill. 

 I now volunteer with the children's ministry, which is something I have never done before. 

 I am a youth leader 

 I've work with my church's jr high youth group for 3-4 years 

 I was a youth leader for many years, inspired by my enjoyment of Jr. highers at camp 

 I am involved I teaching Sunday school, first and second graders, and have done this for the past 5-6 years. Working with 
children at Spring Hill helped prepare me for this challenge. 

 Confident in my abilities 

 I am a youth leader at my local church. 

 I teach counsel time at our AWANA club, teaches a High School Sunday school Class and in the winter a Women's Bible 
Study. 

 I lead bible studies for women and high school students. I do stage design for our worship center. 

 Taught motion, bell & cherub choir, Sunday school. 

 I began teaching a Sunday school class 

 I worked VBS with the children in my church at home 

 Lead any level activity because of confidence gained through camp. 

 I have become more confident with the skills I have learned and now apply them at my church 

 I feel more comfortable in leading others in a church environment 

 Encouraged me to get involved in youth group 

 I am involved with my church's nursery where I am able to share my faith with children from birth through age six. I also 
play in the church bell choir and with the group that provides music for the contemporary service. 

 Yes- it taught me to keep pursuing growth. 

 Feel more confident in my leadership potential 

 My experience at Springhill paved the way for me to become the worship leader for my church's children's ministry. 

 I am involved in Christian organizations on campus 

 I help out with high school youth; the experience working with them at SpringHill showed me how much love they can 
have for God and how many questions. 

 I am a worship leader and a Sunday school teacher. 

 I became more involved in the children's ministry after working at SpringHill. 

 I am more willing to lead in worship, Sunday school, or youth and children programs 

 I am involved with the middle schoolers at my church. 

 I am a youth leader at my church 

 Helped more in the children's department at my home church. 

 My experience in youth ministry at Springhill is the reason I was offered my current job. 

 I think when you lead a group (cabin), and even work among other leaders it rubs off on you and you want to lead in other 
ways. 

 Inspired me to be a better leader in what I was already involved in 

 I joined the student leadership at my church 

 Even though it might not be titled as leader I lead by action, knowing that all of what I do does not have to be 
acknowledge by humans on Earth, but it seen and appreciated by God 

 Working at SpringHill helped me be more comfortable stepping up to responsibilities in ministry, and helped further my 
interest in promoting children's ministry. 

 Due to the fact that I worked as a tech my church staff thought that if I worked at camp I could serve as a leader there too. 

 4th grade boys small group leader 

 Serve team at GVSU. ^ 

 Youth leader at church 
 
I am involved in a leadership position in a Christian, non-profit, or for-profit organization 

 

 I am an HR Manager for Volunteers of America, which is a large non-profit. 

 I am volunteering in a classroom for college-aged students with special needs, potentially in a more official setting next 
semester. 

 Same reason. 

 Small Group Leader 

 Teachers aid for 3 kindergarten classes 
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 I am a life group leader for cru at MSU. 

 Being a leader this summer showed me that I am capable and whatever I don't know God will teach me. This was a huge 
encouragement in taking on being a life group leader in an on campus Christian group. 

 I now work for a Christian college 

 I try to support various organizations that come on campus who specifically deal with developing the Word of God in 
other, impoverished countries. 

 Again, I'm starting to become more interested in being involved with Cru's mission and outreach. 

 I am now a film producer at The Jesus Film Project (a ministry of Cru) 

 I disciple girls in my Chi Alpha group this semester. 

 Yes 

 I was offered an internship with a church. I took the internship. It had nothing to do with SpringHill. 

 I am involved with Young Life College and Wildlife. 

 I lead a Bible study 

 I am the student coordinator of a on campus ministry 

 In my church choir I am chosen for solos and for instrumental accompaniment; also, I am the only Stephen Minister 
helping to start the Stephen Ministries within my current church 

 I am interning with a leadership government school. The lessons I learned about applying Christian principles to every 
task have helped me in this job. 

 I have given messages at both my Fellowship of Christian Athletes group and at Young Life where I am a college leader, 
both of which I was more comfortable with after becoming more vocal in my faith at camp 

 I am an intern for middle school ministries 

 Spring hill campus captain for spring arbor university 

 I am on staff at a fairly large church. 

 N/a 

 Spring hill encouraged me as a Christian. I continued to stay motivated to align my whole life with the cause of Christ. 
Now I work on behalf of the poor for an organization called world vision. I travel around the US doing fundraising. 

 Kinda sorta... 

 I am a youth pastor 

 I am involved in a Christian organization at school and I am breaking out of my shy shell and trying to become more vocal 
and lead prayer more or speak the gospel 

 I am working on becoming a leader in a college ministry. 

 I am working at a Christian high school. 

 I am a children's and student pastor. 

 I help lead in my Christian organization on campus 

 I go every week now! 

 Mentor 6 girls at a local high school 

 I was involved in leadership opportunities before camp. 

 I help tutor kids in poorer areas on Thursdays 

 I help organize trips to children's hunger fund through my college campus 

 I am a Resident Assistant at a Christian university and it is very similar to being a camp counselor at SpringHill. There is 
even a move-in day where nervous kids and parents ask a lot of questions. 

 After leaving SpringHill, I have worked in two Christian organizations. 

 Actually, I am not currently involved with a non-profit organization. Oops, I guess I accidentally clicked on this one. 

 I gained experience working on a ministry team at SpringHill. It is easier to determine where I fit because of my time 
working with different groups of people throughout the summer at camp. 

 Residence life has become easier because I incorporate the lessons I learned at SpringHill 

 I am on a leadership position in my dorm this year and working at SpringHill has made me more aware of the ways that I 
can use this position to glorify God. 

 I have stepped up my role this year as a leader in Youth For Christ, have stood before the kids, and shared my testimony 
and how God is working. 

 I help lead the 2 year old room in my church 

 I act as a group leader for 8th graders at Gathering Point Church. 

 Captain for Swim Team 

 I am a mentor for Big Brothers Big Sisters. And went to Haiti post SpringHill to serve with the Hands and Feet Project. 

 My leadership role in Navs again comes to mind, as well as how I work with the kids programs at my church and at food 
banks around Nashville. 

 I have helped in the youth program and now in the AWANA program 

 I am a 2nd-5th Kid's Church Director at Community Bible Church in San Antonio, TX! 

 6th grade girls small group leader Sunday nights 

 I lead two bible studies a week on campus at my college. 
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 I volunteer at a boys and girls club and am responsible for picking up and dropping off volunteers 

 A church is a non-profit, but not sure this was exactly what you meant! 

 Currently I am an officer in the US Army. 

 Youth Group 

 In a for-profit organization, I manage a recruiting practice within my company. As a previous full-time employee of 
SpringHill, I developed a lot of my interview skills through my time in hiring SpringHill Staff 

 After seeing how effective the SpringHill leadership style and set up works, I want to have that same positive leadership in 
other organizations. 

 I lead a group of adults with disabilities (Kiwanis Action Club) 

 I am a director at another camp and launched the off site ministries program here. 

 Young Life. 

 In a more informal setting, I am helping lead a weekly worship night at my college with other friends. 

 I work at the Kalamazoo Gospel Mission, which is a Christian non-profit organization. I am in the children's ministry 
department. 

 I was involved in leadership with Cru before Springhill, but I maintained those positions after Springhill and been more of a 
servant since. 

 I lead the bible study for my team and am now viewed as a Christen leader for my teammates. 

 I have definitely become a better teacher because of SpringHill. 

 I am a youth leader at my church 

 I work for a leadership development organization supporting Christian leaders in Europe 

 I spent 7 years teaching at a Christian school. 

 TOMS shoes 

 I am a leader at Calvin College 

 I have always worked in Christian, Non Profit organizations on a number of levels since my time at camp. 

 I chaired our local Pregnancy Resource Center board for a couple years and sat on the board for 9. It was very rewarding. 
I also served on the Spring Hill board for 11 years. 

 I am on the board for a volunteer project on campus and in the community 

 I stand up for what is right. 

 I am a youth leader at my church and am on the leadership team with my campus ministry. 

 My Church 

 I am more willing to do whatever is needed. 

 My church 

 I am a leader in CRU at Michigan State. 

 I've been involved in young life for years, but Springhill has helped me as an authority figure through that. 

 Being a small group leader in Navigators and my skills were impacted through SH 

 I am a leader at Campus Ministry 

 Manager for large non-profit that lives out the full gospel of Jesus. Daily work IS my ministry. 

 Children's leader at church 

 I am a leader in small charity program 

 Run a ministry in Africa 

 Retreat Leader on Campus. Committee Leader at Co-op rotation 

 I now aid in my ministry's ability to run smoothly because of the leadership and big picture thinking abilities. 

 I am a small group leader with a Christian organization 

 Yes- Springhill has helped me get here be of the skill set that I've gained from camp. 

 SpringHill, but I'm not sure if that counts. I plan on working for them for a while so there's that. 

 I am a leader of Fellowship of Christian Athletes, but not because of Spring Hill. 

 I am a multi-talented leader in the children's ministry at my church. 

 I am a grade level leader in my school. 

 I don't relate this to my SH experience 

 I lead a group for VBS; I am an assistant in Awana; I am a worker in my church's Toddlers classroom 

 I am a supervising clinical counselor for a public mental health office. 

 Kids Beach Club Worship Leader 

 Leadership team at my church and apart of the curriculum team for kids ministry 

 I am now a leader with Cru at the University of Michigan. 

 I am a chaplain at my school 

 I'm working towards becoming a pastor in the United Methodist Church and am serving as an intern at a local UMC here 
in DC. 

 I assist Crossroads from time to time with writing cards and helping organize. 

 I am in a Leadership Position at a church. 

 I am a pastor at a Salvation Army church in Phoenix, Arizona. 
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 Youth group leader and bible study leader 

 I was one of the first spiritual life resident assistants at my college. I was Concordia Youth Ministries team leader and 
supposed to the co-coordinator of the ministry this year until I stopped out of school for the semester. 

 I was given a chair on the board of leaders for a student lead ministry organization 

 As I said, I lead a production team at His House Christian Church of CMU. 

 Bloc Ministries 

 Lead teacher at work. 

 Because of my experience working at SpringHill I developed a love for experiential learning and education that helped me 
use my gifts in an on-campus ministry position while I was in college. 

 I have stepped up at my Christian school in on campus leadership 

 I run a young adult ministry (18-35) at my parish. 

 My full time job is doing ministry with university students 
 
 
I am more involved with my church today 
 

 I've gotten involved in worship teams & high school ministry. 

 Reaching out to more people in the church and serving in any needed area 

 I took on leadership roles in my campus' Christian organization. 

 Yes, again, I am on our leadership team and have a vested role in what we do. 

 A part of our leadership team and serving others 

 There is one Church in the world. As I travel the world, I am involved with as many Christians, communicate, and learn 
about as many people as possible. And, I teach Bible to anyone who approaches me and asks. 

 Sunday School teacher 

 Yes I am involved with various church groups. 

 I am more involved in Campus Ministry now 

 Keep Christ the center of our family. Fellowship with believers 

 I work with the youth group and go to a bible study with other women in the church 

 I grew to love the community aspect of spring hill and longed for it after which made me get more involved 

 I have begun working in my churches preschool in part because I realized I loved working with kids. 

 I have been volunteering beyond worship and I try to get involved with various events. 

 Helping out with the kids 

 I am an intern for middle school ministries 

 When I am home I help my mom out with guest services which I was forced to do before but now I asked my mom what 
can I do 

 I am on staff at a fairly large church and love volunteering my time within the church, outside of my job description. 

 I sing in the choir 

 Much more active member 

 It's hard to be involved in your church when you're a college student and only there for half of the year but I am involved at 
my church 

 I probably have become more involved than I would have been had I not worked at Spring Hill for 5 years 

 I came to school and stopped going to church, but now I catch a ride if I need to or I will watch it live online because there 
is no excuse to miss a service. 

 I attend as many events as my schedule allow 

 I have never been apart of a church before, and SpringHill helped me want to be apart of a church. 

 I love working with my youth group at my church! 

 Help with youth group 

 I have started to attend more regularly 

 I go every week now! 

 As I said I work in the youth group now which is a totally new and challenging position for me 

 I am more confident in helping people and addressing situations. 

 Although I am in a transitional period, I have lead college age small groups, and been a youth leader for a short period of 
time. 

 I think I would have been involved anyway as that's how I was raised, but I think I became more vocal about sharing my 
faith be of SH. 

 I know what my church family could look like based on the corporate worship I did with my peers at SpringHill. 

 I am now attending more events that are being heard by my church. Learning, and growing with everyone else. 

 The small group environment at SpringHill is something that I think should be replicated in local churches, and I am 
passionate about spreading that idea. 

 I have gotten more involved by joining a small group and have starting to use my talents in the worship team. 
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 I am invested in a small group. 

 Not only do I help with my 8th grade girls, but also I have met a lot more families in the church through my Springhill 
connection. 

 I am more involved in small groups because I am more comfortable in groups like that. 

 I have joined a youth group. 

 Yes. 

 I am involved in the hospitality and volunteering opportunities at my church because I'm not afraid to step out of my 
comfort zone - which is a skill I learned at SpringHill. 

 I was very involved in my church previously, but I have become more involved in leadership positions. 

 I am a 2nd-5th Kid's Church Director at Community Bible Church in San Antonio, TX! 

 I have started working as a reader at my local church. 

 Sunday morning service and college group, Sunday night serving as a leader, Tuesday night's college group 

 Until moving to Arizona (am still trying to find my place), I was significantly involved with my church in Cairo, Egypt. I 
worked with teens there, and taught for 3 years at the Christian school (for MK's). 

 Leading 

 I was serving as a co-leader in the girls in action group with the 1st - 6th grade girls 

 I am applying to become the full time youth director at my church. 

 I guess I misunderstood the question, and it won't let go back, the statement is true, but I don't attribute it to Spring Hill 

 Working at SpringHill reminded me of the huge harvest of kids seeking to know God, and now I get to help lead the 
children's ministry at my (very small) church. 

 I'm a pastor, I have to be involved! 

 I am a member of a devotional group, and a youth group leader. 

 Prior to moving last year (still searching for a church home), I was involved with working in the youth group. My time at 
SpringHill helped prepare me for that experience. 

 Volunteer monthly 

 Even though I have class during church I still try to be active in it. 

 I attend every Sunday and I help in the child care program when I can 

 The SpringHill community is so close just after one summer together that I have a better understanding of how community 
helps or lack of it hurts my spiritual growth. 

 Working in child care at my church 

 I go to mass every Sunday which is improved from the sporadic schedule I followed before 

 Greater commitment to ministry over the summer translated into greater commitment to ministry on my college campus 

 I engage with more people in my church. 

 I volunteer at my church at least twice a month. 

 I get involved with more local missions and run the sound room on occasion. 

 Involved in small group more active 

 Volunteering to help with the children's ministry. 

 Before coming to SpringHill, I was not involved in my church and was not attending church regularly. Now I am regularly 
involved in a Young Adult church group and attend a small group with adults my age. 

 I am a youth leader and was an intern 

 I am very involved in different ministries, Bible studies, Sunday School teacher 

 Jesus drew me into a church family after working at SpringHill. 

 After working at SpringHill, I pursued a community more actively through my church/campus ministry. 

 The staff at Spring Hill helped me realize I had something to give 

 I work in nursery and children's church assisting, I am a social planner and leader in our young married Sunday school 
class, and I serve on the medical team for our church. 

 To me, this just means I am attending church when I can. 

 I would probably be involved with some church at some level, but I sought out an evangelical church with strong Biblical 
beliefs because of my growth in faith at Spring Hill, leaving the denomination in which I was raised. 

 I teach Sunday school 

 Always raised in the church but camp helped me to gain a stronger desire to be part of it 

 Willing to teach kids, willing to serve in menial tasks, open to discipline others. 

 I am a lot more involved with both the college and youth ministry. 

 I teach counsel time at our AWANA club, teaches a High School Sunday school Class and in the winter a Women's Bible 
Study. 

 I am open to, ore people 

 Affirmed to me the importance of faith formation for my own children 

 I feel my youth group leader recognized my experience at SpringHill and valued the training that they gave me. He knew 
that even though I wasn't on SpringHill staff I still wanted an outlet to love kids. In that regard he asked me to lead Middle 
School youth group. 
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 I attend church more regularly. 

 Teaching Sunday school 

 Gave me a greater passion to be involved with a Christian family 

 I realized the importance of community and fellowship in my walk w/ Christ. 

 I try to do many events that my church puts on 

 Found a new church 

 I am more solid in my faith 

 I have been more committed to my new church 

 I am involved with bell choir, the nursery, and the contemporary praise band. 

 Service is something I have the pleasure to do in church, something that was done at SpringHill. 

 Yes- SH showed me community and I needed it constantly. SO- I got planted in a local church that I am passionately 
serving, 

 I attend church more regularly. 

 Have a stronger desire to stay in a Christian community after leaving one as strong as at spring hill 

 I dove into more opportunities with youth and children's ministry after my SHX. 

 I have been volunteering in our children's ministry for over 10 years 

 I sing for my church and do specials 

 I probably would not have known about the Christian organizations if it weren’t for my friends at SpringHill who go to my 
college and recommended them to me! 

 Spring hill helped me to grow in my relationship with God. 

 I have previously joined multiple bible studies. 

 This is true, but unrelated to SH 

 My church has been having personal fractures, and I am working with the leadership to repair them 

 I have begun to see the importance of the local church! 

 I have helped with leading the youth group 

 As I'm serving the UMC, yes. 

 I attend regularly, and work hard to maintain a relationship and make everyone feel welcome. 

 Yes, I work full time at a church and am involved with small groups and community groups. 

 I am a pastor so I suppose I am. My college experience had a lot to do with that but Spring Hill (not just as a staffer, but as 
a camper before that) got the ball rolling. 

 Take my responsibilities to the next level 

 Consistently attending youth group, Sunday services, and volunteering time in the kindergarten Sunday school classes 

 I am more comfortable attending various church events because I am able to bring fellow SpringHill staff with me as we 
grow together 

 I have become a more prominent member within our outreach and children's ministry teams. 

 Last year I would volunteer at my church on occasion and now I spend about 9 hours a week in service. 

 I volunteer in the children's ministry and with the setup crew. 

 I am involved in bible studies and volunteering. I believe that SpringHill has taught me how to make connections with 
people through faith. 

 Involved more with my church at home after college. 

 The community of SpringHill helped me understand that I wanted that even when I wasn't working there so I delved more 
into the community of my church. 

 
 
I have a stronger devotional life because of my SpringHill work 
 

 SH really taught me how to read a passage of scripture, break it down, and apply it to my life in a thought out and logical 
way. 

 I am reading my bible more on my own time and praying more consistently. 

 Have done 2 devotional series since the end of camp and have had groups with teens to discuss 

 Make sure I dedicate personal time with God. If I am not filling myself up with Him, I can see the effects in how I serve, my 
energy, and my focus. 

 

 At spring hill I had to be firm in my faith in order to point kids in the right direction. I kept up the good habits that I made 
this summer, which have helped strengthen my devotion to God. 

 I practiced this discipline at SH and came to understand its importance 

 SpringHill helped discipline me to complete devotions every day. Of course, I'm not perfect, but I like to think that I am 
making impactful strides. 

 It is so important to me to read God's Word every single day to guide me through life and hold onto His promises. I am 
currently working towards reading the whole Bible in a year 

 I have learned to appreciate alone time with God away from the world. 
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 I'm diving into the word more often since leaving camp. I've been studying the bible with others around me 

 The two hours breaks helped me develop a stronger devotional life 

 I learned how to help myself grow as a Christian but how to help other people as well 

 Setting time aside to do Devon in the morning has always been a hard thing for me. Springhill helped me develop a habit. 

 I spend more time in prayer and worship. I talk to friends and family about our spiritual lives. 

 I feel spiritually renewed during and after SpringHill 

 I've been more involved in small groups and my devotional life 

 I bought a devotional book during the summer and I try to ready it every day 

 I still use the devotional I got at SpringHill 

 Doing devotionals every day at Spring Hill was awesome! I wanted to continue this on everyday life. Not perfect but better 
at getting in scripture daily. 

 I'm much better about reading my Bible almost every day. I love to dig deep into the scriptures and to have some solo 
time. 

 I testify to way more people now and I love to talk about my faith 

 Morning meetings and solo time fostered my need for devotional scripture reading 

 I do a personal devotion every morning 

 Springhill allowed me to realize I need to dedicate my life to Christ. 

 I do daily devotions. 

 I pray and read the bible more often. 

 Open bible and pray everyday 

 Prayer life has become constant 

 I am reading my bible more. 

 I've become more committed to sitting down and studying the bible since I first started at spring hill. 

 While the length of time may vary each day, there is a stronger desire to know God and be in his word, memorizing it and 
spending time in prayer. 

 I make sure I have time in my day to do devotions every day 

 Morning devotional time got me into a routine of reading the word every morning 

 Being at SpringHill and thinking of SpringHill reminds me of what it takes to make Christ first in your life. 

 I learned to pray about everything...and appreciate the beauty in all God's creation. 

 We were given many opportunities and tools to take devotional time at camp. The importance place on that discipline has 
carried into what I value in my daily walk. 

 Having quiet time at camp allowed me to really take time aside and work in my relationship with God. I didn't really do 
much of it right after camp, but now, for the past month, I have set a time aside to be solely connected with God, without 
distractions. 

 When I was on leadership I was literally forced to take time off and Sabbath. This is a practice that I still find crucial to my 
own spiritual formation. 

 I spent time with God all summer, and learned how to elbow out time with God every day. 

 On days when I don't do devotions, I notice a negative difference in myself. After working at SpringHill I have come to 
know that I need daily solitude and daily time in the Word. 

 It has encouraged me to stay connected to God and my SpringHill family 

 I have focused on trying to challenge myself to have daily time for the lord and be in continual prayer. 

 I continue to grow in my relationship with God even after camp. 

 Though I cannot claim a perfect record here, I have a far stronger interest and drive to keep this part of my life intact. Now 
I journal my prayers and relationship with God through the passages I read. 

 I read the Bible, Christian books, and journal my thoughts more. 

 Yes 

 I learned a lot from other people at Springhill about different ways of approaching devotional life. 

 YES, I love my morning time with Jesus. Especially with the devos SheReadsTruth. Before SpringHill I didn't really know 
how to read the bible and now I love it. 

 I have always heard how important it was to dig in to the word of God. Hearing something told to you over and over again 
is different than actually figuring it out for yourself. Great things really DO happen when you spend a little time each day in 
the word!! I still fail at this daily, but I am doing it on a more consistent basis now, and it's great to see how far I've come 
and really notice all the positive things that have been happening because I chose to do this. 

 SpringHill taught me the importance of a daily quiet time with God. I had done this before coming to camp, but not to the 
same extent. I often went through seasons of doing devotionals vs. not doing them. 

 This is a priority for my husband and I. I truth let believe Spring Hill affected what I was looking for in a husband! 

 I read daily devotions now. 

 I know more specifically how to keep my spiritual life strong. 

 Reading more daily and listening to better focus music 
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 Solo time was my favorite.... I had never had extended periods of quiet before camp...I love my quiet time with just my 
coffee, Bible, and notebook. These times with God are precious. I'm not out in nature as much now, but still love the time 
on my balcony porch swing. 

 Yes, more connection to Christ 

 Because of higher ground and praying so much I came home with the desire to continue doing so 

 I am continuing to work on getting into the word daily and seek after Him. 

 I enjoy reading God's word more 

 There was special time set aside at SpringHill to spend time with God . . .between solo time and 2 hour breaks. Those 
were some incredibly special times with God that helped set me up to continue growing through my devotional time with 
Him even after working at SpringHill. 

 Devotions were emphasized at SpringHill, and I try and do that still today. 

 It made me desire my own personal God time. 

 I didn't follow God consistently before. Now I consciously make an effort to read and study the bible. 

 SpringHill taught me to grab hold of every second with Jesus, even when I'm crazy busy. 

 I am now doing a book study and reading Jesus Calling as well 

 At camp, if I didn't spend time with God, my whole day was out of wacky. The same is in my life now and I learned that in 
a safe environment working at SpringHill where I was encouraged to live by truth instead of my pleasure. 

 I was encourage by seeing how personal devotions was emphasized at camp 

 It became a routine and longing during my time at SHC. 

 Know now what devotions are and how to do them 

 I push myself to read and pray every day 

 Daily discipleship and time with God translated into increased consistency in daily devotionals 

 NA 

 I read the Bible every day. 

 I would say so. It has grown a bit more since I was at camp. 

 I pray more then before & my devotions have led to spending time doing devotions with my son 

 We used to have Solo times and come back together in small groups to share.... that impacted me, as did Bible Studies, 
leading as a counselor, and Sunday church messages. Morning prayer meetings became important, and everyone grew 
from that discipline and bonding. 

 SpringHill helped me understand how important it is to be in the word everyday! 

 I have a greater desire to spend time with Jesus in his word and prayer. 

 Daily devos time 

 I see the value of daily devotionals in a way that I didn't before I was forced to at Springhill. 

 My faith was strengthened so much because of the amount of love and care that Springhill shares. 

 I read the Bible twice this year 

 I continue to spend time in the Word each morning 

 I miss morning meetings so much. I realize that my days are better with a morning devotional and how those morning 
meetings could change an entire day outlook. 

 I learned the necessity of being in the Word each day because I couldn't get through the day without it. 

 Definitely because of special needs director Jenny Weinberg who really encouraged us and held us accountable to our 
personal time with God 

 I try to the best of my ability to dive into the word daily. 

 I am in the Word more consistently and reading devotionals and Christian books. 

 Joined a bible study, bringing more prayer into my daily life 

 SpringHill taught me how to intentionally set aside time in my day and in the week to spend time with God 

 SpringHill helped me develop my personal devotional time 

 Simply more strongly committed to having some devotion time each day 

 Morning devos were a part of camper and staff routine. 

 SpringHill helped show me the need for a consistent devotional life, and while I still struggle at times, I believe that it is 
very needed. 

 Spring Hill taught me the importance of keeping close to God's word in order to make better, wiser decisions in life. 

 Wanted to learn more about God in his word 

 Reading my daily bread little booklets. Women's bible study. 

 I am reading my bible more on a daily basis. 

 I try to relate everything back to God. 

 Reading the bible every single day at Springhill showed me how much I need it in my life. 

 Continued my passion 

 I do devotions daily and spend alone time with God as much as possible 

 I got into the habit of finding my own God Time. 

 I feel closer to Him 
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 It has become easier to read the word of God and pray about my past campers 

 The habits I created at SpringHill of daily, extended time in God's word have had an incredible contribution towards my 
spiritual growth. 

 I learned to grow in my faith on my own. 

 2-hour breaks each day at camp encouraged that. 

 I try to be in the word every day because of our solo time 

 I now spend part of my day reading my Bible and praying, when I didn't spend nearly as much time doing so before 
working at SpringHill. 

 Each day, scripture reading was important in leading other kids. 

 I have a prayer wall, prayer journal, etc. 

 When I take time to reflect I think my reflection is much more meaningful. 

 I learned last summer to put my God-time, as a stronger priority and that I sometimes have to cut out other things to make 
time for God. 

 I do devotionals everyday. 

 Constantly recall messages learned from Enoch and Mark Olson 

 Feel like I have more resources to do this, whether those are people, things, or previous experiences. 

 Springhill taught me what devotions should provide me with. 

 I know how to have a devotional, which is an important thing to know. 

 I became a Christian 4 yrs ago influenced by good Christian people who use to work there too 

 I do more to glorify Him on a daily basis now 

 SH built time and a culture of connecting with God 

 It helped me want to dig deeper into God's word. 

 I learned the importance of bringing God into the everyday moments, the little moments. Morning Bible study has stayed 
with me, even after leaving camp. 

 I take my time in the bible more seriously because of morning meetings and higher ground I have more experience with 
the bible and don't see it as just a book anymore 

 Leading children made my own growth vital as I strive to model what I hope they want to see and grow in. 

 Seeing daily time spent with the Lord as important to the rest of my days 

 SpringHill showed me the importance of spiritual disciplines in my daily life. 

 I have set up an accountability system that resembles my team at SpringHill to challenge me in my solo time 

 I make more of an effort to read my Bible and do devotionals today. 

 SO TRUE! 

 My suite mates and I try to do a devotional every night, which I lead. 

 It has grown stronger especially my prayer life 

 Wanting to read the word, fellowship, and worship. 

 Working at Spring Hill is when I started really meeting daily with the Lord. This has continued and gotten stronger. 

 More consistently in the word 

 I have written and read devotions on a more consistent basis since my first summer as staff at SpringHill. 

 I spend at least 5 minutes every morning in devotion 

 SpringHill has a daily devotional time scheduled in. Although spontaneous worship is needed, that has taught me that in 
order to grow I need to put in the time to do so 

 I got into regular devotionals and saw how they affected my day. 

 I still have the dire to learn more about God 

 My mind has been more focused on the things of God. 

 I spend more time reading my word and worshipping. 

 I learned a better way to getting into the word and really digging in deeper into it. 

 Because of my dedication in the summer to having my hour of solo time each and everyday I now expect myself to spend 
that one hour or more with God daily. 

 Helped me fit in devotional time even when very busy 

 Everyday I do devotions/try 

 I really appreciated all the devotional time we had over the summer. It really influenced me to try to make time for God in 
the crazy schedule I have as a college student. 

 Helped me grow in my quiet times. 

 SpringHill helped me see the value of Christian community and being with other believers in my life. The commitment to 
Christian community among staff is invaluable! 

 I loved how SpringHill integrated devotion into the work day and into every activity 

 I grew closer to Jesus through the sweetness and necessity of my prayer times while working at SpringHill 

 After working at SpringHill I realized how much better the days were when I was relying on God fully and had lengthy quiet 
time with Him. 
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I have developed as a Christian in my home life 

 

 My faith has become more of a priority for me since leaving SpringHill. 

 I am more patient and attempt to live as Christ loves as often as possible 

 I try to be a leader among my roommates and my friends. I don't always get along with my roommate just like I didn't 
always get along with coworkers and campers this summer. Learning how to grandpa situations like that this summer has 
helped me change the way I interact with people in my home life. 

 I brought the Christian lifestyle back to my home and was more open about sharing it with my family. 

 A part of a bible study and do daily devotionals 

 I have read the Bible every day for the last 16 years, spare 6 days, 5 of which I did not sleep one night. I translate Bible 
and continue to study books of the Bible with intensity using Bible training that I previously received. The relation to 
Springhill was that individual campers asked me questions, which were a small part of a continuing willingness to point 
anyone to Christ along my path, and also with campers with whom I still remain in contact. I have had to define home life 
as when no one else I 

 I continue trying to be a good role model for my younger siblings and SpringHill helped me develop. 

 More aware of my impact 

 Always 

 I am able to talk to my family now about my faith more than before. 

 I was raised in a Christian home but in college it was more self-motivation. 

 Parent my kids with grace and make sure they get to experience spring hill 

 I matured as a person which has helped me become a stronger Christian overall 

 I am a better person 

 I think the lessons in applying Christ to even simple things like a paintball target shot have helped me trust in Christ in my 
home. 

 I am becoming more positive when I'm at home 

 Helping lead my mom and sister to Christ 

 I have been more vocal about my faith with my family members 

 The Lord is shining through me 

 I help with my parents in their devotionals and I help my brother and sister through prayer and studying the Bible 

 I speak out more about my reality ship with Christ and I don't hide behind a mask around my non Christian friends 

 When I was came home from camp I already had a schedule of devotionals that I could continue. 

 I'm more open to sharing my faith at home 

 Find it easier to share the word with family members 

 I've developed as a Christian in almost every area of my life 

 As a better influence to my unbeliever relatives 

 My roommates that were not big on church now want to go with me 

 SpringHill made me more open to sharing my faith with my family. 

 I set an example for my roommates 

 In my home life, I am willing to share my faith and how SpringHill impacted my faith. 

 God helped me work through some very difficult things at camp, and I talked to my family differently about it because of 
the people at camp and the things I learned there. 

 I look for God in places I hadn't before. 

 I feel freer to ask my parents about the bible. 

 Just more kind and generous 

 More conscious of the decisions I make 

 Yes 

 I'm more comfortable with my family when talking about God. I had a hard time at this because I knew so much about 
them that I doubted them on man accounts. 

 I get to share gods love with my son 

 I have found myself being more aware in situations of where I can serve and even just in conversations how I can point 
my family towards Christ. 

 I want to continue being the person I was over the summer 

 I'm supporting my family in there Christian walk 

 I have more experience praying and thinking about serious issues. 

 I try to implements the techniques I used at SpringHill for devotions in my personal life. 

 I started reading the bible more. 

 I am now more open to having Christ-centered conversations with members of my family. I am now a better mentor to my 
sister, who is now going through a lot in life. It's good to know that I can be there for her! 

 I regularly read my bible and create a godly environment. 

 Same 
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 I didn't have a strong relationship with my family before camp, but I am able to have conversations with them and it's 
good. 

 Again the small group environment was key in my learning to talk to people with differing viewpoints. My wife, like my 
coworkers at SH, comes from a different spiritual background than I. At spring hill I learned how different ideas could 
coexist while still being partners in a greater mission. 

 I am not afraid or embarrassed to open and read my bible or pray in front of my family and friends. 

 When I'm at home I want to live for Jesus, he's more on my mind than before 

 I am learning to trust God to lead me where he wants me to go in his timing. 

 I try to be slower to anger when hearing my family's opinion 

 I am more intentional in my relationships and time I have with my family. 

 My discussions with my parents have evolved so much over the past couple years, and I think that camp played a big part 
in that. I love sharing camp culture with my family. 

 I talk about my faith with my family/roommates more. 

 Yes 

 I now pray more with/ for my family. 

 Yes I try and make sure I instill Gods presence with my children. 

 Being away from a Christ centered college and job has made it more difficult in that area, but it has allowed me to 
strengthen my personal faith and how that interacts with the world around me 

 I am known as a Christian in my household and hopefully that will lead to great discussions with my family in the future. 

 My faith is growing and I am striving to be that Christian woman I was meant to be, the Christian wife I was made to be, 
and the Christian follower that God has always made me to be. 

 Mostly through more extensive quiet times, but a lot of my perspective on my role in the world as a Christian as changed 
since working at SpringHill. 

 My friend could tell that I would be more open to help others and give time to people 

 The way I live is different because of Jesus! The old has gone. He has made me new. 

 My family prays together more. 

 My relationship with my sister has strengthened, and I am more comfortable to share my faith with her than before. 

 Praying with my brother 

 Continuing to learn to love family that can be hugely difficult at times. Learning to love the exciting, and the daily. :) 

 Always have 

 I shared the love of the Lord with my family who I have been unable to forgive for years 

 It is easier for me to talk about the Lord with my family. 

 I guess I misunderstood the question, and it won't let go back, the statement is true, but I don't attribute it to Spring Hill 

 Prayers and Devotions with family. 

 I understand the bible better 

 My home life, as a recent college graduate, is just my cat and I. But these alone-nests are less lonely because I feel the 
presence of God more closely now. 

 I try to implement the service principles at home daily. Serving my family and others the east Christ served us. 

 I am still growing here but through working at SpringHill, I learned to be cautious of the way I speak due to how it can 
impact the younger individuals around me. 

 More open with family 

 I am wanting a deeper relationship with Christ 

 I took what I learned at Springhill/taken that drive I had at camp and brought it home with me 

 I feel much more comfortable initiating prayer in my family, even with my parents. 

 Nothing specific 

 Sharing my love with my family and friends 

 I'm more active in sharing my faith at home. 

 I'm more focused on getting to know Christ and helping my family know him better. 

 I have become more patient and caring with my family. 

 Yes. My little brother and I get along much better than before. 

 I have learned how to abide in God in everything I do and that has helped me to be intentional about how I walk with God 
in relationship, including at home/dorm. 

 As explained above applies here 

 My parents modeled living for Christ, but seeing it from cool Christian college age staffers really made an impression on 
me as a young teen and beyond! 

 Everything became more about where God was leading me and less about what I wanted. 

 I have brought Jesus into the center of my marriage and made him the cornerstone that we lean on. 

 Stronger faith, read more 

 My family is not Christian and I have been able to share my experiences from camp with them, which has impacted them. 
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 I am attempting to be a better influence to my siblings and show Christ’s love, even when they have turned away from 
them. 

 I got better about asking my parents about God. 

 This is a more challenging area, but I do think sharing about my experiences at SH opened a door for me to share about 
my faith. My younger brother also got to come to SH when I worked there, and though I'm not sure the extent to which he 
is walking with the Lord today, I know that he was influenced by that experience. 

 I am more bold and open in sharing my faith with my parents. 

 I am able to have more open conversations about God with my family 
 
 

 I am married to a fellow believer and we keep Christ at the center of our relationship through church, prayer, and bible 
study. 

 Bringing faith up more in home conversations 

 I live with several other people I met at SpringHill. It's a daily struggle to die to myself and recognize the roles we take on 
in a home... Some are natural leaders. Some are natural servants. 

 My prayer life is good. My devotional life could use a jump-start, but I do spend time preparing our Sunday school lesson 
each week. 

 I am more willing to share about my faith and de-brief situations 

 SpringHill helped me to know how to grow in my faith- it gave me friends and people as examples of how to grow. 

 I’ve been raised in the church all my life n camp simply helped me have more desire to show that outwardly 

 Being present and involved 

 I am the only Christian in my family and SpringHill has given me the drive to share with my family and pray for them 
relentlessly. 

 As a mom I feel it is important to pray with my husband and kids. My son leads me in devotions each morning on our ride 
to school and I know he will find value in doing that with his future wife someday. 

 Came home with a stronger more mature faith 

 I learned teachable moments at camp. Use them all the time as a parent. 

 Patience has increased from being a camp counselor. 

 I try to live in such a way that always reflects Jesus 

 Challenged me like real life does constantly 

 My mom and I have grown in our faith together because of camp 

 I met my wife while working at SpringHill, and working there affected the way in which I interact w/ her, as well as others. 

 I have been a good influence on my family 

 I have learned more patience and am able to apply that to my home/school life 

 Always a work in progress 

 The habits I created at SpringHill of daily, extended time in God's word have had an incredible contribution towards my 
spiritual growth. 

 By devotions. 

 Growth from camp spread into every day living 

 At home I have studied the word more 

 I've found myself spending more time talking with my family about my faith. 

 I love listening to preaching and reading scripture. 

 Talk about God more frequently 

 Yes- with patience, understanding, etc. 

 My wife and I share working at Springhill in common so there are many things we can relate to from our time at camp. 

 I'm not sure if it was due to my Spring Hill experience but I think I have grown and developed better relationships with my 
family and have become more patient and intentional with them: extending Christ's love to my family as well. 

 I talk about Christ more with my family. 

 I am in a better relationship with my family. 

 I feel that being a Christian in the home is always a work in progress. 

 I am saved now 

 I feel more confident in talking about my faith with my family now 

 SH built time and a culture of connecting with God 

 Relationally. 

 I am reminded to pray at the start of each day. 

 I gained a lot of passion for my faith by working at SpringHill 

 Working at SpringHill helped grow me in a similar way to attending a Christian college. I received teaching and 
encouragement, and I lived in a community in which I could live out and practice my faith. 

 Yes 

 See above 
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 I have developed as a Christian in my home life, intentionally inviting God into my home and my heart each day, and 
making my home a Godly place. 

 Being able to spend time in the Word and in prayer, not being with my family - it made me appreciate them more, respect 
them more after the summer was over when I went home. 

 I lead the prayer in my house; as well have continued to read more in-depth into my Bible. 

 I have a dating relationship that (I hope) honors God and pursue Jesus together. 

 I desire to love and serve my family more. 

 I work to let God's light shine more in my interactions with others. 

 Yes, it helped open up discussions. 

 I am spending more time with God and in Bible Study 

 I talk more openly about the Bible and praying for my family, which we never really did before. 

 Yes 

 I learned how to reach out to others--engaging my host family of encouraging my coworkers--even when I was exhausted 
after a long day of work. 

 Trying to stay in the word and live a better life everyday. 

 I'm not necessarily sure what this has to do with Spring Hill. I married an amazing Christian woman and we learn together 
daily. 

 Treat family better 

 My personal prayer and devotion life has improved since I started working at SpringHill. The amount of faith based 
conversations I have with my parents and siblings have increased since I started also. 

 I am more open and understanding with my family 

 Working at SpringHill has brought me closer to my family because I was able to share with them how I was growing and 
the experiences that I was having 

 I learned what to expect from Godly men from observing coworkers and friends and learned not to settle for anything less. 
I am now married to a man who shares my values. 

 I see Christ as more of a friend and act accordingly. 

 I have been more willing to share my faith with my family 

 My family and I regularly discuss the parts of the Bible we've been reading, and exchange our opinions of them. 

 I am not afraid to worship God in my house. 

 I'm more open and surer about what I believe in. 

 I have become more willing to make my home represent that of a follower of Christ on welcoming all and having everyone 
know that my door is always open. 

 The personal lessons I learned as a staff member have informed my personal faith. 

 I am more confident in my faith 

 I feel that my family and I are able to have more in depth conversations about our faith. 

 Have been able to show Christ in my home life to my non-Christian family. 

 I am more attuned to Christian experience as a result of working with Springhill. 

 I integrate what I learned to dig deeper into the Word of God 

 The people I worked with there made me a better person and challenged my assumptions about them 

 I grew closer to Jesus through the sweetness and necessity of my prayer times while working at SpringHill 
 
I have developed as a Christian in my work life 

 

 SH REALLY made me comfortable about sharing my faith in a way that is relatable, honest, vulnerable, and most 
importantly not weird. I often feel really comfortable talking about my faith in Jesus with non-believers at work. 

 Every thing I do is seen as more for the cause of Christ and no longer a paycheck 

 I nanny for a couple kids and try to talk about Jesus with them, which I don't think I would have done before my 
experience this summer. I also still work at spring hill during the off-season. 

 I try to lead at work with a servant-leadership attitude, using Christ as a role model. 

 Open about my faith 

 Springhill has a long history of troubled teamwork. That environment has always cultivated awareness of cooperation, 
whether the staff operates as a team or not. Better team skills are just always the result, even if it is not seen at the Hill. I 
have benefited from this as have many and that always affects a work life. 

 Through SpringHill, God worked in that and me has carried over into my school life which school is pretty much my job. 

 More aware of my impact 

 I now see that I have to bring God into every part of my life, so I am trying to spark conversations with coworkers instead 
of just doing my job and leaving 

 I try to be a light in the workplace. 

 I think I have a better grasp of how Christ can be a part of my daily routine and work instead of at home or at church 

 The debrief sessions helped me learn how to tie God into everything which has helped me at work 

 I put Christ first 
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 The experience gave me alot to talk about with coworkers and that allowed me to share more of my faith with them 

 The encouragement from my fellows taffeta has made the biggest impact in this area. 

 In my various jobs I am doing all I can to be Jesus to those I come in contact with. 

 I have shared my faith and been more bold in mentioning my faith conversations with co-workers and my supervisor 

 The Lord shines through me 

 Influence middle schoolers to keep reading the bible and praying more 

 I work at a front desk so I am always there when ever someone needs help work related or not 

 Not necessarily my work life, but my school life yes. I had such good influences this summer that it has led into my year so 
far at school 

 I am more open to discussing my struggles 

 Share the good news more often with patients and their families 

 I've developed as a Christian in almost every area of my life 

 Impacted me as a Christian leader with volunteers and staff under me. 

 By standing firm in beliefs and sharing that love with others 

 We listen to music at work and to add a more positive atmosphere 

 I learned to be a Christian wherever I was even outside of the Christian context. 

 I base my decisions on the bible, not the world 

 I share my faith at work and in my classes. 

 I love all the connections people have to Springhill; many go at the high school I'm at. 

 There's a different, more caring attitude towards strangers. 

 I talk about the glory of God on a daily basis at work. 

 Not afraid to share my faith with coworkers 

 I work at cabalas and it's a great way to share my life with God in it and to share his gospel 

 At work I can resist being drawn in by the more worldly fellows and see opportunity for discipleship. I'm certain that I can 
make the right decision in line with m faith when the world wants me to take a different route. 

 I have learned a lot about patience through camp and through my work this year. Being surrounded by kids all summer 
prepared me for my job back home in a preschool where I get to show kids Christ's love everyday. 

 In the hospital were I work I help so the love of Christ through my work 

 I work in a Christian environment currently so working at SpringHill helped me prepare for that. 

 I have worked for Christian Organizations, and even when working for secular organizations, I work hard and go above 
and beyond what is asked. 

 I now know the importance of being Christ-centered no matter where you are in life, and now know that it sets you apart. 
People look at me and know that there's something more to how I live my life and how I work. 

 I seek ways to be intentional with all I interact with. 

 Same 

 I work for a Christian Ministry, so talking about God and reaching out to others, is a big part of it. I gain confidence in my 
communication skills with people I don't really know. 

 My fulfillment in work (no matter the job) comes from my influence on people. The job itself is secondary. 

 I am not afraid to talk about what I believe in and talk about my faith in front of others who may not any Christ. 

 Integrity, honesty, commitment, overcoming adversity 

 I am more conscious of the ways that my school facilitates a safe Christian place as well as the ways that it can improve. 

 I try to be more understanding of other people's opinions 

 I am more intentional with the conversations I have with others. 

 I am a more confident Christian 

 My work environment is already Christian based, but I do find that my confidence in having those open discussions was 
furthered immensely thanks to SH. 

 I wasn't afraid to mention Christian things while working at a school, 

 My co-workers know that I am a Christian and that I can't work certain hours because I go to church during those times. 

 My actions speak louder than any words I could ever say. I don't talk about my faith much at work, but people notice that I 
am not like everyone else. When opportunity arises I do speak up, but God has shown me the importance of walking the 
walk and not just talking the talk. 

 I also seek to be positive and to show Christ's love to others through my actions at all times. 

 I work at a secular preschool near my college, and camp has taught me ways to be patient and share the love of Christ 
with my kids. 

 I could work in the worldly job and my co works could tell that there was love in my life 

 I am a 2nd-5th Kid's Church Director at Community Bible Church in San Antonio, TX! 

 I'm working at an assisted living facility with a Christian mission. 

 I view my work as a ministry opportunity, and not just a way to make money. 

 I do not hesitate to share thoughts (in a kind and loving way) at work. I will share my faith, and also do everything that I do 
(to the best of my ability as a sinner saved by grace) to the glory of God. 
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 Always have 

 I see the need for kinder leaders even amongst Christian organizations. 

 I talk to my coworkers about camp and campers and laundry adventures and all of the camp stories 

 I feel confident sharing my faith with my coworkers. 

 I guess I misunderstood the question, and it won't let go back, the statement is true, but I don't attribute it to Spring Hill 

 At camp, we're always helping the kids see how God is involved in everything we do, and in my current job (as a teacher) 
I try to keep the same mentality of seizing every moment to point them to Christ and show them how He is such a part of 
every aspect of our lives. 

 Prayers, devotions, Bible studies, sermons, and stories. 

 I meet with others that go to my church at work and during the week we discuss our spiritual lives and what we learned at 
church the previous week. 

 Also growing in this. I'm trying to be more vocal, but I feel confident that my coworkers can see certain differences in my 
life. 

 I take time out of school work to participate in events like CRU and bible studies 

 I use prayer in my work while helping with sports medicine. God heals people and he just uses me as a tool so prayer is 
my number on medicine. All of it started after I was pushed to rely on God for strength as request in prayer faithfully and 
boldly. He did things in the summer and He still does. 

 Nothing specific 

 I work with kids 

 I'm more actively sharing my faith in my work. 

 In all work situations I try to be a servant leader like Jesus 

 My current work as an RA was enhanced by my ability to interact with both SH staff and campers 

 In any work I do I apply my Christian values to it. 

 Not as much. A little bit though 

 The above applies here 

 I am blessed to work in a public school with many believers, and we often get together to pray/ lift up our students and 
each other! I am not afraid to lead or pray; I know it's not about me; we are invited to boldly approach the throne of grace! 

 Being at a Christian organization it has been easier to share my walk with Christ with clients. 

 I haven't worked a job that is as energy demanding as Springhill, except some days of dairy farming, but even that is 
easier some days. This has allowed me to put in 110% effort everywhere I am and let my light shine because I am used to 
the non stop going that is accompanied by day camps. 

 Confident in using faith with my profession 

 I'm not really sure. 

 At school I am looked up to and am now more known to others instead of in the background. 

 I wear God on my sleeves. 

 I've been blessed to work in several Christian work environments and SH helped prepare me for that. 

 SpringHill gave me more opportunity to show my heart, and made it easier for me to be bold. 

 Similar to home life, I am more bold and eager to tell co-workers about my church/the gospel. 

 I have felt more confident in my faith from being at camp 

 I use my role as a nurse to serve and witness to others when I'm able. I have been on medical missions trips to reach 
others with my skills and Christ's love. 

 I am willing to share my faith in the workplace. A phenomenal gateway to talk about Jesus is to bring up camp. 

 I'm now retired, but I worked for a chemical company for 25 years, and was continually challenged in my faith. 

 I enjoy finding the ways that I can relate my work life to God 

 I worked on the kitchen primarily with non Christian Co workers. I had to learn how to show Christ in middle of that 
circumstance 

 Desire n effort to be a good example 

 Being patient 

 I am a lot bolder at work in sharing my faith and living it out and SpringHill has given me a drive to work in ministry outside 
of college. 

 My focus at school is to share God's love through serving others not so much with words but with actions. I've learned that 
when I have God as my focus it's easier to feel God's blessings without needing the favor of my peers. 

 When I meet people from Michigan, I automatically start talking about SHC 

 Again, stronger more confident mature faith 

 I can be more assertive. 

 Learning to accept other's faults and deal with their negativity. 

 I have found Christian friends to build community with at work. 

 Springhill helped me with sharing the gospel 

 Willingness to work hard for Christ 

 I am more comfortable sharing my faith. 
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 I have showed the love and patience with the people I work with 

 I now am able to apply God to the little things I do when working 

 Easier to share gospel in America 

 My faith impacts my career goals and how I act in my jobs 

 The habits I created at SpringHill of daily, extended time in God's word have given me wisdom, humility, and patience in 
the workplace. 

 I can bring Christian values to my workplace 

 As a teacher. 

 At school I have been more open to talk about my faith 

 I regularly talk about my faith with the residents in the assisted living facility I work at and enjoy hearing about their faith 
journeys. 

 I try to do good works at work, and be a witness whenever possible. 

 Not afraid to mention my faith in work setting 

 Yes- Being open about my faith and having boldness. 

 I am much more comfortable speaking about my faith at work. 

 I mean I've developed as a Christian a lot. I can't think of specifics. 

 I talk about Christ more. 

 Mark and Enoch were strong Christian role models for me 

 Increased Confidence in Christian identity in a no Christian workplace 

 I am always looking for ways to make work fun for everyone. 

 As a Christian in a secular workplace, I hold certain values and morals and my integrity at a much higher level than most 
people I encounter. My Christianity Becomes obvious through my actions while not perfect it's still visible. 

 Yes and most know it I'm not bashful 

 I try to always think about patience and forgiveness with the frustrations while working, just as God is forging and patient 
with us all the time 

 I am now more open about sharing my faith 

 Working at SpringHill really showed me that I want to work in an area of ministry that allows me to bring God into the 
workplace. 

 Because we talked about God constantly at camp I got used to talking about God and asking questions and making 
comments at work. As a result I know how many of my new coworkers are Christians how seriously they take their faith 
and am able to talk to them about Christ and I've only been working there 4 days. 

 The way that Spring Hill used each small analogy to demonstrate Biblical truth helped me learn to find ways to sneak the 
gospel into my work as a clinician. 

 I have seen the importance of using your work for Jesus, so I went to Haiti last summer to spread the Gospel through 
leading mission teams. 

 I desire to be intentional and to lean on God and trust His plans in my role as a chaplain. 

 I work to let others see Christ's light in me when I'm at work. 

 Yes, none of my co-workers know Christ, and I've been able to witness multiple times. 

 Working in a Christian environment was nice as I could freely talk about my faith experiences and God-moments. Rather 
than debates about God that could've taken place in a non-Christian work environment, it was uplifting and encouraging 
working with people just as in love with God as me. 

 I work in Ministry 

 I work in a church 

 Because I couldn't have gotten through each activity block without God's strength, I learned to pray for strength and rely 
on him during the workday. 

 Does not apply. 

 Hard not too when you work at a church 

 Again, I'm not necessarily sure what this has to do with Spring Hill. Being a pastor, it kind of happens naturally I suppose. 

 More considerate of those around me 

 I look for opportunities to serve 

 As a Resident Assistant I am constantly surrounded by sin and negativity. Remaining in my faith is what keeps me 
grounded in the midst of the chaos. 

 I am more tolerant. 

 I feel confident sharing my faith wit coworkers 

 The joyful attitude I had at Springhill, I've made sure to apply it to every job I take on. 

 I don't even hesitate to talk about what I believe in and I never get tired or talking to others around me about it. 

 Well considering I still work at camp I continually grow each and every weekend I come to work. 

 I have definitely learned how to treat others the way Jesus would! I have also learned to love like Jesus would when 
things become frustrating! 

 Have showed Christ by loving my co-workers at work. 
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 Understanding how to deal with people of different backgrounds even amongst Christians was a great part of working at 
SH. 

 I have stood up for my faith and saying that I have worked at SpringHill has opened doors of conversation about Jesus 
Christ 

 I can't say I know where my comfort being known as a Christian came from but I'm sure SpringHill was a part to it 

 I have a clearer vision for the priorities of my job as a missionary 
 
I have more interest in leadership positions as a result of my training at SpringHill. 

 

 Just a thought at this point. 

 Same reason. I feel I am a natural leader, and I am more confident in that role now. 

 I have been given leadership opportunities since camp and have enjoyed it 

 I never really sought after leadership positions, but after experiencing one with SpringHill I have seen that I am capable of 
serving others well in that kind of position. That makes me want to continue seeking out opportunities like that in other 
areas of my life. 

 I learned that I really like to be a leader this summer and hope that this coming summer I'm able to take on more of that 
leadership position because I have a passion for it now. 

 SH gave me more confidence in my leadership capacity 

 Yes, see above. 

 Built my confidence 

 Since my leadership skills improved this summer, I am now more willing to have a leadership position in something else. 

 Feel more confident. 

 Yes 

 Because of how terrible SpringHill's managerial structure was operated, I have a newfound desire to provide employees 
and volunteers with the best possible experience, so that they can grow in their faith and their trust of people. 

 Being a counselor definitely developed me as a leader and it makes me want to do other things like it. I like when people 
think they can talk to me about something that's going on and often times leaders are looked to for that 

 I want to share my experiences and help guide others. 

 Because of my confidence boost I give myself the option instead of just assuming someone else will do it instead of me 

 I had never been in charge of kids before. They always intimidated me. I learned how to and now love it 

 I hope to work my way to things 

 I am more confident that I can lead and know that I have been given the training of a high held standard backing my 
abilities 

 I am now in one of the top leadership positions at my job 

 Leadership positions usually scare me because of all the responsibility attached to those positions. But after working at 
Springhill I have gained confidence and I'm more willing to take positions of leadership. 

 I would love to come back and work with SpringHill this coming summer in a leadership position. 

 Just more confident about being a leader 

 I believe in myself and my skills more 

 I am able to stop the follower behavior and of right into leadership 

 I am still scared to speak in public but I am trying to get over that for I can be more involve with leadership 

 I loved leading the kids and feel more confident now that I am able to lead 

 Leading high school girls towards Christ has encouraged me to lead more people to Christ and further encourage those 
already walking with him. 

 Both summer's helped me realize the proper qualities of leadership, and I seek to act on them. 

 I felt like I really took a leadership role at SpringHill and when asked to come back as a leadership role I felt honored 

 I feel I am more capable of being a leader so I don't shy away from leadership roles now 

 Yes, because I am passionate about sharing Gods work 

 SpringHill taught me how much of a leader I can be 

 I learned how to be a leader with people as opposed to over people. 

 I am really focused on becoming a Christian leader ever since SpringHill. 

 I feel prepared to lead not only children, but peers as well. 

 The world needs more leaders and one that knows and can spread the gospel while fulfilling the leadership position is 
even better. 

 Helped me lead 

 Have already begun trying to look for ministries that I can lead 

 I am applying for a lead at my job 

 I've become more comfortable giving instruction and wouldn't mind being a leader instead of a follower. 

 See above 

 SpringHill made leadership fun. While it definitely has challenges, my experience in leadership at SpringHill showed me 
that I am gifted in that area and made me want to use that to glorify God. 
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 Because SpringHill made me more confident 

 As I said leadership roles have been placed in my hand this year in part because of SpringHill 

 I have more confidence in myself and what I can accomplish because of all the problems I faced at SpringHill. 

 I have a heart for discipleship and have been pursuing that since leaving SpringHill 

 I am interested now in leadership roles because I know just how much leadership has impacted me, especially during my 
job at SpringHill. They have been the best mentors and motivators for me, and I would absolutely love to mentor and 
motivate someone someday to help them become the people that God wants them to be. 

 I am always looking for ways to lead children at my church and my friends to stay connected. 

 I want to help others! I don't want to see an individual walk down the wrong path if I can prevent it. 

 Being asked to be a leader at SpringHill grew my confidence. It spoke to a value they saw in me that I didn't see myself. 

 The experience built my confidence 

 After working at SpringHill, I hope to become an RA on my school's campus next year. 

 I would love to see more about what goes on at the camp 

 I want to grow in my leadership role as a leader for YFC and even in SpringHill. 

 I moved up in leadership in SpringHill which gave me confidence as a leader in other roles 

 Before Springhill I doubted my abilities a ton. There is something almost miraculous that happens when you know that 
God has created you for a purpose. After learning that lesson the first year of counseling, I came back with a strong desire 
to lead and help others, resulting directly from that newfound confidence. 

 I led a small group at church. 

 I would like to pursue a career in some type of leadership. 

 Yes I become a leader in whatever job I take on because of my experience with SpringHill the children and the 
counselors. 

 I stepped up into other leadership roles at school and in work settings. I developed a lot of my leadership abilities while 
working at SpringHill. 

 This camp was just a stepping-stone for me. Every day I am improving my leadership skills and I took away so much from 
my years here in the summer! 

 I really enjoy building people up and helping them to become the best that they can be. 

 Working at camp has given me the confidence to step up I leadership positions I would not have been bold enough to do 
before. 

 I feel a peace in my life that if a leadership position opens up in my life that I don't have to hide run from it, if GOD wants 
me to be a leader I have the understanding of what it is. 

 I got into working in full time ministry because of what I did at Spring Hill! 

 I'm looking to move up in my position to pass medications at the assisted living facility where I'm working. 

 I will be applying to be an RA for next year. 

 Being a small group leader 

 I love teaching others about teachable moments. The confidence that I gained at Spring Hill truly helps me now to take on 
leadership roles. 

 Yes, the tools that I received at Springhill as a leader caused me to become more affective. 

 I would like to lead because I know that. I would be a fair leader. 
 

 I feel called to ministry because of my time at camp 

 I am applying to be the youth director at my church. 

 If you can keep a group of kids alive, happy, and engaged for a week, you can do anything. Your voice matters. You can 
impact the world around you. 

 I feel more comfortable being a leader now. I still don't like being a leader but I'm not as reluctant now. 

 Being in a leadership position helped me learn how to lead and how not to lead. 

 I've always gravitated towards leadership but SH helped me realize I was truly capable. 

 I enjoy leadership positions as they provide a unique way for me to care for those I am leading. 

 I enjoyed being in leadership at SpringHill. In some ways, I found it harder to be a leader at SpringHill rather than in my 
other jobs. There's a lot I could elaborate on this point. 

 Now that I have worked at camp, I am very interested in being on Servant Team in CRU 

 I feel more confident in my gifts and abilities now. 

 Because of the leadership development I received, I enjoy providing vision and direction to impact change within an 
organization, an individual, in a community, or for the Kingdom. 

 Showed me how capable I am 

 Leadership through the lens of a Christian Non-Profit. SpringHill really helped solidify my decision to work in this field. 

 I used to shy away from leadership roles but now I thrive in them. 

 I desire to grow as a leader and model myself after the styles and selflessness I got to observed at SpringHill 

 NA 

 I want to lead a Bible study. 

 Yes. I am interested in more leadership roles at camp next summer now. 
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 This experience has given me confidence to pursue more opportunities and continue to grow as a person but also to offer 
my gifts in service to the body of Christ. 

 Leadership was modeled consistently and authentically! I gained a lot of confidence through fellow staff family accepting 
me and encouraging my gifts, and I believed it! 

 I honestly never saw myself as a leader until I left SpringHill but now I can see that my experience at camp has shaped 
my leadership style. 

 I've spent more time leading various roles since Springhill. 

 More confident as a leader and more desire to lead 

 I would have never started a team Bible study. 

 Leading is important. 

 SH helped me to see myself as a leader, something I did not really have the confidence to approach before. 

 SpringHill helped me take on a more vocal/leader role in my school setting (working as a Resident Assistant) and 
pursuing a career in Public Child Welfare. 

 I gained confidence as a leader. 

 Camp gave me the experience of leading so that I felt more confident and knowledgeable volunteering at church 

 I saw how Springhill's positions developed me as a leader and I feel like I can apply that more to a future occupation. 

 SpringHill has given me the ability to know when to speak up. I like making decisions as a collective. 

 While I'm more naturally introverted, I did gain confidence leading songs and studies at Spring Hill. 

 I have more confidence as a leader and more willingness to problem solve 

 I HAVE WORKED Many jobs with a leadership position, and feel much more comfortable in a leadership role due to my 
experience working at Springhill 

 Believe camp helped me have the desire to work w/ the Children's ministry 

 I love to allow the Lord to use me to lead others closer to Him, something I wasn't as comfortable with before SpringHill. 

 I was extremely introverted growing up so it wasn't huge lessons I learned of conquering high mountains but it was the 
little details of greeting people and talking with people to really learn about their interests that God taught me about 
actions to come out of my shell. People like to talk about themselves and God taught me how to listen, really listen to 
others and their needs. 

 Confidence 

 Increased confidence. 

 I gained confidence that God gave me skills for a reason when I was on staff. 

 Haven't had many from work. Not afraid to try, put myself out there. 

 I applied for TST leadership for this upcoming summer. 

 I feel more confident being a leader now. 

 I lead in multiple organizations on my college campus, and even though I was involved in them before I started working at 
Springhill, it has positively affected how I lead. 

 My leadership skills were sharpened when I was a counselor. 

 I feel that I am much better at leading with a kind heart yet initiative 

 I have been hired as an New Fro AD for this upcoming summer 

 Pushed out of comfort zone 

 I developed as a leader as a result of working at SpringHill and found myself more comfortable in the role 

 It helped me develop my leadership style and learn more about who I am. 

 I had a great summer leader and it was fantastic! He was the BEST 

 I want to lead both a SpringHill and other place because of the leadership at SpringHill 

 I constantly have my eyes open for leadership positions in any field. 

 I know I can take on more 

 Yes 

 True 

 Leadership positions seem less scary to me now. 

 I am interested in leading like Christ. 

 I use lessons learned 30 years ago to lead the school I am today as a principal 

 Leadership training helped me feel more competent in leading in a Christian way 

 I have bigger aspirations such as becoming a pastor or church leader. 

 I feel confident in my abilities to manage all types of people and situations thanks to SpringHill. 

 I feel more equipped with leadership knowledge 

 Wrangling taught me that I enjoy teaching, and I had one week where I ran the barn, which gave me confidence later on 
to seek out leadership roles in my AmeriCorps service and later in my teaching job. 

 I am pursuing leadership positions that I learned about at SpringHill, and my time as a leader there has prepared me for 
taking on new challenges in new positions. 

 I have been intensely trained as a leader from my very first day at camp if I see something I don't agree with I'll speak up 
about it and if nobody will take the reigns on something that needs a leader I'll do it without a problem. 
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 I think my time at Spring Hill showed me I could be a leader. 

 I would like to be a kindergarten teacher. 

 I discovered that I actually have a lot of leadership ability, and that has guided me to pursue leading others. 

 I tend to look for leadership positions, and feel naturally drawn to them. I also enjoy leading through service. SpringHill 
helped me understand my leadership style and I have taken those skills away from camp. 

 I feel more confident in leadership having been a leader at SpringHill. 

 I love leading now, and feel equipped. 

 I am working for my Church and other ministries 

 SpringHill taught me to be a leader of kids and among my coworkers. My supervisors pointed out leadership potential, and 
they encouraged me to explore that more fully. 

 I feel if I was given a leadership position I would know how to lead from experience at Spring Hill 

 I think this is true - I was never really a leader until Spring Hill, and that positive experience has lead me to seek 
leadership. 

 I have had a great opportunity to lead others through SpringHill. I found that it was one of my strengths and in turn I would 
like to find more leadership opportunities. I am currently a teacher. 

 I jump on leadership positions that I usually wouldn't have considered 

 I know that there are times for me to lead (when I know what I'm doing), and times for me to follow (simply do the things 
that others who know what they're doing tell me to do). This was a learning experience as it allowed me to know that it is 
okay to be a follower sometimes, a supporter and encourager rather than trail blazing every where I go. 

 I developed leadership skills so I feel confident using these 

 I have more confidence in my leadership ability. 

 I felt empowered when I came back home to look for ways and opportunities where I could really help lead. I also learned 
what some of my strengths were and that helped me to see where I could be most helpful. 

 The time I think about it the more I know that because of my time at camp I know a can confidently lead any team given to 
me. 

 My experience at Springhill taught me I am capable of being a leader. 

 I have tried to get involved in several 

 Yes, 

 SpringHill has helped me gain confidence and build leadership skills that I will take well into the future. 

 More interested in leadership positions in general. 

 My desire to work in a field where I get to influence and love on people came as a result of my working at Springhill. 

 I have accepted new leadership roles 

 After working at SpringHill I have realized I am capable of being a leader. 
 
It made me more open to sharing my faith 

 

 It made me more comfortable talking about the ways that God is working in my life. 

 I used to be hesitant to talk about God and His goodness to strangers and now I have more confidence in my faith 

 Being able to talk about my faith so much allowed me to become much more comfortable and confident in doing so. 

 I am more used to sharing about my relationship with God because I talked to so many people about it this summer. 

 Became so comfortable sharing my faith story 

 Yes, SpringHill allowed me to be more outgoing with my faith--especially when I studied abroad in both England and 
Ireland. 

 While it is still difficult to do, it is easier for me to talk with others about spiritual topics, particularly with other Christians. 

 Easier in sharing my faith and opening up 

 In some ways it has. I had to chase down a 13 year old who left the Wed altar call. The gospel message that night 
sounded more like Romney apologizing for being too Conservative than a pointed invitation to believe in Eternal Life. I 
chased down a camper who darted back to the cabins and we stopped, talked one-on-one, and he accepted Christ. That 
experience did increase my boldness in sharing the gospel. 

 I had a lot of experience sharing my testimony this summer in simple terms, so it makes me more confident when sharing 
elsewhere. 

 Seeing people on fire for Christ encouraged me 

 I am very open about it. 

 I was terrible at sharing my faith before and now it comes a lot more easily in conversation. I now have a better idea on 
what questions to ask and how to direct that conversation 

 I have learned more about my own and other's perspectives of a Christian faith where I can approach it in a non-bias, 
loving, informative way. 

 I think I'm more confident, especially with younger kids, since Understand the steps of sharing the gospel better 

 I'm not afraid to share my up and downs of my faith with others 

 I realized that faith can be applied to all things; regardless of the job 
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 Springhill is a great way to direct a conversation towards the gospel. I live being able to have different ways to move a 
conversation towards what Jesus has done for me. 

 As I was forced to make my testimony concise and at a level, which younger students could learn, I became more 
confident in what Christ has done in me. 

 I talk to others about my faith, not just close friends and family. 

 I don't get as nervous to talk about God 

 I'm not afraid to talk about Jesus :) 

 My family is Christian but they do not act like it or show it, I have been able to 

 It's a lot easier for me now to share my testimony and share my faith with others 

 I try and connect my faith in most of my conversations for there is a purpose behind what I am saying 

 I had to share my faith every week at camp, this made telling my story a lot easier and now I am more confident in doing 
so 

 Having to tell my story and explain the gospel to campers made me comfortable with it, and can do it with more ease here 
at school. 

 I never force it, but I notice more opportunities to share my faith 

 It comes much easier to me now 

 Getting to share my faith with the kids over the summer gave me confidence in sharing it to more people 

 I actually did a speech in my public speaking class about how my faith defines me. Something I never would have done 
before 

 I have shared my testimony twice since camp 

 Sharing my faith with young kids every week has helped me to be more comfortable with sharing my faith due to 
repetition. 

 I share tidbits with people I barely know- it's conversational now 

 Almost everyday, I try to share my faith. 

 Before SpringHill, I would share my faith with people, but not very often. Something about being relied on to find ways to 
take conversations back to faith or important questions really helps when you want to try to share your faith outside of a 
Bible Study 

 I love sharing how Jesus changed my heart at Springhill. 

 After sharing with kids, sharing with adult became easier. 

 I share my faith all of the time now. 

 Love sharing my faith now 

 At work and at school 

 Yes 

 I have realized the importance of sharing of my faith and how even if it changes one person's life, it matters. 

 Working at camp has helped me see smaller opportunities to be open with people in sharing m faith. It doesn't have to be 
a full-blown encounter (sharing the Bridge, etc.) but can take place in small situations in everyday contexts. 

 I'm more comfortable in sharing my faith and my story 

 I used to hind my testimony from others now I am much more open in sharing my faith and what God is doing in my life 

 I just became more used to the idea. 

 I learned how to listen with my whole heart and develop relationships where sharing the Gospel is natural. 

 After camp, I talked more freely and confidently about my faith with others and wasn't afraid to share. 

 Towards the end of my time at SpringHill, I was much more comfortable with giving my testimony and talking with the 
campers about their walks with God. It was the most incredible experience at SpringHill yet! 

 I recently shared my faith journey with middle schoolers at my church, which I never would have done before. 

 Many opportunities to share with students makes it easier to be comfortable having conversations when they arise now. 

 When you are told to go into firehouse 3 and share your testimony with 7 other girls, who you don't know their names or 
where they are from... You quickly become comfortable sharing life with others! 

 Having so many small group sessions made me more articulate. This makes it easier to share my faith. 

 I practiced how to share my testimony and the gospel 

 I am now excited to share my faith to encourage others who are struggling with their faith or maybe don't know what it 
means to have faith. 

 I am more open and searching for opportunities to share my faith 

 I am more willing to tell strangers as well as my friends about my faith and being open about personal topics does not 
make me as uncomfortable. 

 I am more confident with my own faith 

 I have shared more of how God is at work without being afraid of what others think. As an RA and leader for YFC I have 
taken a step out and been more vulnerable about my faith. 

 Conversations discussing God are hundreds of times less intimidating to me since I already shared my testimony with 
over two hundred children. Now I have sharpened my words to be straight to the point and focused on Christ's gift rather 
than my own actions. 

 Yes 
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 I'm not as afraid to be open with my faith around my friends. 

 I am sharing my faith with all I meet and interact with. 

 The biggest impact in sharing my faith was being okay with sharing areas of struggle or questions. As opposed to feeling 
like I had to have all the answers in order to share. 

 I have experience sharing the Gospel and have felt Gods presence for myself. I've seen how campers react to Gods love. 
It makes it fun to share my faith when I have those experiences. 

 Sharing doesn't have to be so complicated! And it doesn't have to be a sermon either! By opening up to God and just 
letting opportunity present itself I have found many times to just say something simple that was JUST what a person 
needed to hear. God works in marvelous ways! 

 I have become very open to sharing my testimony with others through sharing it often at camp and I have more 
confidence in my intentions. I have a good balance in being unashamed and still modest. 

 I had a lot of practice talking about Jesus with campers this summer, and that has poured into the way I have had similar 
conversations with family and friends. 

 I don't run out and yell it from the mountain top, but if someone is open to the subject I will share it with them 

 I love sharing my faith with others! 

 By the end of my time at SpringHill, I was open with sharing my views on scriptures I read. 

 I have a roommate who is not a Christian, and I also had a camper who was not a Christian this summer, and we have 
had a lot of deep and eye opening conversations. I still don't feel like I always have the words to say, but living my life in a 
God-glorifying way is also a witness. 

 Representing Christ in my words/actions 

 Yes. At camp, in Egypt, in Arizona. 

 Always have 

 I received a lot of. Practice at Springhill. 

 I can talk to others about my story and how the Lord provided for me 

 I have confidence in my Lord and savior and want to spread His love to everyone. 

 Talking to my peers about what God's doing in my life or how I see Him working in someone else's becomes the norm at 
camp. Then once I left, that norm kind of came with me. Plus, once you've seen God completely transform a life through 
you sharing your story and your faith with them, it's kind of hard to want to keep it to yourself anymore. 

 One of the first times I ever shared a testimony was at SpringHill, and I'm not afraid to share it at all. 

 I'm simply less ashamed/embarrassed to openly admit it. 

 I am always ready and able to share my testimony after working at SpringHill. 

 I've never been a completely outgoing person, and SpringHill helped me set aside those fears and learned to interact with 
strangers. 

 It did. It was challenging not only to share with the kids but the other staff too. You had to develop a trust and comfort with 
others, which I was able to do at SpringHill. 

 I don't have to worry about people looking and me funny and thinking I am weird. 

 Even when I didn't want to open up at camp to staff members, God did amazing things after I was vulnerable. From that 
trust and experience, I feel much more comfortable stepping out and sharing my faith in life. 

 Talking about my faith at SpringHill gave me experience in sharing my faith to others. 

 I got to practice sharing my story in various ways. My story always points to Jesus and I'm not nearly as self-conscious 
about it now. 

 With other believers 

 I share my faith everywhere. 

 I talk about my faith with everyone that I meet. 

 I feel comfortable sharing with anybody. 

 Yes it did. Because I shared it so many times at camp it makes it easier now. 

 I shared my faith and testimony really often at camp and that has made it more natural for me to do in my daily life now. 

 Not being so reserved has helped me share about prayer & how much God really does care 

 I saw evidence of Christ working in lives, mine included, time after time. It's too real to ignore or deny! 

 I am still willing to share my story with anyone who will listen thanks to the many times I sat around a campfire at 
SpringHill and shared my story with others. 

 Just this week I invited a guy to Cru and had a spiritual conversation with because he was wearing a Springhill shirt. 

 Love god even more and want to share 

 I went back to college in California, and whereas my freshman year I had been really shy about sharing my faith, after a 
summer at Springhill I had fewer reservations about discussing my faith with those who asked. I was also a lot more open 
about my faith, i.e. praying in public and talking about going to church. 

 Because I am more open to others, they feel more comfortable opening up to me. 

 I talk about God all the time. 

 I'm more comfortable with my own beliefs 

 Sharing our faith was a daily part of being a counselor and I feel much more natural at doing it after working there for two 
summers. 
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 SpringHill provides tools and helps your develop key talking-points that you can use in life/workplace. 

 I am now a freshman in college and I introduced two of my roommates to a local church. 

 Giving my testimony to the kids each week turned it into something that is second nature. 

 It became natural to me at camp 

 I look for opportunities to share my faith in word and deed. 

 Joined bible study 

 Campers ask tough questions that need to be addressed. The world will more than likely ask the same questions of us. 
SpringHill has helped prepare me for that. 

 This is still a challenging area for me, but I find myself using things I learned at Spring Hill over and over again. 

 The experiences sharing my faith with campers has helped me to share my faith with other people outside of camp 

 I feel more comfortable sharing my faith story due to us having to share our testimony with our campers and fellow staff 

 As a camper having grown stronger personally.... especially self-confidence, having the confidence to be open about 
myself brought me to be open about my faith 

 More straight forward, answering questions 

 YES. I was pretty open about sharing my faith before SpringHill and went on projects where we would evangelize but 
SpringHill helped me grow in confidence and knowledge of what to share. 

 It is my prayer that people will see Jesus in everything I do. I do not need accolades or recognition for anything. As long 
as people see God in me I’m totally ok with that. 

 Same as above 

 Confidence 

 When you get practice sharing your faith with campers more than weekly it becomes more comfortable 

 Testimonials about my life experiences & how Spring Hill turned my life around after my mom's death at age 9. 

 I am not afraid to let it be known that I am a Christian. 

 I love talking about Jesus to everyone. 

 Since I was sharing my faith to kids every day for three months, it became easier to talk about it with peers/coworkers. 

 Gave me confidence to share myself with others 

 I am more comfortable sharing my faith in knowing what to say and how to relate it to the individual with whom I am 
speaking. 

 By talking about SpringHill I have been able to share all the cool God moments that happened at camp and use those as 
examples 

 Being in leadership 

 By having a prepared testimony. 

 Got me used to sharing 

 Seeing the kids accept the gospel and have a child like faith it made me want to share it with more people and feel more 
comfortable with sharing. 

 I feel so much more comfortable sharing my faith now that I've shared it with so many members of the staff, and with the 
campers I worked with at SpringHill. 

 I had the privilege of recently preaching the gospel to a lady I work with. I could not have developed this without 
SpringHill. 

 In sorority 

 Yes- I know the GOSPEL and I know how to make it simple. 

 Very much so and I can draw on events from camp to use as examples when in discussion with peers/colleagues. 

 I had never really shared my faith before SpringHill. I learned so much about what that looks like over the past three 
summers; I wouldn't even know where to start. It has essentially taught me everything I know about doing evangelism. 

 Sharing my faith on a day-to-day basis taught me how to naturally share my faith in a way that isn't condescending or 
pushy. 

 I did not feel comfortable openly sharing my faith to peers before. 

 When you share consistently and constantly for 10 weeks a summer you get much more confident in sharing faith with 
others 

 I am not afraid to talk about God in an open format. 

 Working among other Christian teenagers allowed me to feel more comfortable sharing my faith and that carried over into 
my life in general. 

 Yes 

 I felt confident living out my faith during my time at SpringHill 

 YES. In school, at home, with my friends, in conversation, everywhere! 

 SH built a culture of sharing who God is 

 Not what I say but what I do. That's all that matters anyway. 

 From the sessions when we talked about seeing God after each activity. 

 I am proud to be a Christian and am not ashamed to share that with other people even if they 

 Sharing faith is such a common experience at SpringHill that it made me more comfortable sharing my own faith, which is 
a big deal for me, since as a rule I am not very good at sharing. 
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 Being that I was sharing my faith and teaching kids about God every single day it's just natural to talk about my faith now. 
There's nothing scary about it. 

 Devotionals with the kids and sharing God's love really stretched my openness with my faith. 

 I had never developed my story in that way before. It was amazing to figure out what my conversion story really was and 
then share it week after week. 

 I loved learning how to share Christ I all the small ways- whether it was carrying rocks to represent our sins or trusting 
through the flying squirrel. 

 I gained a ton of experience sharing the Gospel, and I feel more prepared for sharing my faith now. 

 I am more confident and comfortable sharing my faith. 

 The testimonials SpringHill desires of us helped me become more able to tell my story. 

 YES. 

 As a Catholic in a predominately Protestant arena, I grew in learning how to represent my different beliefs (and even ones 
that were the same) to my Protestant brothers and sisters when asked. 

 I am willing to talk more about my faith and can open up to more people 

 It made it a second nature to me 

 Yes most definitely, sharing my faith with the children at Spring Hill helped me to get into a routine of doing so with the 
people I come across. 

 Yes, being in an environment that is 100% Christian makes it easy to share faith. However it is still difficult to share to the 
world at times. 

 For sure. Leading kid after kid to Christ every week for some summers definitely makes it more comfortable. 

 I'm a more open person in general. 

 I have realized how easy it is to talk about something that is important to me 

 Sharing my faith with little kids gave me experience and made me more comfortable being able to have those 
conversations with peers and adults 

 I can open up more, at least with other Christians. 

 I share my faith with anyone 

 Regardless of what other people think, I am no longer hesitant in speaking of my beliefs. 

 I want to share the gospel with the kids in my neighborhood. 

 Like I said before. I never hesitate to express my excitement about God's love and grace He has for us and I absolutely 
love to talk to anyone about it. 

 It takes a lot to share your faith with a new set of campers each and every week and that practice has made me even 
more willing to tell anyone about my faith. 

 Just more comfortable 

 I am more open about discussing faith with others 

 I don't want to ever miss a chance to tell someone about my faith. SpringHill has opened that door for me. Training at 
SpringHill taught me how to effectively share my faith. I have also built up a lot of confidence over the two summers I have 
worked there: 

 More open to share Christ to my co-workers. 

 Understanding how to share my faith succinctly and effectively helped me be more open to sharing my Christian faith. 

 I am more confident with telling my testimony 

 The 4 years Bible class I am currently in more so, but I'm sure SH played a role too. 

 Sharing your faith is something you do constantly at SpringHill; working there helped it to become more second-nature 

 Spending the summer sharing my faith made me more confident in sharing it outside of camp. 
 
My career choice was guided by my SpringHill work experience. 

 

 I loved the kindergarten age and am now working with 39 5 and 6 year olds every day. 

 Having the chance to serve all day every day has helped me realize how much I love working with people. 

 SpringHill helped me understand I need to be a leader and make an impact that truly matters. I'm going into the law 
enforcement field now. I have the privilege of helping others, while also helping the field understand where Jesus can be 
applied. Unfortunately, law enforcement has a very bad reputation today. I'm hoping to be a model example and show 
people how trust in God can lead to positive interactions with the public. 

 I continued into film in ministry and SpringHill was my intro into that. 

 Writing to keep in touch with campers got me started on writing a lot more. Writing improved my ability to teach ESL 
overseas. (The best language teachers are writers.) But there was little effect in my career path from Springhill other than 
this, frankly. I have too many other influences. :-) 

 I have more interest in working with special needs in my nursing career. 

 Campers led me to working with inner city kids 

 Springhill definitely helped me feel like I had chosen the correct career path to serve God in. 

 I was planning to go into Children's ministry but I realized I couldn’t handle that. And switched to ministry in general 

 After Springhill, I applied for an internship at my church and got the job 
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 Not exactly. I am studying accounting but you can go into anything with accounting. I hoping to go into something with 
children but I'll never know until it happens 

 I have more desire to work at a Christian company because of the atmosphere 

 SH solidified my call to youth and family ministry 

 I decided that I want to work more with child psychology 

 I look for work environments that are very similar to SpringHill. 

 I want to be a pediatric surgeon 

 Since SpringHill, I have decided to look at ministry as a life-long career choice. 

 I always knew that I loved children, but pairing that with my love for Jesus at SpringHill, helped solidify that for me. 

 Definitely want ministry involved somehow 

 I now want to be an elementary school teacher 

 After leaving SpringHill, I chose to pursue ministry full time. 

 I now know that I want to enter into a career of service, and thus I am sticking with my nursing major. Because, like I said 
before, the more time and energy you spend pouring into others, the blessings get poured into you. 

 People I met at camp stuck together and moved to Memphis to seek out more discipleship and ministry work. I have been 
working in a church ever since. 

 Absolutely, Education was confirmed by SpringHill 

 Since working at SpringHill I have decided to become a teacher. 

 I work at a high ropes course with the same work vibe as camp 

 I am in social work and SpringHill has encouraged me to continue to pursue this career. 

 I love working with kids and I now work at an elementary school 

 After my second summer with Springhill I changed my major from a management concentration to not-for-profit business, 
in hopes to work with an organization that serves kids. :) 

 God pushed me to work more with people. 

 I look for jobs that have people interaction. 

 I am studying for sports ministry and I'm hoping to be able to use that to reach kids in new ways to create a safe 
environment where they can have fun and be open to learning new things. 

 I am a 2nd-5th Kid's Church Director at Community Bible Church in San Antonio, TX! 
 

 I am more certain about going into education after working at Spring Hill. 

 Working with kids who need my help 

 I learned that I loved children, and although I was following a track of Social Work at the time, apparently all the 
opportunities for teachable moments have returned, as I received a second degree as a teacher, and love every minute of 
it! 

 Yes! 

 N/a 

 I already knew I was called into youth ministry but SpringHill affirmed that. 

 I went into psychiatry and my experiences from camp prepared me and gave me a passion for mental health. 

 I worked with Special Needs campers and am a school-based physical therapist 

 Yamaha, I tend to run my classroom as much of a mini SpringHill experience as I can. Discipline kids and helping them 
see God in the everyday is what I want to do for the rest of my life, in some form or another, and my experience working 
at SpringHill definitely helped to reveal and confirm that. 

 Fostered love of kids 

 I now want to work with SH forever. If that fails, I know I need to be in the non-profit/children work arena. 

 I am currently a high school teacher and being a high school counselor just confirmed my desire to work with that age 
group. 

 I am now very sure that I want to be teacher when I graduate 

 Because of my first summer staff experience, I have spent the last 12 years in full-time ministry. 

 Special Ed program is great 

 SpringHill has reinforced my drive to pursue a non-profit route of employment. 

 I know now that I want to work with kids as a psychologist 

 I want to pursue ministry, thanks to my SpringHill work experience 

 I think I always wanted to be a teacher, but SHC definitely gave me tools and confirmed that passion and calling. 

 I wanted to have a career where I would be making an impact for the kingdom! 

 Before Springhill I was curious if I would want to be a life long missionary and Springhill helped to cement that. 

 I want to teach middle school kids instead of high school because of New Fro. 

 Working with kids made me realize I wanted to be a teacher. 

 I learned I love working with kids here. 

 I changed my major to Social Work after my first summer, and I want to work in serving my community and neighbors. 
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 I pursued a career in Social Work/Public Child Welfare. It is my hope to work for ministry/Christian-based organization in 
the future. 

 Working as a counselor affirmed that I wanted to teach. 

 Care for people are of utmost importance to me. 

 I'm not sure this applies - I worked in the secular sector, even after attending seminary. 

 IT made me more aware of my passion for working with children. I HAVE MY BACHELORS IN EARLY CHILDHOOD 
DEVELOPMENT, AND WORKED AT A CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT CENTER TEACHING TWO-YEAR OLDS. 

 I am still in college but because of SpringHill I know that I want to work within youth ministry, specifically in the camp 
setting. 

 I am a public school teacher. Instead of saying I’m a teacher who happens to be a Christian I say I’m a Christian who 
happens to be a teacher. Spring Hill taught me that I like the process of teaching others to change lives. 

 Reaffirmed my desire to work with kids 

 I took coursework in Camping and Outdoor Adventure. 

 I worked at another Christian camp after leaving spring Hill. 

 International Business Mgt. Would love to see more international students working at Spring Hill. Camp Beernaert has 
them in Three Rivers, MI. 

 I changed my major from Criminal Justice to Social Work after leaving SpringHill so that I could help kids. 

 Whatever career I pursue after college, I want it to be somewhere where I glorify God everyday - that's what Springhill 
taught me. 

 Outdoor education 

 I decided to work with kids now 

 I changed majors due to the work done during my time at SpringHill 

 I realized that after working with so many college students that I actually wanted to work full time with them and am now 
going to pursue a degree in student development. 

 Having worked in the Kitchen at SpringHill's Michigan overnight location for two summers, I gained experienced that 
helped me get a position at an assisted living facility where I work as a cook. 

 I am a teacher, so I wanted to work with kids for a long time. 

 Yes- I love Christian leadership and the difference it makes in a work environment 

 I want to work for SpringHill full time, so if that's not influenced by my SpringHill experience I don't know what is 

 I am pursuing a degree in ministry and education. 

 I am currently working as the camp relations manager for a camp in Portland Oregon. Springhill was my first camp 
experience and developed my passion for camps. 

 I am a teacher now and part of the reason I knew I wanted to work with kids was because of how much I loved working at 
SpringHill and impacting kids 

 I learned I liked teaching, so I taught at a community college for 8 years. My current job isn't as a teacher but still involves 
educating other teams in the company. 

 Teaching. 

 SpringHill showed me that I want to work at camp for life! 

 I have decided to go to school to be a sign language interpreter I decided this because I wanted deaf children to be able 
to come to camp. 

 I realized how much I care for children with special needs, and someday I hope to impact children with special needs. 

 I want to bring God's hope to those who have none. I feel drawn to meeting the needs of the broken, poor, and rejected. I 
was able to do all of these things at camp and my passion grew. 

 I started a non-profit organization. It's a sleep away summer camp for inner city kids that closely resemble the Spring Hill 
way. My SH experience has greatly shaped the direction of my life. 

 Working at SpringHill gave me confirmation that I want to work with kids in the future. 

 Yes working with kids at Spring Hill I knew I wanted to go into Social Work but I wasn't sure on what area but working I've 
seen that I wanted to work with children that are adopted. 

 I enjoy ministry. 

 Again, I think college had a huge role in this but Spring Hill, that is, ministry, started me out on this track. 

 I found that I love working with and teaching kids, I might end up being a teacher 

 Working at SpringHill reinforced the thought that my career is going to be faith based 

 I'm now almost officially qualified to be a volunteer peer counselor at a ministry for women's center in my town. I'll be able 
to reach out to girls in our town and get to know them make a friendship with them and have a bible study with them. 

 I plan on working in churches as a production manager or technician because I have fallen in love with my work. 

 See comment about becoming an educator. 

 Looking a little bit into teaching along with current goals 

 I want to work with kids 

 The special needs campers moved me in my group, even though I wasn't specifically a special needs counselor. I now 
have a job working with people who have disabilities. 

 Work with kids as a toddler teacher in a daycare/ preschool. 
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 Springhill laid the framework for my work as a mental health counselor in that I loved helping people and creating 
memorable and meaningful experiences in order to help change their life in a positive way. 

 After getting some experience working with individuals with special needs I realized that special education was something 
I wanted to pursue. 

 I had experience there doing lawn maintenance, which is what I do now. 
 
Working at SpringHill strengthened my overall spiritual development. 

 
 

 Before SH I had seen a lot of 'spiritual people'. At SH I met of a lot of genuine, messed up people who loved Jesus. I 
thought I want to be like that. 

 I had to trust God completely. Some of the weeks I knew God were the only reason I was getting through them. 

 I used to just open my Bible and read wherever I opened but now I have direction and have a desire to follow Christ and 
His word 

 Realized how important it is to distinguish ministry and personal time with God. 

 I know how to study the bible, talk to people about my spiritual health and more importantly; I learned how to ask for help 
when my spirituality is struggling. 

 Yes, my spiritual development was incredibly impacted by SpringHill. Again, the surrounding community, the bubble that 
is SpringHill really helped me to pull away from the world and invest my heart in everything I did. 

 While I would not say being at SpringHill drastically changed my spiritual life, it was definitely strengthened by being with a 
strong community of Christians. 

 Absolutely, amazing summer focused on Jesus that solidified my relationship and walk with Christ 

 Having to work with people and leaders who often forgot the SHX mission certainly improves one's spiritual experience. 
And seeing other amazing leaders set a powerful example of leadership also has the same effect. That's the package life 
gives us. 

 After working all summer focused on sharing the Gospel, I think this part is inevitable. 

 Filled back up 

 Overall I feel so much closer to the Lord in every part of my life. From reading the Word to sharing the Gospel. 

 My goal was to become more familiar with individual Bible verses and I completed that. 

 I was challenged in how I saw God and how I believed he worked in people. I now see how He works in multiple different 
ways, and I saw how His people are searching to follow him in different ways through different churches 

 I grew closer to God through the close friendships and intentionality 

 Higher ground was perfect 

 When I was sick, someone at SpringHill who I had never met one-on-one, found me to pray for me. I will never forget that 
humbling experience. 

 Being part of a group who's sole purpose was to advance the kingdom of God helped remind me of what we are called to 
be everyday as Christians. 

 Anytime you spend a week pouring into others for the furthering of Christ it's going to strength ting your walk. 

 I am listening more to what God has for me, and spending more time prayer and worship to grow closer to Him. 

 I grew closer to God 

 I grew closer to sisters and brothers in Christ and was reminded of my true identity in Christ while at camp. I was 
challenged and learned to trust God more. 

 Fellowship, and worship helped. But it was realizing that Jesus time should be all the time 

 Yes, I have never known where to start. Like reading my bible where do I start. With my devotional book it makes it a lot 
easier 

 SH helped me figure out that Biblical knowledge was 100% different than a living, breathing relationship with Christ. 

 We had such a good support system at day camps where we had devos every day and that really strengthened my 
relationship with God 

 Being exhausted, stretched beyond my limits, and pouring out without being poured into forced me to trust and rely that 
the Lord is my strength and will provide for everything I need. 

 No every way 

 Was pretty new in living for Jesus when I started working at camp. Completely different lifestyle now. 

 Absolutely, 100% 

 Mostly through the community and friends I made on staff 

 Everyday I was constantly surrounded by Gods presence and God loving people and that helped me go in the right 
direction 

 I am stronger now than I ever have been in my faith 

 Springhill has strengthened my faith so much! I have learned to better myself to get closer to God! 

 I see God and His works more. 

 I learned to rely on God and get my strength from Him. 

 My relationship with God has grown so much. I put all of my faith in him and even more now. He always forgives. 
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 Better devotional 

 Faith has grown and I have a better understanding of my relationship with Christ 

 Yes 

 This summer was a challenging one for me, and through those challenges, I sought the Lord for strength. And He always 
provided, even if it was in ways I didn't desire or expect. SpringHill taught me to trust God's plans and has definitely 
strengthened my spiritual life now. 

 Though I walked with the Lord before and during camp, my work at camp strengthened a desire to continue a daily walk 
with the Lord. 

 I know where I stand with my faith in God 

 Yes 

 I thought about many things during my time at SpringHill. 

 SpringHill gave me a strong since of community and solidified the importance of it. 

 I better understood what was necessary to plan and collaborate on with a team of people to carry out an experience as 
opposed to just allowing things to happen. Spirituality in an experience is still a business model. And it also needs to work 
similar to a business. I need to work at my spirituality. 

 Very true! 

 I feel that I now have a better understanding of God and how He works in life. SpringHill was an opportunity for me to step 
back and let Him be in control. I've learned to let go of what I've tried to control in my life, and let Jesus take the wheel. 

 I was new when I began my work. Since then I have learned so much about how the bible impacts my life. 

 Same as above 

 I didn't know I was so far from God until I camp-to-camp and relied on my Faith to carry me through the entire summer. 
Training week, I found out my parents was divorcing. I had to get strength from God to help me make it through an entire 
summer without being with my family. God did wonders! 

 Meeting coworkers and leaders with different beliefs than me made me become more invested in searching for truth. 

 It was encouraging to get to know other staff members who challenged me to grow in my walk with the Lord 

 I have grown in my relationship with Christ after working at SpringHill and witnessing the faith that other people working at 
SpringHill have 

 Definitely. I saw through the Word that God has put a new heart and a new spirit in his people. 

 I am more aware of strengths and weaknesses in my spiritual life. 

 I was able to learn so much by teaching kids and discussing God 

 I have been challenged to keep my eyes constantly on Christ and remain in him daily. 

 No words. I will never be the same. 

 Consistent focus on my faith changed my relationship with God. 

 I feel free and open to worship rather than in a shell. 

 I feel more confident and comfortable in dealing with the troubles of the world and my flesh. 

 In both my personal relationship with God and how I experience God in the community of the church. 

 Yes. I feel like I am rooted strongly in my faith after my work experience here. 

 Being in the word daily with so many other great people really helped to strengthen my relationship with God and re-affirm 
the importance of leaning on others to help in my walk with God. 

 SpringHill has brought me closer to God and really reminds me of how awesome He is. 

 I grew a lot in the ways I learned to rely on God in everything on a daily basis and how to find God's presence in the midst 
of my daily routine. 

 To see how the leadership lead by example and gave us the knowledge to learn to be a stronger Christian, I believe in my 
life it started a seed growing and it continues till today 

 Because of Spring Hill, I grew in my prayer life, my faith and spent more time with God! 

 I try to incorporate faith into everyday experiences such as music. 

 I have many Ebenezer’s after working at Spring Hill that I remember when I am feeling distant. The Ebenezer’s are certain 
memories where I can see God's faithfulness and strength during tough weeks. 

 More confident 

 Coming from a home where my father was an emotionally abusive alcoholic and my mom enabled, was difficult. My 
sisters all moved out the first chance they got, and the only strong spiritual influence I had was my grandmother who died 
when I was in sixth grade. Spring Hill staff became my spiritual family. These were the best days of my life, by far! :) 

 Yes! 

 I recommitted my life to the Lord and was baptized at camp, so it holds a special place in my heart 

 I learned how to stay in devotions and what it looks like to live in a Christian community. 

 It's hard not to grow in faith while at camp- it surrounds you! I learned a lot about Christianity and was close to God during 
my time at SpringHill. 

 I'm still having some troubles in my spiritual life, but God and I are discussing things now instead of me just saying things 
to Him constantly 

 The encouraging environment certainly helped to strengthen the foundation of faith. 

 I am surer of my faith and what is required of me to continue to strengthen the relationship with Him. 
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 I recognized the importance of community through my time at SpringHill and that's helped strengthen me by trying to find 
other Christians to plug in with here, but also not Christians. 

 I have more of a want to do my devotions and be involved more with CRU 

 Each day is another day of perseverance and giving up is not worth the consequences nor is turning to sin. I learned that 
the most when I faced temptation at camp but was in a safe environment to repent to God. 

 Enoch was my inspiration. 

 I learned the value of mentorship (both for myself and me for others) as well as the beauty of spiritual disciplines. 

 All around improvement 

 I have a larger knowledge base, greater examples that I've seen, and a deeper understanding of truth. 

 I grew closer to Christ and continue to strive to be close to him. 

 (For all the aforementioned reasons) 

 SpringHill has taught me to look in depth into the Bible. 

 Yes it was greatly improved. 

 I was challenged at all levels during camp. I became aware of my need for God in new way and how I must lean on him 
and live in his ability and not my own. 

 Same as above 

 The work at Spring Hill is richly rewarding, but too hard to do on your own stamina and talents...I saw firsthand how much 
relying on God to do His work was vital! I also WANTED the peace, passion, and joy that I saw mentors have, and when 
they shared their hearts and how God was working in them, I witnessed that it was true! 

 I saw God work in so many amazing ways at SpringHill! After seeing how God works so close and personal I could never 
deny Him majesty! 

 It's made me more open to share my faith. 

 Now have true brother and sisters in Christ to keep me accountable, share in the lord with 

 I have never been so dependent on God before. 

 I am much stronger in my faith after SpringHill. I wasn’t even reading my Bible before SpringHill and now I am much more 
involved in my own spiritual growth. 

 I am not afraid to talk about the subject now. 

 I made some positive growth 

 I think I was given a great experience in what it looks to be fully immersed in a Christian community. I've never felt freer 
from temptations and doubt. 

 I don't know where I would be if I didn't work at SpringHill. My faith was strengthened a million times more there then it 
has been anywhere else. 

 My faith has never been the same since camp- God became so real 

 I reflect on my work time at SpringHill as one of my pillars of spiritual growth in my Christian walk. 

 Finding a community at home, relying more on prayer and giving more of my life to God 

 I can't believe I was a counselor at 19... I knew nothing. I learned so much from peers and friends at camp. Life changing 
experience. 

 This is absolutely true - I remember making very real decisions about how I would proceed in certain relationships with 
others at camp during my summers there. There was always an opportunity to apply what we were taught. 

 AFTER WORKING AT SPRINGHILL I WAS ON FIRE FOR God. 

 By the interaction of others who were stronger spiritually n the effects that they had on me 

 Figuring out who I am and where I fit in the whole story 

 I grew up there in so many ways. 

 I was a very new believer my first summer at SpringHill, I was only in Christ for a year, and SpringHill taught me discipline 
and grew my faith in mighty ways through the Holy Spirit. 

 The discipline of learning God's word is very important. The repetition of reteaching lessons for the whole summer taught 
me to rethink of reading the same passage the same way each time. Having to do the lessons over and over helped to 
rethink my thinking and come up with new strategies for delivering the same content. I feel like I have a better growth 
mindset about my own personal learning. The older I get I can look at the same biblical wisdom with different perspectives 
and experiences to back them 

 Again. It let me see how being in His word is good 

 Lit a desire in me to learn more 

 I saw people coming to Christ for salvation. I saw God at work in the lives of campers, retreaters and fellow staffers. 

 God used SpringHill Camps to teach me a whole lot about myself and who he was. I know more about my calling, more 
about my family, and more about God's plan for me. God taught me his character is to never leave and that his plan will 
change our lives, we just need to trust it. In the midst of me being terrified God can provide a peace that is like no other. It 
all just made me fall deeper in love with him. 

 I learned to control my temper and change my outlook to fit work & me for me better. Can't control other's reactions or 
attitudes, words. Just how I respond to them. 

 I have fewer doubts about adequacy. 

 Jesus is my life. I live because he died for me. 
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 Working there allowed me to strengthen my faith because of how often I was talking about Jesus and in the word. 

 Continued my passion 

 I was at a place of complacency before SH, but now I have more of a fire 

 I realized the importance of community and fellowship in my walk w/ Christ. I got into the habit of finding my own God 
Time. I am more comfortable sharing my faith in knowing what to say and how to relate it to the I feel closer to Him 

 I have learned that only Jesus can overflow my cup and I use that as a daily reminder 

 Always continuing 

 My time in the word revealed major areas of sin I was able to address. 

 Care and love for others, as well as devotional life. 

 Christ centered environment helped faith blossom 

 Because we were in the word every day and became more vulnerable 

 I spend more time in the word and in prayer than I have ever spent and enjoy a stronger relationship with God. 

 I grew spiritually from my time there. 

 Definitely stronger influence 

 It was a big stepping stone in my faith 

 Agreed 

 I learned so much about loving God and loving people. I feel like the community when I work for SpringHill just pushes me 
to know Jesus more and I have grown so much closer to him as a result of that. 

 Every aspect was developed. 

 Yes 

 Showed me importance of Christian community, continual prayer, seeing joy in life that comes from Jesus, and leading 
selflessly and as a servant to God 

 I am more connected with the Holy Spirit. 

 I met some wonderful people 

 I felt very strong in my faith during my time at SpringHill. 

 SO MUCH. I better understand His unfailing love for me and I just have grown to love Him so much more! 

 At the time it was... I believed more deeply and naively than ever since. 

 Staff devotionals. 

 I was so inspired by the strong faith of other employees that I worked hard to have the same kind of faith 

 I still think back to a few very memorable God moments where God used the camp (a Sunday staff service, a Friday 
drama, a particular quiet time) to speak directly to my heart. 

 Yes 

 SpringHill really showed me the benefits of having a close relationship with God, and is what helped me turn the corner 
from simply following Christ to actively pursuing Him. 

 Because of my experience at SpringHill I'm not afraid to ask questions or seek advice or clarification about God or 
something in the bible. I'm learning more every day and I also have a lot more Christian friends that have my back. 

 During my time at Spring Hill, I was challenged to grow in my faith. This helped guide me in college, too, I believe. 

 It was a challenging summer, but it helped me grow in ways I could not have anticipated. The fellowship and corporate 
worship helped me keep my focus on the Lord, and in the downtime I was able to spend time in the Word. It took me to a 
new level in my walk with Jesus that I hadn't been. 

 I learned a lot of discernment that summer. I learned a lot of skills that I carried into my role in a youth ministry in college 
and afterward. 

 The summers there were invaluable in helping me to gain confidence in sharing 

 I have continued to grow and develop my love for the Lord 

 I wouldn't be where I am at in my walk with God if it were not for working at SpringHill. 

 I learned to be disciplined and take initiative in my faith. I also learned the importance of leaning on God and the body and 
finding rest in Him. 

 SpringHill was a step in the journey and served its purpose towards my growth. 

 YES. 

 I am spending more time with God 

 I began relying on God more because of my experiences at SpringHill. 

 It's hard to tell 

 Camp taught me to rely on God alone for strength and for love. I learned how inept and inadequate I am and how much I 
need God. 

 Yes, it has increased. 

 Absolutely - I think my Spring Hill experience got me through (spiritually) middle / High school. As a worker - how could it 
not? Doing ministry all day every day for a whole summer, that is, if you are all in, definitely makes you absolutely depend 
on God, and this boosts everything spiritually. I'm not sure if that made sense - this is a lot of typing guys. 

 My habits are more consistent with a Christian's lifestyle. 

 I spend time praying for guidance each day in what God calls me to do 
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 Yes 

 Very much so. I saw Christ in new ways. 

 Growing in my faith with others impacted my faith 

 I gained a better understanding of the Love God has for me from the camp leaders. 

 My love for the church and what that looks like has been changed. I see the church as my family. 

 There's always something new that I find I need to work on with my relationship with God. You would think work would 
distract you from the work that needs to be done in yourself, but here; you find that God put you there for a reason and He 
knows exactly what you need to better yourself and your relationship with Him. 

 See previous. 

 Surrounded by strong Christians 

 Being surrounded by the SpringHill community helped me thrive for a stronger relationship. It challenged me. 

 I learned so much through the kids and through other staff. I learned how to rely on God through hard times. I have 
learned how to relate things back to God as well. Through out the bible studies we did as areas and higher grounds I had 
more of a desire for a relationship with God than I had ever had before/ 

 I grew in my relationship with Christ. 

 Christian community is key! 

 I learned to fully rely on God 

 I can't think of specifics, but I am certain this is true. 

 I learned lessons at SpringHill about physically relying on the Holy Spirit for strength in weariness, which has translated 
into every area of my life. While working at SpringHill, I also developed a much keener sense and understanding of 
spiritual warfare. 

 It happens everyday at camp. 

 When there I was going to the services. 
 
 
My parenting style was positively affected by my SpringHill work. 
 

 I learned to be a lot more patient from my time at SHC. 

 I was shown a lot of ways that worked with kids and a lot of ways that really didn't work. I feel I'm more aware of how I 
want to raise my kids after working a whole summer with them 24/7 

 I would like to hope so, yes. I'm not married with kids yet, but I think that I learned how to better incorporate Jesus into my 
daily interactions, conversations, and disciplines. 

 I am not a parent, but I have a godson with a single mother and it's complicated. I have found that my style in dealing with 
him has been significantly influenced by having experience with many people and having stayed in touch with campers 
growing up. When he spits me sass, it doesn't faze me and I don't take it personally. Had he been my first experience 
watching someone grow up, I probably would take it personally as many young parents do. When he yells at me I say, 
that’s fine, as long as you lead. 

 I was raised to punish with actions not with words. SpringHill camps taught me to love all children in the same way but 
discipline them in a different way. 

 I am not a parent, but. Think about it a lot with how I would like to parent my kids 

 I am looking forward to being a parent more now 

 I am a nanny and I make sure that God is in our every day life 

 I'm better at interacting with kids 

 I know what will get to my kids and where I would like them to be in their faith journey at different age levels. 

 My child benefits from the experience I gained working with children at Spring Hill. I am especially grateful for the 
opportunity to work with special needs children. 

 I'm not a parent and I do not take care of kids often 

 True story: I didn't think I was capable of taking care of kids when I started Springhill. I didn't want kids of my own. Now I 
think that sometimes I understand kids better than most adults. In the future I hope to work with kids or helping kids daily. 
Furthermore, I really do want my own kids one day. I've learned how to listen and communicate on the level that kids need 
to be understood on. 

 It showed me what we do now can effect someone in the long run. 

 I show agape love to my children and show them the meaning of unconditional love. 

 I am not yet a parent but I know it will be. 

 I am not a parent, but I improved at taking care of children. 

 Okay, so I don't actually have any kids of my own yet, but working at camp has certainly shaped how I PLAN to parent my 
kids some day and how I interact with my current elementary students. One of the biggest aspects is the focus on building 
that relationship with them and making them feel so loved so that I have the opportunity to share with them about the 
great God who loves them so much MORE. Also I want to always be pointing out to them how God relates to every aspect 
of our lives. 

 I strive to put God first in my marriage and to be the spiritual leader of the family. 
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 I learned I am not a natural disciplinarian. 

 I encouraged my children to be campers and workers at SpringHill and it changed their life for a closer walk with God. 

 I am much better around kids and have developed a love of spending time with them. 

 Strong yes. I learned a lot more about child discipline 

 I try to pray first before doing anything with my son & we try to find back up in the Bible 

 I believe my own parents modeled great parenting (not perfect, no one is!), but SHC helped me see so many different 
campers and staffers all from different backgrounds, and it helped me decide what I did and didn't want to be/ do as a 
parent. Also, the week for campers was INTENTIONAL! That has helped me see that as a parent, I also want to be 
intentional, even when looking to use teachable moments with my own kids! I also learned that we are in a spiritual battle, 
and the enemy seeks to lie, steal, and d 

 I realized the power of encouragement, naming character traits seen in my kids, having messing fun with them, high fives 
and singing goofy songs 

 I know it's not just delivering knowledge about God to kids but helping them really develop a personal relationship with 
God. My kids and I pray regularly and make sure we pray before tests and quizzes, long trips and anything that my kids 
would consider a time to give our cares up to God. I don't yell over spilled milk and with an ADHD son, we've had a lot of 
spilled milk moments. I don't need to yell or holler, it just becomes a teachable moment in our house. 

 Huge impact on the day to day faith formation in the home with my own children 

 Knowledge of kids songs 

 Dealt with many obstacles raising a teen daughter alone. Tried to be a positive role model and mentor. 

 I worked with kids so that helped 

 I don't have kids but I live with 2 small children and I make sure to show them love at all times. 

 I know how to connect with kids a lot better and how to balance friendship and authority. 

 I feel more confident in my ability to parent when that time comes based on training 

 When I become a parent, I want to treat my kids like this and share the gospel with them 

 Agreed 

 I've learned to work and play more with my children, as they will learn through positive experiences. 

 Yes 

 Counselor? No I was a mother to my 13-18 kids in a given week. First aid, a listening ear, teacher, playmate, goofy friend, 
the one that explained right from wrong, the disciplinary figure, I gained a lot of experience being in charge of so many 
kids with different struggles backgrounds and personalities. When I have my own kids it will feel a lot more confident 
because I've handles so many kid problems already. 

 I had more exposure to various ages of children. 

 Have a stronger idea of how I want to parent 

 I don't have a specific example because I don't have kids yet, but leading a group of sometimes cranky and energetic kids 
gave me valuable experience that I can use in the future as a parent. 

 The way I relate to kids in general. I think I am probably more patient and can get down to their level in a more effective 
way. 

 Being a parent is almost equivalent to being a camp counselor 24/7. To have the opportunity to unconditionally love on my 
children is something I anticipate but am willing to wait for. 

 I want to make sure I help my kids fall in love with God on their own terms 

 It is like practice 
 
 
My SpringHill work experience helped me attain my next job 

 

 Here are various roles to play at S.H. that is used in interviews and on applications. 

 Having the experience put my foot in the door to be a teachers aid 

 The leadership role looks good on an application. 

 I now work at spring hill on the weekends so I am assuming that my work this summer helped me attain this job. 

 I got my next job through a SH connection 

 While an intern at RE/MAX, the realtor was very excited to see that I was open with my faith and was a practicing 
Christian. 

 It was really helpful for my resume to say I already had a job in film before I graduated college. 

 Looks good on resume and I can share experiences and learning points in interviews 

 I think that when I apply for my next job I will bring up a lot of skills gained through the being a camp counselor like 
communication, mediation, responsibility, and leadership. 

 I volunteer and babysit with people with special needs. 

 I was a nanny the next summer and was able to showcase my responsibities of watching many kids at a time 

 At camp I work with a couple special need campers and now I take care of one 

 I received my lifeguard certification at SpringHill. With that certification I was able to get another lifeguarding job. 

 Because of Springhill, I got my internship 
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 Not exactly. Again front desk, but also being available for everyone is what I look forward in my current job 

 Middle school/ high school youth leader 

 I now work at hobby lobby and I think having SpringHill on my resume influenced his decision 

 I meant to put does not apply 

 My impulsive decision to fill out an application to work at camp has shown me that applying for a job doesn't have to be so 
anxiety driven. 

 It just helped me have more work experience 

 Yes my Boss went to Springhill! 

 I had an interview at a manufacturing company and the conductor of the interview hired me because she recognized 
spring hill from my resume and that it was a deciding factor for my hire. 

 SpringHill was the one job I had before my current job 

 Yes the church is paying me for the work in the youth group 

 While at my last summer at SpringHill Indiana, I interviewed for a job in Kansas City Missouri, where my supervisor had 
also worked at SpringHill Michigan. That connection was a great way to relate and communicate with one another. 

 I am going to work at SpringHill again this summer, so obviously my past experience this summer helped me obtain my 
job this upcoming summer! 

 Experience & references 

 I work in a Christian Ministry at WMU. Talking with adults, about life, and how to serve them. That is what we did every 
week when we talked to parents about how to make their kids have the best week possible. 

 I've been working part time at bear creek camp in northeast pa. One look at my resume and they were very quick to hire 
me and give me responsibilities. 

 My next job was very relatable to the work environment at camp 

 Camp experience is good for education resumes. They want to know that you can really work with kids... And living with 
them proves that. Ha-ha 

 Yes 

 It gave me more people skills to deal with issues in the sports department I work at. 

 I had the work experience I needed to get my job. 

 I developed a good work ethic at SpringHill and demonstrated it along with being a quick learner. I used SpringHill for a 
reference for my next job. 

 Yes! I am a 2nd-5th Kid's Church Director at Community Bible Church in San Antonio, TX! 

 I'm working at the assisted living facility and used SpringHill as a reference. 

 I coach high school kids 

 The confidence I gained at camp helped with interviewing; the spiritual growth helped with Campus Life; the experience 
with counseling and dealing with children of various ages helped obtain my social work job. 

 I was able to list them as a reference. 

 My job right after college was teaching English as a second language in a high school in Spain. I used my experience 
from SpringHill to provide examples of how I was equipped for the job during my interview. 

 My responsibilities and experiences leading kids at camp helped me to get my next job as a missionary teacher. 

 Clinical hours/experience to get into Grad school 

 I got a job at the Ball State Phonation where I build rapport with alumni and ask them to donate to our scholarship fund. 
When they heard I worked at a camp with parents, kids, and other college students they hired me since I knew what kind 
of things to say to build good rapport. 

 Every job I've had has in some way had a connection to SpringHill (3 jobs since SH). 

 I talked a lot about it during my interview, so I guess so. 

 I believe that the confidence gained through ministry years helped me, as well as showing on my resume the years that I 
worked hard being a servant-leader, serving kids...as a teacher, that is my job today! 

 My next job was in children's ministry and SpringHill gave me the experience that I needed. 

 Instead of high school students, I am now thinking middle school. 

 Being a camp counselor definitely proves to an employer that you can handle a lot. 

 Work experience helps. 

 I was able to talk about the leadership, responsibilities, mission, and more in every job interview! 

 It was great experience to prepare me to teach. 

 I drove from working at camp (special needs counselor) to a handful of special end teaching interviews one summer. I 
believe the energy and excitement from camp, which showed up in my interview helped me attain my job. I also think that 
the experience of inclusion taught me much and I brought that experience to my interview. 

 I used it as a reference... Yes. 

 Connections, connections. 

 Boss was impressed with the hours I logged as a counselor 

 Worked at other HS jobs after that summer. 

 Name recognition and the reputation showed future employers that I would be a reliable & trustworthy person. 

 It's experience and it showed me how not to lead 
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 It helped my ability to work with others of all backgrounds. 

 They felt it was good experience 

 They were encouraged by faith based work and camp experience 

 I will be interning and this experience helped show my passion for the Lord 

 Thanks to my time in SpringHill's kitchen, I gained skills that helped me to get my position as a cook at an assisted living 
facility in Michigan. 

 The school I work at has a connection to Springhill and was excited to see I had a similar connection. 

 Yeah because it's the next position in SpringHill 

 It directly led to my current job through a family I met. 

 I have worked for 4 summer camps since my time at SpringHill. My overall camp experience has led me to the job I hold 
today. 

 Yes 

 I ran a Kids Club for Youth works my following summer, and I'm sure my camp experience helped me get the job. 

 After SpringHill, I worked at another camp, and people I knew from SpringHill are directly responsible for helping attain 
that new camp job. 

 It was working at spring hill flag led me to change my major from using to special education. (I've since gone on to get my 
masters in clinical counseling) 

 I was able to speak of my leadership experience at SpringHill when I applied to my internship last summer! 

 I am now a chaplain and used my experience at SpringHill to share my passion and growth in the area of mentoring and 
leading others in spiritual growth. 

 I had my job before SpringHill 

 Does not apply. 

 Yes, my work experience is what caught the attention of my current employer. 

 I have used SpringHill staff members as my references. Also, I have shared my experiences in interviews to help me 
secure jobs in leadership positions. 

 I was able to get hired for another summer at SpringHill 

 Gave me confidence to go for it 

 I have been able to tell interviewers about my experience of working on a team and with a co-counselor. Other employers 
are extremely impressed on how well SpringHill staff works together. (I think there is something truly special about that!!). 
I have also been able to explain all the leadership skills you gain when leading approx 15 kids for a week! 

 I ended up getting an internship and then I started my career. 

 My sophomore year of college I took a position in leadership in a local campus ministry. 

 I have drawn from experiences there in interviews and to illustrate lessons I have learned 

 After working at SpringHill, my university saw that as a valuable experience and hired me as an RA. 
 
The training and work experience I received at SpringHill has made me a better leader in my work and in my life. 

 

 It taught me a lot about what makes a good leader and what is/is not effective. 

 Even a leader has to be responsible to someone and even though I have been given leadership roles I am still called to 
be a follower in some areas and I feel as if only true leaders can handle that type of work ethic 

 Trained to be a better leader, deal with problems, and turn to God for everything. 

 The variety of students I worked with helped me in my current position 

 The ways I learned to be a leader this summer were not specific to camp. They were experiences that I use in everyday 
life to help me stay on the right track with God and to help the people around me. 

 Yes, SpringHill allowed me, again, to be more of a servant leader, using Christ's example to put others ahead in my life. 

 Confident and loving Christian women 

 I'd say the training probably did help. But it's more the experience of having to work with people that prepare people. 
However, the two didn't seem to connect. They seemed simultaneous, but unrelated, the training and the experience, that 
is. The teamwork problem at the Hill made me much better by teaching me to put up with other people. The training didn't 
do much to explain how vision and mission filters its way down to the individual choices of each hour and minute. The 
best kept secret about teamwork 

 I loved camp and it gave me an appreciation for small children and added a part to my testimony. 

 I now have a better perspective on what it means to be a leader in a humble, Godly way. 

 I am not afraid to demonstrate how to work with someone with special needs. 

 I just have a better understanding of how I best lead 

 Overall spring hill taught me how to be more Christ like 

 See above statements 

 Much of the training we received has allowed me to have more empathy with situations in peoples lives 

 If you can learn to lead 3rd graders at a camp, there aren't many situations you can't lead in. 

 All of it, knowing how to work with others and lead others has greatly impacted how I lead in work and everyday life 

 I learned skills that directly carry over to my desired career field. I learned patience. 
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 Yes! I always try to put my self out there to help anyone and every I can 

 SH throws you through the gauntlet as a leader. You'd have to be a baboon to not grow in leadership while there. 

 I am more confident after being able to lead eighteen children and now feel that I can do anything 

 We have two-three weeks of training, I'd hope it'd stick 

 I feel I am more capable of being a leader so I don't shy away from leadership roles now 

 By giving me hope and experience to learn other skills 

 I have stepped up at work in my leadership role as well as being more patient with my coworkers 

 Leadership skills for future career 

 I have really been trying to step up my leadership, so I can have fellowship with other believers. 

 Helped me to work together with people and stay organized. Especially since I told high schoolers what to do all day every 
day 

 I have learned how to utilize my time better. 

 The skills I learned have carried over into my role as a pastor. 

 I have learned to roll with the punches. The target sports programs are not in great conditions so I've learned to problem 
solve. 

 Helps me out 

 I understand how to lead better 

 Yes 

 I am generally more confident in social interactions. SpringHill helped me build an outgoing persona that I use in my day-
to-day interactions with people. 

 They equip you so well at SpringHill with resources and instilling a passion in their leadership and whole staff to be 
leaders wherever they are working and whatever they are doing, and I can see that taking effect in my life today. 

 Confident 

 Yes 

 I gained more confidence, knowledge and experience to put it simply. 

 I learned alot about being flexible and leading people in a positive way, while working as an implementer at SpringHill 
Indiana. 

 The SpringHill training gave me good professional tips about how to be a good employee in the work field. 

 I understand how to take into account people's feelings and being intentional with everyone I encounter. 

 Our training was great! I think there was a lot of care and thought put into it. I was handed a lot of tools and disciplines 
that I still apply today! 

 I can communicate better now to people, and not feel nervous because I had a lot of practice at camp. 

 Taking the confidence that SpringHill leaders instilled in me has been invaluable in the way I plan my career and life. 

 Only because leadership is influence and servant-hood 

 Friends have noticed a positive difference in me this year and I give that credit to God working through me at camp. 

 I know how to express my faith better and help people with their walk with Christ 

 I have been able to grow as an RA and even friend by knowing when to ask hard questions, when to listen, and when to 
pour out encouragement for the people I lead. 

 The empowerment of my leadership skills through counseling has given me the confidence to know that I can handle on-
the-spot decisions and lots of pressure. I've learned that I simply love serving people, and that I can still be a leader while 
being a servant. 

 I became more comfortable in ambiguous situations because I had go make decisions as a leader at camp. 

 I feel more comfortable discerning between right and wrong and what to do afterwards. 

 Yes 

 I think the challenges I faced working at Springhill made me more flexible. Also, better able to recognize people's 
individual strengths and how to incorporate that while working in a group. 

 I have more patience, humor and confidence in all my leadership positions now. 

 It added to my expertise and for that I am grateful. 

 I have more confidence in my abilities as a leader and a greater knowledge of my strengths and how they can help 
people. I have also developed a greater understanding of being selfless, servant-leader while at SpringHill and I have 
great desire to see people grow and develop in their workplace and in the spiritual and general lives. 

 My leadership qualities were strengthened and I now take more initiative in my work and school life. 

 I learned about servant Leadership at Spring Hill. I also learned how to have fun with ministry! I also learned how to pour 
into the next generation! 

 My experience passing medications helped me to move up in position at my job. 

 I find it easier to talk with others and take initiative in relationships. 

 Safety 

 Learning how to work with people from backgrounds vastly different than mine; beginning to learn that I was valuable to 
God just as I was, and not damaged goods, just having God's love shown to me through other staffers.... all of that has 
made me who I am. I am truly grateful. 

 My leader was. Not the beat at Springhill in the. Barn so I was able to learn from her mistakes. 
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 I know how to take charge of certain situations and handle things calmly as opposed to my first summer 

 SpringHill has helped me to more effectively lead my bible studies on my campus. 

 I think that SpringHill allowed me to learn how to be a good leader. And in my job now, I use those leadership skills I 
developed at camp. 

 If I were to go try to pick out every thing I learned at camp, every skill or quality I developed at camp that I regularly use in 
my current life as a missionary teacher, I would be sitting here typing all night. Scratch that. Maybe all week. God used my 
time at SpringHill to grow me and mold me in so many ways, and to prepare me for so many things; I can't even begin to 
list them. 

 Learned a lot about working with a huge variety of people toward a common goal 

 I learned a lot of my weaknesses, mainly how my introverted nature comes out when I'm struggling and I don't like talking 
about it and also that I crack under pressure. Knowing that about myself helped me work on those areas and also INS 
jobs that are more conducive to my needs as a person. 

 Learning what to do and what not to do, how to lead by example. 

 Helps me to keep things in prospective and to serve others add much a possible. 

 Teaching Middle School Sunday school once a month 

 I have a better picture of what I need to provide to those that I am leading. 

 Yes and No. I certainly learned some valuable techniques, but I also learned about the type of leader I never want to 
become. That said, there's a lot I could further elaborate on this topic as well. 

 Just like the first question. 

 It is much easier for me to share my faith with my friends and some adults 

 YES! 

 Again, the training and mentoring I received in my jobs at SHC shaped my leadership philosophy -- Leadership Challenge, 
Good to Great, and the Grace Adventures training we did are the 3 I think stand out most. 

 I know how to be a good leader now 

 I haven't sought leadership roles though it has had a positive impact on me. 

 I can now effectively lead those who need my guidance. 

 The training was great! Long, but great. 

 I feel like I could influence people as a leader. 

 I believe it had some improvement. 

 I learned a lot in training but more so during camp including how to handle certain situations and how to love and support 
those around me more intentionally. 

 Im not as reserved as I was 

 We all worked hard, we prepared our hearts for the work and we followed plans for intentional discipleship. This lends to 
the planning, praying, and choosing to be professional and compassionate at the same time in my work as a teacher. 

 SpringHill helped me to come out of my shell and not be so afraid of what people thought of me. 

 My experience taught me how to lead large groups effectively with energy. 

 More experienced 

 I am not afraid to be myself and let the light of Christ shine through me. 

 I feel that I can take on a lot more stress after working at SpringHill. 

 I step up when needed. 

 SH set a standard for the kind of community that I would like to see in any Christian work environment. 

 It also provided me with community of women who seek Jesus and point me towards him. This has helped me in the 
workplace and in life. 

 It has impacted my life in so many ways 

 My work there helped me to develop good leadership skills for my current career position. 

 Definitely - more confidence. 

 Cause n effect...by training n work I gained the confidence to be a good example 

 Experience and team member helped me grow in awareness and service to others. 

 I can now approach situations with confidence and patience and I believe that SpringHill has made me a well-rounded, 
eager to learn worker. 

 I am more willing to take on leadership rolls because I came out of my introverted shell. I am now a public speaker and 
travel around Michigan to teach teachers about educational strategies fro differentiated learning and found a wonderful 
love to lead women's bible studies and humbly serve as a guest speaker to share my personal struggles with overcoming 
depression and anxiety. That totally would not have happened if not for that one young lady I met on my first day at 
SpringHill when I fondly remember t 

 Experience with kids 

 I am willing to do my best to work with people, to serve in any capacity needed and to respect persons in even the lowest 
of jobs. We are all needed. 

 I now work as a chef in a restaurant. That's a stressful job and the prep cook; order takers and dishwashers look to me for 
guidance. SpringHill is all about loving people that focus has carried into my job. Despite the stress levels or the 
workloads my coworkers need to know that I am here for them, I appreciate all the work they do and I love them. When 
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you feel valued and you know your work doesn't go unnoticed, you are motivated to do better. SpringHill also taught me 
how to have intentional converse 

 

 I'm not afraid to be a voice. Give my opinion; share my ideas, even when they are different than my coworkers. 

 My friends have noticed the change in me. 

 I was taught how to live a life that reflects Christ and I'm thankful for that. 

 Willingness to work hard for Christ 

 I learned how to work with others and become a more confident person 

 I have learned how to communicate my thoughts better when talking to others and how to resolve issues 

 My experience has given me much more patience in my leadership. 

 By learning more about myself I have been able to leverage the areas of leadership I am strong in and work on my weak 
areas. 

 It's from the good leaders that I've worked with and the bad leaders that have encouraged me to work harder at being the 
best leader that I can be. 

 Got used to peer leadership and sharing 

 The way we treat and share with others I learned how to treat others with Jesus' love at school and life. 

 I'm a better listener now than I have ever been, and am able to handle situations at work when the residents I work with 
don't know how to handle a situation. 

 Look to God for strength verses myself 

 YES! 

 Agreed 

 Yep. Kinda already said that 

 Springhill gave me good practice and examples for what it looks like to be a good leader. 

 Yes! 

 Servant and selfless leadership, effective conflict management 

 I know how to relate with people. 

 Have learned how to be a leader in my actions, not just my title because of SpringHill. 

 I most definitely gained valuable ideas, experience, resources, and an amazing outlook on life. 

 That was all due to Enoch, Lisa, and Ruth. They were amazing. 

 It increased my work ethic and taught me how I needed to improve my leadership skills. 

 Again, the week I ran the barn showed me the strength I had to lead, and also how difficult and lonely leadership can be. 
The experience taught me that I COULD lead. 

 Yes 

 The experience of relationship and openness has helped me grow, impacting these areas. 

 SpringHill really showed me how strong of a leader I was, and helped inspire the confidence I needed to start acting like 
one. 

 I'm not the kind of person to necessarily look for leadership positions but if I see something that needs to be done or some 
people wandering around wondering what to do I'll take the lead and do what needs to be done. Being a leader of kids, 
peers, or adults older than me doesn't scare me it's just something that needs to be done and I'll enjoy whatever it is. I 
don't have a problem being the one in charge and the one held accountable if something goes wrong because my whole 
summer that was my role. 

 Again, I gained confidence while working at Spring Hill that I could be a leader. 

 I got used to talking in front of groups of people. Used to being silly and creative in a group atmosphere. 

 I'm grateful for the chance to love children with the love of God- to literally be His hands and feet at such a crucial time in 
my life. 

 I have been doing better in school as well as in my church. 

 I have seen my own leadership ability through working at SpringHill! 

 I learned more about my leadership style and have been able to incorporate that in my chaplaincy and even in my role as 
a student. 

 Through growing as a leader at SpringHill I see my leadership abilities as having grown. 

 It taught me how to be a leader while being myself 

 Working at SpringHill taught me to take ownership of responsibilities and to take initiative in accomplishing tasks still to be 
done. 

 Yes it has. 

 My work experience yes, training not so much. Training generally feels too long and a waste of resources. 

 I mean it's been awhile and there has been a whole lot since then, but the experiences I had at Spring Hill definitely 
shaped me early on as a leader. 

 Working at camp has helped me grow as an individual and in my experiences in term developing me as a leader. 

 I have learned the flexibility and steadiness needed to be a leader 

 Take action. 

 I now know how to deal with difficulties in groups. 
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 I can be a leader to others 

 I am more confident in my ideas and voice. 

 Being a leader starts with leading and I feel more confident in stepping into something and doing it. 

 More experience equals more confidence 

 Yes! So many life long skills have come from working at SpringHill! Whether it be learning to rely on God and your 
teammates. Or leading a group of kids ups the rock wall. Or leading a bible study. SpringHill helps its leaders develop a 
wide range of leadership skills that they will hold on to for a very long time. 

 Helped me to work well with my co-workers. 

 My work in experiential learning was founded by working at Springhill. 

 This experience has made me stand up for what I believe and think through all of my actions 

 I would think so 

 As a missionary, many of the principles are the same 

 I have learned how to work with others, collaborate with others, and just serve better. 

 I have run a crew at my work. 
 
18. What suggestions do you have for improving the training you received? 

 

 I remember receiving a lot of training on the front end. Something that might be helpful is ongoing training throughout the 
summer. In team-based training it's also helpful to throw out real life situations and hear how your fellow counselors have 
answered a question or handled a situation. 

 N/A 

 More specific, not as long 

 Add: Training on how to be bold in your faith when others aren't. 

 None 

 No improvements. The training seemed acceptable. 

 Focus more on the physical aspects of training and less on reviewing and practicing the curriculum. Knowing the material 
is important but also should not take 1-2 hours to discuss per session. The physical aspects of training such as belaying, 
high-ad activities and set-up seemed very rushed. 

 It was solid. 

 90% of the training was worst-case scenario training (what to do in a storm, gunman, run away students, etc.) and I agree 
that those are all necessary and important. However, too much time was spent on things that never or rarely occur, and 
not enough time was spent on things that occur everyday while being a counselor. As a result counselors seemed to be 
very prepared with worst-case scenarios, but incredibly ill-equipped in the valuable areas of dealing with students and 
effectively leading students. I ha 

 More interactive and I think if training was paid, or at least partially, people might have a little bit better attitude about it. 

 NA 

 Nothing. You guys do a wonderful job and I'm so pleased with the experience I had. More follow up with alumni would be 
nice. 

 Mostly, a lot of the training was simply irrelevant to me as a productions technician. There was not really a whole lot of 
actual training. It was really just more work. 

 I really enjoyed the training. I could have used more training on difficult issues campers had (eating disorders, cutting, 
family troubles, addiction, etc.) 

 Chris Law did a fantastic job teaching us about film, but I think the bigger group things didn't apply to Production Staff and 
it felt like we were wasting time in those trainings. 

 Make all year-round staff read 50 pages of John Carver over 10 weeks and talk about it twice a week. Everyone thinks 
they understand him more than they actually do and no one understands that they can apply his ideas to their lives more 
than they actually can. The deep, thick, paradigm of John Carver’s Policy Governance, once digested and chattered about 
by the innovative and unique staff at Springhill, will produce the basis for mission-centered training top to bottom, which 
will improve the quality of t 

 Pay staff for it. Give more opportunities to practice and less lecturing. 

 Actually having training would be a good start... 

 Nothing 

 Fewer days. Spread out more in depth training. 

 The training is great. The executive leadership seems to be great. The heart seems to be there, but the execution of the 
mission statement and the business structure is completely lacking. There are no checks and balances for leadership and 
directors. Neglecting staff for the sake of campers coming to Christ is just as much of a biblical antithesis as not leading 
campers to Christ in the first place. SpringHill is like much of public policy today. The intentions are great on paper, but no 
one has the Gump 

 I'm not really sure, got called in last minute so got minimal training. 

 The safety talk about who to call was a little unclear, otherwise it was good! 
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 Focus that this experience is not about looking cool or impressing love interests. The focus is the kids here. Be 
respectable to all co-workers and remember the kids. 

 Not sure what I would suggest, it was many years ago. I just Renee not feeling 100% prepared for the job 

 I think it could have had some more focus on the actual camp experience. Like how does lunch work? What are some tips 
for getting them to line up? You could catch on, especially if you had a returning co, but I feel like we shouldn't have had 
to wait. 

 N/A 

 More examples of situations that could happen so we could problem solve before campers got there 

 I think the training should be more hand on activity a instead of lecture 

 My training was good and thorough. However, I noticed counselors received less of this training. To me, that didn't make 
sense, as they have to most exposure to the children and their parents. 

 Prepare activity staff to be counselors and prepare all staff to be accountability partners to one another. 

 The training was good. I still have my training binders and reference them occasionally. 

 Honestly I don't have any ideas, it is an incredibly difficult job to train for. You learn so much while you are doing the job. 

 I was brought on halfway through the year to help out during a split week so I did not attend training. 

 Maybe just a little more about the daily schedule and how to manage a group of elementary students throughout the 
week. 

 Let us have more breaks during training! It was really hard as a college athlete to find time to workout during the week of 
training. I skipped breakfast most days to run. Make more time for small group training. That was the only thing I didn't feel 
prepared for. 

 More preparation for the logistics of my specific activity job. More information about who to contact when issues arise as I 
had many superiors and it was vague at times who could help me. 

 Training needs more thoroughly explained like disastrous or emergency plans. When we had warnings I was lost at what 
to do. Directors need to be introduced ahead of time. A tour of camp would be greatly appreciated. More fellowship or 
camp center activities would be beneficial. 

 Have Ad’s a little more intentional with the new counselors. 

 Shorter sessions or more breaks 

 The content is, for the most part, great. The delivery isn't always. Trainers should be given responsibility to train not based 
on who they are or what their position is but rather how well they can communicate the important matter. It's also 
incredibly difficult on the pocket book to do 2-3 weeks of unpaid training. 

 I really loved the training, I was graduating from high school in the middle of training though, so I missed two or three days 
for that, but I understand that we needed to train before schools got out. Maybe training could be condensed so that 
students who are graduating high school or have a longer semester for college cannot miss school. 

 None. 

 High Adventure staff training was thorough and detailed, but did not like how we had to host guest groups before we were 
fully changed. In terms of all staff training, a lot of it felt irrelevant for activity staff and I did not see how/ when I would fit 
in. Having to break up into our camp centers, everything was catered around counselors and it felt like nobody had 
answers about what the activity staff should do/needed to do. I felt very unguided. 

 More interactive 

 I think there could be a better system of teaching the activities to the counselors. I never fully understood how to run 
archery smoothly. 

 Not really sure as I don't remember it too well. 10 years ago. 

 Maybe not so many lectures, I ended up tuning some of it out because I was so restless 

 More structure overall. Streamline some training courses and seminars 

 More team building and actual high adventure training 

 It was okay just really long. 

 More time spent being trained in our individual roles, instead of being trained as a large group. 

 Spread out during week...paid training 

 I would recommend that the high adventure activities be demonstrated at training as opposed to waiting till they are being 
set up at the location. 

 More precise, less information, more APPLICABLE hands on training- day camps should be done on site with the actual 
equipment 

 The training was very helpful, but kind of dry. I suggest having shorter sessions and more hands on work. 

 A lot of the policies are just over protective and really freak out the counselors that they're going to get fired or sued when 
the first campers arrive. I feel like there's a better way to keep campers safe but not make counselors feel like they're 
registered sex offenders. 

 I couldn't give any recommendations. Spring hill knows what they are doing, and they do it well. I ALWAYS look forward to 
getting back on SH Soil. It is heaven on earth to me. 

 More team building and what day-to-day will look like with first time employees 
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 I think that counselors need to be trained in how to restrain campers if/when physical confrontation between two campers 
arises. In addition, the all-staff training should try to create better bonds between camp centers instead of setting them 
against one another. 

 The training was good, but by the time campers came I felt like only a small amount of that information actually was 
brought to the surface. Perhaps a time for questions/comments halfway through the summer would have been helpful. 

 None. The best training I received was just through practice in the office. 

 The leadership was not very good. He neglected to show us what to do for some of the activities. 

 Just making everyone feel included 

 More time with the team is the only thing I can think of 

 Be more specific I was in mail lost and found and there wasn't a set working plan 

 For me, common sense things aren't as obvious. Maybe providing a D.B.D. don't be dumb section in the field book for the 
common sense inepts. It could contain things like the unwritten does and don'ts of camp. This kind of thing could be very 
useful for first time camp counselors. 

 N/a 

 I think there can be some practical training sessions, especially for those that are new to SpringHill, on what leading 
devos should look like, and practical camp things like that. I had to lead morning meetings and felt a little lost in the first 
week or two we was doing them. 

 Coming into a summer with four years a campus ministry under my belt, working with high schoolers was a breeze. While 
it presented social/emotional challenges that I learned to deal with, sharing Christ with them was easy. In that respect, the 
training (spiritually speaking) really didn't help me much. It was the customer service training, conflict/resolution training 
and age-appropriate training that helped. And going into camp as a college graduate, a lot of the things I learned were not 
applicable. 

 More interacting with things and less sitting on hard floors. 

 There was too much time were we had no idea in what we were suppose to be doing especially HOT time 

 More time for appreciating the camp and staff before being thrown into the summer and the campers who take up all of 
your time. 

 How to interact with the other counselors and staff while also trying to do well at our job with campers 

 Training on conflict resolution with coworkers, specifically co counselors. 

 Include more about filling the Counselors who can in return be more filled to share God's love and grace    More training 
on use of equipment, housing needs, logistics    Prep Counselors prior to camp about what the training entails, i.e. 
excursions, team building, etc. (I don't think I brought the right clothes...and I don't think everyone likes the suggested 
activities...I tried to pick the one I dies-liked the least) Be more proactive about helping Counselors without vehicles. Offer 
shuttle service to/f 

 I personally think it lasted a little bit to long. 

 I think that the training would be more beneficial if it was more interactive. Listening to a speaker with a pot presentation 
all day does not retain much information. If there were more skits/group activities/discussions in smaller groups, more 
information would be retained and I feel that training would be more beneficial. 

 It was very long and many of the information were hard to relate to and hard to see the relevance. 

 Keep Michael Steinke on payroll. He is fun, caring, wise, and creative! 

 More time to get familiar with the camp before campers come. 

 Longer training time 

 When I first came to SpringHill for decamp training both the Grand Rapids and Detroit staff fit in one room, one circle, 
sitting on the floor. I realize that is impossible now that the program has grown so much. But think intimacy goes a long 
way. 

 I worked there so long ago (11 years) that I don't think that I can speak to the quality of the training anymore 

 As a special needs counselor I would have loved training on toileting. I was not prepared well for when I had a camper 
who required this area of need to be taken care of but we did our best. 

 None 

 I thought training was adequate. I would have enjoyed small group discussion following training sessions. 

 I think it would have been helpful for they’re to be more interaction between returning staff and new staff so that the two 
groups could give tips to one another. 

 Make it more camp week specific. I felt like the best training I had was week 1. Nothing prepares you for a week of camp if 
you have never done it before. 

 If anything, I would like it to be more interactive and less lecture. 

 The only thing I can think of I guess is a little more time for team building and rest. 

 More hands on at training rather than lectures 

 Keep it long for leadership! Even though it started a few weeks before camp began, it was invaluable in getting prepared 
as a leader and bonding with those you could rely on for support 

 There was a whole lot of sitting both years, which might have been better if there was a longer period of community-
building activities to balance that out. I loved the morning dance sessions, and it would be really cool if we could get more 
curriculum practice time for newcomers. 
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 I think that training is difficult for activity leads because our staff is already there, and we are separated from them. It is 
hard to focus on both leading and learning to lead at the same time. Having a better balance in the schedule would help 
those leaders be more connected in both groups. 

 Cannot recall, exactly, it's been a while :) 

 Need more HOT times, as not all of the training sessions are applicable to each area 

 More visuals in describing locations. 

 N/a 

 Possibly presenting more situations that incorporate answering faith based questions from kids 

 I would suggest more explanation on procedures to when staff from other centers may be visiting of working there for that 
week. I felt under prepared when working at day camps from overnight. 

 My training was GREAT!! But for the High Adventure training, I've heard that the training wasn't as good as it has been in 
the past. Some were not trained on everything and the training wasn't as long or thorough as it should have been. 

 Some years were better than others. As activity staff, it was frustrating when activity training was scheduled during camp 
center specific training sessions. If activity staff is to spend time with kids and possibly be called to be a counselor during 
busy weeks, then they should be trained with their specific camp center. Schedule activity staff to show up earlier if 
necessary. There has also been some tension between counselors and activity staff occasionally. By letting activity staff 
attend camp center 

 More inclusive 

 Training went very well, but maybe provide more training in specific areas where you would personally be working. 

 A 

 Cannot think of something 

 Just make it more fun! I really can't complain though! The first week of training is a game changer! 

 N/A 

 I struggled with knowing what to say to kids that weren't Christians. I didn't want to force Christianity down their throat, but 
also didn't know how to bring it up or what to say. Maybe some basic evangelism tools? 

 More open communication to leaders 

 How can you improve upon Enoch’s Do You Want to See a Miracle Happen? Talk, or his Relationships talk? You can't. I 
absolutely LOVED the training. I still remember sitting around tables having devotions, breaking into groups to plan skits 
and teachable moments, activities for team building, learning songs, and the worship times that were times when Heaven 
broke through to Earth. The only way to improve it would be to let us go through it again (in my older age!). 

 More diversity in overall leadership. There were no ethnic origins within higher leadership. We are a body of Christ. 
Coming together to serve one purpose. Color should. Never be an issue. 

 Finding a way to condense. 

 Note sure 

 Give everyone a chance to be a leader. Don't just shut people down. And don't just take an area directors word for 
something without getting all of the facts from others. Other than that, training is well. I think there needs to be a few extra 
days where training cabins can just hang out and get to really spend time together without being super tired and 
overwhelmed, but that’s just one person's opinion. And you're probably not even going to read everything on here 

 More time to get to know the team I understand that we had to go through all the material, but the bonding time in those 
moments is so crucial to developing a solid team. 

 More instructions about how to lead a work crew would have been helpful for TST. 

 More organized & not repetitive 

 NA 

 Many of the leadership staff has other things they need to prepare during all staff training, so maybe allowing them to skip 
some of the sessions they have already gone over the previous weeks. 

 Maybe we could have a session where we are able to discuss/brainstorm some Biblical responses to the common 
struggles or questions that kids are likely to bring up. 

 ? 

 More in depth about day-to-day practices, more practice setting up and tearing down and actually experience running 
activities. Go more in depth with the scripts and spend more time on learning the songs and motions because rarely 
anyone had those memorized this year. 

 Having been 10 years since I received the training, I don't know how much has changed, so I'm not sure what I could 
suggest. I always liked the time spent getting to know the people you're going to be working with all summer, but also the 
time spent getting to know the people who you would see regularly but not always working. So when I was activity staff in 
extreme sports, it was great getting to know all those people, but it was also great getting to know the counselors who you 
would see sometimes when 

 I loved training, I had a great time and bonded with people, but I think that I was still a little bit confused about the daily 
routine when camp first started. It was easy to catch on though. 

 Make sure you know whom your hiring, As far as age. 

 N\a 
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 In particular, the Day Camp training in 2015 was vague and focused too much on leadership development. I think it's best 
to learn leadership skills on the job, not in the one precious week we have in before camp. Training should be about 
specifics and learning what the day will be like. For example, some people on my team left training without knowing they 
were going to have co-counselors. A lot of the training sessions assumed the audience were all returners, which is not the 
case. Also, the two-day marathon 

 None. 

 Last year was the first year Indiana Overnight did the two-day all-camp training (we combined with the Indiana and Ohio 
Day Camps) and I honestly felt like that was too much. I was a Head instructor, and we actually needed a little bit more 
time than was needed to learn all of the things we needed to run, and if that two-day training had been cut down, we 
would have had it. 

 Instead of shoving all the important training into 3 days and long sessions make shorter sessions over the period of the 
week. 

 Plan more for leadership training. We weren't given much specific direction about what needed to be accomplished during 
our training week for the iPads. We needed more specific goals about what we needed to know and be able to do by the 
end of our training. 

 More preparation. As a whole, I feel like we did a good job on preparing our staff given the amount of time we had to 
prepare. However, if we knew the leadership staff ahead or time and could have supplied training materials earlier on for 
them to study, I think they could have delivered training materials in a better way. Sometimes we were very on the fly just 
due to time constraints. Overall, the training materials were great. 

 Days were long, break up more with fun activities Bonding with training cabin 

 As an area director for Day Camps I had to idea on how to set up water. We needed more set ups and tear downs as 
leadership staff and as well as the whole team. 

 It's a ton of information over a short period of time, and that's always hard. Not sure if there is anything that can be done 
with that though. 

 The All Staff Training should really be broken up over the 2 training weeks rather than stuffed all into 2 days. 

 I thought the training was really well done. The only thing that was a little hard to take was the two days of very long 
sessions all in a row. I liked it a little more when we had an hour session, and then did our HOT Time. 

 More hot time in between lectures. It was hard to absorb all the info and then remember it when we were practicing the 
skills. 

 I feel that I participated, but was not truly present for much of the training. Each individual needs to be reached out to in 
order to ensure the best possible training 

 Not sure. It was a long time ago. 

 I model the way I train my teams at Forest Home off of the way SHC trained summer staff in my tenure there. For year-
round staff, I think it imperative to add an element of training that speaks to life/work balance and maybe even a 
mentor/supervisor intentionally walking through that with them in the first year or two on year-round staff. 

 Care more deeply about the staff and where they are coming from 

 Do the trailing, don’t just do random task. 

 Fewer lectures at one time, more exercises to apply things we learn, and variety in worship. 

 Less talking at staff and more hands on training 

 The breaks were great. Some of the training seemed a little obvious to us, and probably didn't warrant an entire session 
on the information, rather than maybe a two-minute synopsis (things such as head vs. heart) 

 None at this time. 

 At times I didn't know how to discipline children or how to manage the kids. But I did grow in it and am much better after 
working at SpringHill but I wish we were taught more about that during training. 

 NA 

 I don't have any. 

 IT was a bit too long. And a lot of it was repetitive. I would shorten it a bit more if possible and not have it so repetitive. 

 It seemed like a lot of the training wasn't very practical or applicable - at least it seemed difficult to pull from things that 
were discussed in training into camp a few weeks later. Also I think the more interactive it is, the more the concepts will 
stick with people and the more they will pay attention and learn. 

 Not sure if this applies now or not, but maybe handouts, notebooks, or group discussions 

 LOTS have changed in over 25 years! I think at the time, it was well done! Now laws and liabilities have changed/ 
increased, so I'm sure those are well thought out and prepared for! I know as an educator in a public school system, that 
there are increasing numbers of mandates and hoops to jump through and prove you are jumping through! Hopefully SHC 
can balance mandates and procedures with allowing for those spontaneous teachable moments and authentic 
relationship building times. 

 The only thing that caught me off guard as a counselor were the children who came and should have had a one on one 
counselor and didn't. If you could some how prepare staff a little better for those situations. Sadly, it ends up almost 
ruining the rest of the cabin's experience. 

 The training seemed intimidating because it went through all of the quest case scenarios, which is a good thing. 

 More focus on how to deal with certain situations with campers (specifically spiritual questions) 
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 My suggestions are mainly philosophy based, as my views have developed quite a bit since I worked at Springhill. For 
example the philosophy that women/girls should dress modestly because men/boys can't help it. I remember this part of 
training very clearly and I'm still upset that I did not say anything at the time about how bogus this was. 

 Not to have it as sessions like school. I know all of that information needs to be delivered but it was a very long and 
lengthy process. 

 No suggestions for training. This years training was interesting and had a significant amount of breaks. 

 More interaction with the first two days 

 It got better as years went on. Helping guide returning staff into how they are expected to step it up would be my focus 
point. 

 Training for wranglers should be more catered to the actual abilities of the personnel hired. If you have higher-level 
horsemen prepare them to do the higher-level work, but don't expect those who have never ridden before to be able to 
teach children after just 2 weeks. Also keeping the activity staff mixed for general training is more beneficial than splitting 

 Hard to remember back to that time, but as a counselor we arrived later than activity staff, there was a sense in which 
people already knew other, and friendships had already been formed prior to arriving. By the time we got there it seemed 
harder to break and make friends. The training also seemed pretty long. 

 Giving counselors more opportunity to get to know their special needs counselors in their camp center. Bringing that 
aspect of the program into a more inclusive staff environment. 

 Not sure. Maybe more one-on-one time with leadership staff? 

 I would recommend more hands on training experience verse sitting in very long lecture lessons. And also activities that 
involved your specific team so you could grow an even closer bond quicker. 

 I wouldn't change anything. 

 Training was excellent 

 Some things were pretty straight forward that I could've learned by reading a handout that was given at the beginning of 
training. However, the role-playing situations helped out a lot to give more hands on training. 

 Providing more information about how the day will run. Do not just assume that everyone knows about and understands 
the SpringHill culture 

 In Pursuit camp was new when I worked there. I don't think there was much of a training program in place. I remember 
taking a team trip together backpacking and reviewing the lessons and themes for each week. I honestly don't remember 
the specific training element. 

 More actual situations- everyone should do behind closed doors, more about how to make every camper included/ have 
the best experience, how to lead discussions and answer questions 

 Hands-on training is very beneficial, especially in the environment of summer camp. 

 There needs to be more time for training, especially with specialty counselors. 

 Summer 2015 training was a HUGE improvement compared to years past. Skits, games, and prizes helped. Two-day 
training was great. However, as a Programmer, the fact the training got shorter over the last 5 years - but the amount of 
programming stayed the same - made life a little difficult for a couple weeks. 

 More rest. 

 I was a college graduate when I started counseling at Spring Hill, so I was one of the older counselors and tended to work 
with older girls. Coming from a fairly healthy family background, I wasn't prepared for some of the emotional and other 
problems in some of the campers. And some of these never came out until years later - one camper in particular told me 
that just feeling loved and accepted meant a great deal to her, so perhaps this wasn't as big a lack as it could have been. 

 I think this past year's training set-up was much more efficient and thorough than last summer's training. The 
communication was better and I felt more informed. The chairs reduced the temptation to be distracted, also the periodic 
breaks and fun skits were amazing and a great brain break 

 More prayer sessions. 

 I worked in the kitchen. More training for activities counselors specifically for the kitchen. 

 The first summer I worked at camp, we had an alpha trip during training which I think helped me develop relationships 
with other counselors, but also to gain experience in how to interact in the group and I think it was valuable for my 
summer interactions with the camper groups. The second and third summer I worked there, we did not have a similar 
experience. I think it would be great to have something similar-- it wouldn't need to be a trip necessarily, but something 
similar would be great (and to be hones 

 None 

 No suggestions-quite satisfied 

 Quality vs. quantity; it became easy to tone out and become distracted. Smaller training groups for better questions and 
answers. 

 I was 15. This was a formative summer for me b/ it was my first job and first extended time away from my family. I worked 
hard but loved the community environment and how God worked in my heart that summer. 

 My first summer I was activity staff and we were not very well trained on our activities and didn't have much time to get to 
know each other as a team which down the road caused some fractures and tension. My second summer (2015) I was a 
counselor and we tried the 2 day training which I don't feel that I got much out of because of how rushed it was. 
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 I thought it was appropriate and well structured. At that point we didn't handle a lot of extra theology stuff and just stuck to 
the basics, which I thought was good although because I had only been raised in one denomination I really had no idea of 
the other theological ideas out there that might come up. 

 It was solo longer ago, I am sure it has improved. But what I remember I think it was great! 

 More sleep 

 Not sure, it was a long time ago. 

 I heard a lot of the same material over and over again. I felt like there was a lack of communication at points among the 
trainers on thing we already covered, and that we could have been covering different material. That being said I recognize 
that the repetition helped our forgetful minds not to forget so quickly, I see both sides of the coin and know that it was 
probably intentional. 

 None 

 I'm sure training is totally different now. My training was over 20 years ago. 

 Na 

 Nothing was great. Loved Shifty!!! The petting farm animals in the TST dorms in the middle of the night were hilarious! 
Positive raids from the girls & negative raids from the boys were fun. Food fights, Shift’s VW Bug in the dining hall was a 
riot! The mattresses on top of the Fort's roof, being dunked in the horse trough on my birthdays were great!! The Spit Pitt, 
role playing, camp songs I still remember, needs a CD!! Watching a counselor, Brian, wake up on a raft in the middle of 
the lake was priceless! 

 Maybe more hands on training and longer to build more community. 

 I would just recommend that AD staff commit to checking in with counselors on a consistent basis. 

 Include the Media Director. Are they in with area directors or counselors? Make it clear. Awkward training. You get close 
with all the Media Directors- but then you leave for the summer. Doesn't make sense. 

 Communicate about the positions better 

 You need to employ a netter director for in pursuit, the director there is not very supportive. 

 Maybe longer? Just more time to be prepared for when kids come! 

 Training could have been an opportunity for the staff to connect with each other, and the area directors had difficulty doing 
that. 

 Give the activity counselors/specialty counselors more time to learn their activity role 

 It was really long, which I know is kind of unavoidable, but it brought a lot of stress. Maybe make it seem more real, 
because a lot of the scenarios seemed unrealistic to me during training. 

 More hands on training, and less lecture. 

 I actually started after the training ended both summers, so I never attended the training (although I received training and 
encouragement throughout the summer that was excellent). 

 More time is always of value. One week for transition and ending a second week for spiritual foundations and challenge. 

 Small breakout groups would have helped me by keeping attention and allowing us to talk about the training material 
provided 

 None--I was trained by Enoch. :-) 

 More focus on how to love on the kids 

 More time to spend as a training cabin and actually using that time to learn together 

 To improve my training I would have liked to spend more time with my team and talking about what typical camp days are 
like. Hearing about past camp situations from returning counselors would have been helpful too. Overall I felt I was 
prepared for rare emergency situations and able to run all events. 

 More preparation. 

 A lot of what I learned came from doing the job, so the more you put people in the situations they will be working in the 
better 

 No suggestions 

 Give clearer expectations for positions. 

 Build community first rather then letting it happen during camp. 

 I would want more hands on training. I never quite feel like it's enough. 

 It was great! 

 I think having the leaders go over frequently occurring situations would help as well as actually spending a day going 
through what it's like to be a counselor. 

 Not sure 

 Not as much talks, or at least spread out more. 

 When training the kitchen staff, having the summer kitchen staff spend more time in the kitchen helping to prepare the 
meals would help new members of the summer kitchen staff. Both of the summers I worked as kitchen staff, we spent 
most of our hands on training time doing dishes, wiping tables, and sweeping and mopping instead of learning how to 
operate the fryers, run the salad bar, or cooking desserts or main dishes. 

 It was excellent 

 I did not train, due to college classes I was taking. 
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 There was poor training and so much of the staff seemed very uninformed. I was a counselor at a previous camp before 
so I felt very prepared. But that was not the overall consensus. 

 NA 

 Think about what it is like to be a counselor sitting in those sessions. If you think it would be boring and uninformative, you 
probably need to change it. Also, directors need to be available for staff to ask questions about the sessions afterwards, 
so that staffs that understand it do not have to sit through for longer. I also think returning staff should be exempt from 
certain sessions or parts of sessions, because it is extremely redundant and boring for them. 

 I can't think of specific improvements at this time 

 Improving communication prior to training about what we needed to do, improved communication amongst the people 
who were training us to make sure we are getting consistent information and communication to us about what we were 
doing on a day-to-day basis at training. Basically communication overall could use improvement. 

 It was too long. More team bonding exercises would be beneficial. 

 Loved the small handbooks     I still read them 30 years later 

 Incorporate parent complaints from previous years; give specific examples of those things. I liked the intensive training 
from summer '15 Better than previous 2 years 

 More icebreaker opportunities, opportunities for role-playing concerning workplace hierarchy. 

 I'm a very hands-on person with training, so I believe that allowing people to step in and try out a leadership role is 
important. For instance, if someone is going to lead a devotional that's different than the usual person who is devotional. 
Or have someone else take the lead on an activity. 

 My training was a very long time ago (1990). 

 None that I can think of 

 N/a 

 To be completely honest, I really felt like I focused most when the speakers were funny, showed videos, or handed out 
candy. More speakers should do so to keep us engaged! 

 Can’t remember 

 When I was trained it was Lisa, Ruth, and Enoch. I'm not sure what the quality of your staff is these days, but back then it 
was super organized and the material were solid. I wouldn't have changed a thing. 

 I am struggling to remember the training. Please disregard the next two answers, as I really don't remember. 

 I think that having a mentor/mentee system would be helpful 

 I remember the training we got in sharing our faith journey through a story. That didn't quite work for me. I think there are 
a lot of ways to share the gospel message that don't have to be as confusing as figuring out an allegorical metaphor for 
your whole spiritual life. I recommend teaching several different ways to share the gospel with kids, memorizing the key 
verses, learning to listen well and ask good questions. Some role play or skits could demonstrate other ways to share the 
gospel with kids in o 

 We worked hard to create Rose Lake. I think we missed out on some of the leadership training because of that. But we 
certainly bonded as a staff, and that helped us throughout the summer. 

 I don't remember much about the training other than games, practical hands on teaching, CPR and reporting suspected 
abuse. I don't remember details on these, I just know they happened. 

 High Adventure training was fairly well run. Really the only downside was that, as a rule, training like this had to be highly 
individualized, to make sure that each staff member fully understood the safety implications and rules. This led to a large 
group of staff members sitting around a lot, which is time that I wish could be better utilized as a time for learning and 
skills practice. 

 I thought it was good to get all of out general sessions done kind of all at once but It was soooo exhausting I think have a 
day of general session a day of activity training then another day of general session then start typical days it would give us 
a chance to rest a little and we would absorb a lot more also if one or two of the activities could be open during free time it 
would be cool to have something to do besides go to McDonalds and sleep also if you could have the trolley for when we 
have to get s 

 Better teambuilding 

 That last question was about training I received prior to starting my work at Spring Hill. I don't recall specific training per 
se, which would then be an area to improve. I'm sure I got some written info on what I needed to bring and maybe a 
description of my job duties. Been far too long for me to remember specifically. 

 I can't remember much, but I felt like I received good training. It was a new journey, but I felt prepared enough and I knew 
I had leaders to ask questions to when needed. 

 The groups were a little clique-y. If you are not he most extroverted person in the world it is very hard to feel welcomed/fit 
in. My lead was great and the campers were the reason I was there, I just didn't enjoy the large staff groups much. 

 It was good. I especially appreciated Christy (special needs coordinator) and her weekly check-ins of us. 

 I still had questions about what I needed to do when parents came by week 3. 

 More time to practice the things that are actually done during summer camp, ex. Songs, plays/acting, small group 
curriculum, activity skills 

 It was very helpful to hear from Taylor Little, so maybe having more returning counselors share their tips and tricks they 
have for being a counselor. 
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 More hands on training with belaying or other high adventure activities 

 More time spent in the training of counseling skills, and more skills on dealing with divide between pro and anti LGBT 
sentiments. 

 I think it would be better to thoroughly explain day-to-day activities, and make training less repetitive. 

 As a late hire I was supposed to receive training on-site/on-job; instead I was thrown in as a counselor because we were 
short and had to learn as I went. I didn't mind, but then later when I didn't know how to do certain things (because I was 
never trained) and I sought out teaching so as to learn, I was chastised. I also worked my training week, and was thus not 
paid for it. 

 More hands on training 

 I think more hands on training would be great. We do hands on training for our specific areas, but we should do it for the 
first few days of training when we are all getting the general information. 

 None 

 A lot of the training was things that I already knew. But the things I learned was the way SpringHill ran 

 Giving more time and structured instruction about how to write and lead the daily Bible lessons. 

 It was good, would enjoy being more hands on as in practicing to be a counselor. 

 Could be shorter and more streamlined. If the goal of length is to build community between staff there should be less 
session-based learning and more shared experiences. 

 I don't remember specifics. 

 I think training this year was hard due to the many changes SpringHill as an organization is going through. This year 
seemed disjointed and it was hard to make sure we covered everything we needed to cover. 

 No mosquitoes 

 Honestly I don't completely remember. The Special Needs training was awesome - I think we did a whole camping trip 
and then spent some days in facilities that treat kids with Special Needs - all of this was so helpful. As far as the 
orientation training, it's all a blur so maybe it wasn't awesome. I didn't really answer the question ha-ha. The best training 
honestly is when the kids come - that's when the learning really happens. I guess before that just equipping the staff with 
tools (games, songs, etc.) 

 I don't have any. 

 Much of training week consisted of long days, sitting inside. I would have enjoyed and benefited more if we had smaller 
group discussions. 

 Allow for a few more breaks to get to know one another. 

 Training does not embody the SpringHill experience as much as I think it should. Faith is laced into everything, but fun 
can be lacking apart from free time. We spend so much time in a classroom and not near enough time in conversation 
with each other or being active. I think in leadership training we do a much better time at incorporating fun and 
conversation into the mix, but in counselor training it is lacking. 

 I jumped in during a camp week, so I didn't actually go to the training week. So at first there was a lot going on and it 
seems overwhelming but my co-counselor helped immensely and I just basically shadowed her for that first week until I 
got the hang of things. 

 More breaks during the day for the beginning two-day training. Sitting on your bottom for that long puts the legs fast to 
sleep and isn't good for many people's posture. 

 I honestly remember being impressed with the training and cannot think of any suggestions. 

 More interaction among training cabins. I loved having a training cabin, but I feel I never knew some people in other 
cabins. Or, at least Area directors. I only knew my area director well. 

 It was very long and dragged on. I felt like it could have been shorter with the same amount of information. 

 N/a 

 More dates for one to attend training. 

 How to deal with parents. 

 All staff training was amazing but there wasn't much training for productions. Just a lot of odd jobs until summer camp 
started and we learned as we went. 

 Make it longer! 

 Not much more I can think of 

 Less sitting and listening 

 More ecumenical. 

 I didn't like how all the sessions were put together this year in the first few days. Sitting in that auditorium all day was 
pretty tiring! Also it would be extremely beneficial to make absolute sure the teams all introduce each other before training 
actually starts. I could tell a few new staff members on my team were pretty overwhelmed and my team didn't do any type 
of get to know you exercises before the depth of trading actually started. 

 On going training throughout the summer 

 Instructions about kids from broken families 

 I loved it! No improvements! 

 Training was too long ago to provide relevant feedback. 
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 When training about communication becomes more specific. I was told never to have my cell phone on, but I was also told 
that the only way to contact my AD was my cell phone. Wasn't sure what to do. 

 N/A 

 I can't remember anything 

 I think the training would have been better if it would have included more actual practical training. After my first summer, I 
remember reflecting on training as a time useful almost exclusively for the relationship building with my co-workers. 
Training is very useful for that, but the content of the training does little to prepare you for the actual situations you find 
yourself in. 

 None 

 More training on what debriefing looks like- or at least give examples of good debriefs. Give more of an idea of the 
structure of a day or of a week. My first week I was always running around like a chicken with its head cut off because I 
never really understood what day 1 or week 1 was supposed to look like but that may have also been my fault. 

 None 
 
 
 
22. What specifically about the training or work experience prepared you to be a leader after your work at SpringHill? 

 

 I really learned how to oversee a group of people, think on my feet, and come up with creative alternatives in case of rain. 

 It taught me a lot about what is required to make a good leader. Working with these children all summer teaches you a lot 
about patience, which is essential to leading groups of any age. 

 I was prepared to handle a variety of situations 

 Those long, hard days produce spiritual impact. 

 Leading kids in activities 

 N/a 

 In being well rounded and willing to serve, the work experience really helped me put into practice the saying see a need, 
fill a need. I was stretched beyond what I thought were my limits and truly saw the leadership skills flow out as I began to 
fill needs and have others come to me to help or ask what else needed to be done. I felt as if people relied on me to see 
the bigger picture of what needed to get done and who would be best to do which responsibility! Now that camp has 
ended I still see the import 

 Learned how to effectively handle problems constructively and with grace. 

 . 

 Being immersed in leadership every day, all day. It wasn't just a role, it became a lifestyle. 

 NA 

 As a Head counselor, the training prepared me for the technical skills required to make sure kids stayed safe. Not only 
that, but training taught me how to field important, but difficult to understand Christian questions, understanding the 
difference between major and minor ideas. 

 Mostly just having to make a lot of decisions about how to accomplish certain tasks, while simultaneously working closely 
in conjunction with my team members. 

 Built confidence 

 I had to learn to step up and do things for myself, and also be a part of a small team. 

 I got to work amongst a lot of other leaders with different leading techniques. 

 Since our director was never around, we had to be learning to be our own leaders. 

 Material 

 The daily small group teachings. 

 How not to be a leader. 

 Organizing people that are difficult to get to listen. 

 We learned about decision making in children and how they think. I think that was very helpful to understand what is going 
through their minds to sympathize with them. 

 I had worked with middle school aged children in the past for Young Life, but had not had much experience with special 
needs. 

 Helped with my shyness 

 The work experience just taught you how to work with different types of people and how to be flexible 

 Communication with other staff and families 

 I was in charge of kids and learned how to manage them effectively specifically by singing songs and engaging them in 
lessons 

 The training is kind of a blur 

 Maintain professionalism while dealing with coworkers, children, and parents regardless of the task and how it is 
approached. Also, the understanding that working together makes great things happens. Everyone does his or her own 
part, and it is part of a great whole. 

 Leading children can sometimes be more difficult than leading adults. 
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 I still regularly use the games and ice breakers from Springhill in my current role hiring new employees in my company. 

 Working with so many different people, and having to find out ways to make things work when things weren't going your 
way. Being flexible and adapting to changes in plans and being able to work well with many different people. 

 My co-leader had an allergic reaction and so I was thrown into e fire my first week. I learned to rely on Christ, my. Support 
team, and encouragement from fellow staffers throughout the week. 

 Working with young students and being the role model they were with all week, leading them as an adult and not just a 
college student 

 I just became more confident. 

 Taught me how to work with kids and other young adults effectively. Improved my communication skills as well as ability 
to work under pressure or uncomfortable situations. 

 The hands on work built skills for me. For example I knew what to do in a crisis better than before coming to camp 

 Training showed me how a workplace should look like. It has also prepared me to continue to be a leader at my church. 

 Going through the curriculum and learning how to teach it to kids 

 I wouldn't say the training prepared me to be a leader nearly as much as the work experience did. No amount of training 
can add up to the gambit of highs and lows that you lead through as a staff member. 

 All of the techniques we talked about for leading the kids and talking through the lessons and planning the lessons really 
helped me for doing that. With every activity that I had to lead that summer I had to lead it with an AD at training. 

 It taught me how to handle people in a respectful manner while still being efficient. 

 Going out of my way to talk to my campers taught me a lot about spiritual leadership and discipline others. 

 Adaptability in the face of inevitable change 

 The experience and confidence 

 I suppose I learned that we're all meant to be leaders one way or another. 

 Gave me the confidence and knowledge to know what I was doing 

 Helped me to lead people    Saw the importance of high communication after seeing a lack of communication on Res Staff 
at Spring Hill    Saw the value in supporting the staff and people who help run my organization after seeing SH staff 
getting hug out to dry and overrun by leadership at Spring Hill 

 The fat that what I really learned was my own responsibility 

 Learning how to deal with people and have patience 

 I was given the opportunity to be creative, innovative, and was guided well. 

 I developed skills needed to become a good probation officer. 

 The need to work together as a team at camp really allows others to step up in a leadership role despite their title to work 
for the good of the team. 

 Work taught me to be a leader and uphold biblical morals even when it's not the popular thing to do. I learn to be bold, 
understanding, compassionate, and steadfast at the same time. 

 The atmosphere of Springhill allowed me to want to be a leader of those around me. I looked up to all the area directors 
and leads because God handpicked all those people. They truly impacted my life and my dedication to Christ. The work 
experience allowed me to focus those people around me that are suffering and reach out to them. 

 Managing high schoolers to get their work done, motivating people, seeing how much more they respected you if they 
saw you working with them instead of over them 

 The skills you learn throughout the summer are invaluable. 

 The camp experience was what we as employees made it. People feed off of the leader's energy and dedication to 
whatever the situation is. 

 Being responsible for 8-15 kids really tests your patience and your leadership ability. By developing those two traits, 
anything else seems mild by comparison. 

 Perseverance to complete the job and do it well. It gave me a better understanding of how all people/children are different 
and they require different leadership styles. 

 Training brought focus to each position at camp and showed that in a specific way, each person was a leader in their role 
and no one position was in a greater position than another. SpringHill showed that each position was essential for another 
and for camp as a whole to operate. 

 I learned that not everyone in life will be a nice person, or organized, or understanding. I learned to put up with things I 
didn't like. 

 Just experience helped me be more confident 

 Gave me confidence and good leadership skills 

 My second year I was the lead! 

 While working I developed the skill to analyze people and what would work to motivate them to be team players and 
general participation. 

 N/a 

 My job taught me about working outside my comfort zone and taught me diligence in getting all of my work done when it 
needed to be completed. 

 As mentioned in my previous (long) answer, having a college degree prior to working as a crew chief didn't influence my 
work after camp. I already had a job lined up before camp, and camp was an opportunity for ME to pour into others. 
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 Being a counselor for Day Camps forced you to take control of situations and make decisions. That's something that I've 
struggled with in the past, but now I'm more confident in my daily life because I'm comfortable with who I am and with 
what I'm doing in my own life. 

 How much the kids looked up to you and they saw you as leaders 

 The stress and need for improvement while working at SpringHill helped me see ways to improve things at my current 
positions. 

 The positive and uplifting outlook on life. If something didn't turn out the way I thought it should, SpringHill taught me to roll 
with it and accept and appreciate the provisions God has given me 

 -Working with many different people  -learning to be flexible  -technicalities to be aware of while being in charge of other 
peoples children was very helpful when working at a therapeutic boarding school and treatment center 

 N/a 

 It helped me gain the overall lead as a leader. I take after things now in school and try to be a leader when no one else 
will. 

 Having my job at SpringHill really boosted my self-esteem and my confidence. It made me realize that I can be a leader 
and do all sorts of great stuff for the kingdom of God. This confidence-boost has really contributed to my ability to lead 
others. 

 I learned how to step up when I was needed. I learned how to best pour into others lives and provide for them in any 
situation. 

 I felt like there was a culture created where it was okay to fail. We would debrief everything; both successes and failures. 
It helped to identify the why of why things worked or didn't. Also, just a lot of opportunities to lead, teach, and guide 
allowed me to try different techniques and do things better the next time. 

 I gained patience for both. Having to sit in the Aud for countless hours during training week, and also throughout the 
summer with co-workers and with campers. 

 How to handle difficult situations and maintain positivity. 

 Understanding personality types. Understanding strengths and weaknesses. Leaning how to communicate. 

 It was good to practice making decisions on the fly. Crazy stuff with the kids was bound to happen, and you just had to 
make a decision and keep going. 

 It provided me with opportunities to practice my leadership skills amongst peers and youth. 

 It taught me how to handle tough situations and how to properly lead a group of people and how to step out of my comfort 
zone and not be afraid to take charge. 

 Summary of theology in the student handbook, customer service chapter, 

 I think that the experiences themselves are what had the largest impact on being a prepared leader after working at camp. 
Experiencing the ups and the downs of camp life first-hand made me ready to serve in the world. 

 Being in charge of a teepee/hilltopper and making decisions for the whole group while receiving input from other 
counselors, staff, and even campers just like leading a crew or team in real world work takes leadership. Leading by 
example and by service are great ways to lead outside of the camp sphere. 

 The parts that were interactive really helped and being put in the real position. Also, being prepared for any kid we may 
come across. 

 Learning how to teach God's word in a way for all people to understand, not just kids but also college age students. Also, 
learning how to listen, give advice, pray, and fully rely on the Lord in all things has prepared me especially for my role as 
an RA this school year and I am very thankful for it. 

 Customer Service 

 Person focused, inclusive 

 The idea of customer satisfaction and continually bettering the way we ran camp was made clear through the daily 
debriefs. We were taught to be both childish and professional at the same time, all the while centered on a selfless and 
Christ-centered work ethic. I loved how the experience taught me the value of building relationships and community, 
because that is a huge role of a leader. Furthermore, both directors I served under were amazing examples of how to love 
and lead (in very different ways). 

 I had to make a ton of decisions that I never thought I would have to make coming into the summer. That was one of the 
hardest things for me, so it helped me improve. It was the nature of boat lead as a job. I also LOVED learning a ton of new 
skills, and needing to learn quickly helped me to teach in a place where it was very different than my previous experience. 

 Decision making and leading. 

 As Health lead for 2 years I had many occasions where I had to step up and make difficult decisions, or lead difficult staff, 
or make quick decisions...these have all made me a better leader at my work now 

 The events I experienced with the campers. God not only used me to teach them but they teacher me. 

 We went through the experience. 

 How to work with different types of people and handling problems that come up unexpectedly. 

 The time commitment. The routine, I got to perfect some of my explanations because I was in the position for most of the 
summer. I was able to give myself and hear feedback from others in order to better my speech. 

 The training for the most part, in terms of leadership, was all stuff that I had done before since I was almost done with 
college when I first started working there. But it all helped to add to my repertoire of expertise. 
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 Mostly other leaders. I could see how much they really cared about me (subordinate) and also about how much they 
cared about the campers (work goal). The good area directors really made it clear how important the campers' experience 
was and our responsibilities toward making that experience the best it could be and they also really sought to make sure 
that counselors and staff were having a great experience, had energy, and were growing spiritually. I also learned about 
my leadership abilities when there way 

 Leaders were heat 

 Working in unexpected situations with the kids specifically taught me how to respond and react in certain situations, as 
well as how to best organize or lead people on short notice. I learned how to be flexible and respect those in charge of 
my, while also leading my own campers. 

 A 

 I learned that to explain anything to someone can take time, but explaining things or problems in a simply way is possible, 
and can be the best way. 

 Every life lesson that I learned at Spring Hill has affected who I am today! 

 The ability to work independently in an exam room and make decisions for the care of campers was greatly beneficial. 

 I had a few very tough weeks, and they taught me about relying on God's strength and not my own, and also gave me 
memories about God's faithfulness to look back on in the future when I have rough weeks. Also, rap sessions taught me 
how to more effectively share my faith, and that my testimony is important. 

 Communication. Confidence. Listening skills. Being resourceful. 

 Pretty much the same as mentioned before.... working at Spring Hill provided me with the confidence I needed to take on 
leadership roles. The responsibility that is entrusted to the staff is huge, and to whom much is given, much is required.... 
staff live up to what is expected of them. When we needed redirection, we were given it, but in a respectful and loving 
way. The examples set by the permanent staff were ones that impacted all of our lives. 

 Life group leader 

 I had to lead those who knew nothing about horses even though they were staff. 

 Life long skills 

 My passion and love for others grew stronger and my spiritual life, confidence, and leadership ability greatly increased! 

 It forced me to stay on my toes and make decisions in the moment. 

 Being a leader and confidant for campers was a big responsibility. I learned how to relate to campers but also had them 
respect me and listen when I spoke. I now lead university students in the research lab where I work. My time at SpringHill 
has made those connections easier. I became a good teacher because of SpringHill. 

 Emergency stuff, conflict mgmt skills, communicating, stepping out of comfort zone 

 Being able to talk and relate to groups of children 

 I've learned to interact with a variety of personalities, try, and become a leader that they respect because they know I care 
about them. 

 Leading all the RAP sessions and intentionally engaging kids in spiritual discussions. Becoming comfortable supervising 
and entertaining both small and larger groups of kids. Learning to lay down my own rights in order to serve my campers 
and other staffers. Seeing those in leadership over me does the exact same thing and willingly does the dirty jobs to cover 
for someone or just help out the team. Sharpening skills such as decision making, being creative and innovative, and 
interacting with parents in 

 It showed me that individuals and small groups could make a difference. It made me appreciate that making a difference 
in even a single life is worthwhile. It showed me that excellence is possible, and inspired me to work toward it in various 
aspects of life and work. 

 Learning to improvise when certain items were unable to be found or needed to be borrowed. Finding safe areas for 
activities to take place and really thinking on your feet. Patience. Learning not to try and do everything yourself. Team 
trust. 

 One of things I remember doing was setting the schedule for the staff I was working with. So learning how to balance time 
on, time off, and making sure I'm taking care of everyone, and being fair in that. Also, trying to lead by example, which I'm 
probably much better at now than I was back then! 

 It taught me patience and resilience. 

 I actually had people prepare me and show me how its done. People talked to me and guided me between right and 
wrong. 

 Coaching and teaching 

 The training was minimal in preparing me, other than offering a generic base for my education while working. The actual 
work of the summer grew me more than anything. To be a good leader you have to understand that your followers are 
people too, with passions and fears. Too often we think that good leaders can just give good orders and expect everyone 
to follow. Instead, SH taught me how that internal motivations are more powerful than external force, and different things 
move every person. Leaders 

 Bring challenged daily by the kids and your co-workers. Having so many different situations and rising to the challenge 
when purple are looking for answers and solutions. 

 My work taught me to be assertive because when a child is doing something he/she is not supposed to be doing on a 
piece of Head equipment, it could potentially be life-threatening, so there was no room for timidity. 

 - 
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 I know I love to build relationships with my staff. Relationships between the leadership are also very necessary. I learned 
that I need to think about the needs of the whole person rather than focus on just the spiritual component or the just the 
physical component, etc. 

 As a recruiter for Indiana, this helped me understand how to really push to make sure we were hiring the best staff 
possible. Ultimately, we were the gatekeepers on the safety for the campers. I find myself still acting as a gatekeeper in 
my organization because I know a bad hire can really disrupt a good foundation in a work environment. 

 Learned to work well with others Learned to work with difficult people 

 How to work with other people who have a different style. 

 As a counselor (TST), we were entrusted with a lot of responsibility and freedom in how we led, and that gave me an 
opportunity to take the role seriously and step up. 

 Being a counselor to the kids provided some insight on what works and what doesn't, and my area directors provided 
great sources of inspiration and led by example. 

 There was just a lot of information given to us that I had never heard before. 

 I remember listening to a talk about filters and how to communicate to others what I am thinking. At first, I didn't 
understand it very well, but now in real life, the explanation has come back in my mind and makes more sense. 

 N/a 

 I worked as wrangler with Mark Olson so not much in that area to train for being a leader except leading trail rides :) 

 It was practical and applicable. Everything I was trained on was used directly in my job. Coaching from my supervisors 
and peers continued regularly. 

 Leadership and working around other leaders 

 Just the experience of working with people with different views. 

 Work experience always involved adaptability and perseverance. Those two skills alone, when carried over, make for an 
awesome leader. 

 It taught me how to handle people without micromanaging them and still treat them as an equal. 

 Interacting with difficult or abnormal campers has been helpful 

 - 

 Everything! 

 NA 

 I have learned how to handle different situations and be more patient with others. 

 As a counselor I was doing nothing but leading all the time, so it was a big learning experience to be leading that much 
that often. Setting an example for the campers was a big one. 

 It put me in situations that I had to take responsibility and act and make decisions. I was also able to see others around 
me and learn from their successes and mistakes. 

 The quality time that was taken to provide the staff with lessons but also the Biblical background to support and the life 
lessons. But also the small groups that we had 

 We had cleaning jobs that provided bonding and helped develop a solid work ethic...we prepared for each day's focus and 
debriefed with leadership about what worked well or what needed to be revisited...we focused on majoring on the majors 
and mentoring on the minors, so that Biblically we were solid, but we were not presenting a denomination. When campers 
had issues, we learned how to meet needs and respond professionally and with compassion. There was training for 
medical emergency procedures/ responses, s 

 There were so many different situations and people I had to work with. It prepares you for a variety of different things. 

 Leading young people day after day for several weeks, with different groups of people. 

 A lot of decision making leading groups 

 After watching and interacting with young children for 22 hours a day, I taught a lot a patience and perseverance. 

 Bring comfortable with myself and truly not caring what other people think of my faith or me. 

 It was full of good spiritual and mental growth. 

 The session about how to be communicate with kids while disciplining was helpful because that's something I understand 
more and will apply in my current position of working in the kids area at my church 

 All the rules stick with you and so it gives you better common sense at future jobs. 

 N/a 

 Though the training was undoubtedly valuable, what I remember best are the actual 'hands-on' learning experiences of 
having campers and navigating all of the different issues that would come up each week. There's two sides to learning 
there: first you have to be on top of the curriculum, knowing how to present it and communicate it effectively, knowing how 
to share our own testimony effectively. You also have to be flexible as you teach because each group is different. That 
leads to the second thing 

 I learned how to use more inclusive language, how to solve problems more creatively, and how to use my personal quirks 
to encourage and motivate others. 

 A lot of teamwork, open communication, following a schedule, managing multiple people (campers), relying on Christ for 
energy, and more! 

 SpringHill helped me gain confidence and initiation when it came to unexpected situations and also everyday experiences. 

 There were many opportunities to practice leadership, which gave me confidence and helped me realize I had leadership 
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skills. 

 Work experience taught me how to do inclusion of individuals with special needs in school and church settings, both of 
which I've done since camp. 

 I got to be in a position where I got to delegate and be in on decision-making groups. I also was given freedom to prepare 
my own teaching plan and implement it with the help of my staff. 

 Improvisation, learning to be flexible and come up with plan b on the spot! 

 The work experience taught me a lot about leadership, multi-tasking, problem solving, attitude, and spiritual foundation 
playing keep roles in being a solid working in my career. 

 Working with a team of many different personalities and working styles, learning how to resolve conflicts, meeting others 
where they are at 

 SpringHill challenged me by putting me in situations where anything could happen and I had to be ready to react and 
respond appropriately. Especially as a wrangler, I needed to make sure everyone was safe at all times and sometimes 
that involved fast and smart reaction times and knowing how to direct and lead the campers and other staff. 

 As a returning staffer, I was able to aide in training new staff. This gave me insight into a leadership role. 

 As a leader you learn how to compose yourself and exercise patience in all situations. SpringHill helped me develop these 
skills. 

 Motivating people. 

 I'm generally not afraid to ask questions in a new setting so I can learn more. I also learned how to apologize for things 
more quickly than I had in the past, which clears the air much sooner. 

 I learned a lot about how to handle conflict and how to interact with campers in a way that can best relate to them. 

 Training was well rounded. 

 I had to take responsibility for my crew in the kitchen and make sure the tst campers filed their responsibilities. 

 I can't think of specific examples. 

 THE WORKED EXPERIENCE HELPED ME FEEL MORE CONFIDENT AND ABLE TO STEP UP AS A LEADER 

 Desire to reach out to others 

 Practice interacting with groups and thinking ahead of what may need done or gathered. 

 Responsibilities as a wrangler to follow procedures help kids be safe and learn about horses. 

 The work experience helped me become a leader by teaching me to step up when needed and being able to be creative, 
flexible, joyful, and patient. 

 I think the ability to not get rattled by the things that go wrong. You can still lead and have fun in the rain. You can have 
teachable moments when kids spill the milk. You learn to have empathy when a kid wets the bed. I think having flexibility 
and go with the flow attitude is a great leadership skill. Don't sweat the small stuff. 

 It allowed me to relate horses and Gods word in the bible to the kids 

 Having to problem solve, work in groups, take care of sick kids 

 Seeing what needed done and doing it even if it is not in your job description. Servant leadership, Christ focuses. 
Understanding that even in a Christian work environment, people will still have issues with each other sometimes. 

 I think I've already kinda covered this. SpringHill taught me to love kids and people more intentionally. Loving people gives 
them a feeling they often miss in the culture. The experience remedied me I never want any one in my social groups to be 
left out. The training prepared me to ask those intentional questions to co-workers and the experience taught me to 
handle terrifying situations with seemingly ease. 

 I'm not a leader, Helper at church. 

 Gave me confidence as a leader of others. Helped me to be an intentional leader. Patient, listener, adaptable. 

 Na 

 Taking initiative, follow through, positive communication styles, enthusiasm. Maintaining my faith in and out of work. Self-
reflection, meditation and time outs when I need to regroup. 

 Stepping up in a crowd. I feel like the scavenger hunt was really helpful. 

 I left with the ability to empathize with kids at a deeper level. 

 Resourcefulness. 

 How to do devotionals 

 I received examples of what not to do 

 I learned how to work with others and to make decisions and do things based on the needs of other people. I learned to 
give my whole self into everything I did. When you're tired and sleep deprived, those kids still expect all of you to be 
present and they deserve that. 

 Being in a position of authority, time management 

 Showed me how to work through trials and persevere 

 Working with people all of the time 

 When you are a counselor, you have to be ready to step up at any moment, that prepares you to be ready for anything 
and ready to lead anything at anytime 

 It put me out of my comfort zone to actually stand up and be a leader, and gave me the confidence to be able to continue 
to be one. 

 Confidence, acquired a whole bag of tricks to work effectively with people, kids and adult Christians. 
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 It helped me become more sensitive to those around me. I also through the summer became very good at having hard 
conversations 

 NA 

 I learned a lot about customer service 

 I have learned how to relate and communicate better with others 

 Learning how to work with all different people was helpful for my work experiences outside of Springhill. 

 I was the director of a ministry at a school overseas. 

 I have found myself more comfortable as a leader after my work at SpringHill after experiencing working in such a large 
leadership role 

 Gave me more patience for others. 

 Having to lead campers and counselors taught me how important each person is, even the ones that are harder to relate 
to 

 I learned to be a self-motivated leader in the workplace. 

 I learned to be a leader from SpringHill because I learned a lot about having to work hard and encourage others 
throughout hard circumstances. SpringHill prepared me to go through hard things and to keep a heads up to really make it 
through and to help others do the same. 

 It didn't really. 

 Simply being in charge of 15 kids has helped me to be more confident in leading the groups I have now of 5-6. 

 Compassion, putting others before self 

 The experience trained me to be a leader by helping me learns to work with what I have and take leadership if no one is 
around and work hard all the time. 

 During training of my second summer at SpringHill, the summer kitchen staff came for specialized training, and therefore 
was able to spend more time together bonding. During that time the returners of our group were able to spend time with 
the new members of the kitchen staff telling them about what a normal day was like and mentoring them. If it wasn't for 
that time, I wouldn't be nearly as comfortable with teaching people about something that they had never experienced 
before. I also enjoyed the way 

 Community 

 I had a better idea of how to lead kids and develop relationships with them. 

 I definitely sharpened my skills in alertness and what to do in emergency situations. I am now calmer when there is 
conflict and am able to act in emergencies. 

 It broadened and strengthened my skill set. 

 NA 

 Only the experience did, and it was mostly through my director Dom. He personally taught me a lot about leadership, 
mostly by example. One thing was to empower others by valuing their opinion and showing that you appreciate what they 
do. 

 Considering teammates needs and how their needs being met can affect the performance of the entire team 

 You are a leader to the kids every day and a support to your coworkers. You often have to step up and see what needs to 
be done to do it. The practice along with witnessing how other good leaders did it helped. 

 Learning to integrate work and Christ. 

 Communicating expectations    Trusting your people    Challenging people to take ownership    Loving your staff    Selling 
a vision 

 Taught me to be selfless, innovative, resourceful, very good customer service skills, a good listener, compassionate to all 
despite their circumstances, and importance of good and effective communication 

 All of the safety and emergency procedures were very informative and beneficial. The best part of the experience was 
role-playing what sessions with individual cabins looked like. 

 I feel like I learned a lot of what not to do. I found that I tend to lead more by doing and being hands-on and problem 
solving with my teamwork so much better than just a dictatorship. Basically I just continued on with what I usually did 
anyway, I just got confirmation of it. Unfortunately, thinking outside the box usually got me in trouble at camp. Not enough 
to get me fired but enough that I lost respect. Now days for me, it's a applauded to think outside of the box but that's 
where my work focus 

 I learned the significance of teamwork. 

 I was transportation 

 I think just working with large groups of kids for that much summer's made the biggest difference. You can't beat that work 
experience. 

 I learned to deal with problems quickly and effectively and to handle difficult situations with composure and ease. 

 Can’t remember 

 The responsibility I was trusted with. 

 Being in charge of a group of people who were 2-6 years younger than me was a new experience. Teaching them to work 
taught me I needed discipline strategies for my kids. 

 I learned a lot of relational skills, both by having strong relationships with the other staff members and building 
relationships with the students. I also increased my personal resilience as a result of dealing with a variety of unforeseen 
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situations. 

 I feel I've answered this through previous questions. (This is a very involved survey to answer thru a phone. Shortening 
future surveys would make me more apt to complete them.) 

 I learned to focus on teamwork, not individual skills alone. We learned that as a team we are stronger than we could ever 
be alone. That has influenced the way I live and work today. 

 It gave me experience I could apply later. 

 As a returner for two years, I was often given the opportunity to help lead my peers, whether in training, or simply being 
there to answer questions when the leads were busy, which allowed me to work on leadership skills. 

 Customer service. Our training and how much we take customer service seriously prepared and equipped me to work with 
all kinds of people and being used to putting others needs before my own and always asking what I can be doing to help 
has made me a very valuable employee because I will do what needs to be done and am always looking for things to do 
not constantly looking for a way to get out if things or take breaks 

 Nothing 

 The nature of being a Wrangler, I had to organize my rider groups/campers myself, teach them, and show them 
horsemanship and care. This made me organize myself and develop better communication skills. I had to have plans for 
each group and/or individual. I had to solve problems on the spot if something came up--poor weather, uncooperative 
horse, afraid camper, etc. 

 Working with a co-counselor was really helpful to me, being able to bounce ideas off each other and step in with our 
strengths if the other was weaker. 

 Speaking in front of groups. Preparing lessons, leading group discussion. 

 This was the first time I had been mainly responsible for the well-being and full inclusion of a child with special needs. 
There were some really intense moments that challenged my abilities and forced me to depend solely on Christ. 

 The interactions between my leadership and campers. 

 Customer service 

 I learned a lot about first aid and child abuse, which broadened my perspective on the world and helped me, see issues 
with compassion. This helped me when I was interning at a missions organization in Haiti because I was able to handle 
difficult situations in villages better. Additionally, I learned a lot about wrangling a group of people, which was invaluable in 
Haiti as I led mission’s trip teams. I learned it is often easier to direct a bunch of CoCo campers than adults! 

 You have to be disciplined and persevere. You also learn how you interact best with other people and how you deal with 
conflict. These are skills you take with you forever. 

 There's only so much that training alone can do. It is the hands-on work that really teaches you. 

 Leadership skills, compassion. 

 Not Applicable 

 Being in ministry and working with young people 

 During my work experience, I had to make lesson plans for my groups and had to make sure they were entertained as 
well as safe. I also had to lead the debriefs which helped me to grow not only in my relationship with God, but also in 
leading devotions. My work experience also prepared me to run my own camp after SpringHill. 

 Sessions, full time staff 

 It taught me how to help those around me who are struggling. 

 There's nothing like learning on the job. I learned what it really is to wrangle a bunch of kids, encourage them, love them, 
and to think about and pray for their welfare and that they would experience God for themselves. SpringHill taught me to 
care for people, and how to lead them with a heart of service. 

 Just being able to lead different types of children, how to preserve, and be patient. 

 Training: Not a lot. Work Experience: Learned and growth by doing. 

 Overall training was good. 

 I learned, throughout the last five years, how to lead people well and empower them to carry out the tasks set before 
them. The leaders I have followed over the years have shown me how to delegate to people in an effective manner and to 
bring people to their full potential. 

 Working with children who might now be interested and the techniques to catch their interest 

 Conflict management, taking initiative, leading songs / activities, confidence, talking deeply about Christ, among other 
things. 

 I don't know. 

 I learned how to better reach kids and put there needs above my own 

 I became better at decision-making and quick as well. I became better at communication and building a trusting and 
responsible foundation with staff and co-workers. 

 Most of my training had been things I heard or learned about before. I was able to grow through my experiences though. I 
was given opportunities to lead and follow I never had before whether it was with my group of campers or within our staff. 

 I learned the benefits of sticking to a scheduled plan, but also being ready for any sudden change in plans and knowing 
how to work with that. I also learned how to take suggestions and other views and incorporate them into any activity in 
order to give even voice to everyone. 

 Knowing that there are always going to be opportunities to further develop and those are usually offered to those who are 
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hardworking, easily coachable/teachable, and are willing to learn. 

 The community focus and trainings while working there were very helpful. 

 Learning how to work with a group and being the ultimate authority. Also working as a team with my co-counselors. 

 Able to handle kids better and know what to say to them. Also how to express my faith in a way kids could understand 

 I fully began to believe that God has a reason for me to be in the positions that I am in. I should rely on his direction. 

 Our job is to lead and by leading one learns how to be a leader. 

 It got me out of my comfort zone and kept me on my toes. 

 I learned to deal with problems as they happened and that helped me in leading my own team at my church. 

 It forced me out of my comfort zone. 

 Simply experience 

 Adapting, perseverance, being a leader to kids, letting down your stupid guard or any mask. 

 I had learned how to love God and love others no matter the complexity of situations, and in that simplicity, I have grown 
to be the leader God has invited me to fulfill. 

 Working with kids can be unpredictable at times and working at camp really causes you to think fast sometimes. When 
working with kids you want to be the best role model possible. It is important to have great character traits that shape a 
leader and someone the kids and even your fellow staff can look up to. 

 Experience 

 Being a cabin leader 24/7 

 Prepared me for my future work in a daycare to work well with my co-workers. 

 Too long ago to remember :( 

 Being a work coordinator for TST, I had to manage 30 campers working while assigning 5 counselors to help oversee 
them. 

 Patience, patience, patience. 

 Gained experience leading the mail team 

 Learning how to lead people in high-pressure situations was the most valuable thing I learned in being prepared for future 
work experience. 

 It was so long ago I don't remember 

 Collaborating with others, meeting the needs of others, opportunities to be challenged 

 None 
 
 
26. Was the training/education regarding leadership better than, the same as, worse than in 2015 compared to the 
year(s) previous? 
Better than 

 

 It was not as long, there were chairs and it was much more exciting then previous years. 

 I actually pressed the wrong button and did not work 2 summers with SpringHill. 

 Was not a councilor 

 Not applicable 

 More interactive 

 Two day everyone training, then the rest of the days focused on individual roles. 

 I had a different kind of training altogether, but I noticed more focus on interpersonal communication and I appreciated 
that. One of the biggest errors we make as staff members is not taking care of interpersonal issues. Teaching people to 
be assertive, loving, and straightforward helped a lot. 

 I did not work in 2014. 

 I actually missed the first two days of training in 2014 so I don't have a complete memory of that training. The training was 
pretty good both years. The big difference was the huge all day training sessions in 2015 at the start. While I was able to 
stay focus throughout it (probably because it was more interesting than eight hours of warehouse work), it may have been 
long for a lot of people. I feel like 2014 may have built better community during training. Although the first all-staff activity 
was a team 

 The lessons were more in depth. 

 Less time in the Auditorium. 2-Day crazy program was actually helpful; it did not seem that long. 

 Y'all made it fun... It was less torture. 

 The learning setting, the shorter number of days for training and sessions 

 Two day training made the training less boring and burned people out less 

 A big changed that I liked a lot was that the summer kitchen staff came a couple days before a majority of the staff 
arrived, and therefore had the chance to get to know each other before we began spending time in our camp areas. 

 The 2 day training was great but intense 

 I was a counselor in 2014 and an AD in 2015, so there was a significant difference in the leadership training. Taking the 
Disc test really helped, but most other sessions were not good, like the one on conflict management. It was just two 
directors reading from notes and a slide. The training on the Style Approach was good. I don't really remember being 
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trained in leadership in 2014, but I do remember that we were trained better as counselors and I felt more prepared. 
Michigan does it better than Indiana. P 

 For the training in general, I preferred the 2(?) day session in 2015 that was broken up with funny emcees and videos, 
snacks, and comfier chairs. For specific leadership training, I liked that we took quizzes to know our different 
personality/leadership styles and learn to accommodate the other styles to help everyone grow. 

 It was more compact in both what we were doing and what areas if camp we used. In 2014 we were rubbing around 
everywhere but in 2015 we were condensed to mostly one location, which was really nice and easier. We also had more 
time to bond as a team in 2015 

 Counselors were belay certified which I liked. However, I think we could have been more effective in getting belay training 
hours done. I belayed one real person up a wall before I went to camp and belayed children. 

 2 days in contrast to 4 is always a plus and the fact that the training sessions were split up by fun games and dance 
parties was a blessing. Much better than being talked at for hours and then given an hour of free time then campfire. It 
used to be a very boring training week. 

 
 
 
Worse than 

 

 Longer, not as consistent 

 The two-day lecture sessions where we sat in the Aud all day. Absolutely terrible. It was a bad format and was not 
conducive to learning. It also seemed that 2015 training focused more on soft skills, like leadership and building 
community, rather than hard skills and facts, like schedules and how to talk to parents. 

 I liked it in 2014 when we went over the Gospel message together and training was more interactive. 

 In 2014 we didn't get much team time and were not able to grow together well and we also needed A LOT more training 
on our activities than we got. In 2015 we got a lot of team time, which was so great, but the main sessions were so 
crammed together that I don't feel I learned a lot. 

 The leadership positions were not explained at all. 

 I hated the two day training, people were brought in that I have never met which took away from the community and they 
walked around like they were better then everyone else, not giving a good example of humility, and the two day training 
just tired everyone out, 

 
 
 
28. One of the goals of SpringHill is to train future leaders. What recommendations would you make to SpringHill to 
make sure they are accomplishing this goal? 
 

 I think you do an excellent job of this. My only advice would be to continue to carefully select your leaders at SpringHill. It's 
one thing to teach someone to be a leader, it's another thing entirely to have an example to model after. That puts a lot of 
pressure on SH to have good strong leaders, but it'll pay off later and you do a great job of it! 

 Communicate better. Everything always seemed to be happening last minute and with little planning. 

 Going through how to handle specific tasks 

 More personality tests and how to work with those different ones. 

 None 

 Follow up with staff after summer is over. Also, put people outside their comfort zones and push them to be better. 

 Be certain that those who are placed in leadership roles fulfill them. Also those under them should be informed of the 
responsibilities that leaders hold. On many occasions those under leadership staff would be come frustrated and angry 
with people for not meeting their needs without the realization of the weight that is placed on leadership staff. 

 Sorry, wish list could help but you do a lot already 

 Read previous comment about training 

 Make sure that we are being watched and given feedback by people who know what good leaders do. I got feedback on 
how I did this summer in my role but it was only by my area director. It would have been nice to get feedback from more 
experienced leaders at spring hill. 

 NA 

 Nothing, I think training was adequate and very informative. I appreciate the intensity of the training and long hours, 
because it prepares you for the mood of the upcoming summer. 

 Just make sure there are plenty of opportunities for them to actually exercise some leadership roles and make decisions, 
not merely follow. 

 Continue to do the great work that you do! 

 Letting other people lead, not just leadership staff. 

 You can't lead unless you know where you are going. And you can't get there unless you map and budget. Every fund 
raising project served the purpose of facilitating as kind of Game With A Purpose. The huge back-land property is a 
conversation-starter. Learn to understand what we actually learn in principle. Not draw illustrations. Not make 
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comparisons. But find the eternal truth that connects the blob to a family spat. That discovery is the purpose of every 
physical structure and piece of nature at the camp 

 Continue immersing them in the Gospel. 

 Have leaders who are present and involved with the staff. 

 Keep it up 

 BE ready to change your life. 

 Hire some qualified leaders who actually have business experience. Don't just hire the cop out ministry kids who can't get 
a job anywhere else, who have only worked at SpringHill. And don't discourage your new staff that comes with much more 
experience than the repeaters who have never had another job. 

 Get people out of their comfort zones 

 I would do some role playing for potential situations that could happen with campers 

 Provide leadership opportunities that are post-SpringHill life that are more full-time positions, not necessarily associated 
with SpringHill. 

 Servant leadership 

 The training didn't really touch on leadership after Springhill. 

 Continue to show them that it's not an easy job but it is a rewarding job. Also, that with God anything is possible 

 Give the counselors more responsibility so they can learn to problem solves. I almost never had a co-counselor since I 
was adventure challenge but Katie supported me whenever I needed her. 

 I think you do a pretty good job 

 Provide counselors with thorough training as well. 

 Determine what motivates people and have them seek their strengths in that field. 

 Give them the confidence to know they can make a tremendous impact in the lives of their peers as well as the lives of 
campers through their leadership 

 Keep up the good work! 

 I wasn't at training and so maybe they talked about it there. But one thing which I felt was missing during the week I 
staffed was a focus on servant leadership. As Christians we should lead from a posture of humility. 

 Keep on keeping on! Keep equipping young adults with the skills they need to lead 

 Keep doing what you're doing:) 

 Invest in each person as an individual even though there are lots of employees 

 Activities to get to know each other better. Directors to take charge and create a better environment for everyone 

 You guys did a great job in New Fro, so not much comes to mind 

 Make sessions more interactive 

 One of the things I most desired while on staff was one-on-one mentorship from someone who is leading above me. One-
on-ones were few and far between- easily cancelled or shortened. While I would like to say they happened weekly like 
they are supposed to, they didn't whether I was activity staff, counselor, or summer leadership. 

 They are doing a great job at training future leaders, keep it up! 

 Not sure. 

 Make sure staff at the bottom of the food chain are heard and validated. When a concern/issue is brought up, make sure 
the person is aware someone is following up, even if nothing is able to be done, it would be nice to know people would 
have tried to do something. Also, making sure activities staff is more accommodated and that their expectations and roles 
with their specific cabins are clear and enforced. Too often certain activities staff were overspending themselves with their 
campers while others never 

 Focus on the individual 

 More one on one leadership from res staff to area directors. 

 Help them to understand Gods love so that they have a desire to connect with everyone. 

 Nothing. I think you guys did everything right! 

 Give your counselors the tools they need to succeed by looking after their wellbeing during the summer. Show them that 
they are valued, and that the camp cannot run without them. Value the time off you give them, make leadership Available 
to conversations and mentoring during the summer. Lead by example of excellence. 

 Give more space for personalization. 

 Keep doing what you're doing 

 None 

 Honestly, just tell them that that is a goal. I remember feeling a little blindsided when my second summer came along. I 
was relied on in a lot of roles that were difficult and had I known I was being groomed, I probably would've had a better 
attitude instead of thinking I was being targeted for something I just happened to do well. 

 Give them more opportunities to lead things on their own. Teach them to fish rather than giving them fish. 

 Continue praying for God to show you who He wants to be leaders for the upcoming summers. Use the residence staff to 
pour out into the leaders more and get to know them on a personal level. 

 Provide more opportunity for counselors to have some kind of leadership or to step up into a new role as the summer 
goes on 

 Keep doing what you are doing. 
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 Make sure we are grounded in Truth, and equipped with a common goal 

 Instead of giving direct questions to ask in the small group meetings, give them themes to discuss, but let the leaders 
procure their own questions. 

 I would do an apprenticeship/internship with year-round staff so people could see all sides of leadership at SpringHill. 
Invest in follow-up when the summer ends. I felt like I left camp and that was the end of my time there. There were a few 
friends I stayed connected with, but not many. Have leadership coaches throughout the summer. 

 None, I thought the training sessions were extremely helpful and I really enjoyed them. 

 I thought it was a great experience. No needed changes. 

 Keep outreaching to college students 

 To keep doing what you are doing 

 Make sure they are strong in their faith 

 Sorry, I can't think of anything. 

 To make sure to always have everything up to date in what's being taught 

 Continue pouring into individuals. I love how there are many meetings for the staff where they can pour into each other 
and be refreshed. That is so important, not just in the strenuous camp craziness, but in life. 

 I'm not sure it's not entirely possible in a summer. Multiple summers -- maybe; but 10 weeks really doesn't cut it...unless 
people aren't getting ANY leadership training in other facets of life. I had 4 years of collegiate ministry training...that will 
overwhelm 10 weeks of camp training any day. Suggestions, then, would probably be retaining staff for more than one 
summer and teaching THEM how to walk with Jesus (so they can teach their campers to do the same). I think as a 
Christian camp, your ' 

 Just keep poring the love of Christ into the people that work for ya'll. 

 Have the people who have authority on them, them praise them when they are doing well at leading 

 Give your employees the strength to keep going and make sure they feel appreciated. When working for miniscule wages 
and then being asked to donate those away it can feel like you are being unappreciated at times. 

 Continue to model great leaders from the top dogs all the way down to counselors 

 Continuing to train servant leadership. While working at SpringHill I grow immensely from my summer that did not go so 
well. Learning to take constructive criticism, take responsibility and grow form it was crucial in my life. 

 I don't recall this being a focus when I was a counselor and do not feel I can contribute to this response based on 
experience. But I think ministry leadership is important and teaching people how to pray out loud, to pray over others, to 
bless others and how to lead bible studies is key to ministry development 

 Love God, Love others! Dive into His word it is SO good and will change your life forever! 

 Really emphasize being a selfless leader. When you're working for yourself and your own pleasures, your work ethic and 
your leadership skills will be very poor. When you really give all your energy into making sure your campers have the best 
week and get to know Christ, you will be greatly influencing them will most likely leave a life-long impact on them. To 
summarize: emphasize others over self, even when it gets really hard. 

 Not sure. 

 Continue helping staff develop good habits and disciplines that encourage personal spiritual growth. I think everything 
else will fall in place of that is in place for each person. 

 Remind them that being a goof leader requires patience. 

 Give people the opportunity to lead and prove themselves 

 They bought us all a copy of the strength finder’s book and we went through it, took the test, and used it to really bond our 
teams together. I thought that was great. 

 I would make that goal clear to staff. I did not understand that to be a goal when I went through training. I thought that the 
only goal was to teach me how to be a counselor at Spring Hill 

 Check in with previous staff members to see where they are now. 

 None 

 Always make sure that there is connection between counselors and residence leadership staff. The more my boss was 
present or checking in, the more inspired I was to doing my job well. 

 Leaders need rest. This summer we were understaffed for activities leaders, they were getting burned out quickly, and 
they would mention it often. When leaders are burned out, campers will not receive the best experiences possible. 

 Keep doing what you're doing. Put people into positions that show that they are being trusted with extra responsibilities. 

 Have co-workers pretend to be kids that they may come across. 

 Continue to pour into all people on the team and challenge them to take on new leadership positions. I was given the 
opportunity to be an AD (when I came in only given the role as counselor) and God definitely used this time to grow and 
humble me as a leader. 

 Continue to poor into the counselor’s lives and be real with them. 

 None- it's working! 

 Teaching people how to communicate could be really helpful. However, I think that leadership is often best learned 
through actual experiences throughout the summer. That's why training will never fully be able to prep counselors for 
Week 1. Some things you just have to learn by watching good examples and taking the initiative to implement them in 
your own experiences. 
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 It helps to always make things applicable to situations outside of camp. When people limit their learning to only camp 
related situations, it is not preparing them for life. I learned how to make decisions, consider other people's ideas, and be 
flexible. Those all applied to life outside of camp. That focus is what we always need. 

 You're doing great! 

 More training time and individual focus 

 Show that leaders have more qualities than what we expect 

 Open your life eyes and heart to God and the teachings and lessons of the bible. 

 Incorporating the ability to teach as an important asset for a leader 

 Give examples of experiences in your own life and how they apply to their positions now. 

 Make sure everyone is getting thoroughly trained in his or her area and that everyone is on the same page. 

 Don't send returning staff to day camps during training. They can add input to help new staff become better and in doing 
so, they can act as additional informal leaders along with the area directors. 

 More inclusion 

 Give counselors more of an opportunity to think and make judgments for themselves when it comes to less urgent camper 
situations, while still making sure they are supported by their respective directors and Ads. 

 Start with one on one incoming interview, then mid way one on one interview, then one on one exit interview 

 Continue to pour into the leaders equally! 

 N/A 

 None, it was great! 

 Keep doing what you're doing! 

 Keep on, keeping on... Pray until you Pray, Sing until you Sing, and Praise until you really Praise. Then, carry on with the 
training. :) 

 Pay attention to details & stay focused on Christ. 

 Only hire staff with a. background in their job. 

 Note really sure 

 There was on ad. who I felt genuinely cared, we went out and spent a lot of time getting to know each other, and then 
there were others who were there to be with significant others and who were not intentional at all, who rarely spent time 
getting to know the counselors. Counselors get super burnt out. Super quick. Have someone to pour into them. Who is 
actually glad to be pouring into them, who are glad to be there? If you want your leaders to grow, then make it a priority to 
make them feel worthy in the g 

 More practice in hypothetical situations. 

 I think that the system in place works well, but I would focus more on the role of area directors. I was a TST counselor for 
two summers and never felt like the area director cared that much about engaging with the campers. I understand that 
isn't their main role, but I didn't feel supported by them as I lead campers either. Sometimes they were focused on 
administrative duties, but I think it would be worthwhile for them to spend more time engaging with the counselors and 
campers in their group. 

 Pour into leadership/res staff 

 NA 

 Honestly, they are doing a great job. I personally learn more from doing and I learned more over the summer for what 
works and what doesn't than during training. Training was good for helping us prepare for what might happen, but when 
the summer starts, there are always curveballs. 

 Keep doing staff evaluations. I know it's time consuming, but I think it makes a difference. It can be really encouraging to 
hear someone affirm things that you do well and areas in which God has gifted you. It's also really helpful to get 
someone's advice on what areas you can grow in and work on developing. 

 Little things matter still 

 I think it's important to teach balance in leadership, and also leading by example. In a setting like camp, it's important to 
have the work and play balance, time spent to recharge (making sure you take care of yourself), and setting the example 
in things like: work ethic, how you treat/talk to others, expectations, communication, conflict resolution, and spiritual life. 

 Give them more time with each other in groups to learn from one another. 

 I believe they have it down pact. 

 Recruiting from a broader base of public and private backgrounds 

 Future leaders will rise out of the woodwork during the summer. Stop trying to force it out of them at training. Focus on all 
the dry, boring stuff for the week when they're all together. Allow the Res Staff and Director to guide them counseling 
team in developing leadership skills as they work. I learned more from observing leaders in action at camp than I ever did 
in a training session. 

 Follow up with staff; possibly offer events for prior staff to come back for leadership workshops. 

 I think you're doing pretty well! 

 Give longer breaks in between sessions 

 Trust your leaders to handle any issues within their staff and respect the staff enough to address issues face to face 
rather than addressing the group when certain members of the group weren't involved. 
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 I know this is hard to decipher but one recommendation is to really build an environment of leaders that cuts down on the 
gossip. My most major concern and only hesitation in recommending SpringHill to potential staff are sending them into an 
environment where leadership gossips way too much. I would really, as a leader, hammer down on that hard. I would over 
present the importance of not having gossip in the interview and training process, as well as calling people out when it 
happens. This was a major 

 Identify key aspects of leaders in training Examples of key leaders in the US, Christianity, etc and how they exemplify 
those characteristics 

 Go more into what it looks like to be a quality leader. What are some practical ways to lead? 

 Maybe have assistant directors have meetings with the counselors, even once or twice over the course of the summer 
could really help. 

 The training was great, but I think that if more time were spent with smaller groups it would be a little easier for people to 
take in. 

 Give more responsibilities towards the end of the summer. Training doesn't end when campers come, but continues daily. 

 Keep up the Good work! 

 All areas of SpringHill need to center on Christian values and character. The kitchen supervisor and workers need help in 
this area. 

 Mentoring/coaching of staff is probably the most important -- after initial training takes place. The trickle down leadership 
that was in place while I worked there (2003-2009) enabled this to happen well. Also intentional evaluations every quarter 
(year-round) or monthly (summer staff) will help staff to continue growing and becoming the best leader they can be. 

 Be patient and create relationships 

 None 

 Focus more on the application than the theory in training. The training was often impractical because we were given 
information with no way to exercise it practically. I learned far more about leadership from the job itself than from the 
training. They seemed like two disconnected worlds (work, training). 

 Keep doing what you are doing. 

 Y'all are doing well with this goal! 

 Have each staff member see the importance of his or her job as equal to everyone else. 

 Keep doing what you are doing. SpringHill is the best! 

 NA 

 Not much. They are doing an excellent job. 

 To teach them to learn from mistakes because they will happen. 

 Follow up throughout the summer and incorporate more leadership training/learning/evaluation throughout the summer. 
Sometimes when we talk about leadership it doesn't always seem to be applied or directed at what is going on in the 
situation I currently found myself. 

 Maybe small groups such as one for female leaders, male leaders, counselors 

 Major on the majors. Using past successes (you have some formulas that work!) and mentors (books, leaders, other 
camps, etc.) who are currently staying true to Biblical teaching and impacting effectively for Christ, commit to not doing a 
lot of things pretty well, but a few things extremely well! SHC is growing, and so far it looks that you have continued to 
stay true to the founders' hearts for Christ and you have continued to prove authentic in your work and outreach! Stay 
humble while bold, and use free 

 To acknowledge that's what they want to do. To tell staff that whether they think of themselves as a leader or not, just 
wanting to be a camp to make a difference makes them one. You could offer more teachings about being a leader and 
how to be a leader. Also, how being a disciple of God is being a leader and that everyone has a different leadership style. 

 Keep up the good work. It seemed that people who are encouraged more to step out and just make a decision, are the 
ones who do the best at leading. 

 More resources available to help with questions   more planning 

 Stop picking favorites? I know some people come back year after year, but it was disheartening to be part of this turnover, 
it even felt that way in the middle of the summer, as people would leave constantly. 

 I think they are already doing a great job of this. 

 None. Everything was great. 

 N/a 

 Give better goals than a promotion. You have lots of good staff and tell them all that they will move up, but then when a 
person does not move up then they feel like they have failed. 

 N/a 

 Consider partnering counselors with a specific area director or other staff person who can be an ongoing mentor for the 
counselor over the course of the summer. I'm not sure if Ads are necessarily the best for this role though, since often 
times they are a bit overstretched, and they are also not always very mature, either personally or as leaders, themselves. I 
do think that the experience of being a counselor does, to a large extent, provide the opportunity to develop as a leader if 
they are willing 

 Lead them to Jesus; Jesus has the tools and strength they need to do this difficult and rewarding task. 
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 Definitely more one-on-one time with professional staff. Some kind of mentoring opportunity to discuss more life-
plans/ways to always be connected to SpringHill after the summer ends. I gained a tremendous community of fellow 
counselors, but wish I had been closer with some of the professional staff leading us -- as people to talk to for career 
advice/life advice (not just about job performance at SpringHill). 

 To encourage everyone to take the lead in an activity or worship session and not only allow the higher powers to do so. 

 Encourage staff to fill leadership holes as they arise. 

 ? 

 The best way to learn is through failure, I would stress that. They aren't going to always make the right decisions and you 
should give grace to them more often. 

 Lay out what some of the expectations are of the leaders being a Christian leader, what does God call us to do as leaders 
for Christ? 

 Provide them with specific leadership training. Focus on the clear goals and leadership qualities. Evaluate before and 
after their experience. 

 Give more free time during training- give time for things to actually sink in, make sure that everyone is getting poured into   
make sure that things that could be done before campers are there is done- LOTS of things are done last minute, make 
sure that everyone is prepared for changes- like what to do in bad weather on open/closing day before the day, more 
communication between all staff members, more opportunities for staff to get to know each other, more team building, 

 Throughout the summer, come alongside the staff to ensure they know what their job expects of them and how they can 
improve. 

 Give them opportunities to be leaders. Also continue to hire excellent staff leadership because my lead was a great 
example to me on what a leader should be. 

 Ads 

 Start from the top. Every interaction counts, seen and unseen. Also, my current employer emphasizes a 200% 
accountability rate. 100% accountable for your actions, and your co-worker's/peer's. 

 Not sure 

 Talk about failure. As a firstborn, this has always been one of my greatest fears. Let people know that we all fail, but God's 
grace allows us to be forgiven, pick up and move on. But we need to extend that grace to one another too, rather than 
judging one another. Grace and love cover a multitude of sins, and we all need both. 

 I would make sure that communication is also clear and concise, I also feel that there could be more time for bonding 
among activity staff as a whole during training like there is for counselors. 

 Keep on doing the same things but do it better. 

 More training during summer. Not just intro training. And make sure all staff is involved. I was excluded for many activities 
because of my work schedule 

 I don't have any specifics. 

 None, 

 No recommendations 

 Focus less on leading. So many fellow summer staff were consumed with becoming leaders and being in charge. I say, 
be present and simply do what needs done. It's not about who does the work, but how the work is done. 

 Lead by example. I was a teen watching older teens and college students and young adults work, learn and serve. 

 Having each area split after training to discuss what we learned would benefit a lot, especially if it id going to continue to 
be crammed together. 

 Talk about a wide variety of teachable moments and how to control people less with less commanding orders and more 
guided learning allowing kids to lead in ways they can. 

 Team building 

 Lots of encouragement of staff, especially as summer goes on and fatigue sets in Group team building and problem 
solving exercises. Not sure if still doing this, but the alpha trips before actual staff training began where very helpful in 
getting to know other staff and working together as a team 

 Unsure 

 Make applicable real life ways that these things apply to real life. It isn't just about camp. You don't have to walk out of 
those gates at the end of summer and leave everything you loved behind. You can change the way your work place does 
work, how your friends look at things, or how the kids in your church feel. It's not just about here it's about impacting the 
world. Let them know that, make it applicable, and enable them to do that. 

 Stay Focused on why you're here. 

 In our culture, we need leaders who are secure in their faith and confident in the truth of the bible. . Even when it goes 
against the majority opinion. Our future Christian leaders will face more opposition than ever before. 

 Na 

 Have training seminars, including role playing, working with different, challenging groups of high-risk kids, handicapped, 
poverty. Volunteer at different organizations such as Eagle Village, YMCA. Teach 1 on 1 confidence building skills, a few 
catch phrases a counselor can say to a child when they are getting homesick, having a bad day, not relating well with 
others, not feeling well or run down from all the activities. Kids need more down time, flexibility in their schedules. 

 Keep doing things as they are. Give the counselors opportunities to shine 
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 Teach self-care and encourage processing for all staff. 

 Look back- what I said about Media Directors. 

 Communicate better on who exactly is leadership. 

 Look at the leaders they have now and make them the best they can be. You cannot improve others without fixing 
yourself first. 

 I think you're doing a great job. Maybe more on actual leadership skills. 

 To make sure counselors are being properly trained; make sure that the area directors, the ones that are closely working 
with the counselors, are there for the counselors. It's hard to have a job as a counselor where you are constantly giving 
and giving emotionally and physically with hardly and help in return. 

 Focus on the growth of ALL staff and ALL children. Every person matters 

 Realize that not everyone is a leader 

 Keep loving your staff and encouraging them that they are capable to do anything with the help of the Lord 

 Continue the great things you're doing already. 

 Plug into mentors regardless of age gaps or location. 

 Keep doing what you are doing and developing leaders 

 N/A 

 Treat the people with respect. Don't look down on them when they don't know something. 

 Higher leadership (directors and such) getting to know all the staff on a certain level and being able to teach them 
valuable leadership skills 

 Continue to provide opportunities for staff alum to return to Springhill for retreats and work opportunities as well as sharing 
instances between staffers of ways to get connected and get involved. Staff alum serve trip during Christmas or Spring 
break? 

 More prep time 

 Keep up with staff and their leadership roles after leaving SHC 

 No suggestions 

 Emphasis the importance of leading each and every person. 

 I am not sure 

 I would tell them to be completely honest with their staff. If you want to train future leaders you must be honest with them 
about what they are leading. I feel like at SpringHill we beat around the bush a lot and it's hard. We let people down, that’s 
hard, and in order to be a good leader, you must be honest. I think SpringHill needs to work on training people to be more 
upfront and honest. 

 Focus on humility as a leader. Many college students want more, more, more in terms of recognized leadership 
opportunities, like being an RA or something of that sort. Being a leader is a humbling thing. Focus on that. :) 

 Talk about the importance of being involved in a church or Christian group at campus and possibly what it looks like to be 
a Christian on a secular campus. 

 Encourage strength in the face of the adversity 

 Train them how to work with peers and people their own age and older 

 Involving returning staff members more in all staff training would allow them to teach the new staff. 

 None 

 Not sure, since it has been a long time since I have been involved with the camp. 

 The overall management for New Frontiers the summer I was employed (2014) was very poor. Danny knew no one's 
names and there was constantly condemnation that never led to a better result from management. I was never the focus 
of the condemnation, however many of my peers were and it really turned me off to Springhill's supervisor system. When 
offered to return the following summer, I declined due to the unpleasant hierarchy SpringHill created in their work culture. 
To train future leaders, one has to exhibit 

 Not sure 

 NA 

 Training needs a makeover. I think that the experience does a great job of training future leaders, but training needs more 
working with your own director and leadership team and less sessions. Seriously, sessions are horrible. Also, whoever 
schedules sessions needs to realize it is physically impossible to get to the next session when one session ends at the 
same time as another session starts. 

 Continue to provide feedback to staff about how they are doing and what they can do to improve - identify weaknesses 
and work to strengthen them 

 One important aspect of leadership is communication, which I think Spring Hill is not very good at right now. If they could 
improve their communication it would be a better example of how to communicate with others. 

 To continue the support given and to be encouraging. 

 Challenge people    Give responsibility and support    Train on group dynamics and teamwork    Teach personality traits 
and how to work with people    Leadership studies on individuals 

 Later on in the summer doing more training/guidance/ seminars about how use experiences and training we have from 
camp in our lives at home which are not necessarily full of Christians - in college, dorms, church, but also workplaces for 
those people who aren't returning to college after camp 
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 Overload them with as much information as possible, and then have them play out scenarios in a group setting. Then 
assess their performance, give helpful criticism, and have them run it again with those corrections. Also, inform Area 
Directors to keep a look out for counselors with leadership potential. Then provide opportunities for those counselors to 
lead a campfire, big group game, etc. 

 Don't count out your diamonds in the rough. Sometimes those happy faces and still waters run very deep but most people 
would never take the time to find out. 

 Teach the importance of face-to-face communication! Emails and text messages are not always adequate or the best 
options for getting your message across. The younger generations are losing the ability to truly communicate and work 
out differences of opinion. They hide behind technology. 

 Make sure there Christians some of the young adults seemed more like hobos hanging out at camps that will feed them 
some didn't shower that's just wrong some drank beer etc overly so that's a no but most were good put people doing jobs 
that understand it and know it some that were called wranglers knew nothing about horses and we're mean to them 
unacceptable to me I am a horse woman love deeply for these horses seen them not trade well not feed or watered some 
died this is not good train these people well 

 N/a 

 Make sure communication to staff is more effective this summer because lack of communication is frustrating and 
stressful! 

 Model it by having current leaders share authentically how they are continuing to develop 

 Develop a real leadership curriculum for people going into the real world (which means learning how to appropriate your 
faith in an appropriate manner!). 

 Teach how to work with people who are set in their ways and don't want to change (many Church counsels) 

 I think having area directors or admin staff give direct feedback to counselors about their leadership skills would be a good 
idea. 

 Don't know. 

 Include a piece about How to solve staff interpersonal (interrelation) issues. It seems to be a common theme outside of 
camp work. 

 Provide time for and education on self-care. Encourage interaction among all staff vs. allowing cliques to develop. Provide 
space for creativity and empowerment. 

 Evaluations! My evaluations were a joke when I was there. As an activity staff, I only received one or two evaluations each 
summer from my high adventure lead, often because they were two busy. The one or two I did receive simply stated that I 
was doing fine. I was given nothing to work on and build on. As a lifetime learner, I know I can always improve, but I was 
never given constructive criticism. 

 Make it more of a point to inform them that the decisions that they make are important yes but they aren't going to blow up 
a kid if they make a bad choice in a game or disappoint a kid of something it's not the end of the world and not every 
choice you make is the difference between the life and death of your campers sometimes it's just the difference between 
poisonous dart frog and duck whatever 

 None 

 Continue the emphasis on individual spiritual growth. Help them develop good communication skills and creative thinking. 

 Really harboring an atmosphere for the Spirit of God to move, loving on the staff and continuing to prepare staffer's hearts 
for the campers. That will flow from the top down to the campers - it's a wonderful camp to be a part of! 

 N/a 

 Work to overlap the staff as it cycles through. By its very nature, staff is transient and short term. Help return staff take 
ownership for building up the next years' potential return staff and so on. 

 Continue to push people to get out of their boundaries, and if there is an issue amongst staff, have the two people or 
groups resolve it themselves. 

 Pick the best ones and challenge them by allowing them to make decisions 

 More performance evaluations & leadership development advice throughout the summer from Area Directors. 

 Continue to give counselors leadership responsibilities on the team. Empower them to lead each other and the campers. 

 As I mentioned there's a real divide between those who are in favor of LGBT rights and those who are opposed. 
Considering this is increasingly becoming something that we’re talking about in the mainline culture SpringHill needs to do 
more than just ignore it. While I was there we were essentially told to not talk about it, especially issues related to 
transgender peoples. It seems we're past the tipping point on these things and there needs to be some sort of training on 
this because if kids are going to cam 

 Keep doing what you are doing! The nights spent with the team at night are crucial. I would focus on worship and Bible 
readings together as a team. 

 Better on-site training, encourage and uplift efforts rather than harping on minor flaws of counselors. (Obviously correct 
inappropriate behavior or poor leadership, but I noticed the staff doing more tearing down of my co-counselors during 
debrief than uplifting). 

 Find young people with a passion to help others grow 

 Give each person a day or two to lead a group. It would be cool to also see the campers be leaders for a little while. 
Obviously with limitations, but explain to them what it means to be a leader and give them a chance to demonstrate their 
leadership skills. Encourage them to do so if they are nervous. 
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 Leadership focused material 

 Make the lecture part of training more memorable so it will stick with you for the long term 

 Not many. My bosses were excellent examples of Christian leaders, and working with them and watching them interact 
with my coworkers, with parents, and with kids helped teach me about being a leader. 

 Be more hands on. Show them what they might deal with on a regular basis. How to best explain teaching the word to the 
children. 

 People are potential. Invest in people and take chances. Future leaders are people who are not currently leaders, so risks 
should be being taken in the hiring process. 

 Keep in business 

 I think the training this summer definitely trained people to be better leaders. There was a strong emphasis on this, and 
most of our time was spent talking about how to be a leader; however, the team I was on did not have proper training 
before we left the overnight. People were not trained well on activities or conducting small groups. Part of this was 
because there was so much running around during the day that we didn't have an adequate amount of time to train on 
some of the important things. 

 Investing in all the counselors and ensuring they are leading with the love of charts 

 Honestly - I haven't been in any kind of contact with Spring Hill for many years, but if it is still like it was when I was there 
(2001-2005ish), just keep doing what you are doing. Develop people spiritually - that's Spring Hill's legacy to me and if 
you keep that up, leaders will come out of your staff. 

 I don't have any 

 Continue to do what you do! 

 Honestly, I think SpringHill does a great job. You provide great resources and support. 

 Take chances with counselors, not in a way that puts campers in danger but in a way that will challenge counselors' 
growth. Pairing counselors is an art, that's for sure, and counselors do so much in teaching and training each other. We 
cannot burnout great counselors though by putting pressure on them to train weaker counselors or to carry them through 
a week. It is exhausting and makes strong counselors mediocre later in the summer. We need to push middle of the road 
counselors to grow as leaders by work 

 Be sure to have people that jump in part way through the summer, like I did, a chance to train before throwing them in a 
group. Although I do understand that we were at first short of staff that week. 

 Ask current employees how SpringHill can best aid them in becoming the leaders of today. 

 Everything is well. 

 Provide more opportunities for kids to be in leadership roles 

 Keep doing the good work. 

 Maybe have in services or refresher on leading. 

 Keep up the good work 

 Just to stay 100% based in scripture. Us students aren't there to serve SpringHill. We are there to serve our Lord and 
Savior. 

 Give ample opportunity to staffers to fill leadership roles. 

 Instill confidence. That’s all some people need 

 More leadership training for all staff not just the leadership staff 

 More accountability systems. Closer AD's to the counselors --they need more support, along with the activity staffers. 

 I think SpringHill is already doing a great job training its leaders! I think it is really awesome that SpringHill makes sure the 
staff knows that they are being trained to be leaders! 

 On-going training throughout employment 

 Recruit proven leaders from high school church groups 

 Have more leadership positions available for them to become a future leader. 

 Have an open posture to those of other faiths and present gospel truths in a narrative style rather than propositional. 
Better communication amongst resident and summer leadership. Sometimes (not often) resident staff was unaware of 
changes that happened in certain departments, especially amongst activity staff. 

 Continue emphasizing how much of an impact your leadership is leaving on the campers. 

 Give everyone a chance to hold those leadership roles. 

 I'm sure those who work as counselors get training for this just through the job. Activity staff may be an area to look at for 
more leadership opportunities. 

 MORE ONE-ON-ONE DIRECT INPUT FROM LEADERS. 

 Keep doing it 

 If someone wants a leadership position, work with them to develop their skills so they may one day is able to attain it. One 
counselor told me she wanted to be an area director and she talked to an assistant director about it and even asked if she 
could have more responsibilities but she never got an answer. I realize that there are a limited amount of leadership 
positions and a lot of people want them but if someone is looking to sharpen their skills, we should work harder to build 
everyone up rather than 

 None 
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33. When you worked at SpringHill, were there any defining moments for you. If so, tell us your story. 

 

 Is it a cop out answer to say that every moment was defining? Aside from growing leaps and bounds in my faith and 
meeting my wife there is another moment in particular that sticks out to me. I was a New Fro counselor staying in the 
plane. It was the weekend and I'd wanted to sleep outside all summer, after all I was the outdoor sportsman counselor! 
The first night was a royal failure because I brought my sleeping bag out to the soccer field and woke up at 3:15am to the 
sprinkler system... The second nigh 

 Week 5 I was a little sad because none of my campers stayed back after campfire on Wednesday night. However, I was 
asked to stay anyways to talk to campers from other cabins that had stayed. I ended up talking with a girl who was having 
a really hard time. I had never met her before, but she was experiencing a lot of things that were really similar to what I 
had when I was younger and I got to talk with her for a long time about how much God loves her and really just life in 
general. Come closing day she of 

 Watching three campers come to know Christ. Praying with them. Watching them smile the rest of the week. A mom 
brought my co-counselor and I a cold beverage after a long week of rough kids. I learned the value of unexpected 
encouragement. Host home interactions. A little girl came up to me before any other campers arrived and said thanks for 
loving me. I have never felt so wanted before. I don't want to leave you. You're like my sister now. 

 When the kids talk openly about God. 

 I met some of my best friends at Spring Hill, including my wife. My time at Spring Hill was some of the most memorable of 
my life and I can't wait for my own children to enjoy that experience. 

 The level of care truly shown through when I found out that my dad was being sent to Afghanistan during week 4 of the 
summer. The love, compassion, and comfort that overwhelmed me helped me to no longer see those around me as just 
coworkers but truly as family. Springhill as a whole has changed my life. My experience there has changed whom I was 
into whom God has called me to be. 

 This past summer was my first time working at camp. Going into it, I really had the mindset that this was mostly just a job. 
After the first few days of camp, I really approached my job in a fashion where I was just checking off the things that I was 
supposed to do throughout the week. Then, after our Wednesday night skit, everything changed. Wednesday night in New 
fro was the night when we showed people about God's forgiveness and healing, and how they are not defined by anything 
other than who they are in 

 My second group of kids was very difficult and I wanted to throw in the towel multiple times but every time I didn't I felt 
God pushing me. I felt his strength, which was something that I had only heard about before then. Everyone says to rely 
on God for your strength but the moment that I actually had to do that and saw him give me that strength was so moving. 
God wasn’t just someone who I was teaching about then. He was someone who I knew was walking with me through hard 
times. I didn't feel like he had give 

 A defining moment with me was when I was sent down to Indiana Day Camps with some friends I had made during my 
training weeks. After day camps one day, a friend and I were headed home when we noticed one of the most omnipotent 
storms I have ever witnessed. Surrounded by cornfield, we felt entirely alone with each other and with God. It was a 
surreal experience to witness God's power in such a raw form. We stayed in that moment and prayed for quite some time. 
We both left feeling so close to God and have 

 Every day was a defining story. There was a man, true story, who died, saw Jesus at the gate, and Jesus sent him back. 
Before he came back, three people entered the gate before him. To each person, Jesus asked, did you learn to love? One 
person had to say, No. The two others gladly said, Yes, Jesus. I learned to love! And if there were anything I can say 
about my experience at Springhill, spread over the years, I would say that it taught me to love. And, in that, even with all 
of its imperfections, God 

 Week 3 at White River Christian Church in Noblesville was defining because I finally began to come out of my shell. This 
was mainly because we had helped that week from a Detroit day camp team. Connor Perry was the bomb and my co that 
week and he taught me how to have fun with the kids. 

 On Labor Day when I had worked for weeks straight without a day off and my director told me I didn't work hard enough in 
front of all of my staff. That was the defining moment of knowing I was done with that awful place. 

 All the moments in the office were beneficial interacting with peers and leaders of the camp. 

 Small groups with kids. 

 When you asked me to leave instead of just firing me. I was hoping my director would've had the gumption to just talk 
things out or hear out our staff's concerns, but instead, gossiped about me, fabricated lies, and coerced my small group 
leader into sharing, what I thought to be, confidential frustrations about my director. It was at that moment that I knew 
SpringHill did not care about their staff or fixing difficult situations, but would rather sweep issues under the rug and fire 
pawns (counselors) for t 

 Yes. I had a camper the last week of the summer who had so many good questions about her faith. All the questions she 
asked me were things that I learned in my own understanding of God through the summer and I could so clearly see that 
God showed me things specifically for that camper. It was so good to see that God wanted to use me in that way, 
because it did not make sense until that conversation. 

 Our leader gave us a story called A Trip to Holland where it described that no one wishes to have a child with special 
needs but it takes you on a new adventure where you see the beauty in things you had not expected. This is when I 
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realized that we all have special needs whether it is help dressing, help cutting food, or making sure a friend doesn't feel 
lonely. Some special needs are just more physically apparent than others. 

 I saw this vision from God when I was lying down under the trading post awning. I was on this really small rowboat that 
had all these holes and broken pieces and I saw this figure in the distance. As soon as it got closer, I realized it was 
Jesus. Jesus came over to my boat, put his hand out, and said come walk with me I was like Jesus I walk with you 
everyday. He replied, you don't walk with me. You walk behind me or in front of me. This made me really think about my 
life and if I really do walk wi 

 I had 6 campers give their lives to Jesus throughout my summer. To see them make that decision was so powerful for me. 

 I was sick and someone I didn't know prayed for me. 

 While volunteering for a winter teen retreat in 2011 with a friend, we were sitting by the fireplace outside the New Frontiers 
dining hall. My friend was playing his guitar and was approached by a camper who also had a guitar. The camper asked 
us if we would go to the chapel (he wanted to use the sound system) to help him prepare a song for the talent show that 
evening. We went with the camper and my friend worked with him for hours, through all of his free time and dinner. I could 
see by the look on my 

 When I was giving one of the breakout bible lessons I. The morning, I can remember one student who just seemed to be 
completely checked out throughout the week. I had begun praying for him during the evenings, and I remember one 
morning where it just seemed to click for him. It was so cool to see God answer a prayer of mine. 

 The first time a camper came over to me at a campfire and said they wanted to recommit their life to Christ fully was a big 
moment. The impact of the work we do at camp really hit me in that moment, and the Spirit's presence was strongly felt. 
Also building the Ebenezer and the giant prayer circle was a very defining moment for me, to see a glimpse of the 
kingdom here on earth was incredible. 

 I was on adventure tower with an activity staff and realized that I don't need to glorify anyone except for God. And after 
that everything from my future career to my attitude change 

 During closing day, one of the weeks, my cabin looked like they have been together for months. 

 One week I had a little girl who came on the busses provided by oak Pointe church. From what she told me she didn't 
have a great family situation but it wasn't terrible at the same time. When she showed up Tuesday morning (she wasn't 
there Monday) I made sure she felt included for missing the first day. For the rest of the week she was clung to my side, 
although it was a little difficult at some times all I wanted to do was show love to her. One day she asked me if I could 
read something from my bible and I 

 There was one boy, my second week of working, that after I shared my story he came up and told me how glad he was 
that I shared my story and how things got better even after my grandpa died, because he had just lost his little sister to 
cancer and was glad to see it could get better. That connection made me realizes for the rest of the summer that these 
kids really need to hear from us and really need the hope that Jesus provides. 

 The first night that I got to stay back at Wednesday night campfire and talk to a few of my campers was one of my favorite 
moments of the summer. They opened up to me about the exact same things that I was going through, and I truly felt God 
leading our conversation. 

 Taylor Little 

 Watching kids accept Christ for the first time was monumental and life changing. 

 I had a week where I stepped up as an AD and I absolutely loved it. I felt like I became a stronger leader and got to know 
my team better. 

 When a girl that came with almost no faith and God cried and told me that because of my testimony she saw God was 
real and become an official daughter of Christ. 

 Taking photos at Week 6 TST banquet when we had three kids with Down syndrome. It was very touching watching them 
sing and dance. 

 I was on the Chicago Day camp Team and one day a camper was struggling on the cargo net. I was called over to talk 
her through going up the cargo net, and found my camper speechless and paralyzed. She was so scared, but she and I 
managed to set a goal for her and exceed it by 2 rungs. That afternoon she and I both talked through the experience and 
climbed the Rockwall together. It was my first time climbing the rock wall and her first time so we were both in the same 
boat. I will never forget Taylor and 

 As a kid, I didn't grow up in a family that was faithful. One day during debrief it hit me hard that I was getting no to provide 
for kids what I so desperately wanted when I was a kid, which brought me to tears and fanned the flames to my fire for 
sharing Jesus with kiddos! 

 I worked so many different jobs this summer, but I worked one week with a camper who had autism. I have never worked 
with special needs before, and I was really nervous at first. When I met him, he completely changed my life. My 
compassion I had for this camper allowed me to realized God could use anyone to show others his glory. Also, I learned 
that God loves every one of His children equally. 

 A guy I worked with at camp (Elias) got in a motorcycle accident a few days after my brother got in a car accident. Elias 
ended up having to go to the hospital, broke his collarbone, and was back to work the next week, and my brother ended 
up in a wheelchair for a few months and still has problems when he's on his feet too long. Anyway, when the news came 
in that Elias got in an accident and was in the hospital, I started crying and had to take my break early instead of lead the 
small group for the high sc 
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 There are way too many defining moments to fit into a little box. God showed up to me through the service opportunities. 
The Rees staff was amazing during my time there and lifted me up. There was a time I remember in the coco dining hall 
where I was tired and complaining about cleaning up after the messy kids and Cowboy Bob challenged me to remember 
that it was the messy kids who gave me the opportunity to get to serve. Having that opportunity was what made God look 
down and smile, the well done m 

 I loved the week we had inner-city Grand Rapids campers. It was definitely a hard week, but it gave me new perspective 
on how incredibly blessed I am. I went with my AD and bought clothing items-bathing suit, sweatshirt, socks-for some of 
our campers that did not have those items. For that week though, those kids got to experience the love of God in a fun, 
life-changing experience. I will not ever forget that week. I also got to work one week with my brother. What a cool 
experience to work side by side. 

 I saw a girl except the lord for the first time. It was so emotional and amazing. 

 The whole experience was amazing but after the first meeting for a check in I was just so amazed about what my directors 
thought of my work and it pushed me to continue on and become an even better leader 

 I've almost always been a low-energy, quiet, shy person. I stressed about transforming myself into this obnoxiously loud, 
outgoing, high-energy person when I was at camp. I beat myself up over every failure to be this other person. Leadership 
staff and my own solo-time bible study worked almost in concert to help me realize that God makes people different from 
each other for a reason. I don't have to be hyper and outgoing to work for God. God can use me in ways that he can't use 
other people. It's not a p 

 My second summer as a TST special needs counseled was the hardest I have ever worked with so many struggles along 
the way. But looking back it is always that summer I reference... I was pushed so much and have so many amazing 
memories. 

 I didn't have much camper interaction, but each week I had the opportunity to interview campers from scholarship groups 
and read through all of the camper testimonies. It was such an encouraging time for me to see how God was working. 
One boy I remember sat and talked with me for 20 minutes about anything and everything, and he had a rough home life. 
But in the midst of him telling me all of that he told me that God is his hope and he wants to be more like him. It blew my 
mind that an 11/12 year old boy coo 

 Sitting on my cabin porch after lights out and helping a camper rededicate his life to Christ. 

 My first week I had a really hard 3rd grade boy. He was rude to the other kids and wouldn't listen to any of the counselors. 
I sat down with him and talked to him about why what he was doing was wrong and why we should be like Jesus. He 
ended up really wanting to accept Christ, and he did! I was so happy in that moment that I lost it and cried:) 

 My first summer I worked in Mail/ Lost and Found. No one knew what to do and no one trained us so it was incredibly 
stressful. During that summer I learned about myself and how I handle tough situations. Though I considered leaving a 
few times I kept going and I am glad that I did. The summer gave me stamina and resilience for hard times. 

 There were many conversations I remember, think, and pray about often. But one of the most defining moments for me 
personally, was being told at the end of the summer that SpringHill did not think I was a team player. That fall I really 
evaluated my life, where I was going and what I was doing. From that conversation, I learned alot about community and 
it's importance in our lives, and after growing and changing, I re applied and worked two more summers for SpringHill.  

 It was the first time I felt like I had a real conversation with God. 

 Nothing beat the moments sharing the gospel with my campers at night before they went to bed. They all loved it and 
made me fill blessed to share with them. 

 As a wrangler, you have your workday and then the option of resting for the rest of the evening or hanging out with your 
campers for that week. Most of the summer, because I had gotten really sick, I had chosen to rest. One night, I decided to 
go to my girls' campfire because I had really grown close to this particular group of girls. It was Wednesday campfire, and 
after people could leave, I stayed in hopes that I could connect to some campers and talk with them about God. A group 
of three girls came to me 

 I was able to share the Bridge diagram with one of our students one evening by using a flashlight as the bridge. I think I 
was encouraged that the use of the diagram works and that I was able to carry out an evangelism conversation. 

 Sitting in one of the higher ground sessions I realized my life wasn't completely devoted to serving God, so I committed to 
give him my everything from that day on. After camp was over I didn't let that get in my way, and a month later I was 
baptized. 

 Too many to list 

 The first time I came to SpringHill I arrived late to training. I caught up with my team of day camp counselors in the middle 
of 'training' for our morning large group dance parties with the kids. I had never danced before. I really didn't know how. 
And I felt so much embarrassment knowing that this is what was expected from me. I honestly contemplated bailing on 
the whole thing and going back home for the summer. I watched from a distance as these people humiliated themselves 
'shaking their bushy tails'. 

 None 

 The start of week three when the kids came up on the bus was defining for me. I looked around at the other staff and saw 
the fatigue setting in. I knew that we all had to make a personal choice to give our best like we had in week 1. That week 
was a growth week for me because I really had to battle the flesh. Impatience, selfishness, prides: all these sentiments 
rose up in me. I learned to cling to God's promise to Israel. Ezekiel 36:26 And I will give you a new heart, and a new spirit 
I will put within you 
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 I think that the first time I received a note from one of my campers, it was a defining moment for me. During training and at 
the beginning of the first week with campers, I felt unequipped and like I wasn't where I was supposed to be. After 
receiving notes of affirmation from my campers and seeing what a great time they had, I knew that it was where God 
wanted me to be and that I was making a difference as a leader. My last week of camp, I was in Huron without a co-
counselor. I was a little bummed because 

 Overall, the weekends when I really got to connect to other staff members. 

 Week one was a defining moment in and of itself. This week was one of our scholarship weeks and it was probably the 
hardest week of the summer. There were two kids in my group that were very demanding both verbally, emotionally, and 
physically. I had to consistently take them aside and talk with them about how they needed to show love to each other but 
they didn't want to listen at all. This was a continually draining process for me and I felt like I couldn't get through to either 
of these kids. But deep do 

 There was one moment the final week of camp this summer that really hit me. One of my boys was super eager to learn 
and I could tell he looked up to me. Anyways, he offered to help with running an activity and as I watched him taking 
leadership it almost made me cry. He was so intent on serving others selflessly. In that moment I realized that I had a 
calling to serve kids for the rest of my life. How? I'm not precisely sure yet, but I have not doubted that passion for a 
minute since that day. 

 I came to camp thinking I was going to have the same job as the year before, but a few of my bosses saw potential in me 
and asked me to do another job. I moved from Activity Staff to being a Lead. It was a job that I didn't have much 
experience in, but they saw that I might be successful in it. That moment of trust from them led me to have an amazing, 
but very challenging, summer. I learned tons of new skills, led my peers, and gained experience that I NEVER thought I 
would have. It was amazing. And now I c 

 My mornings in the chapel. I was so worn down, but a few minutes in the chapel by myself, prior to meeting my teams (I 
was an AD) prepared me, spiritually to forge ahead. Those are some of the closest times I've had with God. 

 SpringHill changed my life is so many ways 

 I have learned so any lessons this summer, but the lesson that sticks out the most is: Be great full for not only the 
blessings God gives you but also when life gets tough. That's when we are able to learn. We won't get anything from life if 
it's always easy. 

 When I connect with the children. And I help them to learn about God and to know how to keep faith. I was a counselor for 
the special needs children. Specifically for a blind child. I help them through obstacle courses, was there I, and through 
God learned a lot from that child as I help them learn a lot about God. His Name was Ben. 

 Anytime I had the opportunity to work with a camper who had special needs. Their energy and excitement to climb the 
rock wall or fly down the zip line was always invigorating! Even if they were not participating they were the BEST 
cheerleaders ever for their cabin mates! One day I was working the bottom of CoCo Zip line and a camper who was 
wheelchair bound had the chance to go down the zip line. His expression of pure joy is something that I will never forget 
when he reached the bottom. He really did fl 

 One summer, I had a camper who came with his brother and although they caused some trouble during the week, I could 
really see camp helping him to have fun and learn new things. At one point when he was discouraged, he said that he 
was stupid and when I told him that he wasn't and that he was actually a smart guy, he brightened up and I realized that 
this wasn't not something he heard a lot. This really showed me how much kids need camp. 

 I was hired to work with TST, but one week I worked with IP girls, and one of my campers dedicated her life to Christ, 
when I had felt entirely incompetent the entire week but I got to see God clearly work through me. 

 When a serious emergency happened, the whole team was able to come together, make decisions, and take care of the 
camper. We prayed with her in the difficult time. 

 It was a defining moment for me when a camper asked me if she could ask Christ into her heart again, even though she 
already had. It was incredible to see her desire for a deeper relationship with Christ. I also had another camper that was 
Buddhist, although she said she also believed in God and Jesus, which were her favorite gods, although she still prayed 
to Buda because her people did (she grew up in Thailand). I struggled to share with her the message of the gospel 
without telling her that I thought w 

 When I realized just how much the kids Ralf love and appreciate you. 

 One was when I was asked to call home from camp. I remember a dear friend meeting with me before that phone call, as 
he already knew (was in the office when my mom called), and wanted to be sure I would be OK when I made that call. 
Looking back, I realized what he was doing, but at the time I thought it was nice that he wanted to chat for a while. The 
reason why I needed to call home was because my sister had been diagnosed with Acute Lymphocytic Leukemia, and 
had been given less than a 20% chance to live 

 All the time 

 Kelly Dale agreed to mentor me outside of Springhill. 

 No defining moment, I just had an incredible summer working there. 

 There were several defining moments for me. One of them involved a camper who did not want to be there, who did not 
want to learn about God, who thought we all were against her. I bonded with her and shared things about my life in return 
for her sharing things about her life. She was 17 and had so much to offer the world but had been through some difficult 
times. She was a good kid- she just needed someone to listen to her. By the time she left camp, she was asking 
questions about God. 
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 So many, too tired to start 

 Meeting my wife, untangling fishing poles together summer 2001. 

 I loved being an area director, and bonding with my team was one of my favorite things. Not so much a defining moment, 
but an entire summer of growing with my team. 

 Standing on the Shore of Rust Lake, our six Red Brush Area Directors started to roll up their pant legs and take off their 
shoes. Staff training had been good, yet tiring, and I stood there with the other thirty-some Red Brush counselors waiting 
for instruction. I wondered what on earth we were about to do. What game or training session was this? Then one of them 
spoke. “We want to wash your feet.” Mum . . . Problem. BIG problem. The thing about camp is that we all wear sandals 
everywhere. And 

 Summer of 2003 Working in the Coco Infirmary when nor virus hit. First wave of sick kids and staff started coming in 
around campfire time, and kept rolling in through the night. I didn't sleep at all that night. 2nd wave hit 48 hours later, and I 
had another night with no sleep. Despite repeated exposure, none of the 3 infirmary staff got sick. We made it through the 
week, too care of huge numbers of sick kids and staffers, and kept up the day-to-day functions. It was a faith-growing 
week for me to se 

 Sitting around the campfire sharing our testimonies and how we got to where we are now. 

 I would probably say that there wasn't necessarily one defining moment, but there was probably a few defining moments 
each summer, so I won't give you all of them. My first summer (2002) I was a second termer because I was on a mission 
trip during the month of June. This also meant that I missed staff training. I arrived and worked with two other counselors, 
and just felt really welcomed and accepted by everybody even though they had already spent many weeks together. By 
the end of the summer I didn't f 

 Honestly, it's hard for me to remember every defining moment-- it seems like the whole summer was a long string of them. 
But when I think of working at SpringHill, my heart feels an overwhelming, warm joy. I get emotional every time I think 
about camp and all that is has done for me-- my campers still talk to me to this day and look to me as a light of Christ. 
There is nothing more rewarding or loving than SpringHill Camps (tearing up as I write this). 

 Working at Day Camps you get kids that might otherwise be unfit for Overnight, whether it's because they are too young 
or perhaps they can't handle being away from home for that long. One child in particular was on the autism spectrum and 
was sent to camp by his nanny. She had had a great time at SpringHill as a kid and thought he would benefit from the 
experience. On Wednesday, after being emotionally upset by something (we weren't sure what), the kid packed his bags 
and decided he hated camps and everyone 

 I met my wife white working at SpringHill. We were co counselors on a T.S.T team. We both weren't looking to date 
anyone that summer, but God had different plans for us. Now we are expecting or first child this month! 

 No 

 The entire experience of relating to my staff while an iPad. While a counselor is what my time in prayer with my co 
counselor. 

 From a growth standpoint, I really learned to grow up (at least more so than when I was a first year counselor). I learned 
the importance of really buying into something - like the SHX. When you truly by into something, your excitement and 
passion radiates to others and makes for a better experience. This led to some great conversations for me with guests, 
staff, and campers alike. I try to implement this in every job that I've had since SpringHill and believe SpringHill really 
helped grow me into the p 

 When a parent said that they talked all about their child's camp experience at the dinner table. 

 I had a chance to share with my area director about a really scary and painful choice I had to make, and he listened and 
advised with great empathy and care. Shortly after, with his companionship, I was able to follow through on that decision. 
It was late at night when I took care of it, and after that we stayed up for a while, enjoyed the stars, and rested in the 
freedom that God was bringing me into. It was a big milestone for me and SHC gave me help to get through it, and a 
beautiful setting to enjoy I 

 There were a bunch, but I'll just go with the one that impacted me the most. My second week I had a group of campers 
that really were seriously off-track with God in their lives even though most of them had come to SpringHill in consecutive 
summers for five years or more. It was really hard on my heart that I was trying my best to help these kids out but it didn't 
seem to be working. So the second avenue night during the worship he came over to me and told me (paraphrasing) I can 
tell it's been eating you 

 I don't think there was one moment where eye opening or had a major impact on me. It was honestly the little things that 
made me love where I worked. When a camper did something they were afraid to do or when they answered a question 
with a lot of thought during a debrief really made working there worthwhile. Also, times spent with the staff were really 
great, even if it was just a little bit of encouragement. 

 I saw Keith Ridge work the dish pit. That sticks in my mind as servant leadership! 

 Mostly it was the leadership of Enoch Olson. He was very concerned about my walk with the Lord and he put great 
emphasis on a personal relationship with Jesus. 

 My defining moments had much less to do with the actual camp experience, and more to do with the community. Staff 
became family to me as I walked through my parents' divorce. As my biological family crumbled, my SpringHill family 
formed and carried me through the darkest season of my life so far. For that I'm FOREVER grateful that God brought me 
to SpringHill for the 6 years I was there. 

 Working with special needs campers in my group made me smile everyday 
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 Every time a child accepted Christ into their hearts. 

 SpringHill radically changed my life. I came into camp with a lot of weight and shame on my shoulders. I had just come 
out of a 2+ year homosexual relationship and was struggling with being able to accept God's grace. I never thought that I 
would be able to share God's story and I never thought that I would live to tell of how He changed my heart. While I was at 
SpringHill, I saw Christian community in a way that I've never experienced. People wanted to hear my story and they 
wanted to live my story. These 

 Too many to write down. One that stands out though was one a 10-year-old boy was crying because he didn't understand 
why Jesus would die for his sins. I was not expecting to see that kind of passion in a young boy. Even I don't do that. 

 I don't think there were many specific moments for me. There were a lot of times that I was stretched - either something I 
didn't want to do or didn't think I could do a good job. Also connecting with staff at different points and in different contexts 
was a really awesome thing. 

 The last summer I worked at Spring Hill! I worked as part of the supportive team & was a leader. I spent the evenings 
going to campfires. I had the opportunity to spend time with the homesick campers praying with them & supporting the 
other leaders & counselors. I learned so much from observing & helping. 

 Too many to define! The biggest thing for me, since I worked there from age 12 with my family to age 18, then with my 
husband at age 24...was that I grew up at SHC at my most impressionable years, and I so value the impact of other 
believers and vital teaching on my life! 

 There were too many to count! 

 On Tuesday night I shared part of my testimony with my campers. I was involved with test so I shared it at campfire with 
both our guy and girl campers. It as my first time-sharing in a setting such as that. As I shared I felt as I had rambled 
around in complete circles. After I finished I my area director and best friend for the summer and I were talking and he 
was telling me how I did just fine even though I thought I completely blew it. That night we ended up talking about life and 
as I laid in bed that in 

 I got to spend all summer with my best friend living out my dream of being a counselor- a dream I'd had since attending 
camp as a kid in 2001. I also always think about one kid in particular. Her name was Gabby and she was the sweetest 
camper. I hope she is doing ok. 

 I got to help three campers commit their lives to Christ. Seeing the pure joy and love that they receive from that is 
something that I will cherish for the rest of my life. God chose me to be His hands and feet in those moments and for that I 
am forever grateful. I finally got to see our purpose in this life first hand. 

 I think one of my defining moments was when I told myself I wouldn’t hit that wall that everyone was talking about. Then 
week 5-6, I had two two-week campers as a one on one counselor. After four days, I felt emotionally and physically 
exhausted. After talking with my coordinator, I asked God to help me show love and grace to these girls who where 
driving me nuts and providing endless frustration. Even with all the bumps along the way, I made it through the two weeks 
and those girls provided me with some a 

 Defining moments were Wednesday night campfires where campers came forward with their experiences and questions 
about Christ. These were times were I felt God speak through me the most 

 I think I have told most of these before so just ask Tim Bassett, Christina, or Dana about it. I had a camper who got into 
trouble and showed me how God is the good shepherd following us around through our foolish choices just waiting for us 
to give him a hug and ask for forgiveness. He left that week and I was really worried about him. I prayed for him for the 
next four years just hoping somebody could come alongside him and help guide him. At a different church, after those four 
years, I saw him again. H 

 Hard to sum this up - I have a notebook just filled with this! God taught me a lot about being a servant for Him, that He is 
purposeful and orchestrates everything for our good, that friendships with the common thread of Christ last, and that He 
can change hearts about issues that I never knew He could. Defining moments came when campers opened up and 
trusted you - wanting to know how Jesus could come into their lives. Asking you questions about Jesus and wanting more 
of Him. 

 An unforgettable moment was when I had the opportunity to be a special needs counselor. I was initially going to take an 
additional week off because the week before was very challenging for me but god had another plan for me. I had never 
felt so much appreciation and love from a camper, which is an experience that I will always remember. 

 Many, many amazing moments 

 When a camper with special needs overcame their fear of the rock wall and made it half way up on their own, the Joy of 
the Lord was so strong in that moment! 

 Friendships. Challenges with special need children at the infirmary. 

 When I realized that I enjoyed and had the ability to work with special needs campers. They are on constant reminder that 
my relationship with God does not have to be hard or confusing and that the base is very simple. Also the relationships I 
made with team members- all were such great examples for me and pushed me to be my best every day- all very 
supportive. 

 The first time I told my testimony at campfire. 

 Ads 

 First summer, first week. 2011. My co was freaking out; we had GPRS kids and bullies. But through prayer and reliance 
on the Lord we had the amazing opportunity to witness restoration and one of our campers give his life to Christ... sorry... 
long story, short... Got to go to work. 
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 Too many to count, both good and bad. 

 Enoch Olson was the first evangelical preacher I remember sitting under for any length of time. In addition to summer 
staff, I worked with Enoch in the office for one year. I can remember on more than one occasion being convicted by the 
Holy Spirit by something Enoch said. While it usually resulted in tears, I also grew in my faith and hopefully in my witness 
as a Christian. I attended seminary for graduate school, partly because of Enoch, because I wanted to continue to grow in 
my faith. While there, I dev 

 Yes, there where very many. I was a special needs counselor in new fro. 

 By meeting a specific person I was re-assured that I had a great self worth n great self esteem 

 First summer there I was the counselor who returned with the campers to the cabin of Salvation Wednesday. One boy 
was curious what it meant to accept Jesus. I explained, and then all of the boys in the cabin asked if they could go back to 
campfire. 

 Enoch's staff devotions, Ben's gentle corrections, Cathy's hosting me in her home, Gods grace to me thru others. 

 Quite honestly, there were so many I would have to write a book. 

 My first day of camp when the girls arrived I watched a young girl jump off the wagon and stand on the dirt path. In that 
moment I distinctly remember mustering up all the courage I could to not wait for her to come to me. I talked to God and 
vividly remembered saying, God, give me courage! Let's do this! I reached out my hand and gave a cheery and peppy 
welcome that was so foreign to my being but it was so freeing. I went from being the wall flower at the dance to the one 
who was out on the dance fl 

 Not sure, have to think on that one. 

 Staying in the Covered Wagons, getting woken up by it being shaken, and blindfolded, led holding a rope to the island for 
a French toast breakfast by the boys. Your sticky buns are still the best I've ever had!!! 

 Breaking bread, it was awesome to see the campers and counselors interact on such a deep level. 

 Yes when my director would constantly disrespect me without me doing anything to deserve it, it was like I was always the 
one she took her frustrations out on, and to someone new to the faith this could have a very bad impact on them 

 Those moments that you gain the full trust of your camper and they share with you those parts of their lives they've kept 
hidden from others. In those moments you know that God brought you to camp for that particular moment. 

 A sermon during training and week 6 

 I remember one kid we had was a bit of a trouble kid the first half of the week. It had been to the point that he might have 
had to send him home if he didn't alter his behavior. I took him aside and just got to know him, things he liked, things that 
he thought about, and things that troubled him, and found that his home life was less than ideal, to put it nicely. After this 
talk, his behavior had completely turned around. Later that week, he had asked Jesus to be the focal point of his life. We 
pr 

 

 N/A 

 A specific conversation with one of my campers. 

 I came to SpringHill not knowing what to expect since as a child I was too afraid to even attend any camp. When I showed 
up to SpringHill I was immediately embraced by everyone there. I learned how to use my past to help fuel my future at 
SpringHill and in life. 

 My defining moment came week 3. I had a few challenging campers and one in particular needed a lot of attention. The 
first day at lunch I did not eat until lunchtime skit because I was consumed with making sure she was eating and staying 
by the group. The last day I did not eat much either because she was too busy running around camp or I was chasing her 
to try to get her to eat. She did not have a good home life and loved every moment at camp. I loved being her counselor 
and getting to know that sweet gig 

 Loved the leadership staff of TST. They did a great job in checking on everything. 

 I gained most from conversations I had both with campers and other staff as well as small group discussions during 
Higher Ground 

 I think some of my defining moments were morning meetings with the aquatics team. Every morning was a gift. One that I 
never expected and always received. I couldn't have made it through the summer without each other those people. 

 One of my campers was rushed to the hospital after an accident on the zip line. It was difficult to comfort my campers, 
when I wasn't sure if my other camper was going to be okay. But when we got through it, we were stronger for it. 

 Hearing guys saying how I'd impacted them to increased their walk. Not that it's about that, but it's truly humbling to see 
how God uses broken vessels for his glory. 

 There was a little girl who called herself fat and I was able to share how God made her unique and beautiful and it doesn't 
matter what other people think of her and the idea of pretty from society is fake. And the glow on her face after wards was 
priceless. If that was the only reason I worked that summer that would be all right by me. I love sharing what God thinks of 
people, especially girls because I use to have an eating disorder and usually don't like the way I am and I want to be there 
for people who 

 At the end of the 2015 season, the staff stayed over at the Michigan overnight location. Having spent the night, everyone 
began packing up and leaving in the morning. Having packed my things, I headed off to Canoe beach with a couple of 
people and was baptized. 
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 The children were the purpose I was there. I did a lot of work between TST and New Frontiers. I loved working with the 
older children and seeing how God loved them and watching them turn from atheist or agnostic to a child of Christ. So 
many of they’re insecurities melted away and then felt like miracles, which I constantly reminded them that they were. 

 I was blessed to help lead the first Plunge. The two-week camp experience was an awesome experience and one of the 
biggest things that gave me the confidence to be a leader. The fact that it was a new program and I was entrusted to lead 
the group made a world of difference to me. 

 I had a camper who had autism and was really sad one day because his brother who didn't have autism had friends and 
he didn't. I prayed, prayed, and worked with the other counselors with hopes that he would make friends. Slowly I noticed 
the other kids in the group starting to approach him and play with him. By the end of the week he looked at me and said, I 
have friends, I have lots of friends. It was amazing how God worked through him and his group to bless his camp 
experience and grant him the desires 

 Being comfortable to speak out in a large group about my faith. 

 Enoch and having a dealer donate a new truck    Mark teaching on vision    Mark having fun with campers    Worshipping 
our Lord and finding a lost knife in the backlands after praying    Leading adults in Adventure Camp to the Lord 

 My first summer I was blown away by the immediate relationships I made - I felt as though I had a better friend in less 
than 3 weeks than I had ever had in my entire life. The people are friendly, caring, vulnerable and loving to everyone, 
which is a different environment than I had ever experienced elsewhere. 

 There is it just one defining moment there are several. If there's any questions in regard to my defining moments and 
perhaps a later email I would be happy to share those but at this time is just going to take way too long 

 No not really each day for the most part was pleasant 

 N/a 

 There were so many but one that comes to mind would be helping a girl on the rock wall, who must have had an inability 
to control her emotions. I was belaying her and after a while of her climbing, her one-on-one told her it was time for her to 
come down. She screamed and refused to and after lowering her back down, she proceeded to yell at her one-on-one 
and eventually put up a fight while we were attempting to get her harness off. It was a mess and was actually a little scary! 
I learned to deal with a high 

 

 Not interested in telling my story. I would be loath to refer anyone to such a camp or staff today. Spring Hill is fantasyland. 
The real world is a lot tougher. Keep Spring Hill as a fantasyland - it makes for good memories and defining moments you 
can look back on when life gets tough. But that's about all. Good luck with all you do to save souls, but Christianity and 
living the way of Christ is very different than what you sell there. Stick to the Disney experience, keep kids as innocent for 
as long 

 When working with one group of high school students who were exceptionally difficult, I learned to never judge. At the end 
of the two weeks, one camper told us her story and suddenly I was ashamed at how frustrated with her I had been and 
instead was amazed at how far she had come. It was a good reminder that everyone needs to be loved, whether or not 
they are (or seem) worthy. 

 Any time that a child made the decision to follow Christ it was the most beautiful thing in the world to witness. 

 There were but I'm out of time to complete this survey 

 Staff interpersonal relationships were really impacting for me. One defining moment was when I received the 'shovel' as a 
service award. I was really surprised and shocked. I certainly enjoyed every minute of service, and receiving recognition 
was not on my radar. I felt blessed to be able to serve. The joy I received from serving was gift enough in my book. I will 
treasure my memories of my time at spring hill forever more. 

 No 

 There were too many to count! I think the biggest moment actually happened off of camp. It was during the school year, 
after my first or second summer at SpringHill. I went to school about four hours south, in Ohio. While I was at the grocery 
store there, a little girl came up to me and called me by name! She had attended SpringHill, and remembered me from the 
one time I sent her down a zip line. She was so excited, and introduced me to her father. I couldn't believe that she 
remembered me after so brief an 

 Once when one of my really cute 5 year old campers called me Teacher in small group I really felt both honored and 
unworthy because it brought to mind all the times people called Christ Teacher while he was here on earth. It humbled me 
and I've never been the same since. 

 A staff member choked on some food which sent him into an uncontrollable coughing fit and had a hard time recovering- 
the other guy counselors were right there with him immediately praying over him. He recovered; it was such a blessing 
seeing these men of God standing in faith with their struggling brother. 

 My first week with campers set the tone for my whole summer and the next eight years I did middle school/high school 
ministry. 

 There are so many!! My 2 favorites:  -Week One of my first summer (1999) when I realized I was I over my head with a 
nonverbal, aggressive girl with autism who God somehow bonded to me and spoke His amazing love thru. - Working with 
Emily Shanahan several summers in a row and getting her wheels stuck in mud, laughing and crying as a whole crew 
worked to free her and cheered as she got on the horses 

 Each day that the campers were dropped off, it was so exciting to see their happy faces, ready for a fun week. 
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 I had a young camper ask me if I ever wanted to be someone other than myself, and I was able to explain to her that God 
makes us all exactly who we are supposed to be and that she is perfect in His sight. It helped me see the same in myself! 

 I was just empowered and encouraged in my leadership gifts. I was able to take that encouragement and mentoring I had 
received and apply it in all areas of my life. 

 For me the defining moments were in the relationships I built between me and other counselors, there are so many people 
I still keep in contact with after leaving camp. 

 One of my campers gave up his time on the rock wall to read through the Bible with me more. I ran to get him his own, 
and he spent the rest of the activity block reading it under a tree. All the other kids (even some from other groups) 
wondered what he was doing, and when he told them they all wanted to join. He was so excited to read more and 
research the Bible to find more answers. He melted my heart that week, and I will never forget the free freshness that the 
Bible has to all that open it. 

 God definitely worked through some of my co-counselors and even the campers and their families. This survey may have 
sounded mostly negative (it was meant to) but I don't feel as though the summer was a total waste as God brings good 
out of every situation, and all is gift. 

 There was one girl at the barn that was terrified to get on a horse because she fell off a year ago during her own lessons 
and hadn't been on one since. She was in tears by the time it was her turn to get on her horse. I had talked to her 
previously so I told the person already helping her up that I would take over. I noticed she was crying and I just told her 
that she doesn't have to ride, but think how awesome it would feel to conquer her fear. She got up on the horse and 
instantly a huge smile appeared on 

 Many. Several involved the special needs campers. Others involved seeing God use me in new exciting ways. 

 The whole summer will stick with me. I would say though that making friends that I worked with would be friends for life. 

 The morning of the last day of camp for the summer was a defining moment for me. I had come to an end in myself, and I 
was overwhelmed by the daunting task of loving kids through one more day of camp. After morning small groups, I locked 
myself in the bathroom and burst into tears, crying out to God for help, for strength, for love. When I left the bathroom, I 
could barely hold it together to be enthusiastic in the welcoming camp songs. But God stepped in, showing me his sweet 
love and presence, and he fill 

 Being around amazing people who pour into you. Seeing campers want to know more about God, seeing them overcome 
an obstacle or fears. Looking around and seeing how blessed I am to be in amazing and nurturing bubble. 

 Overall great experience 

 One year, when I was an area director, we were down a counselor, so I was a counselor for the week. We had a camper 
with special needs in our group, who was the sweetest camper ever. We had gaga ball at the end of the week, which he 
absolutely loved. All of the campers in our group rallied with each other to help him win a game of gaga ball. Everyone out 
of the two groups that were there was shouting his name as he stayed in longer and longer. Eventually he won the game. 
It took him a second to realize what 

 Geez - I could list a lot. Campfires stand out to me, that is, the whole experience. Leading songs, devotions, but most of 
all, praying with kids who really finally understood the Gospel and were feeling what Jesus did for them. Those moments 
are what stick out. As weird as it sounds, counselor meetings at the crack of dawn, those were great times of fellowship. 
The worship meeting during the week and the small group that followed - what a great and needed break / nourishment. 
Seeing how other kids accepted 

 One day I was headed into worship and I was not feeling it. I was sore, tired, and had a bad back. Usually I jump and go 
as crazy as possible during worship to encourage the kids. Although I wanted to jump and be crazy for the kids, I just 
didn't think it would be good for me to do that this day since I had hurt my back the day before. I was almost in tears my 
back hurt so bad and so I didn't think it would be good if I jumped. However right before the first song a young girl slipped 
me a note that said Phi 

 My first summer was the most defining. I met so many accepting and lovable people. The embraced me and encouraged 
me to be myself and more comfortable in my abilities. I also, found so much joy in spreading god’s love and word to so 
many kids and their families. I also, really enjoyed staying in host homes. Getting to know the families was sometimes 
more important. Learning about their journeys. 

 No, every day from day 1 I was welcomed and loved and each day I knew that the work I was doing was for the glory of 
God. 

 https://dgermane.wordpress.com/2015/06/24/old-man-orange-t-shirt-cicis-pizza/ 

 Just walking through camp and observing the connections of the counselors with their campers are something I will never 
forget. In this time where most college students are supremely selfish, the selflessness of these young adults sharing their 
heart and the message of Jesus will never cease to astound me 

 Breaking down and having my fellow staff be there for me. We became a very close community. 

 Yes, I had one camper that I really connected with, it was incredible to see her grow, how excited she was about the Lord, 
and that she finally got it. She finally understood what it was to live a life for God and that made the whole summer worth 
it. 

 A defining moment for me was when one of the campers, Ava, was making fun of the way I raced down the slip n slide. 
She challenged me to a race. After the race, which she won, she had on this huge smile and gave me a big hug. She was 
a special needs camper and had on her big and infectious smile every time I saw her. She was so happy and thankful by 
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the end of the week. She did everything she wanted to that week from racing down the slip n slide, climbing the Rockwall, 
playing in a skittle battle. T 

 God used a child that I was working with to show me how he feels about us when we disobey him and it broke my heart. 
But it also revealed how much he loves us and cares for us. 

 The whole experience was impactful to me. I couldn't pick a single moment for me. 

 I brought some campers to Christ, shared my testimony, allowed campers to be in safe spaces to love and forgive one 
another during conflicts --ultimately, there was always something special everyday. 

 I had an amazing camper named Jackson the first week of camp. His best friend Rusty was a camper in 2014 and had 
brain cancer. Unfortunately Rusty ended up passing away. A member from our res staff told me about these concerns. 
Jackson was such a wonderful camper all week. We connected so much. He told me all about his last play date with 
Rusty. He also told us that the only other time he had been to the church we were hosting day camp at was for Rusty's 
funeral. He brought his bible to camp and read the s 

 I loved working with the kids and have become life long friends with some of my former campers. 

 Defining moments:  1. The time that I was able to pray with a high school girl for the very first time and see her with tears 
in her eyes while she witness what it was like to have communication with God. She had never prayed before but knew 
who God was. 2. When using my college basketball skills to play against and create relationships with high school boys 
whom it was hard to gain respect from. After playing against them, I gained a new level of respect and built trusting 
relationships with the campers. 

 My first summer around campfire. I didn't know a single soul there save for one, and I opened up about losing my father 6 
months beforehand. I didn't feel like my colleagues pitied me, I truly felt that they wanted to make my pain lessen. 

 Yes, miracles that occurred while I was there. A camper fell of high adventure and did not sustain any serious injuries. I 
also heard about a camper becoming able to walk. The stories about how founding the camp and building it are amazing. 
Realizing judgments I was making about people due to appearance. 

 I came in terrified of heights and was put on high adventure activity staff. I thought I would have to stay on the ground 
while all the kids did the scary part but during training we were required to do all of the activities the kids would be doing. I 
was terrified but I know God used that training and that summer to strengthen me when I faced fears. Also since I knew 
what fears a lot of the kids faced, I was able to talk them through activities despite their fears. It was awesome! 

 I don't remember. 
 

 


